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I N T R O D U C T I O N

Postage-stamp collecting la a fashion not confined to this country( 
or to a eingle class; for collections are frequently to be seen in the 
drawing-room of the luxurious, the etudy o f the enlightened, and the 
locker of the schoolboy. The fashion has been ridiculed, as all 
fashions will be ; but if  postage stamps are ргорет1у studied, 
collected, and arranged, there is no reason why they may not be 
quite as instructive and entertaining as a collection of birds, but
terflies, shells, books, engravings, coins, or other objects.

The use and-charm of collecting any kind of object is to educate 
the mind and the eye to careful observation, accurate comparison, 
and just reasoning on the differences and likenesses which they 
present, and to interest the collector in the design or art shown in 
their creation or manufacture, and the history of the country which 
produces or uses the objects collected. Postage stamps afford good 
objects for all these branches of study, as they are sufficiently 
different to present broad outlines for their classification, and yet 
some of the variations are so slight that they require minute exami
nation and comparison to prevent them from being overlooked. The 
fact of obtaining stamps from so many countries suggests the inquiry, 
W hat were the circumstances that induced their adoption, the history 
of the countries which issue them ? and the understanding why some 
countries have considered it necessary, in во few years as have passed 
since they first came into use, to make so many changes in the form 
or design of the stamp used, while other countries have never made 
the slightest alteration ?
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The changes referred to generally mark some historical event of 
importance, euch as the accession of a new king, a change in. the 
form of government, or the absorption of a smaller state into a larger 
one, a change in the currency, or some other revolution. Hence, a 
collection of postage stamps may be considered, like a collection of 
coins, an epitome of the history of Europe and America for the last 
third of a century ; andas they exhibit much variation in design and 
in execution, they may also be regarded as a collection of works o f art 
on a smalt scale, showing the style of art of the countries that issue 
them ; while the size of the collection, and the manner in which the 
stamps are arranged and kept, will show the industry, judgment, 
H3atne33, and taste of the collector, who should always bear in mind 
that every accessory that is showy and bright takes away from the 
appearance and interest of the stamps themselves.

The system of prepaying postage by stamps has been adopted, as 
this catalogue will prove, by all civilised countries, and has been 
extended into other branches of the government and the law courts. 
I t  is also used İn the electric telegraph service, aüd by several 
errand and carrier companies in Europe and America:

Some of the colonies commenced with manufacturing their own 
stamps, and used emblematic designs, as Hope reclining, for the 
Cape of Oi.sd H ope; a swan, for Swan River; the Queen on her 
throne, for Victoria ; but by degrees they have generally adopted a 
simple profile of the Queen, like the English ; and the stamps now 
used in the colonies, and indeed in many parts of the world, are not 
only designed and engraved, but also printed or embossed, in 
England. Many of these are executed by Messrs. De La Rue & Co., 
of IV.mhill Row (who call themselves in the Directory, “  Envelope 
Makers and Manufacturers of Government and Colonial Adhesive 
Stamps” ), and Perkins, Bacon, & Co., in Fleet Street, * ‘ Bond and Bank 
Note Engravers.” They are printed in these establishments under 
the supervision of an officer of the Inland Revenue department, or 
an inspector appointed by the colonial or foreign governments.

The majority of foreign governments, as they have adopted the
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ayete m, have also adopted the profile or portrait o f their sovereign 
for the stamp. Other governments use the arms of the state or 
sovereign for the purpose. Some states, which began by merely 
using, as a stamp, a numeral surrounded by a more or less com
plicated frame, have since adopted the royal portrait.

In England, the maimer in which the stamps have been obliterated 
has undergone many charges. Now they are obliterated by a block 
which, by the form of the internal disk, and the number in it, marks 
the postal district in which it was originally stamped. Each conti
nental state cancels in its own manner; several have undergone 
considerable change during the time the stamps have been in use. 
In France they formerly obliterated with a handstamp that had 
acute prominences on it, so as to puncture the stamp which it  
obliterated. The study of the means employed for this simple 
purpose affords an interesting object of contemplation. In seme of 
the outlying ofiBceB in India, Ceylon, Canada, & c, the stamp is 
obliterated by a pen-and-ink mark before the letter is despatched.

A  certain number of stamps— such as the old four-annas of India, 
the “  too-late ”  and “ registered ” stamps of Victoria and New South 
Wales, the early issues for the Swiss cantons, Russia and Poland, 
one or more values of the more modern stamps of Roumania, Heli
goland, Finland, Livonia, Spain, and the United States of America— 
are printed in inks of two colours.

In England, the adhesive stamps are printed on paper with a pecu
liar watermark, different in the various stamps. Formerly the en
velopes issued by, the English stamp-office were ail printed on a 
peculiar paper, three linos of coloured silk being inserted in tho 
paper, so as to form lines across the stamp; and this plan was 
also adopted by Prussia. It has now been disused both in England 
and Germany. In the latter the value was priuted in email letters, 
in two lines, across the Btamp, thus: Post cömert, ein greschtn ;  
post cömert, zwei groschen, Ac. ; but even this has now been discon
tinued in the envelopes issued by the German empire. The envelope 
stamps of Russia, Switzerland, Hamburg, and the United States of
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America, are embossed on specially-prepared watermarked paper, 
bearing, respectively, a spread-eagle, dove, castle, and the initials 
P. O. D., U. S. The later issues of Russia are, however, issued on 
plain paper.

In England, the regulation now is that the stamp be placed on 
the right-hand upper corner of the letter or envelope. In Saxony, 
Hanover, Baden, Brunswick, and Austria, &c., the stamp was formerly 
placed on the left-hand side o f the envelope; now they are usually 
placed, as in England, on the right-hand upper corner. In  Russia 
and Finland the envelope stamps were at one time impressed on the 
flap ; and in the Brazils, the adhesives were occasionally used as a 
seal, which caused them sometimes to be overlooked by the post
office officials.

During the late terrible civil conflict in the United States, postage 
stamps formed almost the only currency of small value in circulation; 
and the government issued them without being gummed for the pur
pose of their being so used, as it was found that the gummed stamps 
were apt to adhere together when carried and handled. They after
wards issued facsimiles of postage stamps printed on larger paper, 
wish full directions; these were termed postage currency.

Before stamps are printed, it is usual to take off from the plate 
one or more impressions on common paper, and in ink of different 
colours from those in which the stamps are officially used, to see if 
the plates are in a condition to print, so that none but perfect stamps 
should lie issued, and that the government may not be cheated by 
these prior impressions being used as postage stamps. Such im
pressions of an unusual colour have been called proofs—they are so 
in a printer’s use of the word, but not in that of a collector of en
gravings.

The head post-office sends stamps round to the local offices to show 
what are in official use. In England the stamps so sent are marked 
across with the word “  specimen,” to prevent their being used for 
postage purposes. In Germany they circulate for this purpose 
stamps which are printed in black or some other colour not officially
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used. Such stamps were at one time catalogued as ttamps o f  iden- 
tißcation.

Some clubs, as the “  Oxford Union Society,”  and others, that 
supply their members with stamps, handprint on the stamp the 
sign or initial of the society, while some firms and corporate bodies 
have their initials printed on the stamps. In Western Australia the 
stamps supplied to the government officials are perforated in the 
centre, to prevent their being used by them to prepay private letters.

Stamp collecting—which, when this introduction was first written, 
was in its infancy— now numbers its followers in almost every part 
of the world. It posseses also a literature of its own, including 
several catalogues in different languages, works on forged stamps, 
and well-conducted periodicals; besides which numerous albums, 
compiled by experienced amateurs, have been published. These 
facts indicate the undiminished attraction which в tamp collecting 
still exerts, and which, as a beneficial recreation, I  trust it always 
will.





PREFACE TO SIXTH EDITION

Mobb than four years have elapsed since the publication of the last 

edition of this catalogue. During that period a very large number 

o f stamps have been emitted, several minor or half-civilised states 

have joined the ranks of etamp-issuing countries, and at the same 

time the tendency of philatelists in favour of the collection of second

ary varieties has become more pronounced. The influence of these 

various causes in rendering the labour of preparing a catalogue of 

postage Btamps increasingly onerous, is best evidenced by the dimen

sions of the present work, as compared with those of its predecessor. 

W ithout laying down a hard and fast line, as to what should and 

what should not be included, the Editor has striven to keep pace 

with the requirements and inclinations o f collectors, giving all well- 

defined and important varieties a place in the text, and referring to 

isolated anomalies of impression or engraving, and minor accidental 

changes in explanatory notes, which it is hoped will be found useful. 

In order to augment the value of the book to collectors whose ac

quaintance with stamps is of recent date, information in as concise 

a form as possible has been given in similar notes respecting
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undecided points and interesting peculiarities in the history of 

certain emissions, and throughout the work no pains have been 

spared to render perfectly intelligible the distinctions between 

stamps which more or less resemble each other. To this end 

illustrations of every known type (save only two or three which are 

quite unobtainable) have been given, and a large proportion o f them 

have been specially engraved for the purpose.

That it will be in the power o f ospe rien cod philatelists to detect 

imperfections and omissions in a compilation like the present, the 

editor is convinced ; the field which has now to be traversed is so 

extensive, that the entire absence o f error could bo scarcely ex

pected, but it is nevertheless hoped that the work will be found 

o f substantial utility to collectors in general.

The editor, in conclusion, cannot refrain from expressing his 

acknowledgments to Mr. Alfred W. Smith, of Bath, for the great 

assistance he has received from him during the progress of the 

Catalogue. But for his kind co-operation its publication would 

scarcely have been possible.

O VER T TAYLOR.
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AUSTRIA.
ADHESIVE STAMPS.

1850.
1. Arms of Austria on shield, foliage at 

sides and crown above. [к. к. 
Post-Ste m pe l . ]  Col. imp., rect.

1 kreuzer, pale yellow, deep yel
low ; 2 kr., black ; 3 kr., red ; 6 kr,, 
brown ; 9 kr,, blue.

Note.— The first supply of this series was struck on thin paper ; 
the second on stout paper.

1858-9.
2. Embossed lanreatcd profile of 

Emperor Francis Joseph to left ; 
frame of different pattern for 
each value. Col. imp., rect., perf.

2 kreuzer, yellow, orange ; 3 
kr., black, green (1859) ; 5 kr., 
red ; 10 kr., brown ; 15 kr., blue.
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Note.— The gummed labels bearing a white 
W t  diagonal cross,called CWp/emcafury stamps, were 

: . only the impressions of the wood-cut blocks,
: which were arranged to fill up the forms from

В и ^ В  which the stamps of the two first issues were 
/  ' -v. H j  printed, being of the same size as the stamps, 

, ' /  V'® İ  they were, in the second issue, perforated in the 
В Я  sheet with them.

1861.
3. Embossed profile of Emperor to 

right in reticulated oval, with 
numeral of value below. Col. 
imp., oval, perf.

2 kremer, yellow ; 3 kr., green-,
5 kr., red ; 10 1er., red-brown ;
15 hr., blue.

1863.
4. Embossed arms in reticulated 

oval, with figure of value be
low. Col. imp., rect., oval.

2 к miner, yellow ; 3 kr.,
green ; 5 hr., rose ; 10 kr., 
blue ; 15 kr., brown.

N ote.—This series was first issued with small perforations, 
giving 14 dents in a length of two centimetres, and subsequently 
(18Iİ4) with large perforations, measuring only 9İ to the two centi
metres.

1867.
5. Profile of Emperor to right in 

circle, arabesque pattern at 
angles, value in low er margin.
Col. imp., rect., perf.

2 krenzer, pale yellow’, deep 
yellow ; 3 kr., green, pale green ;
5 kr., pale rose, deep rose ;
10 kr., blue, deep blue ; 15 kr., 
brown, pale brown; 25 kr., lilac, dull purple.
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6. Profile of Emperor to right 
in circle, surmounted by 
crown ; numerals in upper 
angles, and value on scroll 
below, with scroll orna
ments at sides. Col. imp., 
large rect., perf.

50 kremer, salmon.

NEWSPAPER STAMPS.

1851-6.
7. Profile of Mercury to left in square 

inscribed frame. [к. K. post- 
кв [tung s stäm pel. ]  Col. im p ,, 
square.

1851. Blue [1 krcuzer], yellow 
[10 kr. ], rose [50 ir.].

1856. Red [10 kreuzer].

1858-60.
8. Embossed profile of Emperor to left 

in rectangular frame, with post
horn in each angle, [к. к. post- 
keitungs stempel.]  Col. imp., rect.

1858. Blue
1860. Lilac

1861.

1 \lcreuzer\.

9. Embossed profile of Emperor to 
right in oval, in broad, reticu
lated, sinuous-edged frame, [к. 
К. POST-ZEITUNGS STÄMPEL,] Col. 
imp., rect.

Grey, lilac [1 Icreuzer'].
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1863.
10. Embossed arms in oval, in oblong 

erect disk. [к. к. post-zeitüngs 
STEMPEL.] Col imp., oct.

Lavender \_\]ereuzer].

1867.
11. Head of Mercury to left in circle, 

with Greek marginal border.
Col. imp., rect.

Grey, lilac [1 kreuzer]. .

NEWSPAPER TAX STAMPS.

1850-8. .
12. Arms in square inscribed frame. 

[ kais. kon. zeitungs stampei,.] 
Col. imp., square.

1850. 2 kreuzer, green.
1858. 1 hreuzer, blue ; 2 1er., 

brown ; 4 1er., brown.

N ote.—These stamps did not defray the postage on journals, but 
represented a tax payable on all foreign papers entering the country. 
They have, however, acquired a prescriptive right to admission in 
postage-stamp albums.

ENVELOPE STAMPS.

1861.
13. Same design as No. 3, impressed in relief on left 

upper corner of envelope. Col. imp., oval.
3 kremer, green ; 5 kr., red; 10 кг., red-brown; 

15 1er., blue ; 20 hr., orange ; 25 1er., dark brown ; 
30 kr., lilac; 35 kr., light brown.
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1863.
14. Same design as No. 4, impressed in relief on right

upper corner of envelope. Col. imp., oval.
3 kremer, green ; 5 kr., rose ; 10 hr., bine ; 

15 kr., pale brown; 25 kr., lilac.

1867.
15. Same design as No. 5, impressed on right upper

corner of envelope. Col. imp,, rect.
3 kremer, green ; 5 кг., rose ; 10 kr., blue ; 

15 kr., brown ; 25 kr., lilac.

FOST CARDS.

1869-72.
16. Design of No. 5 in right upper comer; arched

inscription, with double-headed eagle beneath; in 
type-set frame, [ correspondenz- karte . ]  BLk. 
and col. imp.

a. On pale straw.
2 kremer, pale yellow, deep yellow.

b. On buff and pale buff.
2 kremer, yellow, deep yellow.

1871-2.
17. Same design as No. 16, but, respectively, with a

translation of the inscription correspondenz- 
karte  added thereunder. Blk. and col. imp.

a. Bohemian, [ korespondenční lístek.]
b. Italian, [ carta da corrispondenza] ,  fo r  Illyria.*

* For convenience sake this variety is classed with the cards 
issued for the other provinces, though in strictness it should, per
haps, be placed with the isenes for Austrian Italy and the Branch 
Offices abroad. It is, however, distinguishable from all the other 
stamps classed under the last-mentioned heading by its bearing the 
value in kremer, instead of in soldi.
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c. Polish, [ karta korespondkncyjna] ,  fo r  Galicia.
d. Russian. [Нарта корссидсицшпая],forRuthenia.
e. Sclavonian. [ listnica] , for Sclavonic provinces.

2 kreuzer, yellow on straw.

NEWSPAPER BAND. '

1872.
18. Design of No. 5 impressed in right upper corner, 

between broad lines of border. Col. imp., rect.
2 kreuzer, orange.

^Cocal floşta g c Stamps.
DANUBIAN steam navigation company.

1866-71.
Numerals of value in circle, 

with anchor on each side, 
in transverse inscribed 
oval ; background of 
horizontal waved lines. 
[ERSTE K.K. PR. DONAU 
DAMPFSCHIFFAHRT. GESELL
SCHAFT.] Col. imp., obl.

1866. 17 soldi, scarlet.
Z». Perf.

1866. 10 soldi, lilac, mauve.
1867. 17 soldi, scarlet.
1868. 10 soldi, bright green.
1871. 10 soldi (error), scarlet.

N ote.— These stamps represent a charge which this company is 
entitled to make on letters posted on board its boate.
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Austrian Italy,
And Foreign Branches of the Austrian Post-Office.

ADHESIVE STAMPS.
1850.

20. Same design as No. 1. Col. imp., 
rect.

5 centesimi, yellow, deep yellow ; 
10 c., black ; 15 c., red ; 30 c., 
brown ; 45 c., blue.

Note.— The firat supply of this series was struck on thin paper ; 
the second on stout paper.

1858-62.
21. Similar design to No. 2, frame being of different

pattern for each valne. Col. imp., rect., perf.
1858. 2 soldi, yellow; 3 sol., black; 5 sol.,

red; 10 sol., brown; 15 sol., blue.
1862. 3 soldi, green,

1861-2.
22. Same design as No. 3. Col. imp., oval, perf.

5 soldi, red ; 10 sol., brown.
N ote.— Adhesive stampa of this design,— value 2 soldi, 3 eoldi, 

and 15 soldi, and coloured, respectively, yellow, green, aud blue,—  
were offered to collectors in 1865, and were said to have been pre
pared for circulation, though never actually iesued ; but, in reality, 
they are mere fancy stamps, as is proved from the fact that the 
perforations of these three values are larger than those of the two 
stamps which were in circulation, and that even the dies from which 
they are printed show signs of having been tampered with.

1863.
23. Same design as No. 4. Col. imp., oval, perf.

2 soldi, yellow ; 3 sol., green ; 5 sol., rose ; 
10 sol., blue ; 15 sol., brown.
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1867.
24. Same design as No. 5. Col. imp., 

rect., perf.
2 soldi, yellow; 3 sol,, green; 

5 sol., rose; 10 sol., blue; 15 
sol., brown ; 25 sol., lilac.

1867.
25. Same design as No. 6. Col. 

imp., large rect., perf.
50 soldi, salmon.

NEWSPAPER TAX STAMPS.

1858.
26. Same design as No. 12, Col. imp., square.

1 hr emer, black ; 2 hr., red ; 4 1er., red.
Note.—These labels represented a tax payable on foreign news

papers entering the country. The newspaper stamps proper of 
Austria were common to the entire empire.

ENVELOPE STAMPS.
1861.

27. Same design as No. 3, impressed in left upper
corner of envelope. Col. imp., oval.

3 soldi, green; 5 sol., red; 10 sol., red-brown; 
15 sol., blue ; 20 sol., orange ; 25 sol., dark brown; 
30 sol., lilac ; 35 sol., light brown.

1863.
28. Same design as No, 4, impressed in right upper

comer of envelope. Col. imp., oval.
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3 soldi, green; 5 sol., rose; 10 sol., blue; 15 
sol., brown; 25 sol., lilac.

1867.
29. Same design as No. 5, impressed in right upper

corner of envelope. Col. imp., rect.
3 soldi, green ; 5 sol., rose ; 10 sol., blue ; 15 

sol., brown ; 25 sol., lilac.
POST CARD.

1873. '
30. Like No. 16. [ carta da corrispondenza. Blk. and

col. imp. (exclusively for the Foreign Branches).
4 soldi, rose on buff.

N ote.—The area of circulation of the stampe of “ Austrian 
Italy ’’ haa greatly diminished since the first two series of stamps 
appeared. It then comprised Lombardy, Veneţia, and the Austrian 
Tyrol, besides the foreign branches. The war of 1859 led to the 
cession of Lombardy to Italy ; and that of 1866 resulted in the 
cession of Veneţia to the same power ; whence it will appear that 
the current stamps are employed only in the Austrian Tyrol, and at 
the foreign branch offices.

A Z O K E 8 .

ADHESIVE STAMPS.
1868.

1. Same design as the 1866-7 series 
for Portugal, with name of 
islands printed across the pro
file. [ACORES.] Beet.

а. Blk. imp. ; unperf. Name of
islands in black.
5 reis, black.

б. Like a. ; perf. Name of islands in red.
5 reis, black.
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c. Col. imp. ; unperf. Name of islands in black.
10 rein, yellow ; 20 r., yellow-ochre; 50 r., 

green ; 80 r., orange ; 100 r., lilac.
d. Like c., but perf.

10 reis, yellow ; 20 r., yellow-ochre ; 25 r., 
rose ; 50 r., green ; 80 r., orange ; 100 r., hlac ; 
120 r., blue ; 240 r., mauve.

1870.
2. Same design as the 1870 series 

for Portugal, with name of 
islands printed across the 
profile, [acores.] Rect.

a. Blk. imp. ; perf. Name of 
islands in red.
5 reis, black.

h. Col. imp. ; perf. Name of 
islands in black.
10 rein, yellow ; 20 r., yellow-ochre ; 25 r., 

imse ; 50 r., green ; 80 r., orange ; 100 r., lilac ; 
120 1\, blue.

BADEN.
ADHESIVE STAMPS. 

1851-7.
1. Numeral of value in scalloped 

circle (ground of circle formed 
of interlaced lines, differently 
disposed in each value) ; orna
mented spandrels ; in marginal 
inscribed frame, [ baden Fr e i
m a r k e . DEUTSCH-OF.STR. POSTVE
REIN, VERTRAG V. 6 APRIL, 1850.] 
Blk. imp,, square.
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1851. 1 [kretieer], buff ; 3 1er., yellow, light
yellow ; 6 1er., green ; 9 1er., rose.

1853. 1 [/.тенге?], white ; 3 1er., green ; 6 1er.,
yellow.

1857. 3 [krenzer], blue.
N ote. —The translation of the inscription, deutsch-oestr. post

verein, is, “ German Postal Union (or Treaty), 6tli April, 1850;” 
pursuant to which the stamps bearing the inscription were issued. 
In the two subsequent issues the word postverein alone serves to 
indicate the fact that Baden was comprised in the Postal Union ; 
in the emission of 1868 that word is necessarily suppressed, as, in 
consequence of the war of 1866, the Union had ceased to exist.

2.

1860-2.
Arms with supporters in square 

shaded disk, [ baden postverein  
FREIMARKE.] Square, perf.

ft. Blk. imp.
1860. 1 kremer, black.

Ъ. Col. imp.
1860. 3 kremer, blue, ultramarine ; 6 1er.,

yellow, orange; 9 1er., rose.
1862. 6 kremer, blue ; 9 1er., light brown, 

dark brown.
1862-4

3. Like No. 2, but arms with supporters in square 
while disk. [ baden  postverein  fretmarke.]  
Square, perf.

a. Col. imp.
1862. 3 kremer, rose ; 18 1er., green ; 30 1er.,

orange.
1864. 6 kremer, blue, ultramarine ; 9 kr.,

light brown, dark brown. .
b. Blk. imp.

1864. 1 kremer, black.
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1868.
4. Similar design to No. 3, but 

inscription different, and 
the word kreuzer abbre
viated to KK. [BADEN FREI
MARKE.] Col. imp., square, 
peri.

1 kreuzer, light green ;
3 kr., rose ; 7 1er., blue, dull 
blue.

UNPAID-LETTER STAMPS.

1862.
5. Type-printed ; large numeral 

of value in scrolled frame. 
[ land- post porto-marke.]  Blk. 
imp. on coloured paper, square, 
perf.

1 \kreuzer], yellow ; 3 kr., 
yellow ; 12 kr., yellow.

N ote.— The inscription land-post porto-marre signifies “ Inland 
Postage Carriage Mark (or Label).”  These stamps are not, in the 
ordinary acceptation of the word, “  unpaid-letter stamps." They 
represent the extra postage to districts which are not directly served 
by the railway ; they are sold to the public like ordinary stamps.

ENVELOPE STAMPS.
1858-62.

6. Embossed profile of Duke 
Frederick to right in reticu
lated oval, with numeral of 
value below. Pattern of 
frame different in each stamp.
Col. imp., oval.

a. Impressed in left upper angle 
of envelope.
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1858. 3 (drei) kreuzer, blue ; 6 (sechs) hr., yel
low; 9 (шип) kr., rose; 12 (zwoelf) hr., brown; 
18 (achtzehn), kr., red.

b. Impressed in riglit upper angle of envelope.
1862. 3 kreuzer, pale rose, deep rose; 6 kr.,

blue; 9 kr., pale brown, red-brown.

POST CARDS.
1870.

7. Type printed: space for adhesive stamp to right, 
and instructions at foot, [ badischer  postbezirk , 
correSPONDENZ-KARTE.] Bik. imp., large oblong.

Buff. _

BAVARIA.
ADHESIVE STAMPS.

1849.
1. Large numeral on square disk, 

and figure in angles, [ bayebn 
FRANCO.] Blk. imp., square.

1 (ein) kreuzer, black.
Note.—This stamp is found upon ordinary- 

laid paper, and upon paper with a silk thread 
running perpendicularly through, but the latter variety is considered 
to be merely an essay.

1850-62.
2. N um eral on circu lar disk, [ bayern 

franco.]  Col. im p., square.
Paper with silk thread inter
woven.

1850. 1 kreuzer, rose; 3 (drei) 
kr., blue ; 6 (sechs) kr., brow n  ;
9 (шип) kr., apple-green, yel
low-green.
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1854. 18 (achtzehn) 1er., yellow.
1858. 12 (zwoelf) kr., red.
1862. 1 krenzer, yellow ; 3 kr., rose ; 6 kr.,

dull blue, bright blue; 9 hr., stone; 12 hr., 
yellow-green ; 18 kr., red.

Note.— There are labels termed “  Instruction Stampe,” —black 
impressions from the dies of this series,— struck on the large enve
lopes containing the stamps sent to postmasters for sale. These were 
at one time erroneously described as “  interposta! ” stamps. They 
have no philatelic value.

1867-73.
3. Embossed arms, supporters, and 

crown, in polygonal frame, with 
figure of value in circle in each 
corner; spandrels ornamented. 
[BAYERN.] Col. imp., rect.

a. Unperf. ; paper with, silk thread.
1867. 1 kreuzer, green ; 3 kr., rose ; 6 kr., 

blue; 9 Jer., stone; 12 kr., lilac, reddish lilac; 
18 kr., red.

1868. 6 kreuzer, stone ; 7 kr., blue. 
h. Perf. Wmk. of lozenges.

1870-3. 1 Jcreuzer, green; 3 1er., rose; 6 kr.,
stone ; 7 kr., blue ; 9 1er., brown ; İ0 1er., yellow ; 
12 1er., reddish lilac ; 18 1er., red.

N ote.— The stamps of this eeries are all found in two shades of 
colour—light and dark. The light were the first impressed, and 
being found not sufficiently strong, were replaced by the dark.

UNPAID-LETTER STAMPS.
1863.

4. Large numeral of value in linear 
frame, [ bayer, post-taxe, bom
EMPFÄNGER ZAHLBAR.] Bik. imp,, 
rect. Paper with silk thread.

3 Jereuzer, black.
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5 .

1871.
Similar design to No. 4. Blk. 

imp., rect., perf.
1 krcuzer, black ; 3 1er.,

black.
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RETURNED-LETTER STAMPS,

1865-70.
Ö. Arms in white oval, and name of town where used 

below, [ commission fur retoubbriefe.]  Blk. 
imp., rect.

Augsburg; Bam berg ; München [Munich]; 
Nürnberg [Nuremburg] ; speïer  [Spires] ; wurz
BURG [Wurtzburg].

1869-71.

Commission
tűrRetourbriefe

Regensburg.

7. Type-printed four-line in
scription in linear frame. 
[ commission fur hetour- 
briefe.] Blk. imp., oblong.

AUGSBURG ; NÜRNBERG ; 
MUNCHEN; REGENSBURG [Ra- 
tisbon].
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1869- 72.
8. Type-printed three-line 

inscription in linear 
frame, [ retocrbriefe 
KGL. OBERAMT (or OBER
postamt) . ]  Blk. imp., 
oblong.

BAMBERG; MÜNCHEN; NÜRNBERG; REGENSBURG; WURZBURG.

ENVELOPE STAMP.
1869.

9. Arms in white relief, with in
scription above, and value be
low. [ bayern.]  Col. imp., oval, 

3 (drey) kreuzer, rose.

POST CARDS. ‘ .
1870- 2.

10. Type printed : space in right upper corner for
adhesive stamp; instructions at foot. Blk. imp., 

a. 1870. Single card, [ bayern correspondenz- 
karte .]

Buff.
h. 1872. Double card. [Königreich bayern. corre-

SPONDENZ-KARTE.]
Green.

1872-4.
11. Design of No. 3 in right upper corner of type-

printed  card. [KÖNIGREICH BAYERN POST-KARTE.] 
Blk. and co l. im p.

1872. 2 kreuzer, bluish green on buff.
1874. 1 kreuzer, yellow-green on buff.

NEWSPAPER BAND.
1874.

12. Design of No. 3 impressed in right upper corner,
between lines of border. Col. imp.

1 kreuzer, yellow-green.

Retourbrief.
Kgl. Oberamt

Nürnberg.
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BELGIUM.
ADHESIVE STAMPS.

1849.
1. Portrait of King Leopold I. on 

rectangnlar disk ; value in a 
straight line below, and numerals 
in the upper corners, [postes.]
Col. imp., rect. Watermark, 
two l ’s interlaced.

10 (dix) centimes, brown; 20 
(vingt) c., blue.

1850-63.
2. Portrait of King in oval, surrounded 

by wreath ; numerals in small 
circles in upper comers, [postes.] * 
Col. imp., rect.

a. Watermarked with tw o l ’ s inter
laced ; on  th ick  and on thin 
paper; unperf.

1849. 40 (quarante) centimes, carmine.
1850. 10 centimes, sepia; 20 c., Prussian blue.

b. Un watermarked; unperf.
1861. 1 (un) centime, green, dark green ;

10 c., sepia ; 20 c., blue ; 40 c., red, carmine.
c. Like b., perf,

1863. 1 centime, green, yellow-green; 10 c.,
brown ; 20 c., blue ; 40 c., carmine-rose.

1865.
3. Profile of King to left, with 

inscription above and value 
below ; pattern of spandrels 
different in each value.
[postes.] Col. imp., rect., 
perf.

». Profile in oval.
10 centimes, grey.

c
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b. Profile in circle.
20 centimes, blue, pale blue, lilac-blue; 30 c., 

brown, pale brown ; 40 c., rose, pink ; 1 franc, 
lilac.

N o t e .— This type was engraved by Messrs. De La Rue & Co., of 
London, where the first supply of the stamps was printed. The 
first edition is distinguished from the subseqúént Brussels printings 
by its greater clearness. The Minister of Public Works avowed, in 
the Belgian Parliament, that their printers had still so much to 
learn of their nrt, that they were unable to do justice to Messrs. De La 
Rue’s dies; and, in fact, the later impressions, especially of the 10 c. 
and 20 c., were very blotched and im perfect; they tnay be known 
by their being perforated 15, instead of 14, like the earlier supplies.

1869-70.
4. Profile of King Leopold II. to left on solid oval 

disk, in frame of 
different pattern 
for each value.
Col. imp., rect., 
peri.

a. Inscribed Bel
gique.

10 centimes, 
deep green, pale

green; 20 c., blue, lilac-blue; 1 franc, lilac.
b . Inscribed postes Belgique.

30 centimes, yellow-brown, amber.
c. Inscribed postes de Belgique.

40 centimes, rose.
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NEWSPAPER STAMPS.

1866-7.
5. Crossed branches enclosing arms 

of Belgium in oval, surmounted 
by crown and scroll, with 
numerals in lower angles. 
[ postes.]  Col. imp., rect., 
perf.

a. On diapered ground.
1 centime, grey (unperf. and 

perf.) ; 5 с., brown.
b. On lined ground.

2 centimes, blue, pale blue, lilac-blue.
1869-73.

6, Numeral of value in oval disk, 
with arms, motto, and crown 
above, branches and flowers 
at sides, and lion couchant 
below . [B elgique.]  Col. imp., 
rect., perf.

1 centime, pale green, deep 
green; 2 c., blue, pale blue;
5 c., yellow-brown, amber; 8 c., lilac, mauve.

UNPAID-LETTER STAMPS.
1870.

7. Numerals of value in inscribed 
oval, surmounted by crown, 
with circular disks in upper 
angles, one containing a hand, 
the other a lion rampant; 
motto in scroll below, [ a per
cevoir.]  Col. imp., rect., perf.

1 0  centimes, g r e e n  ; 2 0  c.,
b lu e .
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ENVELOPE STAMPS.

1873.
8. Embossed profile of King Leo

pold II. to left in oval reticu
lated frame, with numerals 
o f  value at sides. [Belgique.] 
Col. imp., oval.

10 centimes, green.

POST CARDS.
1871-2.

9. Arms of Belgium and allegorical figures, with 
impressed 5 c. stamp (type No. 6) to right. 
[ CARTE-CORRESPONDANCE.] Col. imp.

a. 1871. With French and Flemish inscriptions at
sides.

b. 1872. Smaller, without inscriptions at sides.
5 centimes, brown on buff.

1873.
10. Design of No. 6 impressed to right of inscription 

and arms. Col. imp.
a. Single card, [ carte-correspondance.]

5 centimes, mauve.
h. Double card, [ carte- correspondance, réponse 

patee-antwoord betaald] on one half ; [ carte- 
correspondance. reponse-antwoord]  on the other 
half.

10 centi'mes, mauve.
c. Like b., bu t the w ord  antwoord misspelt ant

woordt.
10 centime», mauve.
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BERGEDORF.

ADHESIVE STAMPS.
1861.

1. Arms of Bergedorf in pearled 
circle, in square frame, with 
numeral of value in each corner.
[ bEKGEDORF POSTMABKE. L.H.P.A.]
Square. Size of stamp in
creasing with the value.

a. Black imp. on coloured paper.
Nov. 1, 1861.  ̂ (ein halber) schilling, violet

3 (drei) schg., rose.
Nov. 10, 1861. \ schilling, indigo; 1 (ein) 

schg., white ; 1  ̂ (ein и. ein halb.) schg,, yellow ;
4 (vier) schg., brown.

b. Coloured imp. on coloured paper.
3 schilling, purple on rose.

Note.— The two stampe issued on Nov. 1, 1861, were in cir
culation only eleven days, and are proportionally гате. Equally 
rare is a variety of the 1£ schg., inscribed Schillinge, instead of 
schilling, o f which a few specimens only were issued before the 
error committed, in adding a final e, was discovered.

BREMEN.
ADHESIVE STAMPS.

1855-63.
1. Arms surmounted by crown, with 

numeral in oval on each side. 
[ franco marke.]  Black imp. on 
coloured paper, rect.

a. Unperf.
1855. 5 (fünf) grote, pink;

7 (sieben) gr., yellow'.
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b. Perf.
1863. 5 grote, pink ; 7 gr., yellow.

1855-64.
2. Key in solid oval, on scrolled disk ; 

Roman numeral in lower corners. 
[ břemen.]  Col. imp., rect. .

5 silbergroschen, dark

5 silbergroschen, green, yellow -green . 

1861.
3. Key in oval lined disk, in broad, 

w aved, oval fram e, w ith  nu 
m erals in corners. [BREMEN.] 
Black im p., rect., perf.

10 (zehn) grote, black.

a. Unperf.
1855.

green.
b. Perf.

1864.

(For the Town of Bremen.)

1855-64.
4. Arms (key in shield), with crown 

above, and number in oval at 
sides, in scrolled frame; numeral 
in corners. [STADT POST AMT BRE
MEN.] Blk. imp. on coloured 
paper, rect. 

os. Unperf.
1855. 3 [grote], blue.

b. Perf.
1 8 6 4 .  3  [ y r o i e ] ,  b l u e .
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1863.
5. Key in small oval in broad 

engine-turned disk ; numeral 
of value in corners; marginal 
frame, [ stadt-post-amt Bre
men.] Col. imp., reet., perf.

2 (zwei) grote, yellow, orange.
N ote.— A ll the foregoing stampa are found with two kinds of per

foration ! the first consisting of mere zigzag slits ; the second, of 
properly formed semi-circular dents.

OFFICIAL STAMP.

6. Arms and crown, sur
rounded by inscription, 
in three-lined circle, 
scalloped edges, [ stadt
post-amt břemen.] Blk. 
imp., circ.

Bluish green.
N ote.— T he exact use of this 

tamp has never been explained.

ENVELOPE STAMPS.
* 1861.

7. Handstamped; crown, arms, and
inscription in linear transverse 
oval frame, in the upper, and the 
word franco in the lower left- 
hand corner of envelope, [ stadt 
post amt břemen.] Blk. imp., oval.

1 [grote], blue, white.
8. Design of No. 7, without the word franco. Blk.

imp., oval.
ci. Stamp in left lower corner.
b. Stamp in right lower corner.

1 [g ro te ] ,  w hite, b lue.
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BRUNSWICK.
ADHESIVE STAMPS.

1852-64
1. Arms of Brunswick in lined trans

verse oval disk ; scrolls above 
and below, - and numeral of 
value in side ovals. [ braun
schweig.]  Oblong.

a. Col. imp.
Unperf.

1852. 1 (ein) silbergroschen, rose; 2 (zwei) 
sgr., blue ; 3 (drei) sgr., vermilion.
Wmk., a post-horn.

1862. 3 silbergroschen, rose.
Perf. Wmk., a post-born.

1865. 1 silbergroschen, yellow ; 3 sgr.. rose.
b. Blk. imp. Wmk., a post-horn.

Unperf.
1853. 1 silbergroschen, orange; 2 sgr., blue; 

3 sgr., rose.
1856. {- silbergroschen, brown ; ] sgr,, white.
1861. 1 silbergroschen, yellow.
1863. \ groschen, green.

Perf.
1864. § silbergroschen, white ; | sgr., green ; 

2 sgr., blue.
1857.

2. Crown and oval, containing 
value, in square frame, printed 
in fours ; enclosed in linear 
frame. [ postmarke.]  Blk. 
imp., square. Wmk., a post
horn.

4  gutegroschen x 4 = 1  gute
groschen, brown.

'oslmo-rkê

1 Щ - í
f W 1

Po&hnarìke
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1865.

3. Embossed arms in oval erect 
disk, in engine-turned frame, 
with numeral at sides. [B r a u n 
s c h w e ig . ]  Col. imp., oval, perf.

5  groschen, black ; 1 gr., 
rose; 2 gr., bine ; 3 gr., brown.

ENVELOPE STAMPS.
1855.

4. Embossed arms in large oval
reticulated frame, numeral 
below ; pattern of frame 
different in each stamp. Im
pressed in left upper angle 
of envelope, with blue in
scription above. Col. imp., 
large oval.

1 şilbergroschen, yellow ;
2 sgr., blue, bright blue ; 3 sgr., pale rose, rose.

1865.
5. Same design as No. 3, impressed in right upper

corner of envelope, with blue inscription above. 
[ braunschweig.]  Col. imp., oval.

1 groschen, rose ; 2 gr., bine ; 3 gr., brown.
Town of Brunswick.

. 1852.
6. Letters st. p. fr. [ stadt post

franco] in a circle. Hand- 
stamped on lower left-hand 
corner. Col. imp., circ.

[ f  groschen], red or brown 
ink on white, blue, or buff.
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DANUBIAN PRINCIPALITIES.
Moldavia.

ADHESIVE STAMPS.
1858.

1. Handstruck : arms of Moldavia 
above a post-horn, enclosing 
numerals. [ порто ckpncopn.J 
Col. imp. on tinted paper, circ.

27 [paras'], black on rose; 
54 p., blue on green ; 81 p., blue 
on blue; 108 p., blue on rose.

N ote,— Genuine specimens of these stamps are of extreme rarity, 
as the original issue consisted of only a few thousand copies of each 
value. All four values are from different dies, and those dies have 
never been repriuted from. Several forgeries, most deceptively 
executed, have from time to time made their appearance, and have 
certainly found their way into a large number of collections. Some 
o f the most dangerous among them were supplied by an ex-official 
o f the Jassy post-office, and heuce obtained unhesitating acceptance 
both from dealers and collectors. All the known types of uncertain 
value were analysed by the well-known Dr. Magnus in a monograph, 
of which a translation appeared in The Stamp-Collector's Magazine 
for 1868, and in the volume of that journal for 1872 the history of 
the Moldavian stamps was given by the editor of this catalogue. 
A reference to those articles is necessary to a full comprehension of 
these perplexing emissions, of which the particularities could with 
difficulty be summarised within the limits of a note. Suffice it to 
say, that, in the opinion of the beat judges, the genuine impressions 
are as follows :—

27 paras. The single type (described in S.C.M. for 1871).
54 „  Dr, Magnus's 1st type.
81 „  „  ,, 3rd ,,

108 „  „  „  1st „

1858.
2. Arms above post

horn. [ porto scri- 
sorel] Col. imp., 
rect.

40 [paras], blue;
80 par., red. 80ПАР
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Note.—These stamps also have been extensively 
unquestionably genuine types are distin- 

\ j&fl guished by the fact that the star on each
is six-pointed. large, and tolerably regular, 
and the paper on which they are printed is 

/1  JsL a thin blue or white pelure paper. The cen
tral devices of the second type, of which the 
authenticity is more than doubtful, are 

Type 2. here given for the sake of comparison, and 
also the device of the third type— peculiar to the 80 
paras, o f which no authentically obliterated copy haa 
ever been Been. The two stamps of the eecond type, it 
will be remarked, show a five-pointed star, and the 
third type has a small and uneven six-pointed star.

forged. The

40 ПАР
Type 2.

Type 3.
NEWSPAPER STAMP,

1*58.
3. Like No. 2, but smaller. [ porto 

gazetei.]  Bik. imp., rect.
5 paras, black.

Note.— Of this type we give an engraving of 
a very commonly received forgery. It has a six- 
pointed star, but the horns, instead of being nearly 
upright, as in the engraving which accompanies 
the text, are strongly curved.

f  5. ПАТ.

I f*
к  5 . Н А Р  J

5 П А Р

\ 5 П А Н

Roumania.*
1862.

4. Arms of tbe united principalities 
of Moldavia and Wallachia 
above post-horn, [ franco scri- 
sorei.] Col. imp., oct.

3 parale, lemon, yellow, 
orango ; 6 par., vermilion, rose;
30 par., light blue, Prussian blue.

* The principalities of Moldavia and Wallachia were united, in 
1861, by Prince Couza, and took the name of Roumania.

30.PAR, о  * 
и

!Л

еп\

İ!
ЛО.РАН.
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1865.
5. Profile of Prince Couza to right in 

oval disk, numeral in each corner. 
[ posta romana franco. ]  Col. 
imp., rect.

2 (doua) parale, ochre, yellow, 
orange; 5 (cinci) par., light blue, 
dark bine; 20 (doua deci) par., 
red, carmine-red.

N ote.— All these values were from separate dies. There are 
also two distinct types of the 20 paras, one ft trifle larger each way 
thau the other.

1866.
6. Profile of Prince Charles to left 

in circle, numeral in each angle.
[ posta romana. ]  Bik. imp., rect.

2 parale, yellow, pale yellow ;
5 par., dark blue; 20 par., 
crimson, rose, pale rose.

N ote.— There are two types of the 20 paras : one has the border 
as given in our engraving of^the 5 p. ; in the other, the border in 
the upper part of the right side of the frame runs in the same way 
as that on the left. All the values were printed first on thick and 
then on thin paper.

1868-70.
7. Similar design to No. 6, with floret 

in each angle. Col. imp,, rect.
1868. 2 bani, orange, yellow ; 

4 h., light blue ; 18 b., rose.
1869. 4 bani, deep blue; 18 b., 

brick-red, deep scarlet.
1870. 3 bani, pale mauve, 

deep mauve.
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1869.
8. Profile of Prince Charles to left 

between two curved inscribed 
bands, value in marginal labels 
above and below, and numerals 
in lower angles, [ posta romàna.] 
Col. imp., rect.

5 bani, yellow, orange; 10 
(deci) Ъ., deep blue, bright blue;

15 (cincinpredece) l., red; 25 (dmideci si cinci) b., 
blue and orange ; 50 (cinci deci)

1871-2.
9. Similar design to No. 8, but with 

bearded profile, [ posta romana.]
Col. imp., rect.

a. Unperf.
1871. 5 bani, vermilion, car

mine ; 10 b., blue, pale blue, 
yellow, orange; 15 b., carmine;
25 b., deep brown; 50 5.,, blue 
and red.

b. Perf.
1872 . 5 baili, 

deep brown.
carmine ; 10 b., blue ; 25 b.,

1872.
10. Profile of Prince Charles to left 

in circular disk, with lined 
spandrels, and ornament in 
angles, [ romania.]  Col. imp., 
on tinted paper, rect., perf.

1| bani, olive-green ; 3 è.,- 
bright green; 5 b., b'stre; 
10 b., bright blue; 15 b., red
brown ; 25 b., orange ; 50 b., 
rose.
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NEWSPAPER BANDS.

1870.
11. Profile of Prince Charles to 

left in inscribed and beaded 
circle ; ginuous pattern at 
top and sides ; lined span
drels. [ posta romana diare 
periodice.]  Bik. imp., rect.

1| bani, green.

1871.
\

12. Portrait of Prince Charles to 
left in inscribed and Greek 
patterned circle ; ornaments 
in spandrels, [ posta romana
DIARE PERIODICE.] Col. imp., 
rect.

İ 5  baili, blue on yellow.

POST CARDS.

1873.
i .  Embossed numeral on solid oval, 

enclosed in an octagonal reticu
lated frame, in right upper 
angle of type-printed card; with 
arms to left, and instructions 
below. [ carta de posta ro
mania.]  Bik. and col. imp.

a. Single card.
5 bani, blue on brown, blue on buff,

b. Double card.
10 bani, blue on brown, blue on buff
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DENMARK.
ADHESIVE STAMPS.

1851.
1. Value on white disk in circular band, 

with crown above, and post-horn 
below, [ kgl. post frimærke.]  Col. 
imp., square. Wink., a crown.

2 rigsbank-skilling, blue.

1851.
2. Crown, crossed sceptre and sword, 

in circular wreath, on dotted 
ground ; post-horn at angles. 
[ kongeligtpost frimærke.]  Col. 
imp., square. Wmk., a crown.

4 Fire R.B.S. [rigsbank-skil- 
Ung~\, pale brown, deep brown.

Note.— This stamp is found on plain paper, and also on paper 
with what is termed a burelage, that is, a kind of fine ground- 
pattern—in this case, of undulating buff-coloured lines.

1853-63.
3. Same design as No. 2. [ kgl. post 

fkm.]  Col. imp., square. Wmk., 
a crown.

a. Spandrels granulated,
1853. 2 skilling, blue, pale

blue ; 4 sk,, pale brown, red-brown,
1857. 8 skilling, green, yellow-green ; 16 sk., 

lilac.
1. Like a., perf.

2 skilling, blue; 4 sk., red-brown; 8 sk., green; 
16 sk., lilac. .

c. Spandrels with horizontal waved lines.
1858. 4 skilling, brown pale brown ; 8 sk., 

green,
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d. Like c., perf.
1863. 4 skilling, brown; 8 sk., green.

N ote.— These stamps are found on the same paper as No. 2.
1864-5.

4. Crown, crossed sword and sceptre, 
on shaded disk, in broad oval 
frame, and numeral in corners. 
[ kgl. post frm .] Col, imp., rect., 
perf. Wink., a crown.

2 skilling, blue ; 3 sk., mauve ; 
4 sk., rose, pale rose, bright red; 
8 sk., stone; 16 sk., neutral green.
1870-1.

5, Numerals in circular disk, sur
mounted by crown, between 
crossed branches, in inscribed 
oval ; with ornamental angles.
[DANMARK P08TFRIM.] Imp. in 
two colours; reet., perf. Wrak., 
a crown.

2 skilling, blue and grey ; 3 
sic., violet and grey ; 4 sk., carmine and grey ; 
8 sk., deep brown and grey ; 16 sk., green and 
grey; 48 sk., mauve and brown.

OFFICIAL STAMPS.

1871.
6. Arms of Denmark on shield, sur

mounted by crown, in oval, with 
lined spandrels, in marginal 
frame. [tjeneste post fbi- 
MÆRKB.] Col. imp., rect., perf. 
Wmk., a crown.

2 skilling, blue ; 4 sk., car
mine ; 16 sk., green.
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ENVELOPE STAMPS.
1865-9.

7. Embossed crown, crossed sword
and sceptre, on solid disk, in 
oval reticulated frame. Im
pressed in right upper comer 
of envelope, [ kgl. post frm.]
Col. imp., oval. Wmk., on 

' flap, a crown.
a. With numeral followed by 

the letter s.
1865. 2 shilling, blue ; 4 si:.,

I. With numeral only in oval.
1866-9. 2 shilling, blue ; 4 sh, red.

NEWSPAPER BANDS.
1872.

8. Same design as No. 5. [ dammark postfrm. ]  Col.
imp., rect.

2 skilling, blue.
POST CARDS.

1871.•
9. Design of No. 5 impressed in right upper comer,

with Danish arms, crown, <fcc., in left comer ; 
in Greek-patterned bord'er. [ brev-kort, &c.]  
Col. imp.

2 skilling, blue ; 4 sk., carmine.

Official Post Cards.
10. Design of No. 6 impressed in right upper comer ; 

in Greek-patterned border, [ tjeneste-bbevkorte, 
&c.] Col. imp.

2 skilling, blue ; 4 sk., carmine.
D
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|Coml postage Stamps.
Holte.
1868.

11. Value on solid disk, in broad oval 
band, containing a star on each 
side, with post-horn in angles,
[ holte LANDPOST.] Col. im p ., 
rect.

2 skilling, brown.
1872.

12. Figare of value in starred circle, 
with broad scrolls above and 
below, [holte land-post.] Col. 
imp., rect., perf.

2 skilling, green.

N ote.— I t  is said that these stamps repre
sent the rural postage for letters collected or 
delivered within the Holte district, and that 

they are attached to the letters, and cancelled, hy the postmen.

FRAJNCB.
ADHESIVE STAMPS.

BEPUBLIC.

1849-50.
1. Profile of Liberty to left in circle, 

with spandrels of waved lines. 
[ refub. franc, postes.]  Col. 
imp., rect.

1849. 20 centimes, black; 
40 c., orange ; 1 franc, ver
milion, dark carmine-lake.

1850. 10 centimes, brownish 
yellow ; 15 c., green ; 25 c., pale blue, deep blue.
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Note.— The colour of the 1 franc was changed, after a few months' 
currency, from vermilion to carmine, to obviate any confuaion 
between that value and the 40 c. orange. As a consequence, the 
1 franc vermilion is extremely rare.

In 1850, when the minimum rate for letters was raised from 20 c. 
to  25 c., a supply of the 20 centimes in blue, surcharged with the 
figures “  25 c.” in red, was printed ; but the provisional stamps thus 
created were all destroyed, the government engraver having suc
ceeded, contrary to expectation, in getting ready a fresh die for the 
new value, and in printing a sufficient stock from it, within the 
allotted time. A few specimens only of the embryo have come down 
to the present time, preserved in the collections of some of our 
leading philatelists.

PRESIDENCY.

1852.
2. Profile of Emperor Napoleon 1П.

to left in circle, with spandrels 
of waved lines, [ re pub. franc, 
postes.]  Col. imp., rect.

10 centimes, cinnamon; 25 c., 
blue.

Note.— Beneath the neck of the portrait appears a minute capital 
B ,—the initial of Barre, the engraver's name.

EÌIPIRE.

1853-70.
3. Same design as No. 2, but inscribed empire franc.

postes. Col. imp. on tinted paper, rect.
a. Unperf.

1853. 10 centimes, pale bistre, deep bistre ; 
25 c., blue ; 40 c., orange ; 1 franc, carmine.

1854. 5 centimes, deep chrome-green ; 20 c., 
deep blue, pale bine, bright blue ; 80 c., carmine, 
lake,

1860. 1 centime, olive-green; 5 c., light green;
80 c., rose.
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b. Perf.
1862. 1 centime, olive-green ; 5 c., green,

yellow-green, bluish green (1870) ; 10 c., bistre; 
20 c., blue ; 40 e., orange ; 80 c., rose.

N ote.— In 1861, Meesre. Susse, o f Paris, set up a perforating 
machine, and used it to perforate all the .six values then current. 
They not only operated on the stamps they sold over their own 
counter—if, in fact, they ever were authorised so to eell them,— 
but they also perforated the licensed retailers’ supplies. Specimens 
showing their perforations—which are very large and clearly cut—

1863-70.
4. Laureated profils of Emperor to 

left in circle ; large figures of 
value in lower comers, [ empire 
français, postes.]  Col. imp. on 
tinted paper, rect., perf.

1863. 2 centimes, red-brown;
4 c., grey.

1870. 1 centime, olive-green.

1867-8.
5. Lanreated profile of Emperor to 

left in circle, Greek border at 
sides, with lined spandrels. 
[ empire français postes.] Col. 
imp. on tinted paper, rect., perf.

10 centimes, bistre, pale 
bistre; 20 c., blue; 30 c., pale 
brown, deep brown ; 40 c., 
orange ; 80 c., pale rose, deep rose.

N ote. —A variety of this series is known, with the circular disk 
covered with a ground of horizontal lines ; but the hypothesis ad
vanced by one of our leading authorities, that it is caused by the 
lines in the testine of the cloth which covers the ink-roller, ie, no 
doubt, correct.
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1869.
6. Laureated profile of 

Emperor to left 
on solid disk in 
a beaded circle, 
with, value at
sides on lined
ground, in broad 
transverse frame. 

[EMPIRE FRANCAIS, 
timbre poste.] Col. imp., oblong, perf.

5 francs, lilac.
REPUBLIC.

1870-2.
7. Profile of Liberty to left in circle,

w ith  spandrels o f  waved dotted 
lines, and figures in low er 
angles, [ repdb. franc, postes.]
Col. irap, on tinted paper; rect.

a. Lithographed ; unperf.
1870. 1 centime, olive-green;

2 c., red-brown ; 4 c., grey.
b. Engraved ; perf.

1871-2. 1 centime, olive-green ; 2 c., red
brown ; 4 e., grey ; 5 c., bright green, bluish 
green.

N ote.— The 1 c. and 5 o., en graced, have been, and the other two 
values probably will be, issued unperforated, for use in the French 
colonies. They must not be confounded with the home series,

1870.
8. Same design as No. 1. [ repcb. franc postes. ]  Col.

imp. on tinted paper ; rect.
a. Lithographed ; unperf.

1870. 5 centimes, chrome-green, emerald-
green ; 10 c., bistre, yellowish bistre, yellow ;
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20 c., blue, ultramarine ; 30 c., brown, deep 
brown ; 40 c., deep orange, pale orange ; 80 c., 
rose, carmine.

b. Engraved; perf.
1870-3. 10 centimes, bistre, brown on rose ;

15 c., lemon, bistre; 20 c., blue; 25 c., pale blue, 
deep blue ; 40 c., orange ; pale orange.

c. Like Ъ., with enlarged figures of value,
1872. 30 centimes, deep brown ; 80 c., rose.

Note.— The lithographed stamps form interesting objects of 
etudy. There are four types of the 20 c. The first issued, and 
the rarest, is much coarser than the rest, and the space between 
the ring which surrounds the profile and the marginal border at 
the top, measures nearly 1-16th o f an inch; whilst in the other types 
there is scarcely any space at all. The issue .of the lithographed 
stamps took place at Bordeaux during the war. The engraved 
10 c., 20 c., and 40 c. stamps were issued in Paris during the siege, 
and were used concurrently with the imperial stamps. Unperforated 
supplies of the engraved stamps have been sent out for use in the 
colonies.

JOURNAL STAMPS.

1869.
9. Arms on shield, surmounted 

by crown, in ornamented 
octagonal frame, with 
marginal labels above and 
below, [ timbbe impekial 
journaux.]  Col. im p., 
largo reet., perf.

2 centimes, mauve, rose, 
blue.

N ote.— The mauve stamps represent 
only the duty on the journals to which 
they are fixed ; the blue represent the 

tax and the postage within the department ; the rose, the tax and 
the postage to any part of the empire.
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UNPAID-LETTER STAMPS.

1859-71.
10. Denomination of value in centre 

on white disk. [chiffre taxe 
postes.]  Square.

a. Blk. imp. ; lithographed.
1859. 10 centimes, black.
1871. 25 centimes, black.

b. Blk. impression ; typographed.
1859. 10 centimes, black.
1863. 15 centimes, black.

c. Col. imp. ; lithographed.
1871. 40 centimes, blue ; 60 c., yellow-ochre.

POST CARDS*
1873.

11. Type-printed border of varions designs, containing 
printed instructions, and space for the address 
and adhesive stamp, [ carte postale, & c.]  Blk. 
imp. on white and on buff cards.

I. For circulation in the same town.
Border, Type 1.

a. On white card.
5 c. and 5 c., green ; 10

centimes, brown on rose.
b. On buff card, with price 

printed across the front.
10 centimes, brown on rose.

* I t  is rumoured that contemporaneously with the publication of 
the present part, new French card*, bearing an impressed stamp, 
will make their appearance.

let Typ«. 10 c
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2nd Type. 10 r.

Border, Type 2.
On white card.

10 centimes, brown on rose.

3rd Type. 10 c.

Border, Type 3.
On buff card.

10 centimes, brown on 
rose ; 5 c. and 5 c., green.

II. For circulation from one town to another.
lit  Type. 16 e. Border, Type 1.

a. On white and on bluish card.
15 centimes, cinnamon.

b. On white card, with price
printed across the front.
15 centimes, cinnamon.

2ndTjpe. 15e.

Border, Type 2.
On white card.

15 centimes, cinnamon.
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3 r d  Trp*. 15 С, Border, Type 3.
a. On white card.

15 centimes, cinnamon.
b. On white card, with price

printed across front.
15 centimes, cinnamon.

Note.— During the siege of Paris a number of private post cards 
were issued, the government having sanctioned their employment. 
They are not noticed in the present catalogue, any more than the 
pretended local Parisian stamps, said to have been in use during 
the Commune.

Alsace and Lorraine.
( Stamps issued by the German authorities.) 

ADHESIVE STAMPS.
1870-1.

12. Large numerals of raine and
inscription on a reticulated 
ground, in a narrow border.
[ postes.]  Col. im p., rect., perf.

1 centime, olive-green ; 2 c., 
red-brown, chocolate ; 4 c.,
grey; 5 c., bright green, yellow- 
green ; 10 e., light brown, yel
low-brown ; 20 c., bine ; 25 c., deep brown.

N ote.— Of  this series there are two sets, one with the curves of 
the network convex, and the other with them concave, relatively to 
the top o f the stamp.

POST CARD.
1870.

13. Type printed: space for adhesive stamp to right,
w ith lines o f  instructions at foo t , [caute PE 
correspondance,]  B lk . im p., large oblong.

B u f f .
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2nd Type. 10 л

Border, Type 2.
On white card.

10 centimes, brown on rose.

3rd Type, 10 c.

Border, Type 3.
On buff card.

10 centimes, brown on 
rose; 5 c. and 5 c., green.

II. For circulation from one town to another.
let Type. 16 e. Border, Type 1.

a. On white and on bluish card,
15 centimes, cinnamon.

b. On white card, with price
printed across the front.
15 centimes, cinnamon.

ŽndTjpe. 15 e.

Border, Type 2.
On white card.

15 centimes, cinnamon.
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3rd Typ«. 1C e. Border, Type 3.
a. On white card.

15 centimes, cinnamon.
b. On white card, with price

printed across front.
15 centimes, cinnamon.

N ote.— During the siege of Paris a number of private post cards 
were issued, the government having sanctioned their employment. 
They are not noticed in the present catalogue, any more than the 
pretended local Parisian stamps, said to have been in use during 
the Commune.

Alsace and Lorraine.
( Stamps issued by the German authorities.) 

ADHESIVE STAMPS.
1870-1.

12. Large nnmerals of value and
inscription on a reticulated 
ground, in a narrow border.
[ postes.]  Col. imp., rect., perf.

1 centime, olive-green ; 2 c., 
red-brown, chocolate ; 4 c.,
grey; 5 c., bright green, yellow- 
green ; 10 c., light brown, yel
low-brown ; 20 c., bine ; 25 c., deep brown.

N ote.— Of this series there are two sets, one with the curves of 
the network convex, and the other with them concave, relatively to 
the top o f the stamp.

TOST CARD.
1870.

13. Type printed : space for adhesive stamp to right,
with lines of instructions at foot, [ caete de 
correspondance.]  Bik. imp., large oblong.

B u f f .
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GERMANY.

THURN AND TAXIS OFFICE-NORTH.

ADHESIVE STAMPS.

1852-65.
1. Large numeral in square frame, 

with post-horn in polygon at 
each outer corner, and number 
in small shield at inner corners ; 
groundwork of central disk 
formed of differently disposed 
lines in each value, [F reimarke. 
D EUTSCH-OE STR. POSTTE BEEN.THURN 
und taxis.]  Square.

a. Black imp. on coloured paper.
1852. f  silbergroschen, red-brown ; | sgr.,

green, pale green ; 1 sgr., blue, deep blue ; 2 ggr., 
rose ; 3 sgr., yellow.

1858. J silbergroschen, flesh.
b. Col. imp. on w hite paper.

1859. ] silbergroschen, red ; sgr., green ; 
1 sgr., pale blue ; 2 sgr., rose ; 3 sgr., russet- 
brown.

1862-4. silbergroschen, black ; § sgr., green ; 
I  sgr., orange ; 1 sgr., rose ; 2 sgr., blue ; 3 sgr., 
brown, light brown.

c. Col. imp. on white paper, rouletted.
1865. }  silbergroschen, black; | sgr., green;

I sgr., orange ; 1 sgr., rose ; 2 sgr., blue ; 3 sgr., 
pale brown.

Note.—A second supply of stamps was issued in I860, rouletted 
in lines of colour.
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1859.
2. Large numeral on tesselated 

square, filled with minute 
Roman and Arabic numbers.
[  FREIMARKE, DEUT8ĆHE-OESTR,
POSTVEREIN. TH CRN UNI) TAXIS.]
Col. imp., square.

5 silbergroschen, lilac ; 10 
sgr., orange.

Note.— See foot-note to Baden, No. 1, respecting inscription
DECTSCHE-OESTR. POST VEREIN.

The 5 sgr. and 10 sgr. were unofficially perforated in 1866.

ENVELOPE STAMPS.

1861-6.
3. Large embossed numeral in oval 

reticulated frame. [ thurn u. 
taxis.]  Col. imp., oval. Im
pressed on right upper corner of 
envelope.

a. Inscription on right of stamp, 
lilac.

"  (ei« halb.) silbergroschen, orange; 
1 (ein') sgr., rose ; 2 (zwei) sgr., dull blue ; 3 (drei) 
sgr., brown.

b. Inscription on right of stamp, same colour as 
stamp.
1862. I silbergroschen, yellow, orange; 1 sgr., 

carmine-rose; 2 sgr., dull blue, ultramarine; 3 sgr., 
stone, reddish bistre.

1866. j  (ein viertel) silbergroschen, black.

1861.
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THURN AND TAXIS OFFICE-SOUTH.

ADHESIVE STAMPS.
1852-65.

4. Large numeral on circular disk, 
in unshaded frame, enclosing 
four post-horns ; numerals at 
corners ; pattern of central 
disk different in each value. 
[FREIMARKE. DEUTSCH-OESTR. POST
VEREIN. THURN UND TAXIS.]
Square.

a. Black imp. on coloured paper.
1852. 1 kreuzer, pale green ; 3 kr., light

blue, dark blue ; 6  kr., rose ; 9 kr., yellow.
b. Coloured imp. on white paper.

1860. 1 kreuzer, pale green; 3 kr., pale blue;
6  kr., rose ; 9 kr., yellow.

1862. 3 kreuzer, rose; 6  kr., blue; 9 kr., stone.
c. Like b. ; rouletted.

1865. 1 kreuzer, green; 3 kr., rose; 6  kr.,
blue ; 9 kr., stone.

Note.— A second supply of stamps was issued in 1866, rouletted 
in lines of colour.

1859.
5. Large numeral on tesselated disk, 

bearing minute figures, in cir
cular band with four folds, 
each with a post-horn. [Frei
marke DEUTSCHE-OESTR. POST- 
YEREIN. THURN UND TAXIS.]
Col. imp., square.

15 kreuzer, lilac ; 30 kr., 
vermilion.

N ote.—These stamps were unofficially perforated.
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ENVELOPE STAMPS.
1861-5.

6 . Large embossed numeral in oval 
reticulated frame. [ thurn u. 
taxis.] Impressed on right 
upper corner of envelope. Col. 
imp., oct.

a. Inscription on right of stamp in
lilac.
1861. 2 (zwei) Tcreuzer, yelow ; 3 (drei) Irr., 

rose ; 6  (sechs) 1er., dull blue ; 9 (neun) hr., 
brown.

b. Inscription on right of stamp, of same colour
as stamp.
1862. 2 kreuzer, yellow ; 3 hr., carmine-rose ; 

6  hr., blue, ultramarine ; 9 hr., stone, red-brown,
• 1865. 1 (ein) kreuzer, yellowish green, deep

green.

NORTH GERMAN CONFEDERATION.

(For the States in which the Thaler is the Monetary Unit.) 

ADHESIVE STAMPS.
1868-9.

7. Numeral in circle in wreath, 
inscription in outer circle, 
winged wheels and post-horn 
in alternate angles, { nord
deutscher POSTBEZIRK. ] Col. 
imp., rect.

a. Unperf.
1868, \ groschcn, violet; ^

gr., green; \ gr., orange; 1  gr., rose; 2  gr., blue; 
5 (fü n f) gr-, etone.
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b. Rouletted,
1868. \ groschen, violet, red-violet;  ̂ gr., 

green ; ş gr., orange ; 1  gr., rose ; 2  gr., blue ; 
5 gr., stone.

c. Perf.
1869. j  groschen, red-violet, mauve ; £ gr., 

yellow-green ; \ gr., vermilion ; 1  gr., rose ; 2  gr., 
blue ; 5 gr., stone.

REGISTRATION STAMPS.

1869.
8 . Numerals of value in oval in

scribed band, on ground 
composed of minute letters. 
[ norddeutscher postbezirk.]  
Col. imp., oblong, perf.

1 0  groschen, grey.

9. Numerals of value in oblong 
frame, on ground composed 
of minute letters. [ nord
deutscher postbezirk.]  Col. 
imp., oblong, perf.

30 groschen, blue.

OFFICIAL STAMPS.
1870.

10. Denomination of value in 
octagonal frame, on ground 
formed of minute repeti
tions of inscription, [ nord- 
DEUTSCHE-POST.DIENST SACHE.] 
Blk. imp., oblong, perf.

Ï groschen, i  gr., i  gr., 
1  gr., 2 gr.,—black on stone.
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ENVELOPE STAMPS.
1Я68.

11. Design of No. 7 impressed in rigid, upper corner 
of envelope, [ nokddeutschee postbeziek.]  Col. 
imp., rect.

1  groschen, rose.
N o t b .— The Administration of the North German postal service 

hit upon a very ingenious plan for using up a considerable stock of 
envelopes stamped at the Berlin royal printing-office, and originally 
intended for the States which, as a result of the war of 1866, were 
absorbed into the new Confederation. The embossed stamp, special 
to the State which originally ordered the envelope, was covered by 
an adhesive stamp of the Confederation ; and when that had been 
affixed, the envelopes were brought under a die, from which a rect
angular surcharge, measuring 1 'A  in. x 1 in., was obtained. This 
rectangular stamp, with rounded corners, was filled with minute 
repetitions of the words NOk d d e ü t Sc h e B POSTBEZIRK. It flattened 
the embossed stamp, driving the adhesive down on it, covered the 
adhesive itself, and left a broad grey margin all round. The only 
envelopes to which this grey surcharge alone would not apply were 
the Oldenburg, of which the embossed oval stamps were so large, 
that to cover them it was necessary to print off a special supply of 
adhesives, so spaced out on the sheet as to give a margin of an 
eighth-of-an-inch to each stamp. Over them was Btruek the same 
surcharge as over the other envelopes. The following were the 
envelopes operated on :—

Surcharged with a 1 gr. adhesive.
1831. Prussia, 1, 3 sgr. ; 6 pf. ; 9 kr.
1863-5. Saxony, 1, 2, 3, 5 sgr.
1865. Brunswick, 1, 2 sgr.
1864. Mecklenburg-Strelitz, 1, 2, 3 sgr,
1862. Oldenburg, 4, 1, 2, 3 sgr.

Surcharged with a 2 gr, adhesive.
1863. Prussia, 2 sgr.
1863. Saxony, 2 sgr.

Surcharged with a 3 1er. adhesive.
1867. Prussia, 1, 2, 3, 6, 9 kr.

It should also he mentioned that the Victoria Association for 
Invalids, at Berlin, enjoyed, and still possesses, the privilege of 
sending its correspondence at reduced rates, to which inteDt it has 
been allowed to issue envelopes of its own, bearing a stamp of à 
groschen ; but as these envelopes constitute a hybrid emission of 
little philatelic value, they have not been included in the text.
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NEWSPAPER BAND.
18G9.

12. Design of Ко. 7, impressed in right upper corner, 
between broad lines of border, [ norddeutscher 
postbezirk.]  Col. imp., rect.

5  groschen, green.
ADHESIVE STAMPS.

( For the States in which the Florin is the Monetary Unit.)
1868-9.

Numeral in oval in wreath, in
scription and value in outer 
oval, winged wheels and poet
horns in alternate angles. 
[ norddeutscher postbezikk.]  
Col. imp., rect.

a. Unperf.
1868. 1  lereuzer, green; 2  hr., 

orange; 3 hr., rose; 7 hr., blue.
b. Rouletted.

1868. 1  kreuzer, green; 2  hr., orange; 3  hr., 
rose ; 7 1er., blue ; 18 hr., stone.

e. Perf.
1869. 1 kremer, green; 2 hr., orange; 3 hr., 

rose; 7 kr, blue; 18 hr., stone.
N ote.— It hae been asserted that some, if  not all, of these 

groschen and kreuzer stamps were issued on paper watermarked by 
a series of undulations, but a careful examination shows that the 
paper has simply a faintly mottled surface. Certain of the values, 
— notably the 1 gr. and 2 gr., and 3 kr.— exist with the figure of 
value shaded. At first eight, the centre of the figure appears to be 
filled with a solid vertical line, and two thin side lines, but further 
inspection discloses the fact that the middle line is formed of a 
shading of diagonal lines. In ordinary specimens the figure of 
value is quite white, as in the above engravings.
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OFFICIAL STAMP. •

1870.
14. Same design as N o. 10. [ nord- deutsche- fost.

DIENST SACHE.] Bik. imp., oblon g , peri.

1  kreuzer, 2 kr., 3 1er., 7 kr.,—black on grey.

ENVELOPE STAMP.
1868.

15. Design of No 13, impressed in right upper corner
of envelope, [ norddeutscher postbezirk.]  Col. 
imp., rect.

3 kreuzer, rose.
N ote.— See foot-note to No. 11 respecting resuscitated envelopes 

of other States.

NEWSPAPER BAND.
1869.

16. Same design as No. 13. [ norddeutscher post
bezirk.]  Col. im p., rect.

1  kreuzer, green.

POST CARD.
1870.

17. Type-printed, with space in right upper corner for
stamp, and instructions at foot, [ norddeutsches 
postgebiet, correspondenz-karte, &c.] Blk. imp., 
large oblong.

Buff.
N ote.— Besides the above, a number of field-post envelopes and 

cards were issued during the war with France, which it is not 
deemed necessary to catalogue,

E
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NEWSPAPER BAND.
1869.

12. Design of No. 7, impressed in right upper corner, 
between broad lines of border, [ norddeutscher 
postbezirk.]  Col. imp., rect.

§ groschen, green.

ADHESIVE STAMPS.
( For the States in which the Florin is the Monetary Unit.)

1868-9.
13. Numeral in oval in wreath, in

scription and value in outer 
oval, winged wheels and post
horns in alternate angles. 
[ norddeutscher postbezirk.]  
Col. imp., rect.

a. Unperf.
1868. 1  kreuzet, green ; 2  ir., 

orange ; 3 kr., rose ; 7 kr., blue.
b. Rouletted.

1868. 1  kreuzet, green; 2  hr., orange; 3  kr., 
rose ; 7 kr., blue ; 18 kr., stone.

c. Perf.
1869. 1 kreuzer, green ; 2 kr., orange ; 3 kr,, 

rose; 7 kr., blue; 18 kr., stone.
N ote.— It has been asserted that some, if not all, o f these 

groHchen and kreuzer stamps were issued on paper watermarked by 
a series of undulations, but a careful examination shows that the 
paper has simply a faintly mottled surface. Certain of the values, 
— notably the 1 gr. and 2 gr., and 3 kr.—exist with the figure of 
value shaded. A t first sight, the centre of the figure appears to be 
filled with a solid vertical line, and two thin side lines, but further 
inspection diecloses the fact that the middle line is formed of a 
shading of diagonal lines. In ordinary specimens the figure of 
value is quite white, as in the above engravings.
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OFFICIAL STAMP. ‘

1870.
14. Same design  as N o. 10. [ nord- deutsche-post.

dienst sache.]  Bik. im p., ob lon g , peri.

1  kremer, 2  kr., 3 kr., 7  kr.,—black on grey.

ENVELOPE STAMP.
1868.

15. Design of No 13, impressed in right upper corner
of envelope, [ norddeutscher postbezirk.] Col. 
imp., rect.

3 kreuzer, rose.
N ote.— See foot-note to No. 11 respecting resuscitated envelopes 

of other States.

NEWSPAPER BAND.
I860.

16. Same design as No. 13. [ norddeutscher pqst-
bezirk.]  Col. im p., rect.

1  kreuzer, green.

POST CARD.
1870.

17. Type-printed, with space in right upper corner for
stamp, and instructions at foot, [ norddeutsches 
POSTGEBIET. CORRESPONDENZ-KARTE, &С.] Blk. imp., 
large oblong.

Buff.
N ote.—Besides the above, a number of field-post envelopes and 

cards were issued during the war with France, which it is not 
deemed necessary to catalogue.

E
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GERMAN EMPIRE.

ADHESIVE STAMPS.
(For the States in which the Thaler is the Monetary Unit.')

1871-4.
18. Embossed imperial arms on white 

circular dish, 'with reticulated 
background, in thick linear 
frame. [ deutsche Reichs- post.] 
Col. imp., rect., perf.

a. With small shield.
1871. y groschen, mauve; 

§ gr., green ; £ gr., vermilion, orange ; 1  gr., 
rose ; 2 gr., blue ; 5 gr., bistre, pale bistre.

b. With larger shield and scroll beneath crown.
1872. y groschen, mauve; \ gr., green, yel

low-green ; I  gr., orange ; 1  gr., rose ; 2  gr., 
blue; 2| gr., brown; 5 gr., bistre.

c. Like b., with large numeral of value surcharged
in brown over the arms.
1874. 2| groschen, brown.

N ote..—This surcharge is remarkable as being a repetition o f the 
original valus. It has been applied because it was found that the 
colour of the 21 groechen -was not sufficient in itself to prevent 
confusion arising between it and the other values by gaslight.

ENVELOPE STAMPS.
1871-3.

19. Similar design to No. 18, impressed in right upper 
angle of envelope, and traversed by diagonal 
inscription, [ deutsche eeichs-post.]  Col. imp., 
rect.

a. With small shield.
1871. 1 groschen, rose.

b. With larger shield, and scroll beneath crown.
1872. 1 groschen, rose.
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c. Like b., but without transverse inscription.
1872-3. ţ- groschen, mauve; £ gr., green; 

\ gr., orange; 1 gr., rose; 2 gr., blue; 2-J- gr., 
brown ; 5 gr., stone.

N ote. —Of the sub-type 19 e. only the 1 gr. rose is sold over the 
counter to the public. АЛ the other values (and the 1 gr. also) are 
impressed to order ; and as the postal authorities put no restriction 
on the colour or texture of the paper employed, advantage has 
been taken by certain dealers of the latitude thus left, to procure 
supplies struck on paper of all the colours of the rainbow. The 
varieties thus obtained are philatelically valueless, but one specimen 
of each value should be selected ; and as the tint of the envelope is 
immaterial, collectors are free to choose whichever they please.

NEWSPAPER BANDS.
1871-2.

20. Similar design to No. 18. [deutsche reichts-post.]
Col. imp., rect.

a. With small shield.
1871. £ groschen, green.

b. With larger shield, and scroll beneath crown.
1872. J groschen, green.

POST CARDS.
( For the entire Empire.)

, 1872.
21. Type-printed : arms of Germany and inscription

to left of inscribed rectangle, with instructions 
at foot. Blk. imp.

I. Single cards.
a . Size in. x 4§ in. [ deutches reiciispost-

G EHI ET. CORRESPONDE NZ-KA RfE. J
b. Like I a., inscription and arms bolder,
c. Size 5f in. x 3| in. [ deutsches reichspost-

gkbiet. coruespondenz- karte.]
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d. Size 5f in. x 3§ in. [ deutsche  reich spost
POST-KARTE.]

Buff.
II. Double card, [ deutsches reichspostgebiet. cor-

RESPONDENZ-KARTE ( r CCKANTWORT BEZAHLT)] ОП 
one half; [ deutsches reichspostgebiet, COR
II ESPON BENZ-KARTE (BEZAHLTE -RÜCKANTWORT)] ОП 
the other.

Rose, dull rose.
1872_

(For the States using the “  Groschen ”  Adhesive.)
22. Annexed design in right upper 

corner of card, in leaf-pattern 
frame, with rosette angles. 
[ deutsche reichs- post, &c .]  Col. 
imp.

2  groschen, brown on buff.

ADHESIVE STAMPS.
( For the Stales in which the Florin is the Monetary Unit.)

1871-4.
23. Same design as No. 18. [ deutsche reichs- post.]  

Col. imp., rect., perf.
a. With small shield.

1871. 1 kremer, green; 2 hr., vermilion; 
3 hr., rose ; 7 hr., blue ; 18 1er., stone.

b. With larger shield, and scroll under crown.
1Ş72. 1  kremer, green ; 2 hr., vermilion ; 

3 hr., rose; 7 kr., blue; 9 hr., brown; 18 kr., 
stone.

c. Like 23 b., but with large numeral of value in
brown-surcharged over the arms.
1874. 9 kreuzer, brown.

Note. —The note to No, 19 c. applies equally to this stamp.
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ENVELOPE STAMPS.

1871-3.
24. Similar design to No. 18 a., impressed in right

upper angle of envelope, and traversed by 
diagonal inscription, [ deutsch reichs- post.]  Col. 
imp., rect.

a . "With small shield.
1871. 3 kreuzer, rose.

b. With larger shield, and scroll under crown.
1872. 3 kreuzer, rose.

c. Like b., but without diagonal inscription,
1872-3. 1 kreuzer, green; 2 kr,, orange; 

3 kr., rose; 7 kr., blue; 9 kr., brown; 18 kr., 
stone.

N ote.— Of these values, only the 3 kr. rose is issued to the public; 
the rest are struck to order, and the observations appended to No. 
19 apply equally to them.

NEWSPAPER BANES,
1871-2.

25. Same design as No. 18 a. [ deutsch reichs- post.]
Col. imp., rect.

a. With small shield,
1871. 1 kreuzer, green.

b. With larger shield, and scroll beneath crown.
1872. 1 kreuzer, green.

POST CARD.
1872.

26. Same design  as No. 22. [ deutsche reichs- pûst,
Ac.] Col. imp.

2  kreuzer, brown on buff.
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GREAT BRITAIN-.
ADHESIVE STAMPS.

1840-64.
1. Profile of Queen Victoria to left, 

wi th reticulated border at sides ; 
inscriptions above and below.* 
[ postage. ]  Rect. Wmk,, a crown.

I. Blk. imp,
a. "With letters in lower angles. 

Wmk., a small crown.
1840. One penny, black.

II. Col. imp.
a. With letters in lower angles. Wmk., a small

crown.
1840. Twojjence, blue.
1841. One penny, red-brown.

b. Like a. ; perf.
1850. One рейку, red-brown.N ote. — The colour given to the penny в tamps of 1841 and 1850 

is that which they now present ; but Mr. Pearson Hill states that 
when originally issued they were of the same colour as the current 
penny, and that the change results merely from age. I t  muBt also 
be mentioned that the various issues of the penny from 1841 to 
1858 were backed with a gum which in course of time gave a 
bluish tint, more or lese pronounced, to the paper.

c. Like a., with white line above, and below in
scription.
1841. Unperf. : Twopence, blue.
1850. Perf.: Twopence, blue.

•Stamps of this design, with rotation letters in lower corners, and 
the initials v .b . in upper corners (One penny, black), were printed, 
and intended to be used for official correspondence; but the plan being 
abandoned, they never came into circulation, and the stock (a few 
specimens only excepted) was burnt. The variety is, however, 
generally recognised, and is of exceeding rarity.
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d. Like a, W mk., a large crown ; perf.
1854. One penny, red-brown, red, carmine

red.
N ote.— Prior to the issue of this variety, it was found that the 

plates from which the penny stamps were printed wore out quickly, 
because the lines of the design were not deep enough. A  trans
ferred impression from the original engraved profile (the profile and 
the frame forming two separate dies) was put into the hands of an 
engraver named Humphrey, and he, without inserting any newlines 
or work of any kind, deepened the old lines ; this impression, so 
deepened, has since been used as the original, and all the plates since 
made for printing the stamps have been transfers from it.

e. Like c. ; perf. Wmk., a large crown.
1854. Twopence, blue. 

ƒ. Like e., with letters in each corner ; perf.
1858. Twopence, bine. 

g. Like d., with letters in each corner ; perf.
1864. One penny, red.

1854.
2. Embossed profile to left in re

ticulated octagonal frame, 
with curved and straight 
sides, [ postage.] Col. imp., 
large oct. Wmk., v . r .

Sixpence, lilac, violet.
N ote.— Tbe date of issue here given is 

that quoted by Mr. Pearson Hill. It is, 
however, open to observation that the other 
embossed stamps were issued in 1847-8 ; and as the issue of an unper
forated stamp, four years after the improvement of perforation was 
applied to the 2d. blue, at least requires explanation. Furthermore, 
it is strange that an embossed stamp should have been issued only a 
twelvemonth prior to the adoption of the system of surface-printing. 
Lastly, it is evident that the die of the sixpence, as originally en
graved, could only have been printed from between March, 1854, 
and the middle of the year 1855, as the date-disks were then intro
duced into the frame; and it is not less certain that the official issue 
of the stamp ceased on the 21st October, 1856, when the typo- 
graphed sixpence made its appearance. Under these circumstances, 
it is surprising that the embossed sixpence should still be so com
mon a stamp.
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1847-8.
3. Embossed profile in reticulated 

octagonal frame. [ p o s ta g e . ]  
Col. imp., oct. Paper with silk 
thread.

1847. One shilling, green.
1848. ,Tenpence, brown.

N ote.—The tenpence was withdrawn in 
1855; but in 1863, when that value again 

became of use, owing to new poetai arrangemente, the few thousand 
Btamps remaining on hand were reissued.

1855- 65.
4. Profile to left in circle, with 

arched labels above and below.
[ p o s ta g e . ]  Col. im p., rect., 
perf. W m k, a garter.

a. With minute ornament in each
angle.

1855. Fourpence, rose on 
bluish paper.

b. Like a. Wmk. larger.
Fourpence, rose.

c. With small letters in angles.
1862. Fourpence, red.

d. With larger letters in angles.
1865. Fourpence, red.

1856- 67.
5. Profile to left

m arginal labels above and be
low . [ p o s ta g e . ]  Col, im p., 

_  rect., perf.

a. With foliate ornament in each 
angle. Wmk., heraldic flowers.
1856. Sixpence, lilac.

in circle, with
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b. With small letters in angles. Wmk., heraldic
flowers.
1862. Sixpence, lilac.

c. With larger letters in angles. Wmk., heraldic
flowers,
1865. Sixpence, lilac.

d. Like c. Wmk., a rose.
1867. Sixpence, deep lilac.

1856-73.
6. Profile to left in  oval inscribed 

fram e, [ p o s ta g e . ]  Ool. im p,, 
rect., perf.

a. With reticulated pattem in
angles. Wmk., heraldic 
flowers.
1856. One shilling, green.

b. With small letters in angles.
Wmk., heraldic flowers.
1862. One shilling, green.

c. With larger letters in angles.
flowers.
1865. One shilling, green.

d. Like c. Wmk., a rose.
1867. One shilling, green.

e. With letters in angles, on white disk,
rose.
1873. One shilling, green.

Wmk., heraldic

Wmk., a

1862-73.
7. Profile to left in inscribed tri

foliate frame, [ p o s ta g e . ]  Col. 
imp., rect.

a. With trefoil, containing small 
letter, in angles. Wmk., 
heraldic flowers.
1862. Threepence, rose.
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b. With square coloured disk in each angle (in
place of the trefoil), containing larger letter. 
Wmk., heraldic flowers.
1865. Threepence, rose.

c. Like b. Wmk., a rose.
1867. Threepence, rose.

d. With square white disk in each angle, containing
letters. Wmk., a rose.
1873. Threepence, rose.

1862-7.
8 . Profile to left in waved circle, 

with marginal labels above 
and below, [ p o s ta g e . ]  Col. 
imp., rect.

a. With small letters in angles.
Wmk., heraldic flowers.
1862. Ninepence, bistre.

b. With larger letters in angles.
W m , heraldic flowers.
1865. Ninepence, bistre.

c. Like b. Wmk., arose.
1867. Ninepence, bistre.

1867.
9. Profile to left in circle, with arched 

label above, marginal label be
low, and large letters in angles. 
[ p o s ta g e . ]  Col imp., rect., perf. 
Wmk., a rose.

Tenpence, brown.
1867.

10. Profile to left in inscribed pointed 
oval, ornaments in Bpandrels, 
and large letters in corners. 
[ p o s ta g e . ]  Col. imp., rect., 
perf. Wmk., a rose.

Two shillings, bright blue.
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1867.
11. Profile to left in broad 

circular Greek-patterned 
frame, with marginal 
labels above and below, 
and letters in each angle. 
Col. imp., large reet., 
perf. Wmk., a Maltese 
cross.

5 shillings, rose. *
1870.

12. Profile to left in plain oval, with 
denomination of value at sides, 
and letters in angles. Col. imp., 
oblong, perf. Wmk., across sheet 
of stamps, the w ords h a l f p e n n y

ed.
1870.

13. Profile to left in inscribed curvi
linear triangle, with letters 
in angles, [ p o s ta g e . ]  Col. 
imp., rect., perf. Wmk., a 
crown.

Three-halfpence, carmine
red.

1872-3.
14. Profile to left in white hexagon, 

with letters in angles, [ po st
a g e . ]  Col. imp., rect., perf.
Wmk., a rose.

1872. Sixpence, brown, pale 
brown.

1873. Sixpence, greyish 
black.

POSTAGE.
\d., lake-:
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ENVELOPE STAMPS.
1840.

15. Vignette (designed by W. Mulready, R.A.), repre
senting Britannia sending ont angelic messengers 
of peace and good will to the ends of the earth, 
with blank space beneath for address and in
scription of value, [ hostage.] Silk threads in 
paper.

I. Blk. imp.
a. With letter-press directions on sides ; on 4to.

sheet of paper.
One fenny, black.

b. Folded as an envelope.
One fenny, black.

II. Col. imp.
a. With letter-press directions on sides ; on 4to.

sheet of paper.
Twofence, blue.

b. Folded as an envelope.
Twofence, blue.

1841-60.
16. Embossed profile of Queen to

left in oval, engine-turned, 
inscribed frame. Impressed 
in right upper corner of en
velope. [ p o s ta g e . ]  Col. imp., 
oval.

a. With silk thread in paper,
folded as an envelope.
1841. One fenny, pink.

b. With silk thread, on quarto sheet of paper.
1844. One fenny, pink.

c. With silk thread, date in frame, folded as an
envelope.
1860. One fenny, pink.
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d. On ordinary envelope, date in frame.
1855. One penny, pink.

1841-55.
17. Embossed profile of Queen to 

left in oval, engine-turned, in
scribed frame. [ p o s ta g e . ]  Col. 
imp., oval.

a. With silk thread in paper. 
1841. Twopence, light blue,

deep blue.
b. On ordinary paper; date in. 

frame.
1855. Twopence, light blue.

1859.
18. Embossed profile to left in 

trifoliate, engine-turned, 
inscribed frame, [ po st
a g e . ]  Col. imp., tri
foliate.

Threepence, carmine
rose.

1855.
Embossed profile to left, with 

inscription, in narrow bor
der. [ p o s ta g e . ]  Col. imp., 
circ.

Fourpence, vermilion.

1855.
20. Like No. 2, with date in frame, [ p o s ta g e . ]  Col. 

imp., oct.
Sixpence, lilac, mauve.
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1855.
21. Embossed profile in inscribed 

and reticulated octagonal 
frame, [ p o s ta g e . ]  Col. imp., 
oct.

One shilling, green.

1872.
22. Embossed profile to left in 

curvilinear, reticulated, 
inscribed triangle, [ po st
a g e . ]  Col. imp., trian. 

Three-halfpence, pink.
Note. —  The Ъазе of the bust is 

marked W. IT.—the initials of the de
signer, W, Wyon.

Of the foregoing envelopes, only two, 
the penny and twopence, were ever re

tailed to the public, and it is now many years since the sale of 
the twopence was stopped ; but the authorities at Somerset House 
execute orders for the higher values. Such ordere must be for not 
less than £10 worth of stamps, and the envelopes must be supplied 
by tho purchaser, and must be of a sufficiently stout texture to 
receive the impression from the die. The purchaser can have two 
stamps struck on the same envelope if he wishes, and can thus 
obtain any desired combination of values. These facilities were 
originally granted for the benefit of the business community, but 
they have been turned to account by speculative stamp dealers, who 
have had supplies of all the values struck off on envelopes, respect
ively tinted blue, straw, rose, and lilac, and also envelopes with two 
stamps on them, in every possible combination. Thus there are 
envelopes with two penny stamps side by side, a penny and a 
threepenny, a sixpenny and a fourpenny, and so on ad nauseam. 
The taste for these worthless varieties has been fostered by the 
allotment of space for them in some well-known albums; but it 
should be bom e in mind that they have no official importance 
whatever, A  set of the stamps on rose-tinted envelopes will do as 
well as a set on white, but there is no reason for collecting both 
sets. It is stated that the faculty of stamping on tinted envelopes 
has heen withdrawn.

Several private firms have had supplies of the envelope stamps 
struck off, encircled with their name and address in relief. The
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best known sets of envelopes thus modified are those issued by 
Messrs. Grindlay & Co. ; Smith, Elder, & Co.; W . H. Smith & Son; 
and Stafford Smith & Smith. As the euperadded inscribed bands 
are simply advertisements, there is no real reason for collecting the 
envelopes which show them.

NEWSPAPER BANDS.
1870.

23. Profile of Queen to left in circle, 
with arched label above, and 
scrolled pattern below. Col. 
imp., rect.

a, With date.
b. Without date.

Halfpenny, green.

POST CARDS.
1870.

24. Annexed design impressed in the 
right upper corner of card, with 
arms and inscription to left ; in 
Greek-patterned border, [ post 
CARD. THE ADDRESS ONLY TO BE 
WRITTEN ON THIS SIDE.] Col. imp.

a. Size in. x 3| in.
b. Size 4£ in. x 3 in.

Halfpenny, mauve on buff.
1872.

Embossed profile of Queen in oval, 
impressed in right upper corner 
of card, with type-printed in
scription to left, [ p o s ta g e , post 
CARD. THE ADDRESS ONLY TO BE' 
WRITTEN ON THIS SIDE.] Col. 
imp.

Halfpenny, pink.
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N ote.— This type ie struck on unofficial cards, Bent to Somerset 
House by private persons to be stamped.

l'ostai Telegraph Card.
1872.

26. Design of No. 21, impressed in left upper corner 
of card, which contains ruled spaces for address 
and message, with letter-press instructions. 
[ p o s ta g e . ]  Col. imp.

One shilling, green.

£røtl postage Stamps.

N ote.—The above designs are representative of a class of stamps 
issued in direct contravention of the postal laws. They were emitted 
by Circular Delivery Companies in a number of towns, but, in point 
of fact, their employment for the prepayment of circulars was very 
limited. They served, in the first instance, more especially as 
advertisements ; and, secondly, they were manufactured for sale to 
collectors. The changes were rung on paper, perforation, and colour; 
and for a time these stamps had a certain vogue. The result of a 
post-office prosecution showed that their iseue was illegal, and they 
were then suppressed. They never had any true postal value, and 
are interesting solely from the fact that they were the forerunners 
of the officially-issued halfpenny stamps. Similarly, the stamps or 
tickets which railway companies put on the single newspapers that 
they carry, were for a time the object of attention, but they are not 
more worthy of collection than the luggage labels, or tickets issued 
to railway passengers. Their enumeration here would be a useless 
occupation o f space.

F
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GREECE.
ADHESIVE STÄMTS.

1861.
1. Profile of Mercury to right in 

beaded circle, with lined span
drels and Greek inscription. 
Col. imp. ón tinted paper, 
rect.

a. Finely printed— Paris impres
sions.
1  lepton, deep brown ; 2  lept a, 

bistre ; 5 lept., bright green ; 10 lept., orange
red (with numerals on back) ; 2 0  lept., blue ; 
40 lept., violet ; 80 lept., rose.

b. Coarsely printed—Athens impressions.
1  lepton, brown ; 2  lepta, pale bistre.

c. Coarsely printed — Athens impressions ; with 
numeral on back.

5 lepta, green, bright green; 1 0  lept., orange, 
orange-red ; 2 0  lept., bright blue, dark blue, 
dull blue ; 40 lept., violet, dull rose-red, reddish 
violet ; 80 lept., carmine.

N ote. —There are two Athena-printed sete, the first much better 
than the second—in fact, but little inferior to the Paris-printed 
series. The figure on the back of the Paris 10 lepta is twice the 
size of that on the Athenian stamp of same value.

HAMBURG.
ADHESIVE STAMPS.

1859-67.
1. Large numerals on arms of Ham

burg, with inscribed scrolls above 
and below, and value at sides. 
[ h a m b u r g  to s t m a r k e . ]  Col. imp., 
rect. Wmk., a curved line.
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a. Unperf.
1859. •[ (ein halber) schilling, ЪТаск ; 1 (ehi) 

sch., chocolate ; 2  (zwei) sch., red ; 3  (drei) sch., 
blue, bright blue ; 4 (vier) sch., yellow-green ; 7 
(sieben) sch., orange, mauve; 9 (тип) sch., yellow.

b. Perf.
1864. % schilling, black ; 1 sch., chocolate ; 

2 sch., red ; 3 sch., blue ; 4 sch., yellow-green ; 
7 sch., orange ; 9 sch., yellow.

1865. 3 schilling, bright blue ; 7 sch., mauve.
1867. 2| schilling, deep green.

1864-5.
2. Large numerals on arms of Ham

burg, with arched label above, 
and marginal labels below and 
at sides, [ h a m b u r g  p o s tm a r k e .]
Col. imp., rect. W  mk., a curved 
line.

a. Unperf.
1864. ly  (ein и. ein viertel) 

schilling, mauve, pale mauve, sage
b. Perf.

1865. I 4: schilling, lilac, grey, mauve, palo 
mauve.

1864-5.
3. Large numerals on arms of Ham

burg in inscribed marginal 
frame, [ h a m b u r g  p o s tm a r k e . ]  
Col. imp., rect. Wmk., a curved 
line.

a. Unperf.
1864. 2\ schilling, dark green.
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b. Perf,
1865. 2 g schilling, pale green.

Note.— Said to exist also unwatermarked.

1866.
4. Embossed : numerals on arms 

of Hamburg, in inscribed oc
tagonal frame, [ h a m b u r g  post
m a r k e . ]  Col. imp., perf.

a. Rect.
İç  schilling, deep manve.

b. Oct. (like type 6 ).
Io (ein и. ein halb.) schilling, 

carmine-rose.

Note.—An “ error” stamp—1| 3Ch., rose—ia mentioned in a Con" 
tinental catalogue.

1868-70.
5. Reticulated centre oval in 

wreath, in inscribed band, 
w ith w inged wheels and post
horns in alternate angles. 
[ n o r d d e u ts c h e r  p o s tb e z ir k

STADTPOSTBRIEF HAMBURG.] Col. 
imp., rect,, perf.

a. 1868. Rouletted.
b. 1870. Perf.

Lilac-brown [| schilling].

Note.—No. 5 was issued by the North German post-office for 
district letters.
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ENVELOPE STAMPS.
1866-7.

6 . Large numerals on arms of Ham
burg, in inscribed octagon, im
pressed in right, upper corner 
of envelope, [ н а м  вс kg po st
m a r k e . ]  Col. imp., oct.

a. Without wmk.
1866. \ schilling, black ;

1 у sch., mauve; Ц- sch., rose;
2 sch., orange ; 3 sch., bright blue ; 4 sch., green ; 
7 sch., reddish mauve,

b. Wmk., a castle.
1867. I  schilling, black; 2 sch., orange;

3 sch., pale blue; 4 sch-, bluish green, yellow- 
green.

POST CARD.
N ote.— The North Gennari card, No. 17, was used in Hamburg 

with the Hamburg adhesive (type No, 5) in upper right corner.

$ûstage Stamps.
Note.— A  large number of fictitious stamps are known under the 

name of “  Hamburg 
Locals,” and are all 
equally worthless. It 
is just possible that 
one among the many 
designs was really used, 
but even that one only 
eerved to prepay lettera 
delivered by commis
sionaires stationed in 
the streets. The entire 

rejection of these pernicious fabrications is strongly to be recom
mended. They are a positive disfigurement to every collection into 
which they are admitted.
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HANOVER.
ADHESIVE STAMPS

1850-1.
1. Arms of Hanover, with sup

porters, above shield enclosing 
value, with inscribed scrolls- 
at sides and below. [H a n n o v e r  
fr a n c o . ]  1 1 1 k. imp., rect.

. a. With granulated shield (similar 
to that of No. 2 a.). Wmk., 
а rectangle.
1850. 1 (ein) gutergroschen, pale blue.

b. Like a., but wmk. an oaken crown.
1851. 1 gutergroschen, pale green.

c. With solid shield. Wmk., an oaken crown.
1851. -jy thaler (ein sgr.), salmon, crimson ; 

y'f th. (zwei sgr.), blue; ^  th. (drei sgr.), yellow.
Note.—The 1 ggr., green, was reissued for a short time in 1859.

1856.
2. Like No. 1, but with groundwork 

formed of coloured reticulations. 
[HANNOVER FRANCO.] B lk . and 
col. imp., rect.

a. With granulated shield.
1  gutengroschen, green.

b. With solid shield.
-jÿ thaler, rose ; T!, th., blue ; T ’ 5  th., orange, 

yellow.
Note..—This series (2 b . )  is also found on paper covered with a 

much closer network, but the 1-10 thaler is the only stamp known 
to have been used. The other values can only be considered as 
essays. The 1 ggr. and 1-30 th. exist with network running verti
cally.
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1859-65.
3. Profile of King George V. to left in 

beaded circle on a lined ground.
[H a n n o v e r . ]  Col. im p ., rect.

a. Unperf.
1859. 1 groseben, maroon,

lake, rose ; 2  gr., dull blue, ultra
marine ; 3 gr., yellow.

1861. 3 groschen, brown; 10 gr., green.
h. Perf.

1864-5. 1 groschen, rose; 2 gr., blue; 3 gr., 
brown, bistre.

1853-64.
4. Numeral of value and inscription, 

surmounted by crown, in verti
cally lined oval, with inscribed 
scroll above, in linear frame. 
[HANNOVER.] Col. imp., rect.

a. With plain ground. Wmk., an 
oaken crown.
1853. 3 pfennigé (eira drittel Silber groschen), 

rose.

b. With pale black reticulations.
1856. 3 pfennigé (ein drittel silbergroschen),

rose, maroon.
c. With plain ground.

1859. 3 pfennigé (ein drittel silbergroschen), 
rose.

d. Like c., unperf. and peri.
1864. 3 pfennigé (drei zehntel silbergroschen), 

green.
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1860-5.
5. Crown and post-horn in linear 

frame. [H a n n o v e r . ]  Blk. imp., 
rect.

a. Unperf.
1860. I groschen, black.

b. Perf.
1865. I groschen, black.

ENVELOPE STAMPS.
185 7.

6 . Embossed profile. of King to 
left in oval reticulated frame, 
with embossed numeral of 
value in circle below. [H a n 
n o v e r . ]  Col. imp. on left 
upper angle of envelope ; 
oval. Envelope inscription 
in green.

1  gutergroschen, green ; 1  

silbergroschen, rose; 2 sgr., blue; 3 sgr., yellow.

1859-63.
7. Embossed profile of King to left 

in  oval reticulated frame, 
with sunken numeral of value 
in  circle at sides. [H a n n o v e r . ]
Col. imp., oval. Envelope in
scription in green.

a. Impressed on left upper cor
ner of envelope.
1859. 1 groschen, reddish

rose ; 2 gr., blue ; 3 gr., yellow.
1863. 1 groschen, rose ; 2 gr., blue, ultra

marine ; 3 gr., light brown.

>2 Ü rose hen
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b. Impressed on right upper comer of envelope.
1861. 1 groschen, rose; 2 gr., blue, bright blue;

3 gr., brown.

( For the Town and Suburbs of Hanover.)
1849.

8 . Folded sheet of writing paper, with Gothic inscrip
tion, Be s t e l l g e l d  f r e i , struck above the place left 
for the address; printed notice on the reverse 
side.

[5 pfennigé], blue.
1850.

9. Small handstamped bugle-horn in inscribed circle,
struck iu blue in left lower corner, on inside edge 
of an inscribed oblong vignette frame, [ b e s ie l l -  
g e l d  f r e i . ]  Blk, imp, on coloured envelope. 
Letterpress at back. (For illustration, see next 
page.) _

[4  pfennigé], yellow and blue.
1858.

10. Embossed trefoil and post-horn, 
with inscription above, in circle. 
[ b e s t e l l g e l d ìf r e i . ]  Col. imp. 
in left upper corner of enve
lope ; circ. Letterpress on flap.

[£ groschen], green.
1861-3.

11. Embossed horse, with inscription 
above, in circle, [ b e s t e l l g e l d 
f r e i . ]  Col. imp. on buff paper; 
circ. Letter-press on flap.

a. Impressed in right upper corner 
of envelope.
1861. [| groschen], green, yellow-green.
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b. Impressed in left upper corner of envelope.
1863. [ I  groschen], green.

HELIGOLAND.

ADHESIVE STAMPS

1867-73.
1. Embossed profile of Queen Vic- . 

toria to left in oval, in inscribed ! 
marginal frame. ^Heligoland . ]  j 
Col. imp., rect.

a. Rouletted. j
1867. £ schilling, green and !

rose; 1 sch., rose and green; ; Ì
2 sch., green and rose ; 6 sch., 
rose and green.

b. Perf.
1869. I  schilling, pale green and rose, deep 

green and rose ; 1 sch., rose and green.
1873. I schilling (error), green and rose, гове 

and green ; f  sck., rose and green ; 1| sch., green 
and rose.

N ote.— Red, white, and green are the heraldic coloura of the 
island, and are found in combination on all the stampa.

POST CARD.
1873-4.

2. Type-printed : royal arms of England, w ith  in sc r ip 
tion at Bides, a n d  space for a d h es ive  stamp to 
right; d o tte d  lin es  b e lo w  for the address. [H eli
goland POST-OFFICE. POST-CARD. POST-КАИТЕ.J 13İK. 
imp.
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a. Without border,
1873. Buff, drab.

b. With border of linear and waved pattern.
1874 Drab.

HOLLAND.
ADHESIVE STAMPS.

1852.
1, Profile of King William III. to right 

in embellished oval, with value in 
lower angles, [ postzegel. ]  Wmk,, 
a post-horn. Col. imp,, rect.

5 cents, light blue, deep blue ;
10 c., lake-red ; 15 c., orange.

1864
2. Profile. of King to right in oval 

wreath, writh value in upper 
angles, [ t o s t z e g e l . ]  Col. imp., 
rect., perf.

5 cents, blue ; 10 c., lake-red ; 
15 c., orange.

1867.
3. Profile of King to left in circle ;

Greek border at sides, and 
marginal labels above and 
below. [NEDERLAND.] Col. 
imp., rect., perf.

5 cents, blue; 10 c., lake-red, 
carmine-rose; 15 c., red-brown;
20 c., deep green; 25 c., purple;
50 c., gold.
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1872-4.
4. Profile of King to left in dotted 

circle, surmounted by scroll ; 
arms in upper angles ; laurel 
wreath and label, containing 
value, below. [ ne de eland .]
Col. imp., rect., perf.

1872. 5 cent, blue; 10 c., 
carmine; 15 c., pale brown; 
20 c., bright green.

1874. 25 c., violet; 50 c., chamois.

1872.
5. Profile of King to left in 

dotted circle, surrounded by 
a wreath of oak leaves; large 
scrolls above and below ; 
arms in upper, and flowers 
in lower angles. [N eder
la n d .]  Col. imp., rect., perf.

2 gulden 50 cents, blue and 
carmine.

NEWSPAPER STAMPS.

1869-71.
6. Arms and wreath in beaded 

circle, on plain disk, with 
lined spandrels and orna
mented Corners. [NEDERLAND.] 
Col. imp., rect., perf.

1869. 1 cent, black, green ; 
1 \ c., rose ; 2 c., yellow, buff.

1870. 2| cents, mauve, 
bright mauve.

1871. I cent, brown.
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UNPAID-LETTER STAMPS.

1870.
7. Large numerala of value on plain 

disk, in reticulated circle ; mar
ginal labels above and below. 
[ te  betalen  port . ]  Col. imp., 
rect., perf.

5 cents, brown on buff ; 10 c., 
purple on indigo.

POST CARDS.
1871. ,

8. Key-patterned border, enclosing inscription, Нпез 
for address, and instructions. [ b rie f - kaart .]  
Col. imp. on light buff.

Bright mauve [§ cent].

1871-4.
9. Similar to No. 8, with an

nexed design in right up
per corner. [ b rie f -kaart .]  
Col. imp. on light buff.

I. Single cards. 
a. With instructions at 

foot.
1871. cents, bright 

mauve.
b. Without instructions.

1873. 2| cents, dull mauve.
1874. 2g- cents, light grey.

c. Like a., but arms in dull mauve.
1874. 2| cents, bright and dull mauve.
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N ote.— The variety 9 c. was formed by impressing the 2J c. 
stamp on the old unstamped card (type 8). A supply of the latter 
was thus utilised during a temporary exhaustion of the ordinary 
stamped card 9 b.

II. Double card, briefkaart  antw oord  betaald  on 
one half; briefkaart  yooruitbetaald  antw oord  
on the other.

1872. 2| c. x 2 j c. = 5 cents, dull mauve.

International Post Cards.

{For use between Holland and Belgium.')
1874.

10. Like No. 8, with design of No. 4 impressed in right 
upper corner, [ briefkaart . ]  Col. imp. on light 
buff.

a. Single card.
5 cents, bright blue.

b. Double card, antw oord  betaald  on one half ; 
vooroitbetaald  antw oord  on the other.

5 c. x 5 c. = 10 cents, bright blue.

HUNGARY.

ADHESIVE STAMPS.
1871.

1. Laureated profile of King Francis 
Joseph I. to right in white cir
cular disk, with crossed bran
ches, crown, and arma below; 
value in circles in lower, and 
ornamenta in upper angles. Col. 
imp., rect., peri.
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a. Lithographed.
2 kreuzer, orange, yellow ; 3 kr., light green ; 

5 1er., rose, red ; 10 1er., blue ; 15 hr., light brown ; 
25 h\, mauve, bright violet,

b. Engraved.
2 kreuzer, orange, yellow; 3 kr., deep green; 

5 hr., rose, red ; 10 кг., slate-blue ; 15 кг., deep 
brown ; 25 1er., dull lilac.

NEWSPAPER STAMPS.

1871-2.
2. Crown and post-horn in circular 

w hite disk, in ornamented mar
ginal frame, with lined span
drels. Col. imp,, rect.

a. Mouth-piece of horn to right.
1871. Red [1 kreuzer].

b. Mouth-piece of horn to left.
1872. Red,pale red [1 kreuzer].

NEWSPAPER TAX STAMPS.

1868.
3. Denomination of value on white 

disk in inscribed circle, inter
rupted by four scrolls, bearing 
minute inscription ; crowrn and 
arms above; diapered spandrels; 
in ornamental frame. [ m ag y . 
k ir . h ír l a p  b e l t e q . ]  Col. imp., 
square.

1 kreuzer, blue.
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1868.
4. Denomination of value on white,

scalloped disk, in inscribed 
circle ; crown and arms .below ; 
and ornamented angles, [ magy. 
kir . hírlap belyeg.] Col. imp., 
square.

2 kreuzer, brown.
N ote.— These stamps, like their Austrian counterparts, represent 

a charge made on foreign newspapers on entering the country, and 
are collected because the Austrian stamps of the same description 
are admitted.

ENVELOPE STAMPS.

1871.
5. Design of No. 1 impressed in right upper corner of

envelope. Col. imp., rect.
3 kreuzer, light green ; 5 kr., rose ; 10 kr. 

light blue ; 15 kr., brown.

NEWSPAPER BAND.
1872.

G. Design of No. 1 impressed in left upper corner, 
between lines of border. Col. imp., rect.

2 kreuzer, orange.
POST CARDS.

1869.
7. Design of Austria No. 5, impressed in right upper 

comer of card, having an external black border, 
with crown and shield beneath inscription; 
printed inscription in two lines on reverse side. 
[ correspondenz-karte.]  Blk. and col. imp. on 
pale tinted card.

2 kreuzer, orange.
G
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8. Like No. 7, but inscribed levelezesi lap. Blk. and
col. imp. on pale tinted card.

2 kreuzer, yellow.

1870.
9. Design of No. 1 impressed in right upper corner of

card, h a v in g  an external b la ck  border, [ leve
lezési LAP. COEEESPONDENZ-KARTE.] Blk. and COİ. 
im p. on  pale tinted card .

2 kreuzer, yellow, orange.
N ote .— The only difference between the firet Austrian and the 

firet Hungarian post card ie, that the former has the Austrian eagle, 
and the latter a shield, under the arched inscription.

ICELAND.

ADHESIVE STÄMTS.
1873.

1. Wreath enclosing numeral of 
value in circle, surmounted by 
crown, in oval band ; ornament 

■ in angles, [ island postfrim.]  
Col. imp., rect,, perf. Wmk., 
a crown.

2 shilling, blue ; 3 sit., grey ; 
4 sic., carmine; 8 sk., brown; 
16 sk., yellow.

OFFICIAL STAMPS.

1873.
2. Like No. 1. [ island pjon. frim .] Col. im p., rect., 

perf. Wmk., a crow n .
4 skilling, green ; 8 sk., mauve.
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IONIAN ISLANDS.

ADHESIVE STAMPS. 
1859.

1. Profile of Queen to left in oval 
garter, on reticulated back
ground. [IONIKON КРАТОК.] 
Col. imp., rect.

a. Without wmk.
[1 obolus], orange.

b. Wmkd. with figure.
[2 oboli], blue ; [4 oboli], carmine-red.

N ote.— These stamps were suppressed upon the cessation of the 
English protectorate in 1864. They were used exclusively for inter
insular postage. The 4 oboli is watermarked with a figure 1, of 
which the explanation has never been given ; and the 2 oboli with 
a figure 2.

Note.—The series of stamps originally issued in 1856 for Sardinia 
was ultimately employed throughout the kingdom of Italy as soon 
as it was constituted ; but, abandoning the arrangement adopted in 
the last edition, we have deemed it preferable to place that series 
under the country for which it was first emitted, rather than under 
that in which it was afterwards employed.

ITALY.

ADHESIVE STAMPS.

1863.
1. Profile of King to left in lined oval, 

with white spandrels and mar
ginal frame, [ franco bollo  post
ale  ITALIANO.] Col imp., rect.

blue.
15 (quindici) centesimi, light
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1863-4.
Profile of King to left in oval 

band ; the spandrel ornaments 
different in each value, [ toste 
it a l ia n e .]  Col. imp., rect., perf. 
Wmk., a crown.

5 (cinque) ' centesimi, slate- 
green ; 10 (died) c., buff, orange
brown; 15 c., blue; 30 ( trenta)

c., brown, deep brown; 40 (quaranta) c., rose; 
60 (sessanta) c., lilac ; 2 (due) lire, scarlet.

1864.
3. Design of Ko. 2, with original value (15 c.) ob

literated by a semi-circular bar, and new values 
surcharged in angles, [ poste it a l ia n e . ]  Bik. 
and col. imp., rect., perf. Wmk., a crown.

20 centesimi, blue and black.

1867.
4. Profile of King to left on lined

rectangular disk, in marginal 
frame. [ fco. bollo  postale 
ita lia n o .]  Col. imp., rect., 
perf. Wmk., a crown.

20 centesimi, light blue.

NEWSPAPER STAMPS.
1864.

5. Large inscribed numeral in 
centre, on arabesque ground, 
in G reek-patterned frame. 
[ poste italiane.] Col. imp., 
reet., perf.

1 (un) centesimo, slate-green ; 
2 c,, red-brown, chocolate.
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UNPAID-LETTER STAMPS.

1863.
6. Transverse tablet, bearing denomi

nation of value, on white ir
regular disk, in narrow border.
[ segna tassa . ]  Col. imp., oval.

10 centesimi, yellow, orange.

1869.
7. Large numerals of value on 

reticulated disk, in oval 
inscribed band, with orna
ments in angles, [ segna 
tassa . ]  Col. imp., oblong, 
perf.

10 centesimi, buff.

1870-1.
8. Large numerals of value on 

white transverse oval, with 
marginal labels above and 
below ; ornamented span
drels and sides. [ segna
tasse . ]  Col. imp., oblong, 
perf. Wmk., a crown.

a. Frame, buff ; numeral, 
magenta.

1870. 1 centesimo, 2 c., 5 c., 30 c., 40 c., 50 c., 
60 o.

1871. 10 centesimi.

b. Frame, light blue ; numeral, brown.
1870. 1 lira, 2 lire.

.\Л/чЛЛЛАЛЛЛЛЛЛАЛО
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POST CARDS.
1874.

9. Profile of King to left on 
solid disk, in oval of pearls, 
in a foliated rectangular 
frame ; impressed in left 
upper corner of card ; arms 
and inscription in centre, 
and circle for postmark in 
right upper angle ; instruc
tions in two lines in left 
lower corner; enclosed in 

spiral-patterned border. Col. imp.
a. Single card, [ cartolina postale.]

10 centesimi, brown on buff.
1. Double card, cartolina postale con risposta 

pagata on the first half ; risposta on the second 
half.

15 centesimi, brown on rose.

Foreign Branches of the Italian Post-Office. 
ADHESIVE STAMPS.

1874.
10. Designs of Nos. 2, 4, and 5, surcharged in black 

ink estero in an inverted arc. Col. im p., rect.
a. With white angles.

1 centesimo, slate-green; 2 c., red-brown; 10 c., 
pale brown; 20 c., blue; 40 c., rose; 60 c., lilac.

b. With ornamented angles.
5 centesimi, slate-green ; 2 lire, scarlet.

Note.— This series wae issued on its being found that certain 
Italian speculators were in the habit of buying the ordinary Italian 
stamps with the depreciated paper money in forced currency in the 
country, and selling them again at their facial value for cash in the
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foreign town s in which the Italian post-office has established branches 
— a proceeding which led to a diminution in the receipts of the 
branches. The exclusive use of the surcharged series (which is but 
the precursor of a fresh eeries of a special type) was rendered obli
gatory, with a view to putting an end to these speculations.

LUBECK.
ADHESIVE STAMPS.

1859-62.
1. Arms on dotted ground, in scroll ; 

numerals of value at angles.
[POSTMARKE LUBECK.] Col. imp., 
rect.

a. Without wmk.
1859. I (ein halber) schilling, 

lilac; 1 (ein) sch., orange, deep 
orange; 2 (zwei) sch., brown; 2|
(zwei ein halb.) sch,, lake; 4 (vier) sch., dark 
green.

b . With wmk. of rosettes.
1862. I  schilling, lilac ; 1 sch., orange ; 2 sch., 

red-brown, dark brown ; 2| sch., rose ; 4 sch., 
yellow-green, deep green, bright green.

Note.— A curious variety exists in both sub-types, viz., a 2 sch. 
brown, with a different value— tw o-and-a-half sch illing— inscribed 
on the scrolls.

1863.
2, Embossed arms on solid disk, 

in oval reticulated frame ; nu
meral of value in oval at sides. 
[ luebeck.] Col. imp., oval, 
perf.

I schilling, green ; 1 sch., 
orange; 2 sch., rose; 2| sch., 
blue ; 4 sch., bistre.
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1864.
3. Arms on dotted oval disk, in 

reticulated frame, containing 
numerals of -value in ovals at 
sides, [ luebeck.]  Col. imp., 
oval.

l j  schilling, brown.

1866.
4. Like No. 2, but oval enclosed 

in octagon, and corners filled 
in with network. Col. imp., 
rect., perf.

1| schilling, mauve.

ENVELOPE STAMPS.
1863-5.

5. Design of No. 2, with lines of brown inscription
above, [ luebeck. ]  Col. imp., oval.

a. 1863. Impressed in left upper corner of en
velope.
İr schilling, green ; 1 sch., orange; 2 sch., rose; 

2g sch., blue, lilac ; 4 sch., brown,
b. 1865. Impressed in right upper corner of en

velope.
\ schilling, green; 1 sch., orange; 2 sch., rose; 

2| sch., blue ; 4 sch., brown.
1866.

6. Design of No. 4, but without reticulated angles,
impressed in right upper corner of envelope; 
lines of brown inscription above. [ luebeck.]  
Col. imp., oct.

1| schilling, mauve.
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LUXEMBURG.

ADHESIVE STAMPS.
1852.

1. Profile of the Grand Duke William
III. to left, in oval embellished 
frame ; numerals of value in 
upper angles, [ postes.]  Rect. 
Wmk., the letter W. 

a. Blk. imp.
10 (dix) centimes, black, grey- 

black.
b. Col. imp.

1 (un) silbergroschen, red-brown, red, rose.

brown 
vermilion.

1859-72.
2. Arms and crown in embellished oval 

frame ; value in scroll below ; and 
ornaments in upper angles, [o.d. 
de Luxembourg. ]  Col. imp., rect. 

a. Unperf.
1859. 10 centimes, pale blue,

deep blue; 12| c., rose; 25 c,, 
30 c., reddiish lilac ; 37^ c., green ; 40 c.,

b. Perf.
1865. 10 centimes, pale blue, reddish lilac ;

12^ c., rose; 25 c., bright blue ; 37| c., stone.
1867. 20 centimes, brown ; 40 c., vermilion.
1871. 10 centimes, lilac; 30 c., reddish lilac.
1872. 20 centimes, light chocolate ; 25 c., dull 

blue.
1873.

3. The 37| centimes stamp (type No. 2) surcharged in 
black UN franc. Blk. and col. imp., rect., perf.

1 franc, brown and black.
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N o t h . —These stamps are roulette-perforated on coloured lines. 
All the 10 c. stamps are inscribed c e n iim e s , instead of centimes; and, 
similarly, a few of the 37i c. are found with the inscription CEN
TIMES.

NEWSPAPER STAMPS.

1860-71.
4. Arms and crown in circle, with 

numeral on small circular disk on 
each side; inscribed scrolls above 
and below; on patterned ground. 
[ g. D. BE LUXEMBOURG.] Rect.

a. Blk. imp.
U nperf.

1860. 2 centimes, black.
Perf.

1867. 2 centimes, black. 
b. Col. imp.

Unperf.
. 1860. 4 centimes, yellow.

1863. 1 centime, buff.
Perf.

1865. 1 centime, brown, red-brown.
1868. 1 centime, orange; 4 c., yellow.
1871. 4 centimes, green.

POST CARDS.
1870. ‘

5. Type-printed : with space in right upper corner for 
adhesive stamp ; instructions at foot. Blk. imp.; 
size, 6| in. ж Щ in.

a. Inscribed in French [ grand  duché de  Luxem 
bourg . CARTE CORRESPONDANCE.]

Pale buff.
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Ъ. Inscribed in German [ grossherzogthum  luxem 
burg . CORRESPONDENZ-KARTE.]
Pale buff, brown.

1873.
6. Similar to No. 5. inscribed in German [ grossher 

zogthum  LUXEMBURG. CORRESPOXDENZ-KARTE.] Blk 
imp. ; size, 6 in. x 3f in.

I. Single card.
a. Without border.

Bright yellow.
b. With border.

Deep yellow.
II. Double card.

Dull rose, magenta.
1873.

7. Similar to No. 6 b., inscribed in French [ g r a n d - d u c h e

DE LUXEMBOURG. CARTE CORRESPONDANCE]. Blk. 
imp. ; size, 6 in. x 3f in.

Yellow.

MALTA.
ADHESIVE STAMPS.

1860-4.
1. Profile of Queen to left in octagon, 

with wreath b e low , [ malta .]  
Col. imp., rect., perf.

a. Without wmk.
1860. One halfpenny, buff.

h. Wmk., c.c. and crown
1863. One halfpenny, buff.
1864. One halfpenny, orange.
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Note.— The halfpenny Maltese stamp isusedforthe correspondence 
between Malta and the neighbouring isle of Gozo. The unwater
marked stamp exists on paper which, according to some, was origin
ally of a bluish tint, and according to others, has acquired that tint 
through the action of the gum,— A few unwatermarked sheets of the 
English sixpenny adhesive (large letters in corners) were inadvertent
ly sent out to Malta, and used there, and hence the unwatermarked 
English 6d. is catalogued abroad as a Maltese stamp.

MECKLENBURG-SCHWERIN-.
ADHESIVE STAMPS.

1856-65.
1. Arms (bull’s head decorated) 

in  square frame, [ mecklenb . 
SCHWERIN FREIMARKE.] Col. 
imp., square. Printed in fours.

a. Arms on dotted ground.
1856. Unperf.
1864. Perf.

b. Arms on plain ground.
1865. Perf.

ţ schilling x 4 = 1 schilling, pink.
1856-66. - -|| FREIMARKEm

rs>оIE£5г
I

b. Perf. 
1864. 
1866.

2. Arms and crown in white square 
disk, in marginal lined frame, 
with numerals at angles. 
[ mECKLENB. SCHWERIN FREI
MARKE.] Col. imp., square.

a. Unperf.
1856. 3 schilling, yellow ;

5 sch., blue.

3 schilling, yellow ; 5 sch., brown.
2 schilling, reddish lilac, lilac.
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ENVELOPE STAMPS.
1856-66.

3. Embossed arms and crown on 
plain oval disk, in reticulated 
frame, with numeral of value 
below. Impressed on left 
upper corner of envelope; 
lines of red inscription above.
[ gROSSH.MECKLENB. SCHWERIN.]
Col. imp., oval.

a. With letters of lined inscrip
tion large.
1856. 1 (ein) schilling, red ; 1| (ein n. einen

halben) sch., green ; 3 (drei) sch., yellow, orange ; 
5 (fuenf ) sch., blue.

b. With letters of lined inscription smaller.
1860. 1 schilling, red ; 1| sch., green; 3 sch.,

yellow, orange ; 5 sch., blue.
1864. 5 schilling, brown.
1866. 2 (zwei) schilling, lilac.

MBCKUBNBUItG-STRBLITZ.

ADHESIVE STAMPS.
1864.

1. Embossed arms and crown in solid 
rectangular disk, in reticulated 
frame ; numerals in angles. 
[ mecklenb . strelitz. ]  Col. imp., 
rect., perf.

~ (ein viertel) silbergroschen, 
orange; J (ein drittel) sgr., green; 
1 (ein) schilling, mauve.
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1864.
2. Embossed arms and crown in solid 

oval disk, in reticulated octagonal 
frame, with numerals in oval at 
sides, [ mecklenb. stkelitz.]  Col. 
imp., oct., perf.

1 silbergroschpn, rose; 2 (zwei) 
ggr., bino ; 3 (drei) sgr., stone.

ENTELOPE STAMPS.
1864.

3. Design of No. 2 impressed in right upper corner of 
envelope, with lines of brown print above. 
[ mecklenb. strelitz.]  Col. imp., oct.

1 silbergroscken, rose ; 2 sgr., blue; 3 sgr., stone.

MODENA.
ADHESIVE STAMPS.

1852-3.
1. Arms (eagle and crown) between 

branches, in marginal frame, con
taining scrolls at sides; ornaments 
in angles, [ poste estensi.]  Bik. 
imp., rect.

a. Unwmkd.
1852. 5 centesimi, green ; 10 c., 

violet; 15 c., yellow; 25 c., pale ochre; 40 c., 
blue.

1853. 10 centesimi, rose. 
b, Wmkd. with letter A.

1852. 1 lira, white.
N ote.—The inscription does not signify Modenese post, but 

“  Poste of the House o f Este,”— the ruling family when the stamps 
were issued. In some of these stamps cent, is spelt cnet., celn,, or
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cene, ;  in others, 49 is printed in the place of 40 ; and in others, 
again, the figures are inverted. The entire series, showing the in
scription P03IE, instead of poste, exists, but there can be little doubt 
that many of the “ errors” have been manufactured.

Provisional Government.

2 .
1859.

Arms of Savoy, surmounted, by 
crown, and enclosed in collar and 
wreath, in inscribed marginal 
frame ; ornaments in angles, [ pro
vincie  MODONESI FRANCO BOLLO.]
Col. imp., rect.

5 centesimi, green; 15 c., brown;
20 c., lilac, violet; 40 c., rose; 80 c., orange.

(3 FRANCO POLLO'H

1 
PR

OV
IN

CI
E 

1

g

S
§оzw73

И CENT. 5. в

NEWSPAPER STAMPS.
1853-4.

3. Like No. 1, w ith  letters b.g. before 
value, [ poste estensi.]  Bik. 
imp., rect.

a. Letters b.g. large.
1853. 9 centesimi, purple.

b. Letters b.g. smaller.
1854. 9 centesimi, purple.

N ote.—The letters B. G. signify Bollo Giornale, or Journal Stamp.

NEWSPAPER TAX STAMP.
1859.

4. Arms in inscribed circle, and orna
ments in angles. [ tassa gaz
zette.]  Bik. imp., square.

10 centesimi, black.

N ote.—This stamp was put to the вате use as the Austrian square 
stamps with arms.
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MONTENEGRO.
ADHESIVE STAMPS.

1874.
1. Portrait of reigning Prince to 

right in laurel branches, in in
scribed frame, with fleur-de-lis 
ornaments at angles. Col. imp., 
rect., perf.

2 soldi, yellow ; 3 sol., green ; 
5 sol., rose; 7 sol., violet; 10 sol., 
blue; 15 sol., bistre; 25 sol., 
violet-brown.

N ote.—These stamps have not yet been actually issued, but their 
early emission is anticipated.

NORWAY.
ADHESIVE STAMPS.

1854.
1. Arms of Norway (lion rampant, hold

ing battle-axe) on shield, surmount
ed by crown, on linear circular disk; 
scroll ornaments in angles, [ fr i- 
MÆRKE.] Col. imp., rect,

4 shilling, blue.
1856.

2. Profile of King Oscar I. to left in 
beaded circle ; lined spandrels ; in 
solid inscribed frame, having flo
rets in upper and numerals in 
lower corners, [ norge frim æ rke . ]  
Col. imp., rect., perf.

2 ( io) shilling, yellow, orange ; 3 (tre) sh., 
lilac ; 4 (fire) sh., blue, deep blue ; 8 (otte) sk., 
dull lake.
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1863-6.
3. Arms on shield, surmounted by 

crown, with inscribed labels at 
sides ; on diapered ground, [ norge 
FRIMÆRKE.] Col. imp., rect., perf.

1863. 4 skilling, blue ; 8 sk., 
pale rose ; 24 sk., pale brown.

1865. 2 skilling, yellow, deep yellow.
1866. 3 skilling, lilac.

1867-8.

8 sk., pale rose,

Similar to No. 3, but ground 
formed of vertical lines, and 
numeral of value on each side 
o f  the word skill, [ norge 
FRIMÆRKE.] Rect., perf. 

a. Col imp.
1867. 2 skilling, orange-

yellow ; 3 sk., lilac ; 4 sk., blue; 
deep rose.

Ъ. Blk. imp.
1868. 1 skilling, black.

1872-3.
5. Numeral of value on white cir

cular disk in post-horn, sur
mounted by crown, on lined 
disk in oval inscribed band ; 
winged wheels in angles. 
[NORGE.] Col. imp., rect., perf. 
Wmk., a post-horn.

1872. 3 skilling, carmine ; 4 
sk., deep violet.

1873. 1 (een) skilling, green 
(syv) sk., brown.

; 2 sk., blue ; 7

n
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ENVELOPE STAMPS.

1872-3.
G. Design of Ko. 5 impressed in right upper comer of 

envelope, [ norűe. ]  Col. imp., rect..
1872. 3 skilling, carmine.
1873. 2 skilling, blue.

POST CARD.
1872.

7. Design of No. 5 impressed in right upper corner of 
card, with inscription to left, in key-patterned 
border, [ brev - kort, &c .]  Col inip.

3 skilling, carmine on buff.

$ocaI postage Stamps.*
ADHESIVE STAMPS.

Be rgen.
1866.

8. Arms of Bergen (castle on rock) on 
lined ground, with marginal la
bels above and below, [ bergens 
by- post.]  Col. imp., rect.

[1 skilling], brown, pale brown.

Note.—Thie stamp was only in use a few months, as the public 
did not favour the postal agency; but in 1868 the post was again 
started.

•These Btamps are said to owe their existence to the fact that the 
Norwegian post-office does not undertake the house-to-house delivery 
of letters, that work being performed by private agents, by whom 
the stamps are issued. The towns in which the delivery have been 
established are those which possess a certain commercial importance.
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1868.
9. Large numeral of value in centre, 

in broad margiual frame, [ by
post BEHGE.v.J Black imp., 
rect., perf.

2 [shilling^, rose.

1870.
10. Numeral of value encircled by in

scription on white ground, with 
spandrels of vertical lines, [ by
post beroen . ]  Col. imp., rect., 
perf.

2 skilling, red.
No t e — Types Nos. 9 and 10 are said to exist unperforated. 

Drammen.
1868.

11. Arms of Drammen (pillar with
key and sword saltire) in broad 
inscribed oval ; numerals in an
gles. [ dram , bypost. ]  Col. imp., 
rect.

1 slrilling, violet, blue, blue on 
rose.

1869.
12. Type printed : inscription between two horizontal

lines; value above and below; in ornamental

1 Stonine ív
BREVMÆRKE fr  

fra Sf*
I. Đ. Ha f  rna fr

, Bybud kontor. За 
i  SCiilinr. .fr

B w w m w

Kontrolmærke,
som Bybudet 

afriver.

border, [ brevmæ rke  era i . b . hagens bybudkon- 
tor . ]  Blk. imp., oblong, rouletted.
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a. With check-ticket, inscribed kontrolmærke, som
bybudet afriver, attached.

b. Without check-ticket.
1 shilling, deep yellow ; 2 sh., rose.

1869-70. -
13. Arms on lined ground, in square 

disk, surrounded by inscription, 
with value in marginal label be
low. [ drammens bypost fri- 
MÆRKE.] Col. imp., rect.

a. Unperf.
1869. 2 shilling, lilac.
1870. 2 shilling-, yellow-green.

b. Rouletted.
1869. 2 shilling, lilac.
1870. 2 shilling, yellow-green.

DRAMMENSH

2SKILLING2

1872.
14. Design of No. 13, bu t inscription larger, [ dram

mens BYPOST FRIMÆRKE.] Col. imp., rCCt.

2 shilling, blue on white, bright rose, and 
yellow paper.

Note.— The founder of the Drammen delivery post is unknown. 
He issued the first 1 skilling stamp, and some time afterwards made 
over the post to Mr. H. B, Hagens, who, to mark his accession, 
issued the 1 sk. stamp in another colour, and ie responsible for the 
subsequent emissions. The inscription on the type-printed stamps 
signifies simply, “  Letter stamp of J. B. Hagene, Town Messenger." 
The 1 skilling stamps are used to cover the delivery of circulars, 
printed matter, &c. ; and the 2 sk., of sealed letters.
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Drontheim.

1865.
15. Monogram, formed of the letters 

G.F.K., in pearled transverse oval, 
with fleurs-de-lis in spandrels; 
marginal labels above and below.
[ throndiijems by- fost.]  Col. 
imp., square.

[1 shilling], bistre, brown.

1872.
>. Numeral of value in inscribed 

garter, with circular ornaments 
in lined spandrels; in frame 
with lattice-patterned sides. 
[ tHRONDHJEMS. BRÆKSTAD &  CO. 
by-post.J Col. imp., rect., perf.

1; skilling, blue ; 1 sl\, rose ;
2 sk., green.

OLDENBURG.

ADHESIVE STAMPS.
1852-5.

1. Plain shield bearing value, sur
mounted by arms and crown, 
surrounded by an inscribed and 
embellished scroll, [ oldenburg. ]
Blk. imp., small rect.

1852. thaler =  2| groschen
=  1 sgr., blue ; Ýs th- =  4 s 9r- =  2 *9r-> roso ï' 
^  th. =  7| gr. =  3 sgr., yellow, pale yellow.

1855. £ silbergroschen =  4 schw., green.

RthronohjemsI

l| ̂  * •• l—
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Note.— There are two varieties of the 1-30 thaler, one with, the 
other without, a thick dash above the letter a  in l/taler. The ab
breviation sckw., on the Я sgr. green, stands for schwär, a small 
coin, we believe, peculiar to Oldenburg, o f which twelve went to the

1860-1.
2. Arms surmounted by crown in plain 

oval disk, with numeral of value 
in small ovals at sides; scrolled 
labels above and below, [ olden 
burg .] Rect.

a. Black, imp,
1860.  ̂ (ein drittel) groschen,

green ; 1 (ein) gr., blue ; 2 (zwei) gr., rose ; 3 
(drei) gr., yellow. 

b. Col. imp.
1861. (ein viertel) groschen, orange; | gr., 

dark green, light green ; | (ein halber) gr., brown; 
1 gr., blue, dark blue ; 2 gr., rose ; 3 gr,, yellow.

N ote.— The dates given for the issues of the second type are those 
of M. Berger-Levrault. M. Moens’s dates are, respectively, 1858 
and 1860. We have no means of knowing which is right, but the 
German author is more likely to be correct. The Я gr. and 3 gr. 
are found with the inscription misprinted oldeiburo, and the И gr. 
is also found with the value written dritted and dritto.

1862.
3. Embossed crown and arms on 

solid disk, in oval reticulated 
frame, having numeral of value 
on each side in oval. [Olden 
burg . ]  Col. imp., oval, rou
letted.

£ groschen, green ; | gr.,
orange ; 1 gr., rose ; 2 gr., blue ; 
3 gr., stone.
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ENVELOPE STAMPS.
1860-2.

4. Embossed crown and arms on 
solid disk, in large oval re
ticulated frame, having nu
meral of value in small circle 
at sides ; lines of blue in
scription above. [OLDENBURG.]
Col. imp., large oval.

a. Impressed in left upper cor
ner of envelope.

1860. % groschen, dark brown, yellowish
brown ; 1 gr., light blue, dark blue ; 2 gr.t rose ; 
3 gr., yellow.

b. Impressed in right upper corner of envelope.
1862. I groschen, orange ; 1 gr., rose ; 2 gr., 

blue ; 3 gr., brown.
Note.— Only a section of the arms is represented on the enve

lopes, and the cross which appears on the early adhesive* is replaced 
by a dagger.— All the surplus stock of Oldenburg envelopes was 
used up by the North German post-office as indicated at p. 47.

FARMA.
ADHESIVE STAMPS.

1852-7.
1. Fleur-de-lis on lined disk in circle, 

surmounted by crown; Greek 
border at sides ; ornaments 
in  angles, [ stati parm.]  Keet. 

a. Col. imp.
1852. 5 centesimi, yellow,

orange ; 15 c., red, pale red ; 25 c., red
brown.

b. Blk. imp.
1852. 10 centesimi, white ; 40 c., blue.
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1857. 5 centesimi, yellow; 15 c., rose; 25 c., 
violet.

1857-9.
2. Fleur-de-lis in lined oval on plain 

shield, surmounted by crown, with 
oak and olive branches at sides; 
value in marginal label below, [ duc 
di parma piac ECC.] Col. imp., rect.

1857. 25 centesimi, brown.
1858. 40 centesimi, blue.
1859. 15 centesimi, red.

newspaper tax stamps.
1854-7.

3. Type-printed inscription and numeral 
in octagonal frame, with concave 
sides. [ stati parmensi.]  Bik. 
imp., oct.

1854. 9 centesimi, blue.
1357. 6 centesimi, rose.

Note.— The adhesive newspaper-tax stampa were preceded by a 
circular handatamp struck in black. It was in use only from 
February to May of the year 1853, and has but just been brought 
to light by a writer in Le Timbre-PoiU, whose contribution to that 
journal has enabled us to modify, in an important degree, the list of 
Parmesan stamps. The newspaper-tax stamps were applied to 
political journals coming from foreign countries which did not form 
part of the “ Customs Union,” established under Austrian auspices. 
The tax was abolished on the 6th of July, 1859, by the Provisional 
Government, and the type was utilised for the provisional issue 
of postage stamps hereunder described, on its being found that sup
plies of the Sardinian stamps were not procurable.

Provisional Government.
1859.

4. Design of No. 3. [ stati parmensi.]  Col. im p., oct. 
5 centesimi, green, yellow-green ; 10 c., brown ;
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20 c., Ыде, dark blue ; 40 c., red ; 80 c., yellow, 
yellow-brown.

Note.— V arieties of these stamps exist with errors in the spelling 
o f the word centesimi.

PORTUGAL.
ADHESIVE STAMPS.

1853.
1. Embossed profile of Queen Maria

II. to left on solid disk, in 
beaded circle ; frame of differ
ent pattern for each value.
[ correio . ]  Col. imp.

a. Octagonal frame with concave 
angles.

5 reis, reddish brown, chocolate.
b. Sinuous reticulated frame.

25 reis, blue, dark blue.
c. Octagonal frame.

50 rets, green.
d. Ornamented rectangular frame.

100 reis, lilac.
1855-8.

2. Embossed profile of 
King Pedro Y. to 
riglă on solid disk, 
in beaded circle or 
oval, in frames same 
as No. 1 a., b., c., 
and d., respectively.
[ correio .]  Col. im p .

a. Head with straight parted hair ; ear partly covered.
1855. 5 reis, chocolate, red-brown; 25 r., blue, 

dark blue ; 50 r., green ; 100 r., lilac.
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b. Head with curly hair ; ear uncovered.
1856. 5 reis, brown, red-brown, deep brown;

25 r., blue.
1858. 25 reis, rose.

N ote.— The initials of the engraver, Don Francisco de Borges 
Freiro, appear in sunken lettera on the neck of the bust of the 
stamps of No. 2 a. The same initials, in embossed letters, are 
found on the stamps of the first series. There are no less than five 
types of the 5 reie, No. 2 a,, and two types of the 25 reis blue, No. 
2 b. The varieties of the 5 reis arise from differences in the letter
ing and number o f pearls round the i>ortrait ; and those of the 25 
reis are due to differences in the pattern of the groundwork.

1862.
3. Embossed profile of 

King Luis I. to left 
on solid disk, in 
beaded or lined cir
cle or oval, in frames 
similar to those of 
No. 1 a., b., c., 
and «irrespectively.

[ correio.]  Col. im p.
5 reis, deep brown ; 10 r., yellow, orange ; 25 

r., rose ; 50 r., green, yellowish green ; 100 r,, 
lilac.

N ote.— On this series the engraver’s initials appear, as on the

1866-70.
4. Embossed profile of King to left 

on solid disk, in beaded oval, 
ou reticulated background, 
bearing inscribed labels, [ por
tugál correio.] Rect,

I. Bik. imp.
a. Unperf.

1866. 5 rets, black.

preceding issues.
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Ъ. Perf.
1867. 5 reiл, black.

II. Col. imp.
a. Unperf.

1866. 10 reis, yellow ; 20 r,, yellow-ochre ; 
25 r., rose ; 50 r., green ; 80 r., deep orange ; 
100 r., lilac ; 120 r., blue.

b. Perf.
1867. 10 rets, yellow; 20 r., yellow-ochre ; 

25 r., dull rose, bright rose ; 50 r., pale green, 
deep green ; 80 r., deep orange ; 100 r., deep 
lilac ; 120 r., blue, deep blue.

1870. 100 reis, pale lilac ; 2-40 r., dull
mauve, bright mauve.

N o t e .—This series was engraved by Mr. C. Wiener, whose initials 
appear under the bust.

1871-3.
5. Embossed profile of King to left 

on solid disk, in beaded oval, 
on lined background, with 
truncated, inscribed labels. 
[PORTUGAL CORREIO.] Rect., 
perf.

a. Black imp.
1871. 5 reis, black.

b. Col. imp.
1871. 10 reis, yellow ; 20 

25 r., rose ; 50 r., green ; 80 
100 r., pale lilac ; 120 r., blue.

1873. 240 reis, mauve.

r., yellow-ochre ; 
r., deep orange ;

Note.—The 5 r., 10 r,, 20 r., and 25 r., of this series are said to 
exist unperforated.
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PRUSSIA.
ADHESIVE STAMPS.

1850-8.
1. Profile of King Frederick William

IV. to right in marginal frame. 
[FREIMARKE.] Rect.

I. Blk. imp.
a. Ground of crossed lines. 

Wmk., a laurel crown.
18.50. 1 (ein) silbergroschen, rose ; 2 (zwei)

sgr., blue ; 3 (drei) sgr., yellow, pale yellow.
II. Col. imp.

a. Ground of crossed lines. Wmk., a laurel 
crown.

1850. 6 (sechs) pfennigé, vermilion.
1856. 4 (vier) pfennigé, green.

b. With solid ground. Without wmk.
1857. 1 silbergroschen, rose, pale rose ; 2 

sgr., blue, pale blue ; 3 sgr., yellow, orange.
c. Ground of crossed lines. Without wmk.

1858. 4 pfennigé, green; 6 pf., vermilion; 
1 sgr., rose ; 2 sgr., blue ; 3 sgr., yellow.

1861.
2. Embossed arms of Prussia on 

solid ground, in oval reti
culated inscribed frame, with 
numeral of valno on each side 
in oval. [PREUSSEN.] Col. 
imp., oval, perf.

1 silbergroschen, rose ; 2
sgr., dull blue, ultramarine ;
3 sgr., stone.
N ote.— The 2 egr, existe as an “  error” in brown.
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1861-5.

3. Design of No. 2 in octagonal 
frame, with numeral of value 
at each angle. [ preussen.]
Col. imp., rect., perf.

1861. 4 pfennigé, green ;
6 pf., vermilion, orange.

1865. 3 pfennigé, mauve.

1867.
Embossed arms, with numeral of 

value on each side, on solid 
irregular disk, and inscriptions 
on reticulated ground above 
and below, [ preussen.]  Col. 
imp., oct., perf.

1 hreuzer, green ; 2 hr.,
orange ; 3 hr., rose ; 6 hr.,

blue ; 9 hr., stone.

REGISTRATION STAMPS.

1866.
5. Inscribed numerals of value in 

oval band, bearing inscription 
and minute representations of 
the Prussian arms ; all on 
ground formed of microscopical 
words of value many times 
repeated. [preussen.]  Col. 
imp., on gold-beater’s skin, obi.

10 silbergroschen, rose.
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1866.

6. Inscribed numerals on transverse 
oblong disk, formed of minute 
repetitions of the value in 
words; in frame, bearing in- , 
scription and small represen
tations of the Prussian arms.
[ p r e u s s e n .] Col. im p. on gold 
beater’s skin, obi.

30 silbergroschen, blue.

N ote.— W hen the stamps of types Nos. 5  and G are removed 
from the envelope, the design remains on it, and a colourless strip 
of gold-heater’s skin is all that comes away.

ENVELOPE STAMPS.

1851-6.

7. Embossed profile of King to right 
on solid disk, in broad oval 
reticulated frame, with nu
meral of value in small circle 
below. Col. imp. on left 
upper corner of envelope, 
large oval.

a. With threads crossing the 
stamp.

1851. 1 silbergroschen, rose ; 2 sgr., pale blue,
deep blue ; 3 sgr., orange, yellow.

b. With black lines of inscription printed above 
stamp.

1 8 5 6 . 1  silbergroschen , rose, carm ine ; 2  sgr.,
bine, deep b lu e ; 3  sgr., y ellow , pale y ello w .
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1851-6.

8. Embossed profile of King to right
on solid disk, in reticulated 
octagonal frame. Col. imp. 
on left upper corner of en
velope ; large oct.

a. With silk threads crossing the 
stamp.

1851. 4 (vier) s ilb e rgroschen, 
brown; 5 (fü n f) sgr., lilac; 6 
sgr., green ; 7 (sieben) sgr., red.

b. With black lines of inscription printed above
stamp,
1856. 4 silbergroschen, brown. .

N ote.— A ll the foregoing envelope stampe show the word Schilling 
(the engraver’s name) on the neck of the bust, and it is frequently 
found to be followed by a numeral, supposed to indicate the number 
of the die from which the impression is taken.

1861-2.
9. Design of No. 2 impressed in right upper corner of

envelope, [ p r e u s s e n . ]  Col. imp., oval.
a. With lines of inscription above stamp.

1861. 1 silbergroschen, rose ; 2 sgr., blue, 
bright blue ; 3 sgr., stone, brown.

b. With lines of inscription crossing stamp.
1862. 1 silbergroschen, rose, deep rose ; 2 sgr., 

blue, pale blue, ultramarine ; 3 sgr., brown, red
brown.

1868.
10. Design of No. 3 impressed in right upper corner of 

envelope ; lines of inscription crossing the stamp. 
[ p r e u s s e n . ]  Col. imp., rect.

3 pfennigé, mauve; 6 p/., vermilion.
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1867.
11. Design of No. 4 impressed in right upper comer of 

envelope ; lines of inscription crossing the stamp. 
[ pkeussen . ]  Col. imp., oct.

1 kreuzer, green ; 2 At., orange ; 3 Jcr., rose ; 
6 кг., bine ; 9 1er., brown.

N ote.— The adhesives and envelopes o f type No. 4, were issued 
for use in certain states in which the kreuzer series of Thurn and 
Taxis stamps had been previously employed. The Victoria Association 
for Invalids at Berlin obtained the privilege of Bending its local corre
spondence through the post at a reduced rate, and was authorised to 
use special envelopes bearing a 4 pf. green stamp in upper right 
angle, and the name o f the association in the lower left angle. 
These envelopes—and likewise the multitudinous field-post emissions 
— it has been thought undesirable to include in the present cata
logue.

ROMAGNA,*

ADHESIVE STAMPS.
1859.

88 iO D M >88

l ìg
m

c«!zw
5-

A
BAI:OMAGN

1. Denomination of value on plain 
rectangular disk, in inscribed 
marginal frame ; ornaments in 
angles, [ franco bollo postale 
ROMAGNE.] Blk. imp., rect.

\ baiocco, lemon ; 1 bai., iron- 
grey; 2 bai., dark yellow; 3 
bai., dark green ; 4 bai., red-

brown ; 5 bai., dull lilac ; 6 bai., light green ; 8 
bai., rose ; 20 bai., pale blue.

* The Romagnese stamps were provisionally employed upon the 
annexation of the province by the Italian government. It  is doubt
ful whether the fi bai., though certainly printed in readiness, was 
ever actually in use.
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ROMAN STATES.

ADHESIVE STAMPS.
1852-64.

1. Arms of the Papal See in pearled 
and linear inscribed oval 
[ franco bollo postale.]  Bik. 
imp., transverse oval.

1852. f  {mezzo) bajocco, 
pale lilac, grey.

1862. I bajocco, violet, red-vi olet.
1864, bajocco, olive-brown.

1852.
2. Arms between two curved in

scribed labels. [ franco bollo 
postale.]  Bik. imp., transverse 
oval. 4

1 bajocco, water-green, bluish 
green.

1852.
3. Arms beneath curved inscrip

tion ; ornaments in angles ; 
in linear frame, [ franco 
bollo postale.]  Bik. imp., 
obl.

2 bajocchi, yellow-green, 
pale green.

1852.
4, Arms in oval scrolled frame, [ fran

co bollo postale.]  Bik. imp., 
transverse oval.

3 bajocchi, buff, pale brown.
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5.
1852.

Arms in inscribed circle, [ franco 
bollo postale.]  Bik. imp., circ.

4 bajocchì, pale brown, lemon, 
yellow, pale yellow.

1852.
6. Arms, with inscription above and value 

below, in linear frame. [ franco 
bollo postale.]  Bik. imp., rect.

5 bajocchì, rose.

1852.
7. Arms with carved inscription above 

and value below, in transverse 
linear octagon, [ franco bollo 
postale]. Bik. imp., oct.

6 bajocchì, bluish grey, green
ish grey.

F R A N C O  i 
BOLLO ro ITALE

1852.
8. Arms with inscription above and 

value below, in erect linear octa
gon. [ franco bollo postale.]  
Bik. imp., oct.

7 bajocchì, blue.

1852.
9. Arms with curved inscription 

above and value below, in 
ornamented concave octa
gon. [ franco bollo postale.] 
Bik. imp., oct.

8 bajocchì, white.
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1852.
10. Arms with curved inscription 

above and value below, in 
scrolled transverse oblong 
frame, having shields in 
angles, [ franco bollo post
ale .]  Col. imp., trans. obi.

50 bajocchi, blue, deep blue. 
1852.

11. Arms with curved inscription 
above and value below, in 
scrolled polygonal trans
verse frame, [ franco bol
lo postale.]  Col. imp., 
transverse polygon.

1 scudo, red.
1867-8.

12. Design of No. 3. [ franco bollo postale,] Bik. 
imp. on glazed paper, obi. 

a, Unperf.
1867. 2 centesimi, bright green.

b. Perf.

13.

14

1868. 2 centesimi, bright green.
1867-8.

Design of No. 1. [ franco bollo postale.]  
imp. on glazed paper, transverse oval.

a. Unperf.
1867. 3 ( tre) centesimi, grej.

b. Perf.
1868. 3 centesimi, grey.

1867-8.
Design of No. 4  [ franco bollo postale.]  

imp. on glazed paper, transverse oval. 
a. Unperf.

1867. 5 centesimi, light blue.

Blk.

Blk.
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b. Perf.
1868. 5 centesimi, light bine.

1867-S.

15. Design of No. 9. [ franco bollo postale.]  Ilik
imp. on glazed paper, oct.

a. Unperf.
1867. 10 centesimi, vermilion.

I. Perf.
1868. 10 centesimi, vermilion.

1867-9.
16. Design of No. 5. [ franco bollo postale.] Bik

imp. on glazed paper, circ.
a. Unperf.

1867. 20 centesimi, crimson.
b. Perf.

1868. 20 centesimi, deep red, crimson.
1869. 20 centesimi, solferino.

1867-8.
17. Design of No. 7. [ franco bollo postale.]  Bik

imp. on glazed paper, oct.
a. Unperf.

1867. 40 centesimi, yellow.
b. Perf.

1868. 40 centesimi, yellow, deep yellow.
1867-8.

18. Design of No. 2. [ franco bollo postale. ]  Bik
imp. on glazed paper, oval.

a. Unperf.
1867. 80 centesimi, rose.

b. Perf.
1868. 80 centesimi, rose.
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RUSSIA.
ADHESIVE STAMPS.

1867-71.
1. Embossed arms of Russia on solid 

disk, in oval inscribed band, on 
mantle, surmounted by crown; 
reticulated background ; numerals 
in angles. Inscribed in Russian 
characters. Impressed in two co
lours. Rect. _

I. Unperf.
1857. 10 kopecs, dark brown and blue.

II. Perf.
a. Without wmk.

1858. 10 kopecs, brown and blue ; 20 hop., 
blue and orange ; 30 hop., rose and green.

b. With wmk. of undulating lines.
1869-71. 10 kopecs, brown and blue ; 20

hop., blue and orange ; 30 hop., rose and green.
1863.

2. Arms in granulated square disk, with 
fleur-de-lis at sides, in engine- 
turned circle, in octagon, with 
ornaments in angles. Inscribed in 
Russian characters. Blk. and col. 
imp., rect,, perf.

5 kopecs, grey and black.
N ote.— This stamp was issued primarily for the purpose of pre

paying letters posted and delivered in St. Petersburg, but during the 
time it remained current it was used upon general letters. Some 
authorities class this stamp, and also the 5 kop. envelopes described 
below, with the local emissions ; but this is an evident error, for 
the rural authorities are expressly forbidden to put the imperial 
arms on the local stamps. There can be no doubt that this 5 kop. 
stamp emanated from, and was used to frank letters passing, the 
imperial post office of the capital.
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1864-68.
3. Arms on lined disk, in oval inscribed 

band, surmounted by crown ; nu
meral of value in circle at corners ; 
background composed of minute 
repetitions of the value. In
scribed in Russian characters.
Blk. and col. imp., rect., perf.

a. Without wmk.
1864. 1 kopec, yellow ; 3 hop., green ; 5 hop., 

lilac.
b. With wmk. of undulating lines.

1868. 1 kopec, yellow ; 3 hop., green ; 5 hop.,
lilac. *.

Note.—The stamps of types Nos. 1 and 3 were printed in 1864-5 
in bright (aniline) colours, and with very fine perforations (15 in two 
centimetres). There is a curious variety of the 3 kop., consisting 
of the design of that value impressed on the ground pattern (printed 
in green) of the 5 kop.; it appeared in 1870.

ENVELOPE STAMPS. 
1845-64.

4. Arms, crown, and post-horns, 
on white circular disk, in 
inscribed linear circle. In
scription in Russian charac
ters, signifying St. Petersburg 
City Post. Col. imp., circ.

a. Impressed in left lower cor
ner of envelope.

b. Impressed in left upper cor
ner.

c. Impressed in right lower corner.
5 kopecs, blue, dark blue, pale blue, ultra

marine.
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Note. —For the reasons stated at foot of type No, 2 we consider that 
this envelope should be classed with the imperial, and not with the 
local emissions.

1848-66.
5. Embossed arms, crown, and 

post-horns, on engine- 
turned circular disk, sur
rounded by inscription in 
Russian characters. Im
pressed on flap. Wmkd.with 
arms and post-horns. Circ.

a. With wmk. of arms, &c., 
in square and check pat
tern ; rough brownish paper.

1848. 10 kopecs, black ; 20 hop., blue ; 30 top.,
rose, deep rose.

b. With wmk. of arms, &c., in oval ; tough white 
paper.

1861. 10 kopecs., black.
1866. 20 kopecs, bright blue, dark blue ; 30 

kop., vermilion, pale red.
Note.—Dr. Magnuâ distinguishes two types o f the 20 kop. and 

30 kop. of this emission. The second, and less finely engraved, 
shows the tail feathers spread out into a wide fan, occupying all tho 
space between the claws ; and the collar round the shield is com
posed of fourteen pieces, against sixteen in the first type.

An additional kopec is charged, and mentioned in the inscription, 
on all the foregoing envelopes, to cover the cost of the envelope 
itself.

. 1869.
6. Arms on white disk in linear in

scribed circle. Inscription in 
Russian characters. Col. imp., 
on left upper comer of envelope ; 
circ.

5  kopecs, m aroon.
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1869-72.
7. Embossed arms on solid disk, İn re

ticulated inscribed oval frame, 
with numerals in small circle 
below. Inscription in Russian 
characters. Col. imp., oval. ,

a. Impressed in left upper corner of 
envelope.
1869. 10 kopecs, brown ; 20

it op., blue; 30 hop., rose.

b. Impressed in right upper comer of envelope.
1872. 10 kopecs, brown ; 20 hop., blue ; 30 /гор., 

rose.
1870-2.

8. Arms on white disk, in linear in
scribed circle. Inscription in 
Russian characters. Col. imp., 
circ.

a. Impressed in left upper comer of 
envelope.
1870. 5 kopecs, carmine.

b. Impressed in right upper corner of envelope. 
1872. 5 kopecs, carmine.

rO S T  CARDS.

1872.
9. Within a broad reticulated border, arms and post

horns to left ; space for adhesive stamp to right, 
and Russian words between ; beneath, five dotted 
lines for address ; and at foot, in two paragraphs, 
instructions to sender. Blk. imp.

Grey.



1872.
10. Within a broad border, arms and 

post-liorns to left; annexed de
sign to right, and Russian in
scription in large characters be
tween ; beneath, six dotted lines 
for address ; and at foot, in two 
paragraphs, instructions to the 
sender. Col. imp.

3 kopecs, brown on grey ; 5 hop,, green on grey.

^ocal postage Stamps.
N ote .— The Russian provinces, styled ‘‘ governmenta," are sub

divided into districts, the internal affairs of which are managed by 
District Assemblies. In many districts a supplementary postal 
service has been established by these assemblies for the benefit of 
the remoter towns and villages which lie away from the imperial 
post-roads. The Bervice is under the supervision of a permanent 
committee, which goes by the name of the Zemskaya Uprava, or 
Land Court, and sits in the chief town. Its president is ex officio 
the manager of the rural service, and, as such, controls the issue of 
the postage stamps. A  decree of the 5th September, 1870, author
ised the establishment of these local posts, and the emission of 
epecial stamps for the purposes of the service ; but some previous 
authorisation must either have been given, or taken for granted, as, 
in fact, several of the local stamps were issued prior to the pub
lication of the decree. The operations of the local posts are limited 
in various ways by it, and as an institution the service is no doubt 
in its infancy ; but it is capable of doing great good by rendering 
practicable communication between out-of-the-way regions and the 
trade centres.

The etamps herein catalogued we believe to be without exception 
genuine. They represent the charges for conveyance of letters, 
&c., from the imperial post-office to the outlying villages, and vice 
v eriä, and form a quaint but interesting assemblage. Some of the 
designs are carefully drawn, but more frequently a grotesque primi
tiveness is the chief characteristic o f the types ; a few are exceed
ingly plain, but the great majority are adorned with emblems and 
heraldic bearings, which throw light on the history or peculiarities 
of the districts whence they come. The number of labels already 
issued, combined with the difficulty of getting anything like detailed 
information ns to the circumstances connected with their emission, 
render the study of these stamps by no means an easy matter; but,

POSTAGE STAMPS.
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if  only as illustrations of the progress made by Russia of late years 
towards a higher civilisation, they are of considerable importance, 
and it is to be hoped that as time goes on the hidden facts of their 
history will be brought to light. As so large a proportion of them 
are produced iu places where lithographic and typographic accora су 
cannot he expected, and frequent errors in the composition and 
printing are inevitable, it appears to us that too great attention 
should not be paid to secondary varieties arising from the mis
spelling of words, from slight deviations from the normal design, 
or from accidental differences in the shade of paper or ink.

GOVERNMENT (OR TERRITORY) OF BESSARABIA.
Orguieff.

ADHESIVE STAMPS.

11. Arms (tree and scythe) in in
scribed garter or riband, with 
bull’s head beneath, crossed 
branches above and at sides; 
numerals in scrolled angles. 
Blk. imp., rect., peri.

3 kopecs, flesh; 6 hop., green.
GOVERNMENT OF CHARKOFF.

C hark off.
ADHESIVE STAMPS.

1870-2.
12. Arms of Charkoff (cornucopia and 

caduceus) on lined ground in 
upper half, and numeral of value 
on dotted ground in lower half 
of disk, in broad inscribed white 
oval hand; value in each angle; 
surcharged in black with hand- 
stamped Russian inscription.* 
Col. imp., rect.

* It will l>e understood, unless otherwise stated, that the Russian 
inscription in all cases signifies Rural Post (or Administration) o f the 
district mentioned.

1873 (?).
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a. For ordinary postage.
18ГО. 5 kopecs, red, carmine.

b. For unpaid letters.
1872. 5 kopecs, blue.

Soumy.

ADHESIVE STAMPS.
1869-71.

13. Courier-bag bearing value on white 
disk, in inscribed circle, on re
ticulated ground, in narrow solid 
border, with corner ornaments.
Col. imp. on grey, rect.

1869. 3 kopecs, brown.
1871 (?). 1 kopec, blue.
1871. 5 kopecs, red.

N ote.—These stamps are said to have been preceded by a 1 kop. 
green and 2 kop. blue, design unknown. The device on the above 
type is a play on the name of the town, which signifies a bag.

Woltschansk.

ADHESIVE STAMPS.
1872.

14. Wolf (?) on lozenge
shaped disk, in 
broad solid in
scribed diamond 
frame, with ovals 
at each angle en
closing figure of 
value. Blk. and 
col. imp., diam.

5  kopecs , red, b lack , and yellow .
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GOVERNMENT OF CHERSON.
Aleksandrowsk.

ADHESIVE STAMP.

fb ' H.3.JL 2 sk 
J  t o

1872. 
15. Type printed : initial letters 

surrounded by circular 
inscription, within a bor
der composed of detached 
ornaments. Blk. imp., 
circ.

10 kopecs, light brown.

Cherson.

ADHESIVE STAMPS.

18G9 (?).
16. Arms (? ) of Cherson (sheaf of corn, rake, and

scythe) on oval disk ; value above, and inscrip
tion below, with figure in each corner. Col. imp., 
rect,

10 kopecs, yellow.
Note.— This stamp íb known only from the description given o f it 

by a St. Petersburg correspondent of The Stamp-Collector's Maga
zine, in 1871, at which date it had already ceased to be employed.

1871 (?)•
17. Courier on horseback, in plain

circular disk, with values at 
sides, and inscription above 
and below, on vertically 
lined ground ; numerals in 
each angle. Blk. and col. 
imp., rect., perf.

10 kopecs, red and b lack .
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1872.
18. Similar to No. 17, but smaller. 

Col. imp., rect., perf. Blk. and 
col. imp.

10 kopecs, red and black.

Elizavetgrad.

ADHESIVE STAUrS.

1870. (?)
19. Arms on shield in circular 

inscribed band, with book 
beneath, between a gate
way ; pen, scythe, and 
sheaf on each side; all 
enclosed in an inscribed 
circular border. Col. 
imp., circ.

5 lcopecs, mauve.
N ote.— On being examined through a magnifier, an inscription is 

seen on the cover of the book of the above type, signifying r u r a l  
A d m in is t r a t io n  a c t . The act referred to is probably that of 1864, 
by which the District Assemblies referred to in our introduction 
were established, though it may possibly be intended to refer to the 
decree of 1870.

1871.
20. Design of No. 19, but smaller. 

Col. imp., circ.
5 kopecs, b r ig h t g reen .
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Tiraspol.

ADHESIVE STAMP.

21 .

1873 (?).
Inscription (signifying— 

Stamp for Packets and 
Private Letters) on white 
circular disk, surround
ed by a broad inscribed 
frame. Col. imp., circ.

5 kopecs, blue.

GOVERNMENT OF EKATERINOSLAV.

Ekaterinoslav.

ADHESIVE STAMP.

1872 (?). .
22. Large letter E with figures, 

forming the date 1787, 
on each side, and value 
above and below, in broad 
inscribed white, circular 
band ; on reticulated 
ground ; numerals in 
each angle. Col. imp., 
sq.

5 kopecs, green.
N ote.— Tlie letter E, which was originally euppoeed to he the 

initial of the name of district, is now said to he the initial of the 
Kusman name of the Empress Catharine, by whom the city of 
Ekaterinoslav was founded in 1787, the date mentioned on the stamp.
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Mariopol.

ADHESIVE STAMPS.

1871 (?).
23. Inscribed V-shaped figure, en

closing cross and crescent in 
linear frame, with figure in 
each angle ; all on plain 
ground. Blk. imp., rect.

5 kopecs, black.

1873.
24. Similar design to No. 23, but in

marginal inscribed frame, and 
centre of stamp filled up with 
lined and reticulated pattem ; 
numerals in angles on solid 
ground. Blk’. imp., rect.

5 kopecs, black.

P a vlo g ra d .

ADHESIVE STAMPS.

186- (?).
25. Arms in centre, star above and numeral below in

oval inscribed frame ; Roman figure of value in 
angles of outer octagonal frame. Col. imp., oct.

— kopecs,
Note,— This stamp is only known from the description given of it 

by the correspondent referred to in the note to No. 16.
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1872.
26. Arms on plain shield with figures 

of value above and below, in 
inscribed oval band; numerals 
in spandrels ; on reticulated 
ground. Col. imp., oct.

5 kopecs, blue.

RostofF on Don.
ADHESIVE STAMF.

1871.
27. Inscribed white oval disk on 

vertically lined background ; 
numerals in angles. Col. imp., 
rect.

ő kopecs, blue.

Werchnie Dnieproffsk.
ADHESIVE STAMPS.

1866 (?). .
28. Type-set: value on plain disk, 

in ornamented rectangle, in 
inscribed linear frame. Blk. 
imp., rect.

4 kopecs, black.

1873.
29. Value in plain disk, in in

scribed transverse oval 
linear frame. Col. imp., 
oval.

4  kopecs, b lue.
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GOVERNM ENT OF KAZAN.

Kazan.
ENVELOPE STAMP.

18—.
30. Oval handstamped inscription struck on flap. Col.

imp., oval.
[6 kopecs], blue.

N ote.— The note appended to No, 25 applies equally to this stamp.

GOVERNMENT OF KOURSK.
Dmitrieff.

ADHESIVE STAMP.
1870 (?).

31. Imperial arms on plain disk,
in linear inscribed circle.
Blk. imp., circ.

3 silver kopecs, black.
N ote.— This stamp differs from all the 

other Rnsaian locale in that it bears the 
imperial arms, in apparent contravention 
of the law o f 1870. No explanation of the 
circumstance has hitherto been received.

Patejh.
ENVELOPE STAMPS.

1870 (?).
Ì. Arms in three sections in 

inscribed linear oval. 
Handstruck on flap. Col. 
imp., transverse oval.

a. For letters from the dis
trict to the post-town. 
4 kopecs, dark blue.

Ъ. For letters from the post-town to the district.
6 kopecs, vermilion, 

к

32
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N ote.—T he Fatejh administration impresses its stamps indifferently on all kinds of envelopes,—greyish white, white wove, white laid, very thin white laid, rosy white, and white coloured on the inside. The stamps also vary considerably in shade,
GOVERNMENT OF LIVONIA.

"Wenden.
ADHESIVE STAMPS.

1862.
33. Four lines of inscription on 

a reticulated transverse 
oblong disk. Blk, and col. 
imp., obi.

a. For packets ; inscribedPACKENMARKE DES WEN- DENSCHEN KREISES.
Green, yellow-green.

b. For letters ; inscribed Briefmarke des wendex-SCIIEN KREISES.
Rose.

1863.
34. Plain green disk in solid oval band, 

with scalloped edge ; on'reticu
lated inscribed ground ; small star 
in each angle, [ b r ie f m a r k e  w e n tm enschen  k r e i s e s .]  Imp. in two 
cols., rect.

Rose and green.
1864.

35. Like No. 34, but oval disk bearing a 
white griffin, [BRIEFMARKE WEN- DENSCHEN K REISES.] Imp. in two 

"cols., rect.
Rose and green.
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1870.
36. Similar design to No. 31, but edge 

of oval band interlaced, and 
larger stars in corners. [B r i e f m a r k e  WEXDENSCHEX KREISES.] 
Imp. in two cols., rect.

Нозе and green.
1872. .

37. Mailed arm, grasping a sword, on 
an oval disk, in inscribed green 
oval ; on reticulated ground, 
with stars in angles. [B r i e f m a r k e  WENDEXSCHEN KREISES.] 
Imp. in two cols, reel., perf.

Vermilion and green.
Note.— We have deemed it best to include the “ Livonian” issues 

with the Russian local stamps, although some doubt as to the 
circumstances attending their emission stiil exists. As will be seen 
by the dates, the first stumps saw the light before the District 
Assemblies were instituted. Still, the inscription Wenden when 
Kreises, or “  Circle of Wenden,” indicates in itself that the stamps are 
intended to be used only within the Wenden district—one of the 
five into which the province of Livonia is divided; and as the im
perial issues are current in Livonia, it is evident that the special 
stamps above described must be for some supplementary local ser
vice special to the “  Circle.” Two explanations of the causes of their 
issue have been given, one of which is to the effect that about the 
year 1857-8 there happened to be a want o f small money throughout 
the empire, to meet which the authorities of the Wendensohen 
Kreis decided to emit the stamps of type No. 33 for local use. The 
“  Kreis” post-office was bound to take them, not only in payment of 
the postage on local letters, but also in payment of letters for 
other parte of Russia or foreign countries ; only in the latter case 
the fixing of the stamps to the letters they were intended to prepay 
was prohibited. Tbe other account is, that the circle of Wenden 
was colonised early in the eighteenth century, by some of the 
Moravian brethren, a well-known body of German Protestants, 
who, among other useful institutions, laid the foundation of 
a local postal system, which has ever since been respected by the 
Russian authorities. This explanation appears somewhat romantic, 
but it would, at any rate, afford a reason for the employment of
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special Btamps in the circle of Wenden, whilst no such stamps are 
employed in the four remaining “ circles" of the province; and it 
would likewise account for the appearance of a German inscription 
on Russian stamps. It is much to be regretted, however, that no 
attempt has been mafie within the last ten years to obtain authentic 
information as to the history of these stamps, for it would probably 
afford a clue to the issue of other local stamps prior to the year 
1870. That the Wenden stamps—as they should be termed—are 
genuine, there can be no doubt, and they deserve more attention than 
they have hitherto received.

GOVERNMENT OF MOSCOW.
B ogorodsk .

ADHESIVE STAMFS.
1869 (?).

38. Sfc. George and the dragon to 
right on lined ground in upper 
half, and spinning-wheel on 
dotted ground in lower half, 
of disk, in plain white oval 
band, inscribed with coloured 
letters ; solid frame, with un
dulating border; value in each 
angle. Col. imp., rect.

1 kopec, red ; 5 hop., blue, scarlet ; 10 hop., 
scarlet.

JS” ote.— Of the above stamps the 1 kop. red has not y e f been seen 
out of Russia.

1871-2 (?).
39. Arms as in No. 38, but St.

George and dragon to left ; 
inscription in oval in white 
letters ; ground of vertical 
waved lines; squares enclos
ing circles, bearing numeral of 
value, in each angle. Col. 
imp., rect.

5 kopecs, blue, pale bine ;
10 kop., red.
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40. Same design as No. 39, but more roughly executed ;
St. George and dragon and inscribed oval 
larger. Col. imp., rect.

1 kopec, lake-rose, dull rose; 5 hop., pale 
rose, dull rose.

1873.
41. Similar design to No. 39, but inscribed oval larger,

and forelegs of horse turned down. Col. imp., 
rect.

1 kopec, rose, bright rose ; 5 hop., rose, pale 
rose, dark blue ; 10 кар., bright rose, pale blue.

ENVELOPE STAMPS.
1872 (?).

42. Design of No. 38 impressed on flap. Col. imp.,
rect.

5 kopecs, blue, dark blue.
43. Design of No. 39 impressed on flap. Col. imp.,

rect.
5 kopecs, blue ; 10 kop., blue, pale blue, red.

NEWSPAPER BANDS.
1872 (?).

44. Design of No. 38 printed at gummed end of a
band 20 inches in length. Col. imp., rect.

5 kopecs, dark blue, red, bright red.
Note.— M. Moens catalogues all the red 5 kop. and 10 kop. stamps 

as “  unpaid-letter stamps,” but this term we do not think applicable. 
It is probable that the blue stamps are exclusively employed for 
letters from the district to the town, and the red etamps for letters 
4rom the town to the district. The latest intelligence is to the effect 
that the 10 kop. etamps are for registered letters. The spinning- 
wheel on the lower part of the disk is an allusion to the cotton 
works and silk manufactories of the town.
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Bronnitzi.

ADHESIVE STAMP.
18G9 (?).

45. Denomination of value on ver- - 
tically lined disk, in white 
inscribed oval band, with value 
on solid ground in angles ; in 
frame of waved lines. Col. 
imp., rect.

5 kopecs, vermilion.

ENVELOPE STAMPS.
1872.

46. Same design as No. 45, printed on flap. Col. imp., 
rect.

5 lcopccs, blue, ultramarine.N ote .— T he similarity in the composition of the design between these stamps and those of Podolsk and the first Bogorodsk type, appears to indicate that they were, all engraved by the same person.
Kolomna.

ADHESIVE STAMPS. 
1870 (?).

47. Crowned pillar between two stars 
on lined shield, in white in
scribed oval band ; value on 
solid ground in angles. Col. 
imp., rect., perf.

5 kopecs, red, blue.N ote .— Probably the red stamp is for letters for, and the blue for letters from, the district.
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Podolsk.
ADHESIVE STAMPS.

1870 (?).
48. Arms on vertically lined disk 

in white inscribed oval 
band ; valne on solid ground 
in angles ; in border of 
waved lines. Col. imp., 
rect., perf.

5 kopecs, green, pale 
green.

GOVERNMENT OF NUNI NOVCOROD.

Wasayel.
ADHESIVE STAMP.

1873.
49. Embossed : arms in centre, 

surmounted by value, and 
encircled by inscription. 
Imp. in white relief ; circ.

5 kopecs, white.

GOVERNMENT OF NOVCOROD.
Belozersk.

ADHESIVE STAMPS.
1870.

50. Inscription in four lines on ground 
of oblique and waived lines ; 
numerals in solid circles in angles; 
in linear frame, Blk. and col. 
imp., rect.

2  kopecs, b la ck  and yellow .
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1871.
51. Crescent and cross on linear ground 

in upper part of rectangular disk; 
fishes saltire below ; in marginal 
inscribed frame, with numerals of 
value in solid circles at angles. 
Blk. imp., rect.

3 kopecs, black.
Note.— Belozersk is on the W hite Lake— Beloe Ozero— whence it 

takes ite name. The fishes in lower part of design form an allusion 
to the principal article of trade there.

Borovitchi.

52.

ABUESIVE STAMPS. 
1869 (?).

Sun and canal-lock in inscribed 
circular band, having inscribed 
sections of circles springing 
from all sides ; white circle, 
bearing figure of value in each 
angle. Col. and blk. imp., 
rect.

5 kopecs, red-brown and 
black.

1872. .
53. Sun and canal-lock on circular 

disk, in inscribed lozenge, in 
double linear frame. Col. and 
blk. imp., diam.

5 kopecs, red-brown and black.
Note.— The design in the right half of these 

stamps— a canal-lock—has reference to the falls 
of the river Msta, on which Borovitchi is situated, and which forms 
a connecting link in the canal system which unites the Baltic with 
the Caspian sea.
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C he re p ove tz.

ADHESIVE STAMPS.
1869.

54. Value in white oval, on reticu
lated octagonal disk, with 
inscription above and be
low ; numerals in white 
angles ; in linear frame.
Col. imp., rect.

3 kopecs, blue, pale blue.
D e m ia n s k .

ADHESIVE STAMP.
1868.

55. Arms on shield in inscribed oval, on 
plain ground, with letters in angles ; 
in linear frame. Blk. imp., rect., 
rouletted.

3 kopecs, blue.N ote . —T he arms in upper part of shield are those of the government of Novgorod, and in the lower half those of Demiansk.
K irilo ff .

ADHESIVE STAMPS. •
1870-3.

56. Inscription on coral-pat
terned disk, in plain 
inscribed linear circle, 
with ornaments in an
gles. Sq.

a. Blk. imp.
1870 (?). 2 kopecs, 

red-brown.
b. Col. imp.

1 8 7 3 . 2  kopecs, d ark  b lu e on red -b row n .
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N o v g o r o d .

ADHESIVE STAMPS.
1871.

57. Arms in shield on plain disk, 
in inscribed oval band, inter
rupted above by crown, and 
below by oval enclosing value; 
lined background ; marginal 
inscription at top and bottom ; 
in linear frame. Blk. imp., 
rect.

5 kopecs, rose.

1872.
58. Same design as No. 57, but smaller crowm and 

larger oval, vertical lines more spread out, and 
abridged inscription in larger letters in upper 
margin. Blk. imp., rect.

5 kopecs, rose.

N o t e .— The arms on the above etanapa appear to be those o f the 
government. Probably the fact is, that the arms of Novgorod—the 
chief city—and those of the government are identical.

УКовгоишскдгоЗ

Уг у  i t  з л а . J

T ich.v in .

ADIIESIVE STAMPS. 
1870 (?).

59. Transverseinscriptionin 
three lines, in double 
linear frame. Col. 
imp., obi.

5 kopecs, red.

ТИХ0ИН0К0И
ОЕЛЫЖОИ почты 

М А Р К А .
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1873.
60. Value on plain disk in broad in

scribed oval ; ornaments in hori
zon tall у-lined spandrels ; ib dou
ble linear frame. Col. imp., small 
reet.

5 kopecs, blue, pale blue, dark 
blue, indigo.N ote.— There are fifteen stamps of this type to the sheet, and 

all show, more or less, glaring orthographical errors, besides which, 
in some of the varieties, the letters are drawn upside down, and 
in others backwards. These remarkable blunders, presumably due 
to the engraver's ignorance and awkwardness, must lead to the 
early withdrawal of the type.

Valdai.
ADHESIVE STAMP.

187— .
61. Crown on ermine-patterned ground, 

and mountain peak on plain 
ground; in marginal inscribed 
frame. Blk. imp., rect.

2 kopecs, purple.N ote . — The peak on the stamps has reference to the Valdai hills, 
which—although their greatest elevation is only 800 feet—forna the 
principal range of mountains in European Iiussia.

GOVERNMENT OF OREL.
Livni.

ADIIESW E STAMPS.
1870 (?).

62. Value and two stars in centre, 
surrounded by inscribed 
linear frame. Blk. imp., 
circ., perf. in festoons.

3 kopecs, lake-red .
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1873.
G3. Eagle (?) on building in lined 

upper half, and birds in plain 
lower half, of shield ; in linear 
inscribed frame. Col. imp., 
rect.

5 kopecs, pale red, bright red.

M a lo a rc h a n g e ls k .

ADHESIVE STAMP.
1870 (?).

64. Eagles on plain shield, 
surrounded by inscrip
tion, in linear frame.
Blk. imp., circ.

5 kopecs, black.

N ote.— The indistinct design in the upper half o f the shield is 
probably intended to be the same as that in the upper half o f the 
current Livni stamp, and represents the arms of the government.

GOVERNMENT OF PERM.
P e rm .

ADHESIVE STAMP.
*

1873 (?).
65. Value on plain disk in 

circular inscribed band, 
with reticulated span
drels. Blk. imp., sq.

3 silver kopecs, black.
N ote. —  There are six typical 

varieties of the design.
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Sh ad г in sk.

ADHESIVE STAMP.
1870 (?).

G6. Fox (?) on plain disk in oval 
inscribed band ; back ground 
vertically lined ; figure of value 
in each angle. Blk. imp., rect.

5 kopecs, blue, black.
N ote.—The blue 5 kop. was described by 

the correspondent of 2Tie Stamp-Collector’s 
Magazine in 1871. but has never been seen 
out of Russia. The animal which stands for a fox in the design is 
supposed to have reference to the trade done in furs at Shadrinsk.

GOVERNMENT OF POLTAVA.
Peeijatin.

ADHESIVE STAMP.

1868.
67. Value on plain disk in in

scribed linear circle. Col. 
imp., circ.

3 kopecs , scarlet.
Note— The engraving here given 

originally figured as that of a stamp for 
the district of “  Piriatiu,” discovered 
by M. Moens last year, but our impres
sion is that Piristin and Peerjatin are 

one and the same. If the j  in the latter word be pronounced as i it 
will be found that there is very little difference in the sound of the 
two. The description of the Peerjatin stamp accords perfectly with 
that of the “  Piriatin” issue ; the inscription is the same, and whilst 
the cotour of the Peerjatin was given in 1871 as scarlet, the colour 
of the Piriatin is given byM . Moens in 1873 as orauge. M. Moeus 
says of the Piriatin (or Peerjatin) stamp that it was issued in 1868, 
and that the rural service continued in operation for a year only, as 
it was not favoured by the public.
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P e re ja sla v.

ADHESIVE STAMPS. 

1868 (?

CS. Value on plain disk in i 
scribed linear circle. BÍ 
imp., circ.

3 kopecs, cliamois.

1873.

6i). Value on plain circular disk in 
lined square, with broad 
marginal inscribed frame. 
Blk. imp., sq.

3 kopecs, chamois.

M AP

GOVERNMENT OF PSKOFF.

PskofF.

ADHESIVE STAMP.

1871.
70. Arms on lined shield in inscribed 

oval band, in lozenge frame, with 
numeral of value in each angle. 
Col. imp., diam.

5  kopecs, violet.
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To ro p e tz .

ENVELOPE STAMPS.
18— .

71, Arms on lined shield, with 
inscription above and at 
sides, scrolled ornament at 
foot; in linear frame. Blk. 
imp., sq.

6 kopecs, black ; 11 hop., 
black.

Note.— The value is not mentioned on the stamp,, but is indi
cated by the size of the envelopes. Those measuring 5 j  x 4 f  in, 
are sold at 6 kopecs, and those measuring 7\ x 4$ in. at 11 kopecs. 
The postage is in reality 5 kopecs and 10 kopecs, respectively; the 
extra kopec is in each case charged for the envelope.

GOVERNMENT OF RIASAN.

E go rie ffsk

ADHESIVE STAMPS.
1872.

72. Inscription of value 
on lined disk in 
inscribed lozenge 
frame. Diam.

I. Blk. imp.
a. Lithographed.

3 kopecs, black
b. Engraved.

' 1872. 3 kopecs, black.
II. Col. imp. 

a. Lithographed.
3 kopecs, bright blue, dull blue.

СЕЛЬСКОЙ
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the blue one, for letters for the district of Egorieffsk.

Bias an.

ADHESIVE STAMPS.

18— .
73. Inscription of value 

on lined disk in 
inscribed lozenge 
frame. Col. imp., 
diam.

2 kopecs, blue, 
Prussian blue, 
blàck, gold.

Note.— The black and gold varieties are said to be for unpaid 
letters, i.e ., probably, for letters from the district.

1873.
74. Oblique inscription of value in inscribed linear

ti iramé. Avoi. imp., 
sq. 5fv

Vi a. Inner lines of Je*w№ frame double. Щ« 2 kopecs, gold, !
' blue. и

ehtí*
1. Inner lines of

frame waved. 
2 kopecs, blue, gold. *

ifj РязапсЕой ts

w о

*)

Упрады. С?

N ote .— The differences of design here noted are accidental, and 
arise from the fact that the stamps are type set. There are four 
varieties of each of the above designs. The gold coloured etamps 
are used for the same purpose as the gold coloured 2 kop. of the 
previous issue,
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Sapojok.
ADHESIVE STAMP.

1870 (?).
75. Arms in shield, surmounted by 

crown, in inscribed frame, 
with circles in each angle 
bearing numerals. Blk. 
imp., large rect.

5 kopecs, black.

Skopin.
ADHESIVE STAMP.

1870 (?).
76. Arms in shield, surmounted by crown, 

in a horseshoe inscription ; value 
below; in linear frame ; nume
ral in circle in each angle. Col. 
imp., rect.

3 kopecs, blue.

GOVERNMENT OP ST. PETERSBURG.
Louga.

7 7 .

ADH ESIIE STAMPS.
1871.

Embossed in white relief ; arms 
and crown surrounded by 
inscription ; in linear frame.
Col. imp., oval.

2  kopecs, b lu e ,  p a le  b in e .
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Schluesselburg.

ADHESIVE STAMP.
1865.

78. Inscribed scroll wound over key, 
within inscription on plain oval 
disk ; figures of value in span
drels. Blk imp., rect.

5 kopecs, green.

N ote.— The Schluesselburg stamp was discovered in 1869. It is 
said to have heen in use during the year 1866, since which date only 
the imperial stamps have been employed. Schluesselburg is a town 
on the Ladoga sea, not far from St. Petersburg. Its name signifies 
literally Keyborough, and the key on the stamp isan evident all usion 
to the name.

GOVERNMENT OF SARATOFF.
Atkarsk.

ADHESIVE STAMPS.
1870 (?).

70. Anns in centre, with crown above, in rectangular 
frame. Blk. imp., rect.

2 kopecs, black.
Note.— This stamp is only known from the description given of 

it by the correspondent referred to in the note to No. 16.

1873 (?).
80. Fishes in lined upper part, and 

birds on plain ground iu lower 
portion of shield ; with mar
ginal inscription ; in linear frame.
Blk. imp., rect.

2  kopecs, b l a c k  ; 3  hop., b l a c k .
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Saratoff.

ADHESIVE STAMPS.

1869-71.

81. Sheaf of corn and date of issue be
low, in oval inscribed band, sur
mounted by white shield, bear
ing arms, and foliated ornament ; 
on reticulated ground ; value 
in each angle. Col. imp., rect.

a. Dated 1869.
5 kopecs, blue.

b. Dated 1871.
5 kopecs, blue.

Note.— The three converging fishes which figure in the Atkarsk 
aud Saratoff stampa are no doubt the arms of the government, and 
may be a33umed to indicate that fishing formă one of the staple in
dustries of the population. The dates are no doubt those of the 
emission of the respective varieties, and not of any administrative 
law.

GOVERNMENT OF SIMBIRSK.

Sizran.

ADHESIVE STAMP.

18 7-.
82. Inscription and value in five lines, in 

linear rectangle. Col. imp., rect.
5  kopecs, b l u e  o n  s o l f e r i n o .

З е м с к .
ПОЧТОВАЯМАРКА

5н.
сызр.у«
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GOVERNMENT OF TAMBOFF.
Shatzk.

ADHESIVE STAMPS.

1870 (?).
83. Arms of Tamboff (beehive and 

sheaves of corn) in shield, in 
arched inscription, with valne be
low ; in linear frame. Blk. imp., 
large rect.

3 kopecs, black ; 5 hop., black.
N ote.— In 1873 the design of the 3 kop. was 

drawn afresh, and stamps from the second plate 
show the arched inscription touching l he upper margin, and the 
figure 3 with rounded head.

Tamboff.

ADHESIVE STAMPS.

186-.
84. Beehive and value on plain disk in 

inscribed oval ; with lined spandrels, 
and circles containing numerals in 
angles. Blk. imp., small rect.

3 kopecs, black.
1872.

85. Beehive and value on lined disk in 
inscribed circle ; numerals in rayed 
angles. Col. imp., sq.

5 kopecs, mauve.

N ote.— The presence of a beehive on the Shatzk and Tamboff 
stamps is explained by the fact that bee-keeping is very general in 
the province, and, together with the sheaves of corn, is an emblem 
of the fertility of the province, wliich is situated in the south of 
Russia.

J m a p k a s
Й“ -
u
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COVERNMENT OF TAURIDA.
Berdianek.

ADHESIVE STAMPS.
186-. •

86. Plough and hovel on green ground 
in upper part, and anchor on 
blue ground in lower portion of 
rectangular disk, in white in
scribed frame, with value in 
angles. Col. imp. on black out
line, rect.

10 kopecs, blue and green.
N ote.—Berdiansk ia a porton the sea of Azoff, hence the anchor. 

It is also in the centre of a grain-producing country, a fact which 
explains the agricultural emblem in the upper half o f the stamp.

Dnieproffsk (or Aleachky).

ADHESIVE STAMPS.
1869 (?)-73.

87. Type-printed: value in three 
lines in transverse lined 
rectangle, inscribed above 
and below ; in double linear 
frame. Blk. imp., obi.

a. With narrow ornament at 
sides.

1869 (?). 5 kopecs, black.

b. With wider ornament at 
sides.

1873. 5 kopecs, black.
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Melitopol.

ADHESIVE STAMPS.
1869 (?).

88. Imperial arms in inscribed oval on 
mantle, surmounted by crown 
and numerals ; inscription above, 
value below ; figures in lower 
angles; on reticulated ground. 
Col. imp., rect.

3 kopecs, red.

N ote.—This stamp had to be withdrawn, as the representation of 
the imperial arms on the local stamps is prohibited.

1872.

89. Horseman, smoking, in 
upper half, and value in 
lower half, of plain disk, 
in inscribed linear circle.
Col. imp., circ.

3 kopecs, blue, pale 
blue, dark blue.

GOVERNMENT OF TCHERNICOFF.
Kosoletz,

ADHESIVE STAMPS.

1867.
90. Denomination of value and in

scription in linear rectangle. 
Col. imp., rect.

3 kopecs, bronze.
N o t e ,—The above date is that given by 

M. Moens.
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1874.

91. Denomination of value and 
inscription in linear trans
verse oval. Col. imp., trans
verse oval.

3 kopecs, bronze.

GOVERNMENT OF TULA.
Kropeevna.

ADHESIVE STAMP.
1870.

92. Arms in shield surmounted by 
crown, in horseshoe-shaped in
scription ; value and number of 
stamp below; numerals in an
gles; in linear frame. Col. imp., 
rect.

3 kopecs, blue.

Note.— The abbreviation No. in lower margin is followed on the 
stamp by a rotation number written by hand. A new type is ex
pected to make its appearance shortly.

Tchem.
ADHESIVE STAMPS.

1870-3.
93. Arms in shield, surmounted by 

crown, and surrounded by 
inscription ; in linear frame.
Rect.

a. Col. imp.
1870 (?). 3 kopecs, blue.

b. Blk. imp.
1873. 3 kopecs, black.

ЗЕМСКАЯ
a
о 
Mí 
H

?  з  k .c >
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T u la .

ENVELOPE STAMP.

З Е М С К А Я  И О Ч  Т А  
Я Л А Т А  5 '?  K O K

1873.
94. Arms in shield, with crown 

above surrounded by 
inscription ; in double 
linear circle. Impressed 
in white relief on flap of 
envelope.

5 kopecs, white.
N ote.— The oblong inscription is 

handstamped on the face of the en
velope near the lower margin. It 
indicates the value, whilst the circular 
impression on the flap is in fact, ac
cording to the inscription it bears, 
simply the seal of the Tula adminis
tration.

GOVERNMENT OF TVER.
B iejetsk.

ADHESIVE STAMP.

95. Type-printed : inscription and value in 
border composed of small crosses. 
Blk. imp., small rect.

3 kopecs, green.
Rjeffi

^ 3  EM ZV
ADHESIVE STAMPS.

186-.
96. Arms (lion rampant and crown on 

cushioned stool or table) on 
coloured rectangular disk, in 
white frame, bearing inscription 
and value in black letters. Col. 
imp. on black outline, rect.

2  kopecs, red and black .
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1872.
97. Similar design to No. 96, but in

scription smaller, and in white 
letters on black ground. Blk. 
and col. imp., rect.

2 kopecs, red and black.

Tver.

ADHESIVE STAMP.

186-.
98. Denomination of value in plain 

white disk, İn inscribed 
coloured circle. Col. imp., 
circ.

2 kopecs, blue and rose.

N ote.—The figure of value on this stamp is separately struck 
after the border has been pi-inted, and hence it is occasionally found 
downside up, or the head pointing to left or right, as the case may be.

Weissiegonek.

ADHESIVE STAMPS.
' 1872.

99. Arms on lined disk, interrupted by 
white label, in broad solid frame, 
bearing inscribed scroll above and 
straight label below. Col. imp., 
rect.

I kopec, red-brown ; 1 hop.,
green ; 2 кор., blue ; 5 kop., car
mine.
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1873.
100. Arms in shield on inscribed oval 

disk, bordered by inscribed 
labels. Col. imp. over black ; 
oval.

I kopec, yellow and black ; 
1 hop., green and black; 5 
hop., crimson and black.

N ote.—As these stamps were issued in 
1873, the date “  1870" which appears below 
the shield can only have reference to the 

decree published in that year, by which the local posts were 
organized. This is the first local type which shows a reference to 
the government in which the district lies ; the lower marginal in
scription signifies “  Tver Government.”

GOVERNMENT OF VIATKA.

Kotelních.

ADHESIVE STAMPS.
1869.

101. Divided into two parts by a fancy design—the right 
containing value in an inscribed doable circle 
within а square linear frame, bearing numerals of 
value in angles ; the left—an oblong—containing 
blank form for number, date, &c. Blk. imp., obi.

3 kopecs, b lu ish  g re y .
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1870-1.
t

№
/S года
лиъсяца
дня
Пр'гемщикъ I

| ( з  к о 1 ь ) §

102. Similar design to No. 101, but smaller, and right 
half consisting of an oval enclosed in oblong. 
Blk. imp., obi.

3 kopecs, orange-vermilion.
N ote.—The bluish grey stamp was put by the lonal post officials 

on letters received from the government post for delivery. The 
counterfoil was handed to the government courier, and the postage 
of 3 kopecs collected from the receiver was also handed over to the 
courier, hut why that sum should have been allotted to him we 
cannot understand. The orange stamp—of which there are four sub- 
types—served to prepay letters from  the district, and the counter
foil was handed to the sender as a receipt.

1870-71.

Л?
182 х о д а  
мгесадд c) tur
ПрLE МЩККЪ

103. Divided into two parts by a fancy design—the 
right containing value in blue inscribed oval 
band, on dotted ground, within an oblong linear 
frame, having in each angle white circles bearing 
numerals; the left, an oblong containing blank 
form for number, date, &c. Blk. and col. imp., 
obi.

3 kopecs, blue and black.
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N ote.— The yellow stamp served the same purpose as the bluish 
grey of the preceding type, and the blue stamp replaced the orange- 
vermilion. Both are stated by M. Moens to have been withdrawn 
írom circulation on the last day of the year 1872, in consequence 
of a decision of the Kotelních District Assembly that in future the 
correspondence passing through the local post should be delivered 
fr ee !  This remarkable instance of liberality— if it be in fact true—  
must have formed the subject of unfavourable comment by the 
government couriers, who are deprived of their 3 kopec fee.

Nolinsk.

ADHESIVE STAMPS.

18—,
104. Typeset: value in plain square 

disk in inscribed marginal 
lined frame, having numeral 
of value in each angle. Blk. 
imp., sq.

2 kopecs, straw.

18— .
105. Type set : value in transverse 

scrolled oval, in inscribed 
linear frame, having in the 
corners squares enclosing nu
merals. Blk. imp., sq.

2 kopecs, yellow.

2 I Почт. явр.

2 Ч* a
i  i . » * - j i

8 I Scutamil |~F!

2 мар 2
№
1 2  к

M
5
го
CUaо £

2 Земской1 2

18—.
106. Lithographed : value in in

scribed transverse oval, in 
oblong linear frame, hav
ing numerals in each angle. 
Blk. imp., oblong.

2  lcopecs, g r e e n .
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1870 (?).
107. Typeset: value in ornamented 

oval, in inscribed linear frame, 
having in each angle a square 
enclosing a numeral. Blk. 
imp., sq.

2 kopecs, red.
1870 (?).

108. Type set: like No. 107, bat 
smaller. Blk. imp., sq.

2 kopecs, dark red.
Note.—The changée in type» of the No- 

linsk stamp offer but slight interest, as they 
are dictated by the printer’s caprice, and are 
due solely to his initiative.

GOVERNMENT OF VLADIMIR.
Fereslav.

ADHESIVE STAMP.

18— .
109. Value in inscribed linear circle. 

Blk. imp., circ.
3 kopecs, green.

GOVERNMENT OF VOLOGDA.
Kadnikoff.

ADHESIVE STAMPS.
18—.

110. Handstamped: arms on shield in 
inscribed circle. Col. imp., circ.

3 kopecs, blue, bright bine, 
ultramarine.
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GOVERNMENT OF VORONESH.
Bogutchar.

ADHESIVE STAMP.
18— .

111. Inscription anil value in two 
lines, in,transverse oblong 
linear frame. Blk. imp., 
obi.

5 kopecs, black.
RUSSIAN NAVIGATION COMPANY.

( For the Seaports of the Levant.) 
ADHESIVE STAMPS.

1864
112. Imperial arms and 

post-horns on 
white disk, sur
rounded by .a 
scalloped reticu
lated border, 
formed of con
centric circles ; 
in solid circular 
band, inscribed 
in Russian cha
racters ; orna
ments in lined 
spandrels; all en

closed in square linear frame. Col. imp., large sq. 
6 kopecs, blue.

Noth.— This stamp was printed at St. Petersburg under the 
superintendence of the government, and the supplies were trans
mitted by the imperial postal officials to the company. They served 
to prepay printed matter .and packets sent by the company’s steam
ers, hut not letters ; hence they have been regarded as falling properly 
muler the denomination o f parcel stamps. They are, however, 
inscribed “ Postage stamps of 6 kops. for Levant Consignments,” and 
should be considered in connection with the subsequent issues of 
the company. Their employment ceased in 18G5.

ПО БОГУЧАРСН
уъ з д у5 ноп.



1865.
113. Steamship on circular disk, with 

donble-headed eagle on smaller 
disk below, and Russian charac
ters on label above; in oblong 
erect scrolled frame, with ground
work of interlaced blue lines.
Col. imp., rect.

[1 0 paras], red and brown.

18(î5- .114. Steamship on scrolled disk, with 
double-headed eagle and letters 
in smaller disks above j Russian 
inscription on white ground be
low ; on ground df interlaced 
red lines. Col. imp., rect.

[2 piastres'], blue.

1869.
115. Similar design to No. 113, but 

roughly engraved. Col. imp,, 
rect.

[10 paras,] brown and blue.

POSTAGE STAMPS.

1869.
116. Similar design to No. 114, but 

roughly engraved. Col. imp., 
rect.

[2 piastres,] blue and red.
К оте.— Ko information has ever been given 

respecting the issue of these two stamps, of 
which, in fact, the authenticity has never been 
demonstrated, They are supposed to be a 
provisional issue, and the fact that only a small 
number of specimens has been seen militates 
in favour of their genuineness.
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1868.
117. Large numeral of value, &c., on 

reticulated disk, in oval band 
inscribed in Russian characters, 
with spandrels of curved lines. 
Col. imp., rect., perf,, wmk. of 
undulated lines.

1 kopec, pale brown, dark 
brown ; 3 hop., green, pale
green ; 5 hop., blue, pale blue ; 
10 hop., carmine and green, red
brown and green.

FINLAND*

1856.
118. Arms in shield, surmounted 

by crown ; post-horns be
low, with a white dot in the 
opening of each; inscrip
tions of value at sides ; in 
linear frame. Col. imp., 
transverse oval.

5 kopecs, blue; 10 к op., 
rose.

Note.— Thie design was engraved for the envelopes of the second 
series issued in 1850. Prior to its reissue as an adhesive, the two 
white dote or pearls in the openings of the horns were added, and 
are said to be, in fact, the marks of two small nails inserted to hold 
the die. The absence of these dots will suffice to prove that a cut 
copy belongs to the envelope emission,
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I860.
119. Arms in shield, surmounted by 

crown, on plain oval disk ; 
waved lines in spandrels ; in 
marginal frame, containing 
Greek pattern at sides, and 
value above and below. Col. 
imp. on tinted paper; rect., 
perf.

5 kopecs, blue, pale blue ; 
10 hop., rose, pale rose.

Note.— The perforations of these stamps are of a very peculiar 
shape.

1866.
120. Similar design to No. 119. 

Rect., perf.
a. Col. imp. on coloured paper.

5 pennia, brown on lilac, 
dull red on lilac ; 20 pen., blue 
on pale blue ; 40 pen., deep 
rose on rose.

b. Blk. imp. on coloured paper.
8 pennia, green; 10 pen., 

buff.

1867.
121. Arms in shield, surmounted by 

crown, on white rectangular 
disk, in broad inscribed frame, 
having circles in angles, en
closing figures of value. Col. 
imp., rect., perf.

1 (eu) mark, light brown.
M
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ENVELOPE STAMPS.
1845.
Arms of Finland in shield, sur

mounted by crown ; post
horns at sides ; arched in
scription above ; in linear 
frame, with value on scroll 
beneath. [ porto  stem pel . ]  
Col. imp., upright oval.

a. Impressed on lower left corner 
of envelope.
10 kopecs, black ; 20 hop., 

black.
Ъ. Impressed on flap of envelope.

10 Jcopecs, red, dark red, carmine-red ; 20 hop., 
dark blue, Russian green.

Note.— It will be observed that these envelopes preceded, by
eleven years, the issue of adhesives. The two values differ in the 
finer details of design from each other, and the reprints fortn a third 
sub-type in themselves. The originals are very scarce, and even the 
reprints are by no means common, but of forgeries there is no lack.

1850.
123. Design of No. 118 impressed on flap of envelope. 

Col. imp., transverse oval.
5 Jcopecs, blue ; 10 Icop., rose ; 20 hop., Russian 

green.
Note.— Whilst the absence of the white dots referred to in the 

note to No. 118 is sufficient to prove that a cut copy of the design 
must be au envelope stamp, the converse does not hold good, except 
in respect of the 20 kop., seeing that fresh supplies of the 5 kop. and 
10 kop. were struck off alter the issue of the adhesives, from the re
touched dies. Each of the three values was separately engraved, 
and the 5 kop. and 10 kop. envelopes have been reprinted from the 
dies just a» they stood after the addition of the two dots, whilst the 
reprint of the 20 kop, is from a subsequently retouched die. Origi
nals of these envelopes are scarce.
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1860.
124. Design of No. 119 impressed on left upper corner

of envelope. Col. imp., rect.
5 kopecs, bine, lilac-blue ; 10 hop., rose, car

mine-rose.
1871.

125. Design of No. 120 impressed in left npper corner.
Col. imp., rect.

20 pennia, pale blue ; 40 pen,, rose.
Note.— Of the envelopes No. 124 two sets may be distinguished, 

one with the waved lines on the shield and spandrels wider apart 
and fewer in number than in the other. Moreover, the former shows 
eight stars on the shield, and the latter seven. There are also in ex
istence very interesting varieties, consisting of envelopes bearing on 
the flap the design No. 123, and on the back, in the left upper corner, 
the design No. 124. These envelopes formed the remainder instock 
of the 1856 issue, and were utilised by the impressions of the new 
type on the back.

POST CARDS.
1871.

126. Design of No. 120 in left npper corner of card,
with KORKES PON DANSKORT FOR FINLAND to right, 
and lines below for address ; instructions in three 
lines at foot; all in Etruscan border. Col. imp.

8 pennia, green on deep buff, pale buff, and 
greenish buff.

1873.
127. Similar design to No. 126. Inscription to right of

stamp, comprising three lines, each in a different 
language—Finnish, Swedish, and Russ. Col. imp.

a. With three lines of black inscription at left side
of card.

b. Without black inscription.
c. Polyglot inscription in different type.

8 pennia, green.
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'Cowl postage Stamps.
Helsingfors.

ADHESIVE STAMPS.

1866-8.
128. Inscription on broad diagonal 

bar, with numerals of value 
on each side, on tesselated 
ground, in oval inscribed frame. 
[ stadspost, kaupungin posti. 
Helsingfors.]  Imp. in two 
colours, oval, perf.

1866. 10 pennia, red and
green.

1868. 10 petmia, blue and brown.
Note.—ТЪе hand on which is inscribed the word stadspost is 

coloured red, and the rest of the etainp green. .

1871.
129. Large white numerals of value 

in oval band containing value, 
in marginal inscribed frame, 
having Roman numeral at 
angles ; spandrels reticulated. 
[HELSINGFORS STADSPOST. HEL
SINGISSA KAUPUNGIN POSTI.] 
Imp. in two colours, rect., 
perf.

10 pennia, red and green.
Note.— Half o f the stamp (No, 129), above an imaginary line 

from the right lower to left upper corner, is red, the other half, green. 
This colouring is made to coincide with the inscriptions. The words 
hklsingfoks STADSPOST are Swedish, whilst kaupungin posti hel-
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siioissa  are Finnish. These stamps are said to have been issued by a 
private society which received a licence to 
establish a local post for lettere and packets 
within the town of Helsingfors.

In 1870 M. Moens met with the stamp of 
which an engraving is annexed. The arms and 
figures are struck on a red ground, the rest of 
the design is in green. The specimen he de* 
scribed was postmarked 2nd February, I860.
Nothing has since been discovered respecting 
it, and we do not feel justified in including this 
type in the text upon the faith of a single un
authenticated copy.

. Tammerfors.
ADHESIVE STAMP.

1866.
130. Shield bearing a blue diagonal 

bar, enclosing value, in oval 
frame. [T a m m er fo r s  l o k a l  po st. ]  
Col. imp., oval.

12 penni, deep blue and green, 
pale blue and green.

Note.— T he transverse bar is in blue, the rest of the stamp in 
green. This stamp was issued under the same circumstances as the 
Helsingfors series.

POLAND.
ADHESIVE STAMP.

1860.
131. Embossed arms of Russia on solid 

disk in oval inscribed band, on 
mantle, surmounted by crown ; re
ticulated background ; numerals in 
angles. Inscribed in Polish. Imp. 
in two colours, rect., perf.

10 kopecs, rose and light blue.
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ENVELOPE STAMPS.

1858.
132. Russian arms and post

horns below in plain cir
cular disk, with Russian 
inscription above, and 
Polish beneath; in linear 
frame. Col. imp. in left 
upper corner of en
velope ; circ.

[I  kopec], red.

1858.
133. Similar design to No.

132, but arms larger, 
and inscription in upper 
part of stamp only. Col. 
imp. in left upper cor
ner of envelope ; circ.

[I  kopec], red.

1860.

134. Russian arms and post-horns 
on circular disk, in circular 
frame, inscribed with Polish 
characters in blue letters in 
upper, and value in white 
letters in lower half. Col. 
imp. in left upper corner of 
envelope; wmkd. with dia
gonal crossed bars ; circ.
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1860.
135. Similar design to No. 134, 

value in black lettera in 
upper, and in white ones 
in lower part of frame.
Blk. imp,, in left upper 
corner of envelope ; wmkd. 
with diagonal crossed bars ; 
circ.

10 Jcopecs, black.
Note.— Nos. 132, 133, and 134 were used in the city of Warsaw 

only. The two former were impressed on small envelopes, which were 
further authenticated by the signature of the issuing clerk on the 
inside of the flap. The rate (| kopec) was for the postage of in
vitation cards. All the Polish stamps are obsolete ; they were super
seded by those of Russia in March, 1865.

SARDINIA.*
* It has been discovered that postal envelopes were used in 

Sardinia from 1819 to 1836. Two series were in circulation in 
that period, the first from 1819 to 1820, which bore a blue impressed 
stamp low down in the centre of the part folded to receive the 
address. Of this there were three values : 15 c., circ. ; 25 c., oval ;

50 c., oct. ; and a representation of the last- 
named is herewith given. The second 
series was on paper watermarked with the 
arms of Savoy in the centre, and having 
watermarked inscriptions disposed round 
them, the border of the paper also showing 
a Greek pattern, and bearing an inscrip
tion, which signified, “  Correspondence by 
private carriers, by foot passengers, and 
other means." The values and designs 

were the same as those of the preceding series, but instead of being 
coloured, they were in white relief. A purchaser of any of these 
envelopes might, under certain conditions, send the letters written 
on or enclosed in them by any private conveyance, instead of through 
the slow and clumsy post-office. For full particulars of these in
teresting stamps, we refer our readers to an article which appeared 
in The Stamp-Collector’» Magazine, vol. v., p. 161.
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ADHESIVE STAMPS.

1851.

İ . Lithographed: profile of KİDgV ic
tor Emmáiméi II. to right, in 
solid oval disk, in inscribed 
marginal frame, with orna
ments in spandrels and corners. 
[ franco bollo poste.]  Rect.

a. Bik. imp.
5 ( cinque) centesimi, black.

b. Col. imp.
20 (venti) centesimi, blue ; 40 (quaranta) c., rose.

1853.

2. Embossed : profile of King to right 
in oval, in inscribed marginal 
frame, [ franco bollo pošte.]
Col. paper, rect.

5 centesimi, green, yellowish 
green ; 20 c,, blue, dark blue ;
40 c., pink.

1854.

3. Embossed : profile of King to right 
on white oval disk, in coloured 
inscribed frame, [ franco bollo 
POSTE.] Col. imp., rect.

5 centesimi, green, bright 
green ; 20 c., blue, deep blue ; 
40 c., pale red, crimson.
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4
1858-63.

Embossed profile of King to right 
in white oval disk, with orna
mented spandrels and marginal 
frame, with inscriptions in white 
letters, [ franco bollo post.]  Col. 
imp., rect.

a. Unperf.
1858. 5 centesimi, pale green, 

olive green, deep green ; 10 (died) c., yellow- 
brown, pale brown, brown, deep brown, sepia ; 
20 c., pale blue, deep blue; 40 .c., red, carmine; 
80 (ottanta) c,, yellow, orange.

1860, 3 (tre) lire, bronze.
1863. 15 (quindici) c., blue.

6. Perf.
1862. 5 centesimi, green, dark green ; 10 c., 

light brown ; 15 c., blue (?) ; 20 c., blue, deep 
blue ; 40 c., rose ; 80 c., orange ; 3 lire, bronze.

Note.— The stamps of this series were used not only in Piedmont, 
but also during the years 1862-3 throughout the whole of the newly- 
constituted kingdom of Italy.

NEWSPAPER STAMPS.

1860-2.
5. Embossed numeral of value in white 

oval disk, with background of 
waved lines, in marginal frame. 
[ franco bollo giornali stampe.] 
Reet.

a. Bik. imp.
1860. 1 (uno) centesimi, black; 

2 (due) c., black.
ò, Col. imp.

1862. 2 c., pale yellow, buff.
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Note.— The numerals were Btruck after the rest of the stamps 
were printed. From this саиве we have stamps with the value 2 c. 
in the margin and the figure 1 in the centre, and vice-versa, and 
others with the figures reversed. The same remark applies to Nos. 
3 and i ,  the head being struck after the frame-work was printed.

SAXONY.

ADHESIVE STAMPS.
1850.

1. Large numeral of value on reticulated 
disk, in inscribed marginal frame, 
with ornaments in angles [ sachsen 
franco.]  Col. imp., sq.

3 (drei) pfennigé, red, rose.

1851.
2. Profile of King Frederick Augustus 

II. to right in solid oval disk, 
with inscribed scrolls above and 
below ; numerals in small ovals 
and foliate ornamentation at sides.
[ sachsen.]  Blk. imp., rect.

I  neugroschen, grey ; 1 ngr., 
rose ; 2 ngr., light blue, dark blue ;
3 ngr., yellow.

1854.
3. Arms of Saxony surmounted by 

crown, in solid oval disk, with 
inscribed scrolls above and be
low ; numerals in small ovals 
and foliate pattern at sides. 
[ sachsen.]  Col. imp., rect.

3 pfennigé, green,yellow-green.
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1855-6.
4. Profile of King John to left in shaded 

oval disk, with inscribed scrolls 
above and below; numerals in 
small ovals and foliate orna
mentation at sides, [ sachsen.]
Rect.

a. Blk. imp.
1855. \ neugroschen, grey ; 1 ngr. 

dark blue ; 3 ngr., yellow.
b. Col. imp.

1856. 5 neugroschen, red, rosy red, red-brown ; 
10 ngr., blue.

1863.
5. Embossed arms and crown on lined 

disk, in inscribed oval band, 
having numerals of value in 
ovals at sides and below arms, 
and also in angles, [ sachsen.] 
Col. imp., rect., perf.

3 pfennigé, g re e n ; | neugros
chen, orange, orange-red.

1863.
6. Embossed arms and crown on 

lined disk in inscribed sinuous- 
edged oval frame, having at 
sides and beneath arms ovals 
containing numerals of value.
[ sachsen.J Col. imp., oval, perf.

1 neugroschen, rose ; 2 ngr., 
blue ; 3 ngr., light brown, red
brown ; 5 ngr., grey, lilac.

, rose; 2 ngr.,
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ENVELOPE STAMPS.
1859-62.

7. Embossed profile of King John 
to left on. solid disk, in oval 
reticulated inscribed frame, 
with numerals of value in 
small white circles at sides ; 
lines of green inscription 
above stamp, [ s a c h s e n . ]  Col, 
imp,, large oval.

a. Impressed in left upper corner of envelope.
1859. 1 (ein) neugroschen, rose ; 2 (zwei)

ngr., blue, deep blue; 3 ngr., yellow; 5 ( fiienf) 
ngr., violet, lilac ; 10 (zehn) ngr., green.

b. Impressed in right upper comer of envelope.
1862. 1 ngr., rose ; 2 ngr., ultramarine ; 3 ngr., 

yellow ; 5 ngr., lilac. .
1863.

8. Embossed arms and crown on solid 
disk in oval reticulated inscribed 
frame, with figures of value in 
small ovals at sides, [ sachsen.] 
Col. imp., in right upper corner 
of envelope, lines of green in
scription in left corner ; oval.

1 neugroschen, rose ; 2 ngr., ultramarine ; 3 ngr., 
brown ; 5 ngr., violet, lilac.

1865.
9. Like No. 8, but enclosed in octagonal 

frame, [ sachsen.] Col. imp,, in 
right upper corner of envelope ; 
lines of green inscription in left 
corner; oct.

I neugroschen, orange.
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SCHLESWIG-HOLSTEIN-.
ADHESIVE STAMPS.

1850.
1. Embossed arms on white oval disk, 

in centre of a double-headed 
spread eagle, on lined back
ground ; letters and numerals 
in white ovals in angles, [s. h. 
post.]  Col. imp., rect. Paper 
with silk thread interwoven.

1 schilling, blue ; 2 sch., rose.
1865.

2. Embossed: large numeral of value 
on solid disk, in oval reticu
lated inscribed frame. [Schles
wig holstein.]  Col. imp., oval, 
rouletted.

■| schilling, rose; l£  sch., 
green; 2 sch., bine.
1865.

3. Like No. 2, but star in frame below numeral.
[Schleswig Holstein. ]  Col. im p., ova l, rouletted.

1| schilling ( =  1 sgr.), mauve ; 4 sch. ( =  3 sgr.), 
bistre.

Schleswig.
ADHESIVE STAMPS.

1864-5.
4. Embossed : large numeral of

value on solid disk, in oval 
reticulated inscribed frame.
[ hebzogth. SCHLESWIG.] Col. 
imp,, oval, rouletted.

1864. 1] schilling, greeny 
4 sch., rose.

1865. I schilling, green ; 
l j  sch., manve ; 2 sch., blue ; 4 sch., bistre.
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1865.
5. Like No, 4, but star in frame below numeral, [ her- 

zogth. Schleswig.]  Col. imp., oval, rouletted.
ly schilling 1 sgr.), rose.

Holstein.
ADHESIVE STAMPS.

1864.
6. Value on circular disk in wreath, 

in marginal frame ; lined span
drels ; post-horns in corners. 
[H.R.Z.G.L. POST F.R.M.] Col, 
imp., sq.

a. "With dots between initial 
letters.

l ţ  schilling crt. (4. s.r.m.), bine. 
b. Without dots between initial letters ; lettering 

larger and wreath broader.
İç  schilling crt. (4 s.r.m.), bine.

7.
1864.

Denomination of value covering a 
large white letter p, on a pink 
reticulated ground, in broad in
scribed marginal frame, having 
post-horns at angles, [ h .r.z.g.l . 
POST FKMRK.] Col. imp., sq., 
rouletted.

I f  schilling (1| s.l.m.), blue, bright blue.
1865.

8. Embossed : large numeral of 
value in solid beaded inscribed 
oval. [ herzogth . holstein.]  
Col. imp., oval, rouletted.

I  sch illing, g r e e n ; I f  sch .,
lilac  ; 2 sch., b lu e.
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1866-7.
9. Embossed : denomination of value 

on solid disk in oval reticulated 
inscribed frame, [hekzogth. hol
stein.]  Col. imp., oval, ronletted.

1866. I f  schilling, reddish 
lilac.

1867. 2 schilling, blue.
1865.

10. Like No. 9, but star in frame below numeral. 
[ herzogthum holstein.]  Col. imp., oval, rouletted.

I f  schilling ( =  1 sgr.), carmine, 4 sch. 
( =  3 sgr.), bistre.

SERVIA.
ADHESIVE STAMPS.

1866-8.
1. Profile of Prince Michael III. to 

left in lined and solid disk, in 
pearled circle, partially sur
rounded by inscribed scroll ; 
lined spandrels ; in marginal 
frame, having numerals of 
value in each corner. Col. imp., 
rect.

I. Perf.
a. On thick paper.

1866. 1 para, pale green; 2 paras, brown, 
dark brown ; 10 par., orange ; 20 par., rose ; 40 
par., blue.

b. On thin paper,
1867. 10 paras, orange ; 20par., rose ; 40 par., 

ultramarine.
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II. Unperf.
a. On thick paper.

1868. 1 para, bright green ; 2par., chocolate ; 
bistre.

N ote.— Specimens of the 2 paras exist with the value misprinted 
parƒ for pare.

1866.
2. Arras of Servia on solid disk, in 

pearled circle ; inscription above 
and Value below, on lined 
ground, in linear frame. Col. 
imp., rect.

1 fara , yellowish green on 
pink, deep green on pink, dark 
green on dull rose; 2 faras, 
red-brown on blue.

N ote.— The stamps of type No. 2 were used during the temporary 
exhaustion of the supply of the 1 para and 2 paras, head series.

1869-72.
3. Profile of Prince Milano to left 

in solid circular disk, with 
inscribed scrolls above and 
below ; diapered spandrels 
and cable-patterned frame ; 
squares enclosing numerals of 
value in corners. Col. imp., 
rect.

1869. 1 fara, yellow, pale yellow; 10 faras,
brown ; 15 far., orange ; 20 far., blue, ultrama
rine; 25 far., rose, carmine ; 35 far., pale green ; 
40 far., red-violet, pale violet; 50 far., deep 
green. 

b. Unperf.
1872. 1 fara, yellow.
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1873.

4. Similar design to No. 3, but 
different profile of Prince, and 
on white disk, Blk. imp., rect.

2 pams, black.

POST CARDS.
1873.

5. Profile of Prince to left in solid oval 
disk, with branches below, nu
merals at sides, and inscription 
above, impressed in right upper 
angle of card; with inscription 
and arms to left, above space for 
address ; in Etruscan border. 
Col. imp.

a. Single card.
10 paras, mauve on buff.

b. Double card.
10 paras, + 10 par. =  20 par., mauve on buff.

SPAIN.

ADHESIVE STAMPS.
1850.

1. Diademed profile of Queen Isabella 
to left, in inscribed marginal 
frame, having small ornaments 
in angles, [ correos franco, 1850.] 
Blk. imp., rect.

6 cuartos, b lack .
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1850.
2. Diademed profile of Queen to right 

in inscribed marginal frame, 
having small ornaments in an
gles. Col. imp., rect.

a. Inscribed C0ŘRE0S franco, 1850. 
12 cuartos, lilac. 

b . Inscribed correos certificado, 1850.
5 reales, red ; 6 rls., blue ; 10 rls., green.

1851.
3. Profile of Queen, with fillet of 

pearls, to right on solid disk, in 
white inscribed oval band ; orna
ments in angles. Rect.

I. Blk. imp.
a. Inscribed correos franco, 1851.

6 (seis) cuartos, black.
II. Col. imp.

a. Inscribed coureos franco, 1851.
12 (doce) cuartos, lilac.

b. Inserì tied correos certifo., 1851.
2 (dos) reales, orange-red; 5 (cinco) rls., rose ; 

6 rls., blue ; 10 (diez) rls., green.
Note.—A rare “ error” variety was discovered воте years since,— 

the 2 reales, printed in blue.

1852.
4. Profile of Queen, with plain tiara, 

to left on solid circular disk; in
scribed marginal labels above and 
below, and ornaments in spandrels. 
Col. imp., rect.

a. Inscribed franco correos, 1852.
G cuartos, pale rose ; 12 c., violet.
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b. Inscribed certdo . cokreos, 1852.
2 reales, pale red ; 5 rls., green ; б rls., pale 

blue.
1853.

5. Profile of Queen, with diadem, to 
right on solid' disk, in beaded 
oval, interrupted by inscribed 
marginal labels above and below; 
lined spandrels. Col. imp., rect.

a. Inscribed correos franco, 1853.
6 cuartos, carmine ; 12 c., violet.

b. Inscribed correos certdo ., 1853.
2 reales, scarlet; 5 rls., green ; 6 rls., deep blue.

1854.
6. Arms of Spain, surmounted by 

crown, on white disk, with in
scribed marginal labels above and 
below; ornamented spandrels. 
Col. imp., rect. 

a. Inscribed correos franco .
2 cuartos, green.

b. Inscribed correos franco, 1854.
4 cuartos, rose ; 1 real, blue-black.

N ote.— Of this type, there also exists a pale blue 1 real, but it 
was never actually in use, and the known specimens are from the 
unemployed and officially obliterated stock kept in the archives of 
the Spanish post-office. The 2 c. and 4 c. stamps are found on faintly 
tinted, as well as on white paper.

1854.
7. Arms and crown, with tendrils, in 

coloured disk ; white marginal 
labels above and beneath. Col. 
imp., rect.

a. Inscribed correos franco , 1854,
6 cuartos, carmine.

COKREOS. 1854

l'RANCO 1.П
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b . Inscribed correos certdo., 1854.
2 reales, scarlet ; 5 rls., green ; 6 rls., bine.

1855.
8. Profile of Queen, kmreated, to right 

in solid disk, in beaded circle ; 
marginal frame ; granulated 
spandrels, [ correos . ]  Col. imp., 
on bluish paper, rect. Wmk., a 
series of loops.

2 cuartos, green ; 4 c. lake, 
red-brown, carmine, brick-red, dull violet; 1 real, 
blue ; 2 rls., dull violet, violet-brown.

Note.— An “ error’’ variety, similar to that noted in connection 
with the 1851 type, exists in this series—a 2 reales stamp printed in 
blue, the colour of the 1 real.

1856.
9. Design of No. 8. Col. imp. on rough white paper, 

rect. Wmk. of diagonally crossed lines.
2 cuartos, bright green ; 4 c. rose, rosy red ; 

1 real, blue; 2 rls., dull lilac, violet-brown, 
purple-brown.

1857.
10. Design of No. 8. Col. imp. on smooth white paper, 

without wmk., rect.
2 cuartos, yellow-green, bright green; 4 c., 

rose, lake-rose ; 1 real, pale blue, deep blue ; 2 rls., 
deep lilac, reddish lilac.

Note.— In addition to these stamps a 12 cuartos orange was pre
pared for issue, but never actually put in circulation. Ail, or 
nearly all, the known copies have been obtained from the officially- 
obliterated stock in the Spanish post-office. The four issued values 
exist on thick and on ordinary white paper, and a foreign catalogue 
mentions a line-perforated 4 cuartos rose—a variety due probably 
to private manipulation.
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1860-1.
11. Profile of Queen, with diadem, to 

left on solid disk, in ornamented 
circle, surmounted by scroll ; 
caduceus and anchor in lower 
spandrels ; marginal label, bear
ing valne, beneath, [ correos. ]  
Col. imp., on tinted paper, rect.

1860. 2 cuartos, bright green, deep green; 4 c. 
yellow-orange ; 12 c. carmine ; 1 real, deep blue ; 
2 rls., deep lilac.

1861. 19 cuartos, red-brown on brown.

1862.
12. Profile of Queen, with diadem, to 

left in solid disk, in oval inscribed 
band, containing inscribed labels 
above and below ; ovals in angles 
enclosing, alternately, castle and 
lion, [ espana corkeos.] Col. 
imp., on col. paper; rect.

2 cuartos, dark blue on lemon, greenish blue 
on yellow ; 4 c., red-brown on salmon ; 12 c,, 
deep blue on pale pink ; 19 c., rose on grey ; 
1 (ww) real, chocolate on lemon, chocolate on 
yellow ; 2 rls., pale green on pinkish white, deep 
green on pinkish white.

N o t e .— Specimens of many of the Spanish postage stamps exist 
with one line each way, drawn across with pen and ink, or with 
three printed bars, crossing transversely, and obscuring the design 
to a considerable degree. These specimens formed part of the 
remainders of their respective series in hand when the same were 
withdrawn, and the obliterating mark was made by order of the 
authorities (by whom, as may be presumed, these remainders were 
sold to dealers), to prevent their being used by any chance for pre
payment of postage. (See notes to Nos. 6 and 10.)
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1864-6.
13. Profile of Queen, with diadem, to 

left on a solid oval, in an em
bellished scrolled frame, having 
stars in angles, [ correos.]  Col. 
imp., on tinted paper, rect.

a. With date 1864; unperf.
2 cuartos, blue on pinkish 

white;. 4 c., red on salmon, 
rose on salmon ; 12 c., yellow- 
green on pale pink ; 19 c., deep lilac on pale 
lilac ; 1 real, brown on green ; 2 rls., blue on 
pinkish white.

b. With date 1866 ; perf.
20 centimes, lilac.

N ote.— The series 13 a. was withdrawn at the end of the year 
1864, and the 20 centimes was issued alone in 1866, on account, we 
believe, o f its having been found that numbers of counterfeits of the 
20 c. lilac, o f No. 15 type, were passing through the poet.

1865.
14. Profile of Queen, with diadem, to 

left on lined disk, in ornamented 
oval frame, intersected at angles 
by ovals enclosing, respectively, 
castle, lion, and valne, [ espana 
correos. ]  Col. imp., rect.

a. Unperf.
2 cuartos, carmine-rose ; 12 c., blue and pink ;

"19 c., brown and pink ; 1 real, light green, deep 
green ; 2 rls., rose, lilac-rose.

b. Perf.
2 cuartos, rose ; 4 c., blue, light blue ; 12 c., 

blue and pink; 19 c., brown and pİDk ; 1 rl., light 
green, dark-green ; 2 rls., pink, lilac, lilac-brown.
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Note.— The 12 c. and 19 с. of this series, were printed in two 
separate operations ; firet the frame, and then the profile from a 
second die, and by acoideut the profile was sometimes printed down
side up.

1866.
15. Profile of Queen, with diadem, to 

left on lined circular disk ; 
arms in shields in upper angles ; 
label bearing value below, and 
scrolled ornaments filling span
drels. [ correos. ]  Col. imp., 
rect,, perl

2 cuartos, rose ; 4 c., blue ;
12 c., orange-yellow ; 19 c., brown ; 10 cent de 
escudo, green, light green ; 20 c. de esc., lilac.

Note.— In this series, the first experiment was made in the in
troduction of the decimal currency, o f which the unit is the escudo ;  
the hundredth part being called centimo de escudo, and the thousandth, 
milésima, de escudo.

1867.
16. Profile of Queen, with diadem, to 

left on lined disk, in oval in
scribed band ; ornaments in 
angles, varying in each valne.
[ correos de espana . ]  Col. 
imp., rect., perl

1867. 2 cuartos, brown; 4 
( cuatro) c., blue; 12 c.,orange- 
yellow, orange, deep orange ; 19 c., pink ; 10 cent 
de escudo, green ; 20 c. de esc., lilac.

1868. 19 cuartos, deep brown.
1869. 100 milésimas de escudo, brown ; 200 

mil., green.
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1867- 9.
17. Profile of Queen, with diadem, 

to left in white oval inscribed 
band, in scrolled-pattemed 
frame ; diapered spandrels 
[CORREOS DE ESPANA.] Col. 
imp., rect., perf.

1867. 25 milésimas de es
cudo, blue and rose ; 50 mil., 
pale brown.

1869. 25 milésimas de escudo, blue, pale blue.

1869.
18. Profile of Queen, with diadem,

to left on lined disk, in solid 
oval inscribed band, with 
ornaments in angles enclos
ing minute figures and letters 
of value. [ correos de es
pana . ]  Col. imp., rect., perf.

50 milésimas de escudo, 
deep lilac.

1868- 9.
19. Surcharge [ habilitado  por la  náción]  struck o n  the

following stamps in blue and in black ink :
Type No. 16. 12 cuartos, 19 c., pink, deep

brown ; 10 centimos de escudo, 20 c. d'esc., 100 
milésimas de escudo, 200 mil.

Type No. 17. 25 milésimas de escudo, blue and 
rose, blue ; 50 mil.

Type No. 18. 50 milésimas de escudo.
20. Surcharge [ h abilitado  por la  junta revolucion

a r ia ]  in  b la ck  ink.

Type No. 16. 20 centimos de escudo.
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21. Surcharge [ h .p.n .]  in transverse oval, 
in blue ink.

Type No. 17. 50 mil.

N o t e .— When Queen Isabella w a s  overthrown,*it was decided by 
the provisional government that the stamps in stock bearing her 
effigy ehould be surcharged h a b il it a d o  roa l a  NACroti, obviously 
for the purpose of hiding the obnoxious portrait, and as an 
evidence of the change of government. These instructions were, 
however, but partially carried out, whence it results that surcharged 
stamps are всагсе. There are two or three varieties of the surcharge 
itself, as the inscription was set up simultaneously in different 
provinces. The surcharge No. 20 was special to Madrid, Where 
the mark h .p .n . was employed is not known. We have catalogued 
the surchargée as a separate type, for they, in fact, constitute a series 
in themselves. We may add that it is worthy of note that, not
withstanding the aversion manifested towards the late ruler, the 
50 mil. o f I860 was issued after her flight, and the stamps bearing 
her effigy were not replaced until 1870.

1870-2.

22. Crowned effigy, symbolic of 
Spain, on lined oval, in scroll
ed frame, bearing inscription 
above and value beneath.
[ COMUNICACIONEs.] Col. imp.,
rect., perf.

10 mil., pink, rose ; 25 mil., 
pale lilac, man ve, deep mauve ;
50 mil., pale blue, bright blue ;
100 mil., red, pale red, brownish red; 200 mil., 
brown, pale brown ; 400 mil,, green, pale green ;
1 escudo, 600 mil., pale lilac, bright lilac ; 2 csen- - 
dos, light blue ; 12 cuartos, lake-red ; 19 c. bright 
green.
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1872-3.
Portrait of King Amadeo to right 

in oval disk, on lined ground, 
arched inscription above and in
scribed label below ; squares in 
lower angles bearing numerals. [COMUNICACIONES ESPANA.] Col. 
imp., rect., perf.

1872. 6 cents de peseta, blue;
10 c., lilac; 12 c., pale mauve;
25 c., deep brown; 40 c., pale brown; 50 e., 
green.

1873. 5 cents de peseta, rose ; 10 c., ultrama
rine ; 20 c., mauve.

1872.
24. Profile of King to right in oval 

disk on lined ground ; arched 
inscription above, and white 
inscribed marginal label be
neath. [COMUNICACIONES ESP.]
Col. imp., rect., perf.

1 (una) peseta, lilac ; 4 p,, 
pale brown; 10 p,, green.

1873.
25. Figure of Liberty, seated, with arm 

resting on shield bearing the 
Spanish arms, on lined ground, 
with inscribed scroll above, 
solid labels at sides, and value 
below. [COMUNICACIONES ESPANA.] 
Col. imp., rect., perf.

2 cent de peseta, orange, deep 
orange ; 5 c., rose, deep rose ; 10 c., green, pale 
green ; 20 e., black ; 25 c., chocolate, pale brown ; 
40 c., dull mauve ; 50 c., bright blue ; 1 peseta, 
mauve ; 4^3., light brown ; 10 p., dull lilac.
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NEWSPAPER, ETC., STAMPS.
1867.

26. Large numeral of value on lined 
circular disk ; inscription in 
white spandrels, in broad 
marginal inscribed frame, with 
squares in each corner bearing 
Roman numerals, [ espana cor- 
REOS. FRANQUEO IMPRESOS.] Col. 
imp., rect., peri.

5 milésimas de escudo, green, pale green.

1867.
27. Large numerals of value on solid 

circular disk ; inscription in 
white spandrels in broad mar
ginal inscribed frame, with 
circles in each corner bear
ing Arabic numerals, [ espana 
CORREOS. FRANQUEO IMPRESOS.]
Col. imp., rect., perf.

10 milésimas de escudo, 
brown.

1870.
28. Design of No. 22. [ c o m u n i c a c i o n e s .]  Rect., perf.

a. Blk. imp., on col. paper.
2 milésimas de escudo, salmon, pink, buff.

b. Col. imp. on col. paper.
1 milésima de escudo, violet-purple on pale 

brown, violet-purple on salmon, purple on pink.
c. Col. imp. on white paper.

4 milésimas de escudo, light brown.
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1872.
O rr «oft Kapa Ha

Corrcos Espana
29. Imperial crown and oval containing 

value on white disk, in inscribed 
linear frame ; printed in fours. 
[ correos espana . ]  Col. imp., sq.

ÿ cent de peseta, x 4 =  1 cent de 
peseta, blue.

1872.
30. Design of No. 26. [ espana correos 

FRANQUEO IMPRESOS.] Col. imp., 
rect., perf.

2 cents de peseta, violet, 
mauve ; 5 c., green.

1873.
31. Similar design to No. 29, but a 

mural crown in disk ; printed 
in fours. [CORREOS ESPANA.] Col. 
imp., sq.

cent de peseta, x 4 =  1 cent 
de peseta, green.

OFFICIAL STAMPS.

1854.
32. Arms, crown, Ac., in plain disk ; 

inscribed marginal labels above 
and below ; in linear frame, [ cor
r eo s , 1854.] Blk. imp., rect.

I {media) oma, yellow ; 1 (una) 
oma, vose ; 4 ornas, green ; 1 liira, 
blue.

TORKF.OS 1854.

ı*ÜJjA- UNZA*
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1855.
33. Arms surmounted by crown and en

circled by collar of the order of 
the Golden Fleece, on plain oval 
inscribed disk, in linear frame.
[ correo oficial.]  Bik. im p., oval.

I onza, lemon, yellow ; 1 onza, 
rose, pink ; 4  onza#, green, bluish 
green ; 1 libra, lilac-blue.

Note.— The denominations on these stamps represent, nota series 
of monetary values, but a series of weights, namely : 4 oz,, 1 oz., 
4 oz., and 1 lb. Their employment ceased on the first of August, 
1866, from which date the officials who used to employ the stamps 
were directed simply to note the weight of their letters on the 
envelopes. Notwithstanding this rule, certaiu high functionaries still 
use specially designed handstamps, struck in blue, which, how
ever, more probably serve to indicate the origin o f the letter than 
to frank it. The frank stamps of the Cortes form a distinct class. 
They are struck in blue, black, or brown ink, on letters written by

the members at their eession-house, and euch letters are thereby 
freed from postage. The designs of some of the principal stamps 

are here represented, but 
although specimens of such 
stamps may be considered 
desirable adjuncts to a col
lection of the postal emis
sions proper, yet the inte
rest attaching to them is 
not sufficient to warrant 
the insertion of a detailed 
description.
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WAR-TAX STAMPS.

1873.

34. Arms in shield, surmounted by 
crown, on lined disk, in white 
inscribed oval band; machibo- 
lated pattern in angles, [impues- 
to de guerra.]  Blk. imp., rect., 
perf.

5 centimes de peseta, black.

N o te .—T his is, in fact, an auxiliary postage stamp, as it  represents an increase in the postal rates, although such increase doea not benefit the postal revenue, hut goes in aid of the funds raised for the prosecution of the war against the Carlista, The fact that the sender of a letter has to disburse the cost of the stamp, and1 that a letter which does not bear the stamp is not considered as fully prepaid, is sufficient to establish its claim to be considered as a postage stamp. I t  has a companion intheshapeof a 10 centimos,blue, of the same design, intended for use as a supplementary fiscal stamp, which, from apparent ignorance of its real use, has been put on letters, and, in a great many instances, obliterated together with the ordinary postage stamps, the government getting the benefit of the misunderstanding.
FOST CARDS.

a.

1873.
35. Single card : annexed design—nu

meral of value in oval disk, with 
lion couchant and wreath at foot, 
head of Liberty in small oval 
above, and squares enclosing 

, ornaments in angles— in centre, 
with inscription on each side and 
beneath, with lines for address ; 
in ornamental border. Blk. and 
col. imp.

Inscribed r e p u b l ic a  e s p a n o l a . t a r g e t a  p o s t a l , A c . 
5 centimos dc escudo, blue.
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b. Inscribed republica espanola. tarjeta postal, &c. 

5 centimos de escudo, blue.
Note.—The spelling of the word tarjeta in the sub-type a. with a 

o, instead of a J, was a gross error, which was corrected almost as soon 
as the cards were issued.

1873.
36. Double-card : 

annexed de
sign —  pro
file of Liber
ty in lined 
circle on 
a diapered 
ground—on 
one half ; 
and similar 
design to
No. 35, but without lion and head of Liberty, on 
second half.

a. Inscribed republica espanola. targeta postal, &c.
5 centimos, + 5 centimos — 10 centimos, light 

green.
b. Inscribed republica espanola. tarjeta postal, &c.

5 centimos ■+• 5 centimos =  10 centimos, light 
green.

Note.—The issue of post cards was due, in no small degree, to the 
energy of a well-known and influential Spanish philatelist, Don. M. 
P. de Figueroa. The government having allowed the powers granted 
to them in 1871 to emit post cards to lie in abeyance, Don. M. P. de 
Figueroa stimulated them into taking action by issuing unstamped 
cards of his own, with a etinging inscription on them, and private 
persons in various parts of the country followed his lead. Most 
of the private cards are plain type-set productions, but one was issued 
atJBarcelona with an elaborate lithographed device, somewhat resem
bling t h a t o f  the Mulready envelopes.
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Madrid.
ADHESIVE STAMP.

1852-3.
37. Arms of the city (bear and tree) 

in oval band enclosing stars, in 
wreath, surmounted by crown, on 
ßolid octagonal disk ; lined span
drels ; inscribed marginal labels 
above and below, [ c o r r e o  i n t e r i o r  f r a n c o . ]  Col. imp., rect.

1853. 1 cuarto, bronze.
1852. 3 cuartos, bronze.

гонки) i nti;шоп

I FKA NC0.3C ПАКТОВ

N ote. — The 1 cuarto remained current until the 1st November, 
1854, when, under a revised tariff, the local postage was raised to 2 cuartos. A  supply of 2 cuartos stamps of the same type as the 
above, and printed in gold, had been prepared in anticipation of 
this change, but was never used, as it was ultimately decided to 
emit the 2 cuartos, green, of the national series of 1854, to represent 
the new rate.

Carlist Stamp.
ADHESIVE STAMPS. 

1872,
38. Profile of Don Carlos to left in lined 

oval ; arched label containing in
scription above and below, and 
tablets in lower corners contain
ing the value. [ f r a n q u e o  e s p a n a .]  
Col. imp., rect.

1 real, light blue.

Note.— The genuineness of this stamp, although much contested, 
appears to have been proved. Some sort of postal service would 
seem to have been organised in the districts occupied by the 
Carliste, and, at any rate, if the stamp does not represent vrork 
done, it secures a safe transit for the letters to which it is affixed, as 
is shown by the fact mentioned in a recent newspaper telegram, 
that the Carlist bands, upon entering certain towns, burnt all the 
letters in the post-offices there which were not prepaid with the above 
Btamp.
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1874.
39. Profile of Don Carlos to right on 

lined disk, in inscribed frame 
formed of labels ; the scroll above 
enclosing motto—Dins, Pairia,
Rey; reticulated spandrels, [ ano 
DE 1874. CATALCNA CORREOS.] Col. 
im p., rect.

16 maravedis vellon, pink.
Note.— This stamp was first noticed in a Barcelona paper of the 

19th April, and cannot have been long in use. Whether it super
sedes the 1 real stamp, or is used contemporaneously with it, is not 
yet known.

SWEDEN.

ADHESIVE STAMPS.
1855-8.

Arms on shield surmounted by
crown, on diapered ground ; 
white inscribed labels above 
and at sides ; value in solid 
marginal label below ; nume
rals in dark squares in upper 
angles. [ sVerige frimärke.]  
Col. imp., rect., perf.

a. Value in skillings banco.
1855. 3 (tre) skilling banco, green, dark green;

4 (fyra) sk., blue, greyish blue; 6 (sex) si;., grey, 
grey-brown, lilac; 8 (atta) sk., orange-yellow; 
24 (tjugufyra) sk., bright red.

b. Value in ore.
1858. 5 (/cm) öre, green, yellow-green;

9 (nio) öre, lilac, deep lilac; 12 (tolf) öre, deep 
о
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blue, ultramarine ; 24 'óre, yellow, orange ; 30 
( trettio) ore, reddish brown, brown ; 50 ( femtio) 
öre, lake, rose.

1862.
<2, Arms in glory on diapered ground, 

with inscription above and 
beneath. [ sverige frimärke.] 
Col. imp., reet., peri.

3 öre, brown.

Note.— This stamp superseded the special -3 öre stamp for Stock
holm—Type No, 11.

1866.
3. Large numerals of value on solid 

tablet, surmounted by lion and 
arms in glory, on dotted ground ; 
white inscribed label beneath 
and inscription above ; in linear 
frame. [ sverige frimärke.]  
Col. imp., rect., perf.

17 öre, mauve, lilac ; 20 öre, 
vermilion.

1872.

e«A. O/uVn J’i

4. Large numeral of value on solid 
disk in white inscribed circle, 
on diapered ground ; in linear 
frame having Etruscan angles. 
[SVERIGE FRIMÄRKE.] Col. imp., 
rect., peri.

3 öre, brown, pale brown ; 
5 öre, bright green; 6 öre, dul! 
mauve, deep mauve ; 12 öre, 

blue, dull blue ; 20 öre, vermilion ; 24 öre, orange ; 
30 öre, chocolate ; 50 öre, carmine-rose.
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1872.
5. Similar design to No, 4, Irut 

arms on lined disk in  centre. 
[SVERIGE FRIMÄRKE.] Imp. in 
two cols. ; rect., pexí.

1 (en) riìcs-daler, pale brown 
and blue.

OFFICIAL STAMPS.
1874.

fi. Arms of Sweden 
with supporters, 
surmounted by 
crown, on white 
ground, in trans
verse oval in
scribed band, in
terrupted at sides 
by two upright 
inscribed oval disks containing value in centre ; 
diapered background. [ sverige tjenste fri
märke.]  Cob imp., transverse obi., perf.

3 öre, light brown ; 5 öre, light green ; C öre, 
mauve; 12 öre, blue ; 20 (tjugo) öre, vermilion-; 
24 öre, orange ; 30 öre, chocolate ; 50 öre, rose ; 
1 hrona, pale blue and pale brown.

unpaid- letter stamps.

1874.
7. Large numeral of value op solid 

circular disk, with white in
scribed curved labels above 
and beneath ; on diapered 
ground; in linear frame, with 
round ornaments at angles. 
[ losen.] Rect. perf.

Vu\AnrU\n.Af\AAAnnA< XiliiAnOAnnA/tť3
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a. Blk. imp.
1 ( e t t )  ö r e , black.

b. Col. imp.
3 ó r e , carmine-rose ; 5 ö r e , .chocolate ; 6 ö r e , 

yellow ; 12 ö r e , red ; 20 ö r e , pale blue ; 24 ö r e , 
mauve ; 30 ö r e , g r e e n  ; 50 ö r e , pale brown ; 1 
k r on a , pale blue and pale brown.

ENVELOPE STAMP.

1872.
8. Embossed : three crowns in solid

disk in reticulated inscribed 
frame, having at sides circles 
containing post-horns. [SVE
RIGE.] Col. imp. in right upper 
corner of envelope ; transverse 
oval.

12 ö r e , blue,

POST CARDS. -

1872-3.
9. Design of No. 8 impressed in right upper angle of

card.
e. Single cards, inscribed sverige brefkort, &c.

1872, 12 ö r e , blue and mauve.
1873, 6 ö r e , mauve ; 10 (h'o) ö r e , carmine and . 

mauve.
b . Double cards, inscribed sverige bkefkort. svaret

BETALADT, &c.
1873. 6 ö r e  + G ö r e . =  12 ö r e , mauve ; 10 ö r e  

+ 10 ö r e  =  20 ö r e , carmine and mauve.
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Officiai Post Cards. 

1874
10. Annexed design—post

horn enclosing nu
merals of value, with 
inscription above and 
valne below — in 
right upper corner ;
Swedish arms in left 
upper angle ; inscrip
tion between, and 
lines below for ad
dress. [ t je n s t e b r e f - k o e t , <bc.] Col. imp.

6 öre, lilac-brown ; 10 öre, red.

Stockholm.

ADHESIVE STAMPS.

1855-62.
11, Inscription in white transverse 

pearled oval, with scrolled orna
ments in angles ; lined back
ground. [ f r im ä r k e  f ö r  l o k a l - b r e f . ]  Obi., perf.

a. Blk. imp.
1855. 1 skilling, black.

6. Col. imp.
1862. 3 öre, brown.N ote . —T hese stampe were issued by the government post-office for the local correspondence of the capital.
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SWITZERLAND.
ADHESIVE STAMP.

CASTOSAL АЫШПВTRATIOSS.

Basle.
1845.

1. Embossed white dove bearing letter 
on solid carmine shield, surmount
ed by crozier-head, in white in
scribed frame enclosing fleurs-de- 
lis ; bine reticulated angles, the 
low er ones bearing value ; in İh 
near frame, [ stadt- post Basel.]
Imp. in two cols., rect.

2\ rappen, blue and red. .
N ote.— In  old times, when Basle was governed by a bishop, the coat of arms consisted of the head of the bishop’s crozier, mounted on a staff. When the canton was purchased from the bishop by the people the staff was suppressed, and the point at the bottom added in its stead, and thus was made their badge. I t  is placed on all pul*- lic buildings, is carried before the mayor on grand occasions, and is used as the device of fiscal and other stamps,

Geneva.
ADHESIVE STAMPS.

1844.
2. Double stamp, united by a 

marginal label across the 
top : arms of Geneva 
(crowned half eagle and 
key) on shield, surmount
ed by scroll bearing the 

motto Post tcnebras lux, and glory enclosing the 
letters I.H.S. ; in double linear frame, [ port 
CANTONAL. POSTE GENEVE. PORT LOCAL.] Blk. imp.,
obl.

5 centimes + 5 centimes = 1 0  centimes, light 
green.
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1847-9.
3. Like No. 2, but larger, and eagle un

crowned. [ poste de geneve, port 
cantonal.] Bik. imp., rect.

a. Half eagle with small wing.
1847. 5 centimes, light green.

b. Half eagle with larger wing extend
ing to border of shield.

1849. 5 centuries, light green, dark green.
1844.

4. Similar design to No. 3, but half eagle crowned and 
rays of glory more extended, [ poste de geneve, 
port cantonal.]  Col. imp., rect.

s centimes, green.

ENVELOPE STAMP.
1845.

5. Design of No. 4, impressed in right upper corner of 
envelope. Col. imp., rect.

5 centimes, green.

W in te rth u r .

ADHESIVE STAMP.
1849.

0. White cross on a red circular disk, 
suspended by cords within a 
post-horn, on red lined scroll ; 
denomination of value in white 
angles, [ orts- post, poste lo
cale.]  Blk. and col. imp,, obi.

2]- rappen, black and red.N ote. —I t is by no means certain that this stamp was not issued, 
like types Nos. 8 and 10, by the Federal authorities.
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Zurich.
ADHESIVE STAMPS.

1843.
7. Large numeral of value on ground 

of oblique crossed lines, in mar
ginal frame inscribed above and 
below. Blk. imp., rect.

I, Numeral of value on paper marked 
with fine vertical red lines.

a. Inscribed Zu r i c h , l o c a l  t a x e .
4 [rappen], black.

b. Inscribed Zu r i c h ,  c a n t o n a l  t a x e .
6 [rappen], black.

IL Numeral of value on paper marked with fine hori
zontal red lines.

a. Inscribed Zu r i c h , l o c a l  t a x e .
4 [rappen], black.

b. Inscribed Zu r i c h , c a n t o n a l  t a x e .
6 [rappen], black.

III. Numeral of value on plain paper.
a. Inscribed Zü r i c h , l o c a l  t a x e .

4 [rappen], black.
b. Inscribed Zu r i c h , c a n t o n a l  t a x e .

6 [rappen], black.
F E D E R A L  A D M IS S T R A T IO S .

ADHESIVE STAMPS.
1849.

8. White cross on a solid red circular 
disk, with post-horn below, in 
an ornamented scroll; inscrip
tion in label above; value 
beneath, [ p o s t e  l o c a l e . ]  Blk. 
and col. imp., obi.

4 centimes, black and red ; 5 c., black and red.
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only in the Canton of Vaud, and were catalogued as Vaud stamps, 
but later researches have established that they were used in Geneva 
also, if not in other French cantons, and they are thought to have 
been the forerunners of a general emission. ’

1850.
9. White cross on a solid red shield, 

surmounted by post-horn and in
scribed scroll, in embellished 
frame containing value. Blk. 
and col. imp., rect.

a. Inscribed in French, poste locale.
2| rappen, black and red.

b. Inscribed in  German, ORTS POST.
2\ rappen, black and red.

1851.
10. White cross on solid red shield, en

closed by scrolled ornament, with 
ribboned label above and broad 
horizontal label, bearing value, 
below ; on back-ground of scrolls. 
[ poste locale.]  Blk. and col. 
imp., rect.

5 centimes, black and red.
Note.— This was formerly called the Neufchatel stamp, but it hns 

been ascertained that it was issued by the Federal Administration.

1850-2.
11. White cross on a solid red shield, 

surmounted by post-horn and in
scribed scroll, in embellished 
frame containing value. Rect.
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I. Blk. imp.
1850 f a' llAY0N I*>  ̂rappen, blue and red.

\  b . Eaton lí., 10 r a p p e n , y e llow  and red. 
Note.— The stamps Nos. 9 a. and h. and 11 a. are found with and 

without lines round the centre white cross.
II. Col. imp.

I a . rayon L, 5 r a p p e n , pale blue and red, 
dark blue and red.

b . raton и., 10 r a p p e n , orange and red.
1852.

12. Similar design to No. 11, but cro.;s in linear shield. 
[raton iii.] Col. imp.

a . Numerals of value small.
15 r a p p e n , rose.

b . Value in c e n t im e s ,
15 c e n t im e s , rose,

c. Numerals of value larger.
15 r a p p e n , rose.

1854-G2.
13. Embossed : full-faced figure of the 

goddess of Liberty, seated, with 
a shield bearing the Swiss arms, 
on ground of diamond pattern, 
in inscribed marginal frame. 
[franco.] Col. imp., rect. Paper 
with silk thread interwoven.

1854. 5 r a p p e n  ( c e n t im e s , or
c e n t e s im i ) ,  brown, pale brown, red-brown, deep 
brown, chocolate ; 10 r p ., blue, pale blue, deep 
blue ; 15 r p ., rose, pale rose ; 20 r p ,, orango ; 
40 r p ., green, deep green, yellow-green ; 1 ( u n )  
f r a n c  ( e in  f r a n k e n ', or u n  f r a n c o ) ,  lavender.

18G2. 2 r a p p e n , grey, pale grey.
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1862-74.
14. Embossed : figure of the goddess of 

Liberty, seated, to left, with a 
shield bearing the Swiss arms; 
on diamond-patterned ground ; 
numerals of value on square disks 
in angles, and ornamented sides.
[HELVETIA FRANCO.] Rect., porf.
Double-lined oval enclosing cross 
impressed on back.

a. Blk. imp.
1862. 3 [centimes], black.

b. Col. imp.
1862. 2 [centimes], grey ; 5 c., deep brown ;

10 c., blue, deep blue ; 20 c., yellow, orange ; 30
c., vermilion ; 40 c., green, pale green ; 60 c., 
bronze ; 1 franc, gold.

1868. 5 [centimes'], brown, light brown; 10 c., 
pale rose, deep rose ; 25 c., green, yellow-green, 
pale green ; 30 c., blue, bright blue ; 50 c., violet.

1874. 2 [centimes], red-brown, pale brown ;
5 c., chocolate-brown.

ENVELOPE STAMPS.
1867-74.

15. Embossed : white cross in shield 
between branches, surmounted 
by dove bearing letter, with 
eleven stars on each side, and 
numerals of value below ; on 
solid disk. Col. imp., oval.

I. Wmk., a dove with letter.
a. Impressed in right upper cor

ner of envelope.
1867. 5 [centimes], light brown; 10c.,rose,

carmine. ■
1868. 25 [centimes], green ; 30 c., ultrama

rine.
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Ъ, Impressed in left upper corner of envelope,
1869. 5 [centimes], bistre ; 10 c., rose ;

25 c., pale green, yellow-green ; 30 c., pale 
blue.

1871. 5 [centimes], red-brown; 25 c., green,
deep green.

II. Wţnk., a large figure 5.
a. Impressed in left upper corner.

1874, 5 [centimes], chocolate.

N ote.— It is aaid that some of the values are now met with un 
watermarked, but the statement requires confirmation.

NEWSPAPER BANDS.
1871.

16. Value surmounted by cross, 
between branches ; scroll 
beneath enclosing date ; post
horns in angles ; ground of 
oblique crossed lines. Im
pressed to left between lines of 
border. Col. imp., rect.

2 centimes, red, rosy-red ;
5 c., red, rose,

1873-4.
17. Embossed : numeral of value sur

mounted by shield bearing cross 
on patterned ground ; in beaded 
and starred oval. Col. imp. to 
left ; oval.

1873. 2 [centimes], rose ; 5 c., 
rose.

1874. 2 [centimes], stone.
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POST CARDS.
1870.

18. Lithographed copy of design No. 15 impressed in left
upper angle of card ; dotted circle in right corner 
to receive postmark ; inscription between ; lines 
below for address ; enclosed in border, [ c a r t e  c o r r e s p o n d a n c e , &c.] Col. imp. on pale buff.

5 (centimes), red, vermilion, rose.
1873-4.

19. Design of No. 17 impressed in left upper angle of
card ; dotted circle in right corner to receive 
postmark ; inscription between ; lines below for 
address ; enclosed in narrow ornamental border. [ c a r t e -c o r r e s p o n d a n c e , & c .]  Col. imp. on pale 
buff.

1873. 5 [centimes], rose.
1874. 5 [centimes'], dark brown.

International Post Card.
(For Use between Switzerland and the United States.)

1874.
20. Design of No. 17 impressed in left upper angle

of card ; dotted circle in right corner to receive 
postmark ; inscription in large letters between ; 
lines below for address ; in chain-patterned 
border, [ c a r t e  c o r r e s p o n d a n c e , &c.] Col. imp. 
on pale buff.

10 [ c e n t im e s ] ,  deep rose.
Official Post Card.

1874.
21. Type-printed: dotted inscribed circles, to receive

handstamps, in upper angles, with inscription, c a r t e  c o r r e s p o n d a n c e  o f f i c i e l , between ; para
graphs below in German, French, and Italian, 
and lines for address. Blk. imp. on white. 

Black.
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|ÇûotI postage Stomps.*
ADHESIVE STAMPS.

Bølalp.
1873.

22. View of hotel and mountains in 
broad inscribed band ; numerals 
of value in white circles in angles. 
[ b e l a l p . fr a n co . ]  Col. imp., rect.

5 [centimes], violet, carmine, 
green.

Maderanerthal.
ADHESIVE STAMP.

1870.
23. Similar design to No. 22. [ m a d e r a n e r t h a l . f r a n c o .]  Col. im p ., 

rect.
5 [centimes], ultramarine.

Rigi-Coulm.
ADHESIVE STAMP.

1870.
24. Flower in transverse inscribed 

oval, with numerals of value 
on reticulated ground in an
gles. [HOTEL DU RIGHI-COCLM. f r a n c o .]  Impressed in two 
colours, obi.

10 [centimes], blue and 
rose.

* These stampe are all issued by the proprietors of hotels on the 
Alps, and represent their charge for the conveyance of visitors’ let
ters to or from the nearest post office. They are bonû-fide stamps, of 
secondary importance.
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Rigi-Kalťbad.
ADHESIVE STAMPS.

1865.
25. Alpine rose in solid oval inscribed 

band, with scrolled ornaments 
in corners, [ r i g i - k a l t b a d . ]  Col. 
imp., rect.

a. Unperf.
15 [centimes], red.

b. Perf.
15 [centimes], red, rose.

Rigi-Scheideek.
ADHESIVE STAMPS.

1869.
Letter on ornamented disk in oval 

inscribed garter, with scroll- 
patterned angles, [ r ig i- s c h e iDECK. J. MULLER.] Col. imp., 
rect.

5 [centimes], light green, 
violet-rod, blue.

TURKEY.
ADHESIVE STAMPS.

1863.
1. The Sultan’s thou- 

<jra, in a plain 
disk, with an in
scribed crescent 
beneath ; scrolls 
in upper angles; 
a Turkish nu
meral of value 
below in small
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circle, surrounded by scrolls, of different pattern 
in each stamp. Col. imp., rect.

I. For general letters.
a. On thin paper, with border below stamp in red,

(except in the 5 piastres, which is in bine.) 
20 (if.) paras, yellow 1 ( \ ) piastre, grey, 

purple; 2 (у )  p., blue, pale bine; 5 ( o ' )  p., 
rose, crimson.

b. On thick paper.
20 paras, yellow, lemon ; 1 piastre, lilac, 

pinkish lilac, grey ; 5 p., carmine.
II. For unpaid letters ; on thin paper, with border 

below stamp in blue.
20 paras, reddish brown, brick-red ; 1 piastre, 

reddish brown, brick-red ; 2 p., reddish brown, 
brick-red ; 5 p., reddish-brown, brick-red.

N ote. —Specimens of some of these stamps exist printed upside 
down relatively to the border which runs below, and others may be 
found without the border. The thougra  referred to in the text is 
the Sultane sign-manual. The signs placed in parentheses after the 
numerals of value in the above list are the Turkish numerals. The 
unpaid-letter stamps are applied to letters which are handed to the 
local authorities in places where there are no post-offices established, 
and by them forwarded on to the nearest office for delivery.

1865-73.
2. Crescent and star in solid disk, in 

broad ornamented beaded oval 
surcharged with Turkish char
acters in black ; Turkish figures 
of value in small circular disks 
at angles. Col. imp., rect., perf.

I. For general postage.
1865. 10 ( v )  paras, dark green; 20 par.,

yellow, orange; 1 piastre, grey, mauve; 2 pe., 
blue, dark blue ; 5 pe., carmine, lake, rose ; 
25 (p>) pc., orange.
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N ote.— These stamps, and also those entered below under division 
II., section a., are found with surcharged inscription of two different 
sizes, o f which the smaller is the later issued and the rarer.

1868. 10 paras, lilac, deep lilac ; 20 par.,
green, pale green; 1 piastre, yellow, orange ; 2 pe., 
bright red ; 5 pe., dull blue, bright blue ; 25 pe., 
dull rose.

1870. 10 paras, stone, brown.
1872. 10 paras, grey.
1873. 5 piastres, bluish grey, greenish grey.

Note.— Some 10 paras, brown, and 20 paras, green, unperforated, 
have recently passed through the post.

II. For unpaid letters.
a. Turkish inscription in black.

1865. 20 paras, pale brown, red-brown; 1
piastre, pale brown, red-brown ; 2 pe., pale 
brown, red-brown ; 5 pe., brown, red-brown ; 
25 pe., pale brown, deep brown.

b. Turkish inscription and edge of stamp in co
lour.
1868. 20 paras, pale brown and red-brown,

brown and deep brown ; 1 piastre, pale brown 
and red-brown, brown and deep brown; 2 pe., 
pale brown and red-brown, brown and deep 
brown; 5 pe., light brown and deep brown ; 25 
pe., brown and deep brown.

N ote.— Since 1870 all the Turkish stamps have been issued with 
much larger perforations than formerly.

III. For the local correspondence of the capital, sur
charged with Turkish word [ c h e ie ]  in oval or 
circle.

a Black surcharge in oval.
10 paras, violet, pale bistre (for paid letters). 
20 par., brown ; 1 par., brown (for unpaid 

letters), 
p
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b. Bine surcharge in circle.
10 paras, dark violet, bistre ; 1 piastre, yel

low (for paid letters).
20 paras, red-brown ; 1- piastre, red-brown 

(for unpaid letters).
c. Red surcharge in oval.

10 paras, dark violet, bistre (for paid let
ters).

20 paras, red-brown ; 1 piastre, red-brown 
(for unpaid letters).

Note.— These stamps are provisionally employed pending the 
preparation of a epecial series for Constantinople. The varieties in 
the shape and colour of the surcharge, which ariee probably from 
each office using a special stamp, are of secondary importance, but 
we have deemed it best to chronicle them.

ENVELOPE STAMPS.

1870.
3. Embossed : crescent on solid rectangular disk, in 

inscribed octagonal 
frame, with star in 
circle at each angle.
Col. imp., struck over 
the flaps of the enve
lope, one half falling 
on the upper, the other 
on the lower flap.

Oct. Also Turkish characters in white relief, 
on front of envelope.

1 piastre, yellow ; 60 paras, deep brown, light 
brown ; 3 pe., orange ; 6 pe., deep lilac.

N ote.—The Turkish inscription in relief is struck carelessly, 
sometimes near the left lower angle, and sometimes near the right, 
and is also found reversed or inverted. There are two varieties of

3. Embossed
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this inscription, one with the Turkish numerals 77, and the other 
with the Turkish numerals 1286, possibly indicative of a date; but 
these differences do not appear to be of sufficient importance to 
warrant their inclusion in the text.

Itami Jposhtgc Stamps.
Constantinople.

ADHESIVE STAMPS.
1865.

4. Crescent and star on lined circular 
disk in a marginal frame, in
scribed in French and Turkish ; 
with diverging lines in span
drels : Turkish numerals in 
upper, and Arabic in lower 
angles, [ po ste  l o c a l e . ]  Blk. 
imp., rect., perf.

5 paras, indigo ; 20 par., light green ; 40 par., 
dull rose.

UNPAID-LETTER STAMPS.

1806. ,
5. Lithographed : inscription in ruled 

spaces, and numeral indicating 
value in one of two columns.
[POSTE LOCALE. SERVICE MIX'lE.
TAXE EXT. TAXE INT. TOTAL.]
ОЫ.

a. Blk. imp.
10 parasj yellow ; 20 par., rose.

I, Col. imp.
1 piastre, red; 2 pe., blue.

I POSTE LOCALE i
Service Mixte. I

’m i Ti IЕЕШЯИЩ
I T O T A U i m
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JOURNAL STAMPS.

1865.
6. Handstamped : Turkish in

scription and letters P. L. 
enclosed in circular frame, 
inscribed with Roman and 
Turkish characters, [ jour - 
NX. , EST FRANCHISE.] Blk. 
imp., circ.

Red, blue, white.

N o t e .— The Constantinople post is the best known of the local 
posts. It was established in virtue of a concession obtained from 
the government, and was in operation for several months.

Kustendjie and Czernawoda.

ADHESIVE STAMPS.

1867.
7. Representation of Kustendjie 

harbour, with hills and rail
way-train ; crescent and star 
above : in inscribed marginal 
frame ; Turkish numerals in 
angles, [ d . b . b. b . k u stend- 
ji e AND CZRRNAWODA. LOCAL 
post. ]  Blk. imp., rect. perf.

20 paras, dark green, yellow, rose.

N o t e .— Kustendjie is on the Black Sea, and Czernawoda on the 
Danube. Letters are said to be carried between these two ports by 
the Danube and Black Sea Steamship Company, in virtue of a con
cession of the postal service obtained from the Porte. The initials, 
D. B. S. R., are those of the company. Whether the service really 
exists or not, we are not in a position to affimi.
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T. В. Morton & Co.’s Letter Post.

ADHESIVE STAMPS.
1867.

8. Handstamped : largo 
circle enclosing in
scription. [ franco. 
CONSTANTINOPLE AND 
DANUBE LINE OF STEAM
ERS. T. B. MORTON &  
CO. LETTER POST,] Col. 
imp., circ.

a. Without steamer.
20 paras, blue on 

blue, blue on rose, 
green on yellow, blue on yellow ; 1 piastre, red 
on rose, red on yellow, red on white.

h. With steamer.
20 paras, blue on blue, blue on yellow, blue on 

rose, blue on white ; 1 piastre, red on blue, red 
on yellow, red on rose, red on white.

1870.
9. Steam-ship sailing to right 

in oval formed by two 
broad inscribed bands ; de
nomination of value in 
lined angles, [ t . b . morton  
& со. D. & в. s. L. s,] Col, 
imp., obi., perf.

\ piastre, green; 1 pe., vermilion; 2 pe., blue.
Note.—The value of the Morton stamps has been the subject of 

much controversy. It is admitted that the stamps of the first series 
were in use ; the employment of the second series is more proble
matical. All the stamps are now obsolete.

t ó b ;
« г

—tni
CoiFRANCO
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NEWSPAPER STAMP.

1872.
10. Inscribed scroll with flag 

beneath, bearing initials 
of company ; anchors in 
lower and valne in npper 
angles ; on plain ground 
in narro w patterned frame. 
[ d . & в. s. l . s. T. в. M. & 

CO. journal  stam p.]  Blk, and col. imp., obi., perf.
10 paras, black and red.

N o t e .— Our engraving was taken from an essay, and differs greatly 
from the adopted type. There is no lined background ; the value in 
the upper, and tho anchor in the lower comers are not in ovals, and 
the flag is in several folds. This stamp was in use for a very short 
time, if at all.

TU SCANT.
ADHESIVE STAMPS.

1849.
1. Crowned lion supporting shield, on 

а solid rectangular disk, in in
scribed marginal frame, [ franco 
bollo  postale  toscano. ]  Col. imp., 
rect.

I. Wmk., a ducal crown and lines.
a. On bluish paper.

1 quattrino, black ; 1 soldo,
yellow, orange; 2 soldi, brick-red; 1 crazia, 
maroon, crimson, red ; 2 crazie, blue, bright blue ; 
4 c., deep green ; 6 c., blue, indigo ; 9 c., purplish 
brown ; 60 c., red-brown.
b. On white paper.

1 quattrino, black ; 2 crazie, blue ; 4 c., green ; 
6 c., blue.
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II, Wmk. of crossed undulating lines.
a. On white paper.

1 quattrino, black ; 1 soldo, yellow ; 1 crazia, 
red; 2 crazie, greenish blue; 4 c., green; 6 c., 
bright blue, dull bine ; 9 c., purplish brown.

Provisional Government.
1859.

2. Arms of Sardinia (cross of Savoy) 
in shield on mantle, surmounted 
by crown, on solid disk, in in
scribed marginal frame, [ franco
BOLLO POSTALE TOSCANO.] Col. 
imp., rect. Wmk. of crossed 
undulating lines.

1 centesimo, pale lilac, deep 
lilac ; 5 centesimi, green, yellow-green, bluish * 
green, deep green ; 10 c., purplish brown ; 20 c. 
pale blue, deep blue ; 40 c., carmine ; 80 c., red ;
3 lire, ochre-yellow.

NEWSPAPER TAX STAMP.

1854.
3. Handstamped : value in dou

ble-lined inscribed circle.
[BOLLO STRAORDINARIO PER
le  poste. ]  Bik. imp., circ.

2 soldi, black.
N o te .— This stamp was impressed in

differently on the white margin and the 
printed matter of journals which were 
transmitted through the post. The 
stamp was a fra n k  stamp used in the office, and not obliterated by 
any defacing mark.
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TWO SICILIES.
Naples,

ADHESIVE STAMPS.
1858. ' ‘

1. Arms of Naplos on lined disk in 
white inscribed circle ; linear 
angles, [ bollo  della  posta napo
letana . ]  Col. imp., sq. Wmk., 
fleur-de-lis.

I gram, lake-red.

1858.
2. Arms on lined square disk in white 

marginal inscribed frame ; florets 
in angles, [ bollo  della  posta 

napoletan a . ]  Col. imp., square. 
Wmk., fleur-de-lis.

1 grano, lake-red.

1858.
8. Arms on lined disk in white in

scribed octagon ; linear angles. 
[ bollo della  posta napoletana .]  
Col. imp., sq. Wmk., fleur-de-lis.

2 grana, lake-red.

1858.
4. Arms on lined rectangular disk, in 

white inscribed marginal frame ; 
florets in angles, [ bollo della  
posta  napoletan a . ]  Col. imp. 
rect. Wmk., fleur-de-lis.

5 grana, lake-red.
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1858.
5. Arms on lined disk in white in

scribed hexagon ; linear angles. 
[ bollo della posta napoletana.] 
Col. imp., rect. Wmk., fleur- 
de-lis.

10 grana, lake-red.

1858.
6. Arms on lined disk in white in

scribed lozenge ; fleur-de-lis or
naments in linear angles, [ bollo 
DELLA POSTA NAPOLETANA.] Col. 
imp., rect. Wmk., fleur-de-lis.

20 grana, lake-red.

1858.
7. Arms on lined disk in white

inscribed oval ; lined spandrels.
[ bollo della posta napoletana.]
Col. imp., rect. Wmk., fleur- 
de-lis.

50 grana, lake-red.

Provisional Government,

1860.
8. Same design as No. 1. [ bollo della posta napole

tana.]  Col. imp., sq. Wmk., fleur-de-lis.
I tornese, blue.

Note.— This stamp was printed from the plate of No. 1, the letter 
о having been first roughly altered into a T. It was in use only a 
month.
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1860.
9. Arms of Sardinia (cross of Savoy) 

on lined disk, in inscribed 
white circle ; spandrels lined.
[BOLLO BELLA POSTA NAPOLETANA.]
Col. imp., sq. Wmk., fleur-de- 
lis.

\ tornese, blue.

Note.— This stamp also was printed from the plate of No. 1. 
The Neapolitan arms were imperfectly cut away, and the Sardinian 
cross drawn over them, but the outlines of the old design may still

1861.

Embossed profile of King Victor 
Emmanuel IT. to right, in white 
oval disk, in inscribed marginal 
frame, with cross of Savoy in 
each angle ; lined spandrels. 
[ franco BOLLO POSTE.] Col. imp., 
rect.

£ (mezzo) tornese, green, yellow-green ; grano, 
brown ; 1 (un) gr., black ; 2 (due) grana, blue, 
bright blue ; 5 (cinque) gr., lilac-rose, vermilion ; 
10 (died) gr., orange-yellow; 20 (venti) gr., 
lemon ; 50 (cinquanta) gr., pearl-grey, lilac-slate.

be traced.

N ote.— The provisional stamps Nos. 8 and 9 were issued during 
the dictatorship of General Garibaldi ; and No, 10, after the union 
of Naples with the kingdom of Italy. The latter remained in use 
until the end of 18Ö2, when they were superseded by the stamps 
used for the entire kingdom.
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Sicily.

ADHESIVE STAMVS.

1859.
11. Profile of King Ferdinand II. to 

left, on solid rectangular disk, 
in inscribed frame, [ bollo 
DELLA POSTA DIS1CIL1A.] Col. 
imp., rect.

grano, orange ; 1 gr., olive, 
olive-brown, olive-green ; 2
grana, blue, dark blue ; 5 gr., red, carmine-red, 
brownish red ; 10 gr., deep blue ; 20 gr., steel- 
grey ; 50 gr., red-brown.

WUETEMBURO.

ADHESIVE STAMPS.

ifin rt< ember s -
T I
г

1И
; ■'i»

1
ffS>{Ireimarff.rS2

1851.
1. Numeral in patterned lozenge, 

with scrolled ornaments in span
drels ; in marginal inscribed 
linear frame. [W ürttemberg  
FREIMARKE. DEDTSCH-OESTR. P09T- 
VEREIN VERTRAG V., 6 APRIL, 1850.] 
Blk. imp., sq.

1 \kreuzer], straw ; В kr., pale 
yellow, deep yellow ; 6 кг., deep green, bluish
green ; 9 кг., rose ; 18 кг., violet.

N ote.— T hese stamps were not finally withdrawn from circulation 
until the end of the year 1868.
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1857-73.
2. Embossed : arms and supporters 

on square reticulated disk, 
in inscribed marginal frame, 
having stars in angles. [F r e i
m arke . ]  Col. imp., sq.

I. Paper with orange-coloured 
silk thread interwoven.

a. Unperf.
1857. 1 kreuzer, light brown ; 3 hr., yellow-

orange ; 6 kr,, pale green, bright green ; 9 hr., 
rose, rosy red ; 18 kr., light blue.

II. Without silk thread.
a. Unperf.

I860. 1 kreuzer, brown, deep brown ; 3 kr.,
orange, yellow ; 6 kr., green, yellow-green ; 
9 kr., rose ; 18 kr., blue, deep blue.

b. Perf.
1860. 1 kreuzer, deep brown; 3 kr., orange,

yellow; 6 kr., green, yellow-green; 9 kr., rose, 
rosy red ; 18 kr. deep blue.

1862. 1 kreuzer, yellow-green, deep green ;
3 kr., rose, deep rose ; 9 hr., pale brown, red

. brown, deep browm.
1864. 6 kreuzer, blue, deep blue ; 18 1er.,

orange.
N ote.— The dates here adopted are those given by M, Berger- 

Levrault in the article published by him in Th» Stamp-Collector’ s 
Magazine (voi. vi., p. 10). He says, that although according to 
official statements the issue of perforated stamps took place on the 
9th November, 1859, they were not really ill use until May—July, 
I860. He adds that the unperforated stamps without thread were 
subsequently struck at various times when the perforating machine 
got out o f order, and that as their emission was thus due to an 
accidental cause, they should be considered simply as varieties, and 
not as forming a separate issue.
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c. Rouletted. .
1865. 1 kreuzer, light green; 3 1er., rose; 6

1er,, bright bine ; 9 1er., pale brown, stone.
1868. 7 kreuzer, blue, slate-blue.
1873. 70 kreuzer, violet.

N o te .— The 70 kr. stamp, issued long after the withdrawal of the 
other stamps of this series, is, we believe, used for the prepayment 
of heavy letters, or as a registration stamp.

1868-73.
3. Numeral of value on reticulated 

oval wreathed disk, in double 
inscribed frame, with ornament
ed ovals in angles. [W ürttem 
berg  POST FREIMARKE.] Col. imp., 
rect., rouletted.

1868-9. 1 {ein) Jcreuzer, pale 
green, yellow-green ; 3 {drei) kr., rose; 7 {sieben) 
kr., blue, pale blue ; 14 {vierzehn) kr., orange, 
yellow.

1873. 2 {zwei) kr., orange ; 9 (neun) kr.,
brown.

Note.-—Our engraving, which was taken from a proof, is not quite 
accurate. The words ro s i frei marke are in block type on the 
stamps themselves.

RETURNED-LETTER STAMPS

1862-7.
4. Arms on shield, surmounted by 

crown, in branches, on white 
oval inscribed disk ; back
ground formed of reticulations.
[COMMISSION FUR RETOURBRIEFE.]
Blk. imp., rect.

a. 1862. Unperf.
Black.

b. 1867. Rouletted (printed from a fresh die).
Black.
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ENVELOPE STAMPS.
1862.

5. Embossed: large figure of value on 
solid disk, in . a reticulated and 
inscribed octagonal frame, [ w u r t - 
TEMBERG.] Col. imp., on right 
upper corner of envelope ; oct.

I. With lines of inscription in right 
upper corner of envelope.

a. Letters of inscription large and in green.
1862. 3 kreuzer, rose ; 6 (sechs) 1er., pale 

blue, deep blue ; 9 hr., light brown, deep brown.
b. Letters of green inscription smaller.

1863. 3 kremer, rose; 6 hr., blue; 9 hr., 
brown.

c. Inscription in black.
1865. 3 kreuzer, rose.

d. Inscription in orange.
1865. 6 kreuzer, blue.

II. With lines of inscription in left upper corner of 
envelope.

a. Inscription in violet.
1865. 1 kreuzer, green, dark green.

NEWSPAPER BAND.
1872.

6. Design of No. 3 impressed in right upper corner 
of band, between broad lines of colour, [ w ü b ï- 
TEMBURG.] Col. imp,, rect.

1 kreuzer, green.
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POST CARDS. .
1870-1.

7. Design of No. 5 impressed in right upper corner
of large type-printed card (6§ in. x in.) ; arms 
of Wurtemburg to left between lines of inscrip
tion ; space below for address ; and at foot in
structions to sender. Blk. and col. imp.

a. Single card. Inscribed ko nio l . w u rtte m b er g -
ISCHES. POSTGEBIET COBRESPONDENZ KARTE.
1870. 1 kreuzer, green on blue; 3 hr. rose on

blue.
b. Double card. Inscribed kon . w u rttem b . postge

b ie t . correspondenz- karte . ( ruckantw ort  be
za h l t . )  on first half ; and KON. w u rtte m b . post
g e b ie t . correspon den z- karte  ( bezah lt  RÜCK
ANTWORT) on second half.
1871 f  ̂kreuzer + 1 kr. =  2 kr., green on blue.

‘ ( 3 kreuzer + 3 kr. — 6 kr., rose on blue.
1872-3.

8. Design of No. 3 impressed in right upper corner
of card; arms of Wurtemburg to left between 
lines of inscription. Col. imp.

I. Without border.
a. Single card. Inscribed königlich  w u rtte m b .

postgebiet, post-karte .
1 kreuzer, green on blue ; 2 kr., orange on 

blue.
b. Double card. Inscribed königlich  w u rttem b .

postgebikt. post- karte . ( ruckantw ort be
za h l t )  on one half; königlich  w u rttem b . 
postgebiet , post- k a r te . ( bezah lte  Rückant
w ort . )  on second half.
1 krenzer + 1 kr. =  2 kr,, green on blue ; 

2 kr. + 2 kr. —  4 kr., orange on blue.
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ENVELOPE STAMPS.
1862.

5. Embossed : large figure of value on 
solid disk, in, a reticulated and 
inscribed octagonal frame, [ w u r t - 
'LEMBERG.] Col. imp., on right 
upper corner of envelope ; oct.

I. With lines of inscription in right 
upper corner of envelope.

a. Letters of inscription large and in green.
1862. 3 kreuzer, rose ; 6 (sechs) kr., pale 

blue, deep blue ; 0 kr., light brown, deep brown.
b. Letters of green inscription smaller.

1863. 3 kreuzer, rose; 6 kr., blue; 9 1er., 
brown.

c. Inscription in black.
1865. 3 kreuzer, rose.

d. Inscription in orange.
1865. 6 kreuzer, blue.

II. With lines of inscription in left upper corner of 
envelope.

a. Inscription in violet.
1865. 1 kreuzer, green, dark green.

NEW SPAPER BAND.
1872.

6. Design of No. 3 impressed in right upper corner 
of band, between broad lines of colour, [ w u r i- 
TEMBCRG.] Col. imp., rect.

1 kreuzer, green.
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TOST CARDS. .
1870-1.

7. Design of No. 5 impressed in right upper corner
of large type-printed card (6§ in. x 4| in .); arms 
of Wurtemburg to left between lines of inscrip
tion ; space below for address ; and at foot in
structions to sender. Blk. and col. imp.

a. Single card. Inscribed konigl. wurttemberg-
ISCHES. POSTGEBIET CORRESPONDENZ KARTE.
1870. 1 kremer, green on blue; 3 kr. rose on

blue.
1. Double card. Inscribed kon. wurttemb. postge

BIET. CORRESPONDENZ-KARTE. (RÜCKANTWORT BE
ZAHLT.) on first half ; and kon. wurttemb. post
GEBIET. COERESPONDENZ-KARTE (BEZAHLT RÜCK
ANTWORT) on second half.
1871 í  ̂l{reuzer + 1 &T. =  2 kr., green on blue.

' ( 3 kremer + 3 kr. =  G kr., rose on blue.
1872-3.

8. Design of No. 3 impressed in right upper corner
of card; arms of Wurtemburg to left between 
lines of inscription. Col. imp.

I. Without border.
a. Single card. Inscribed königlich wurttemb.

POSTGEBIET. POST-KARTE.
1 Jcreuzer, green on blue; 2 kr., orange on 

blue.
b. Double card. Inscribed königlich wurttemb.

POSTGEBIKT. POST-KARTE. (RÜCKANTWORT BE
ZAHLT) on one h a lf ;  königlich wurttemb. 
POSTGEBIET. POST-KARTE. (BEZAHLTE RÜCKANT
WORT.) on second  half.
1 kremer + 1 kr. =  2 1er., green on blue ; 

2 kr. + 2 kr. — 4 kr., orange on blue.
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II. With border.
a. Single card. Inscribed kö nig lich  w u rtte m b .

POSTGEBIET. POST-KARTE.
1 kreuzer, green on blue ; 2 kr., orange on 

blue, red on blue. ,
b. Double card. Inscribed königlich wdrttemb.

POSTGEBIET. POST-KARTE. (RÜCKANTWORT BE
ZAHLT.) on  one h a lf ; königlich wurttemb.
POSTGEBIET. POST-KARTE (BEZAHLTE RÜCKANT
WORT.) on the second  half.
1 kreuzer + 1 kremer ■— 2 kremer, green on 

blue ; 2 kreuzer + 2 kremer — 4 kreuzer, orange 
on blue.
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CASHMERE.

ADHESIVE STAUFS.

I860.
]. Representation of lotus-leaf in 

centre, enclosing denomination 
of value, surrounded by in
scription in oriental characters.
Circ.

a. Blk. imp.
1 anna, black ; f  rupee 

(12 annas'), black.
b. Col. imp.

1 anna, blue ;  ̂ rupee (3 annas), vermilion, 
bright blue, purple-black ; f  rupee (12 annas), 
green.

Note.— Formerly the values of these stamps were erroneously 
given, and it is thanks to Dr. Magnus that the correct denomina
tions have been discovered (See Le Timbre-Poste, 1873, p. 78). 
The value is in the centre of the stamp. It is indicated in the 
1 anna by a dash below a crescent ; in the 1 rupee, by a dash alone ; 
and the | rupee (the stamp represented by our engraving), by three 
dashes.

Q
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1866-7.
2. Value and date of issue in central 

disk, surrounded by an oval 
frame, filled with oriental in
scription and a representation 
of the lotus-leaf. Rect,

a. Blk. imp.
j  anna, black.

Z>, Col. imp.
\ anna, bine ; 1 an., red, orange-red ; 2 an., 

yellow ; 4 an., dull green, light green ; 8 an., 
carmine.

Srinugger (?).

ADHESIVE STAMPS.

1867.
3. Similar design to No. 2. Col. imp., rect.

I  anna, red, blue ; 1 an., blue.

Travancore (?).

ADHESIVE STAMPS.

1867.
4. Similar design to Ко. 2. Col. imp., rect.

| anna, ultramarine ; 1 an., brownish yellow, 
orange; 2 an., lemon.

Note,—The division of the Cashmere issues into stamps for 
general postage and stamps for the local postage of particular towns, 
has scarcely anything more than conjecture for he hasis. As 
etamps of different colours have been received from different towns, 
it has been supposed that each post-office prints its own supply.
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CEYLON.

ADHESIVE STAMPS.

1857-64.
1. Profile of Queen Victoria, with 

diadem, to left in lined circle, 
with inscribed curved labels 
above and below ; reticulated 
spandrels ; value in marginal 
label at foot, [ ceylon postage.] 
Col. imp., rect.

a. Without wmk. ; unperf.
1857. One halfpenny, pale 

lilac.
b. Without wmk. ; perf.

1861. One halfpenny, pale lilac.
c. Wmk, cc. and crown ; perf.

1864. От halfpenny, lilac.

1857-69.
2. Profile of Queen, with diadem, to 

left in large oval reticulated disk, 
interrupted below by a small white 
inscribed label ; ornaments in 
each corner, and spandrels gran
ulated'; value in marginal lal>el 
at foot, [ ceylon  postage. ]  Col. 
imp., rect.

I. Wmk., a star. 
a. Unperf.

1857. One penny, blue ; twopence, bright 
green, dark green ; fivepence, red-brown ; six
pence, violet-brovrn, chocolate ; tenpence, ver
milion ; one shilling, lilac-blue.
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h. Perf.
1861. One penny, blue ; twopence, green, 

yellow-green ; fivepence, red-brown ; sixpence, 
deep brown ; tenpence, vermilion ; one shilling, 
lilac.

II. Without wmk. ; perf.
1863. One penny, blue; fivepence, red

brown ; sixpence, yellow-brown ; mie shilling, 
pale lilac.

III. Wmk. cc. and crown ; perf.
1864. One penny, blue, indigo ; twopence, 

light green, dark green ; fivepence, violet- 
brown ; sixpence, dark brown, light brown;' 
tenpence, red ; one shilling, violet.

1867. Twopence, yellow ; fivepence, green.
1868. Twopence, greenish yellow' ; tenpence, 

orange.
1869. Twopence, brownish yellow ; five- 

pence, yellow-green.

1857-64.
3. Profile of Queen, with diadem, to 

left on oval disk, in a reticu
lated octagonal inscribed frame. 
[ ceylon postage. ]  Col. imp., 
oct.

I. Wmk., a star. 
a. Unperf.

1857. Fourpencc, lake
rose; eightpence, brown; nine- 

pence, brownish violet ; one shilling and nine- 
pence, green ; two shillings, blue.

b. Perf.
1861. Fourpence, carmine; eightpence, yel

low, brown ; ninepence, brownish violet, olive
brown ; two shillings, blue.
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U. Wmk., cc. and crown; perf.
1864. F  our рапсе, rose; cightpence, dark 

brown; ninepence, deep brown; two shillings, 
deep blue.

1867.
4. Profile of Queen, with diadem, to 

left in linear circular disk, 
with white inscribed curved 
labels above and below ; Etrus
can pattern in angles, [ cey
lon . ]  Col. imp., rect., pcrf.
Wmk., cc. and crown.

Threepence, rose.

1868.
5. Profile of Queen, with diadem, 

to left on lined disk, in white 
oval inscribed band; foliate 
ornamentein angles, [ ceylon .]  
Col. imp., rect., perf. Wmk., 
CC. and crown.

One penny, blue.
N ote.— The stamps of types Nos. 2 and 3, watermarked cc. and 

crown and perf., and the type No. 5, surcharged with the word 
service, are used for official correspondence.

1872.
6. Profile of Queen, with diadem, 

to left in lined circular disk ;
Etruscan pattern in spandrels, 
and inscribed marginal labels 
above and below, [ ceylon 
postare . ]  Col. imp., rect., 
perf. Wmk., CC. and crown.

Two cetile, light brown.
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b. Perf.
1861. One penny, blue ; twopence, green, 

yellow-green ; fivepence, red-brown ; sixpence, 
deep brown ; tenpence, vermilion ; one shilling, 
lilac.

II. Without wmk. ; perf.
1863. One penny, blue; fivepence, red

brown ; sixpence, yellow-brown ; one shilling, 
pale, lilac.

III. Wmk. cc. and crown; perf.
1864. One penny, blue, indigo ; twopence, 

light green, dark green ; fivepence, violet- 
brown ; sixpence, dark brown, light brown ; ' 
tenpence, red ; one shilling, violet.

1867. Twopence, yellow ; fitlepence, green.
1868. Twopence, greenish yellow ; tenpence, 

orange.
1869. Twopence, brownish yellow ; five- 

pence, yellow-green.

1857-64.
3. Profile of Queen, with diadem, to 

left on oval disk, in a reticu
lated octagonal inscribed frame. 
[ ceylon postage . ]  Col. imp., 
oct.

I. Wmk., a star. 
a. Unperf.

1857. Fourpencc, lake
rose; eightpence, brown; nine- 

pence, brownish violet ; one shilling and nine- 
pence, green ; two shillings, blue. 

b. Perf.
1861. Fourpence, carmine; eightpence, yel

low, brown ; ninepence, brownish violet, olive
brown ; two shillings, blue.
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II. Wmk., cc. and crown ; perf.
1864. Fourpence, rose; cightpence, dark 

brown ; ninepence, deep brown ; two shillings, 
deep blue.

1867.
4. Profile of Queen, with diadem, to 

left in linear circular disk, 
with white inscribed curved 
labels above and below ; Etrus
can pattern in angles, [ cey
lo n .]  Col. imp., rect., pcrf.
Wmk., cc. and crown.

Threepence, rose.

1868.
5. Profile of Qneen, with diadem, 

to left on lined disk, in white 
oval inscribed band; foliate 
ornaments in angles, [ ceylon . ]  
Col. imp., rect., perf. Wmk., 
cc. and crown.

One penny, blue.
■Note.— The stamps of types Nos. 2 and 3, watermarked cc. and 

crown and perf., and the type No, 5, surcharged with the word 
service, are used for official correspondence.

1872,
6. Profile of Queen, with diadem, 

to left in lined circular disk ;
Etruscan pattern in spandrels, 
and inscribed marginal labels 
above and below, [ ceylon 
postage . ]  Col. imp., rect., 
perf. Wmk., cc. and crown.

Two cents, light brown.
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1872.
7. Profile of Queen, with diadem, to 

left in oval lined disk, in white 
inscribed band ; ornaments in 
spandrels, and valne in mar
ginal label beneath, [ c e y l o n  
p o s ta g e . ]  Col. imp., rect., perf. 
Wink., cc. and crown.

Four cents, bluish grey.

1872.
8. Profile of Queen, with diadem, on 

oval lined disk, in frame 
having inscribed labels and 
key-patterned sides ; orna
ments in spandrels, [ c e y l o n  
p o s ta g e . ]  Col. imp., rect., 
perf. Wink., cc. and crown.

Eight cents, orange-yellow.

1872.
9. Profile of Queen, with diadem, to 

left on lined circular disk, with 
curved white labels above and 
below; scroll ornaments in an
gles. [CEYLON POSTAGE.] Col. 
imp,, rect., perf. Wmk., cc. 
and crown.

Sixteen cents, lilac.

1872.
10. Profile of Queen, with diadem, to 

left on lined disk, in oval in
scribed band ; ornaments in an
gles. [CEYLON POSTAGE.] Col. 
imp., rect., perf. Wmk., CC. 
and crown.
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a. Inscription on coloured band.

Twenty-four cents, green.
b. Inscription on white band.

Ninety-six cents, grey-brown.
1872.

11. Profile of Queen, with diadem, to 
left on lined circular disk, with 
white arched label above and 
marginal label, containing value, 
below; ornaments in spandrels.
[ c e y l o n  p o s ta g e . ]  Col. imp., 
rect., perf. Wmk., cc. and 
crown.

Thirty-six cents, blue.
1872.

12. Profile of Queen, with diadem, 
to left on lined circular disk, 
with solid curved inscribed 
labels above and below; and 
value in white marginal label 
at foot ; scroll ornaments in 
spandrels, [ c e y l o n  p o s ta g e . ]  
Col. imp-, rect., perf. Wmk. 
cc. and crown.

Forty-eight cents, rose.

ENVELOPE STAMPS.
1861.

13. Embossed: profile of Queen, with 
diadem, to left on solid disk, 
in oval reticulated inscribed 
frame, [ c e y l o n  p o s ta g e . ]  Col. 
imp., oval.

One penny, blue ; twopence, 
green.
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1861.
14. Embossed : profile of Queen, 

with diadem, to left on solid 
disk, in a reticulated inscribed 
oval frame, with serrated 
edge, [ c e y l o n  p o s ta g e . ]  Col. 
imp., oval.

Four-pence, rose ; fivepenee, 
deep brown.

1861-8.
15. Embossed : profile of Queen, 

with diadem, to left on solid 
disk, in a reticulated in
scribed circular frame with 
serrated edge, [ ceylon  post
a g e . ]  Col. imp., circ.

a. On thick paper.
1861. Sixpence, purple- 

brown ; one shilling, yellow,
h. On thin bluish paper.

1868. Sixpence, purple-brown.

1861.

16. Embossed : profile of Queen, with 
diadem, to left on solid disk, 
in a reticulated inscribed oct
agonal frame, [ c e y l o n  p o s t a g e . ]  Col. imp., oct.

Eighfpence, deep brown ; two 
shillings, dark blue.
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1861.
17. Embossed : profile of Queen, 

with diadem, to left on solid 
oval disk, in a reticulated 
inscribed frame ; spandrels 
also reticulated, [ c e y l o n  post
a g e . ]  Col imp., rect.

Nİnepence, purple-brown ; 
one shilling and ninepence, 
light green.

1868.
18. Embossed : profile of Queen, 

with diadem, to left on solid 
oval disk, in a beaded and 
partly reticulated frame, bear
ing inscription and value. 
[ ceylon postage. ]  Col. imp. 
on thin bluish paper., oval.

Tenpence, red.

N ote.— I t was reported a short time since, that the entire snrplus 
stock of the old Cingalese envelopes had been burnt by order of the 
postmaster. I f  this news be true, it will greatly enhance the value 
of the specimens possessed by collectors.

1872.
19. Embossed : profile of Queen, 

with diadem, to left in solid 
beaded oval, surmounted by 
an inscribed reticulated arch
ed label ; scroll ornaments 
at sides, and value iu mar
ginal label below, [ ceylon.]  
Col. imp., rect.

Four cents, pale blue.
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20.

POST CARD. 
1872.

Design of No. G, impressed 
in right upper corner of 
card ; royal arms and in
scription to left; space 
below for address ; in or
namented frame, bearing 
inscriptions in Cingalese 
and Tamil, [ post c a r d , 
<fcc.] Col. imp.

Two cents, mauve.

D E C C A N  (The).

ADHESIVE STAMPS.
1866.

Oriental characters (signi
fying “  Government of 
the Nizam—year 1283 
of the Hegira” ) on a 
delicate foliate ground, 
in fanciful frame; re
ticulated background. 
Col. imp., obi,, perf.

[1 anna,'] olive-green.
1869.

2. Linear design: value in centre, sur
rounded by four semi-detached 
labels, bearing Persi-Arabic in
scription; curved labels above 
and below; in single-lined frame.
[ po st s ta m p . ]  Col. imp., rect., 
perf.

\ anna, brown, deep brown; 2 an., olive-green, 
yellow-green.
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1871-2.
3. Similar design to No. 2, but rather 

larger and more finished, the 
ground of stamp being filled up 
with an elaborate pattern, [ post 
s ta m p . ]  Col. imp., rect., perf.

1871. y anna, red ; 3 an., 
reddish brown, pale brown ; 4 
an., deep grey ; 8 an., dark brown ; 12 an., light 
blue, greenish blue.

1872. 1 anna, purple-brown; 2 an., green, 
light green.

N ote.—The annexed handstamped design 
was in use from 1866 to 1870. It was struck 
in black on ordinary envelopes, but whether 
it was a postage stamp in the ordinary sense 
of the term is not known. It was, at any 
rate, in use contemporaneously with the 
postal series proper. The design is said to 
consist of the Nawab's signature, and it may 
have been his own frank stamp. But very 
few copies have been met with.

HONGKONG.

ADHESIVE STAMPS.

1862-71.
1. Profile of Queen Victoria, with 

diadem, to left on lined rectan
gular disk, in a white frame, 
with Grecian pattern in angles 
and Chinese characters at sides ; 
inscription above and value be
neath. [HONGKONG.] Col. imp. 
rect., perf.
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a. Unwmkd.
1862. 2 cents, pale brown ; 8 c., lemon ; 12 c., 

pale bine; 18 c., lilac ; 24 c., light green ; 48 c., 
rose ; 96 c., grey-black.

b. Wmkd. cc. and crown. ,
1863. 2 cents, brown ; 4 c., deep grey ; 6 c., 

lilac ; 8 c. orange, lemon ; 12 c., pale blue ; 24 c., 
light green ; 30 c., vermilion ; 48 c., rose.

1865. 96 cents, yellowish brown, grey-black.
1871. 30 cents, mauve.

INDIA.*

ADHESIVE STAMPS.
1854.

ШПЛЛЖЯЭ 1. Profile of Queen Victoria, with dia
dem, to left on solid rectangular 
disk ; arched pattern at sides ; 
crosses in upper angles, and value 
in lower margin, [ india.]  Col. 
imp., rect. Wmk. covering en
tire sheet of stamps^ and consist-^

* Prior to the adoption of the first-issued type, an essay of a 
very elegant design was engraved on steel, and would have been 
employed, but some delay occurred in cutting the die, and by order 
of the Governor-General the design ultimately issued was hurriedly 
and roughly produced, in order to permit of the immediate employ
ment of stamps. Such is the account given by Colonel Mainwaring 
in The Stamp-Collector'а Magazine for January, 1874. He describes 
the rejected design as follows : “  Lion trippant under palm-tree, on 
plain-coloured oblong disk, open lace border, oblong, value below in 
words.” A correspondent of The Stamp-Collector* s Magazine has 
since come forward to say that he possesses a specimen of it, the 
first that has hitherto been heard of.
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in g  of arm s in oval, inscribed stam p  o f f ic e  in 
centre, and an exterior w aved border.

Half anna, red, deep blue, pale blue ; one 
an., red.

N ote.— The half-anna stamp was prepared for use in black, hut 
at the last moment it was found that a packet of the stamps had 
been purloined, and a fresh supply had then to be printed in red.

1854.
2. Profile of Queen, with diadem, to 

left on solid rectangular disk ; 
reticulated pattern at sides ; in
scription above and value below.
[ in d ia . ]  Col. imp., rect. Wmk. 
in  sheet same as in  No. 1.

Two annas, green.

1854.
3. Profile of Queen, with diadem, 

to left on white circular disk, 
in inscribed octagonal frame. 
[ in d ia . ]  Imp. in two cols., oct. 
Wmk. in sheet same as in No. 1.

Four annas, blue and red.
« N ote.— An eight-anna stamp of this design was prepared, and 
a few copies printed in the same colours as the four annas, but with 
their position reversed, the head being in red and the frame in blue. 
They were never issued, but until recently it was thought that they 
had been in temporary use.

1855-65.
4. Profile of Queen, with diadem, 

to left on lined disk in oval 
inscribed band, with reticulat
ed angles, [ e a s t  in d ia  p o s t
a g e . ]  Col. imp., rect., perf.
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a. W ithout wmk,
1855. Half anna, blue ; one an,, brown ; two 

an., green, rosy red, yellow ; four an., black ; eight 
an,, rose.

18(54. Four annas, green.
b. W m k ., an elephant’s head.

1865. Half anna, blue, bright blue ; one an., 
brown ; 2 an., orange ; 4  an., green; 8 an., rose.

N o t e . —Specimens of the stamps of 1855 are found on bluish 
paper, but the tint of the paper İ3 probably due to the action of 
t he gum.

1868. ’
5. Design of No. 4  re-engraved, and varying from  

original in pattern of diadem, and sundry details.
_ [ east India postage.] Col. imp., reck, perf. 

W m k ., an elephant’s head.
Eight annas, rose.

1860-70.
6. Profile of Queen, with diadem, to 

left in oval lined disk, in oc
tagonal frame ; inscription at 
sides, and value above and 
below ; spandrels reticulated. 
[EAST INDIA POSTAGE.] Col. imp., 
oct., perf. *

a. W ithout wmk.
1860. Eight pies, lilac.

b. W m k., an elephant’s head.
1870. Eight pies, lilac.

N o t e .— “ This stamp waa specially required for the prepayment of 
soldier's half-ounce letters to the Uuited Kingdom and British Colo
nies, the postage chargeable on which is fixed by Act of Parliament at 
one penny each, equivalent to eight pies in Indian currency. It is 
now used also in combination with other stamps for various foreign 
post rates."— 7’Ae S tam p-C ollector'в Magazine. •
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1866.
7. Profile of Queen, with diadem, 

to left on lined disk in bead
ed circle ; inscribed curved 
labels above and below ; in 
octagonal frame ; spandrels 
reticulated, [ e a s t  in d ia  po st
a g e . ]  Col. imp., oct., perf. 
Wmk., an elephant’s head.

Four annas, green.
Note,—This stamp, of an entirely distinct design, was issued 

on its being found that confusion frequently occurred between the 
four-anna green of the previous type and the half-anna blue.

1866.
8. Profile of Queen, with diadem, 

to left on lined disk in 
dotted circles, with broad 
curved linear bands above 
and below enclosing value ; 
triangular ornaments in 
angles ; surcharge in green 
in upper part of stamp on 
reticulated ground, [ post
a g e . ]  Col. imp., large rect., 
perf. at sides.

a. Surcharge in comparatively small letters.
Six annas, lilac.

b. Surcharge in larger letters.
Six annas, lilac.

N ote.—This stamp was a fiscal label shorn of its two ends. It 
was intended to be used in conjunction with the 8 pies lilac, in 
order to make up the rate of 6 annas 8 pies (or 10d.), to represent 
which the nest type was subsequently issued.
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1867.
9. Profile of Queen, with, diadem, to 

left on lined disk, in inscribed 
octagon ; ornamented pattern in  angles, [ e a s t  in d ia  p o s t .]  
Col. imp., rect., perf. Wmk., 
an elephant’s head.

Six annas and eight pies, 
slate-grey.OFFICIAL (OR “  SERVICE ” )  STAMPS.
I 860.

10. Profile of Queen, with diadem,
to left on lined disk İn  beaded 
and linear circle ; on re ticu la t
ed gro u n d , w ith  border of 
pearls a t sides ; inscription 
above, va lue  below, [ s e r v ic e .]
Col. imp., large rect.

a. Surcharge in black.
Two annas, lilac.

b. Surcharge in green.
Two annas, lilac.

Notu—These also are revenue stamps with the two ends cut off.

I860.
11. Desigù of Ko. 6 surcharged in small black letters

with the word s e r v ic e , [ e a s t  in d ia  p o s ta g e , 
s e r v ic e . ]  Col. imp., rect., perf.

Eight pies, lilac,

1866.
12. Design o f K o . 5, surcharged  w ith  the w ord  service

in black, [ e a s t  in d ia  p o s ta g e , s e r v ic e , ]  Col. 
imp., rect., perf. Wmk., an elephant’s head.
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a. Surcharge in small letters. .

Half anna, blue; one an., brown; two an., 
orange ; four an., green ; eight an., rose.

b. Surcharge in larger letters.
Half anna, blue ; one an., brown ; two an., 

orange ; four an., green ; eight an., rose.

1866.
13. Design of No. 7, surcharged in black with the word 

SERVICE. [EAST INDIA POSTAGE, SERVICE.] Col. imp., 
oct., perf. Wmk:., an elephant’s head.

a. Surcharge in small letters.
Four annas, green.

b. Surcharge in larger letters.
Four annas, green.

1868.
14. Design of No. 9, surcharged in small black letters 

with the word s e r v ic e , [ e a s t  in d ia  p o s t , s e r v ic e . ]  
Col. imp., rect., perf. Wmk., an elephant’s head.

Six annas and eight pies, deep grey.

15.
1868.

Profile of Queen, with dia
dem, to left on lined disk, 
in solid circular inscribed 
band ; large curved let
tered labels above and 
beneath ; scroll ornaments 
in angles ; surcharge s e r v i c e  p o s t a g e  in green.[GOVERNMENT OF INDIA.RECEIPT b i l e  o r  d r a f t .SERVICE POSTAGE.] Col. 
imp., rect., perf. Wmk., CC. and crown. 

Half anna, lilac.
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1868.

16. Profile of Queen, with diadem, 
to left on lined disk, in 
beaded and linear circle, 
with tesselated pattern 
above and below inscribed 
with surcharge, in green ; 
white curved labels, bearing 
value, at both ends, [ s e e - v ic e  p o s t a g e . ]  Col. imp., 
large rect., perf. Wmk., 
cc. and crown.

Two annas, lilac.

N ote.— Unlike the other provisional service stamps, this is, or 
appears to be, a complete design, and not a truncated one. I t  is 
perforated on all four sides, and an exterior line encloses the entire 
design. It is also to be remarked that it originally bore no inscrip
tion, except that of the value.

1868.

Profile of Queen, with diadem, 
to left on lined disk in 
beaded and serrated circle ; 
interlaced loops at sides, and 
square diapered disks, bear
ing value, above and below ; 
surcharge in green, [ ser 
vice postage . ]  Col. imp., 
largo rect., perf. at sides. 
Wmk., cc. and crown.

Four annas, lilac.
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1868.
18. Profile of Qaeen, -with diadem, 

to left on lined disk, in 
beaded octagon; ground of 
tesselated pattern enclosing 
solid square disks, bearing 
value above and below ; re
ticulated marginal inscribed 
label at top ; surcharge in 
green. [ foreign , service 
postage . ]  Col. imp., large 
rect., perf. at sides. Wmk., 
cc. and crown.

Eight annas, lilac.

ENVELOPE STAMPS.
1857-71.

'. Embossed : profile of Queen, 
with diadem, to left on solid 
disk, in a reticulated inscribed 
frame, bearing value in curved 
label below, [ in d ia  p o s t a g e .]  
Col. imp., circ.

I. Impressed on right upper cor
ner of envelope.

a. On thin cream laid paper.
1857. Half anna, blue, pale bine.

b. On thin blue laid paper.
1857. One anna, brown.

c. On thicker cream laid paper.
1871. Half anna, blue.

d. On thicker blue laid paper.
1871. One anna, brown.
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N ote.— The thicker paper was chosen upon the limits of weight 
for the letter rates being doubled.

II. Impressed on note paper with envelope flap. 

a. On thin cream laid paper.
1857. Half anna, bine.

N ote.— “  This note paper, like the envelopes, bears on the flap, for 
a closing seal, a circular embossed impression of a lion trippant 
under palm-tree. The weight of each sheet was one quarter o f a 
tola (little more than one-tenth of an ounce), that being the former 
unit of weight for letters. It was found to be saleable with diffi
culty, aud now that the unit of weight for letters has been raised to 
half a iota, there is no demand for it. The first supply, now almost 
exhausted, will not, it is believed, be renewed.”— The Stamp-Collec
tor's Magazine.

Scinde.

ADHESIVE STAMP.
1851.

20. Embossed in plain relief : East India 
Company’s trade-mark (heart with 
arrow-head) and value in inscribed 
circle, [ scinde district  da w k .]  
Circ.

I anna, white.
Note.— This littleknown but highly-interesting postage Btamp 

was issued by Sir Bartle Frere, during the time that he was Chief 
Commissioner for the then recently-annexed province. He has 
himself described, in The Stamp-Collector's Magazine for 1867, the cir
cumstances which led to its emission, and to the establishment of a 
postal service throughout Scinde. Every government official was 
ordered to receive, and send on to his own immediate superior, all 
letters bearing one of the above stamps ; ancj the first official who 
had a real post-office at hand sent to it all the stamped letters 
which he and his subordinates had collected. Sir Bartle Frere 
believes that the success with which this experiment was attended, 
was one inducement to the introduction soon after of postage 
stamps for all India.
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JAPAN".
ADHESIVE STAMPS.

1871-2.
1. Dragons on each 

side of an ir
regular white 
disk, bearing 
Japanese in
scriptions in 
black, enclos
ed in frame of 

Greek pattern. Col. imp., sq. 
a. Unperf.

1871. 48 mons, brown, deep brown ; 100 mona, 
indigo ; 200 mons, vermilion ; 300 mons, green,
Îellow-green.

'erf.
1872. 48 mons, brown, deep brown; 100 mons, 

blue ; 200 mons, vermilion ; 500 mons, green,
yellow-green.

N ote.— The values of these series are frequently given iu “  ten
poes,” but “  tenpo " is stated to be simply the name of the epoch at 
which the coins entitled “  m ons” were first introduced; perhaps in 
ordiuary calculations, the word “  tenpo,” borrowed from the date of 
emission of the coins, has come to be employed to signify the coiii3 
themselves. The inscription on the perforated stamps is not in the 
same dialect as that of the inscription in the unperforated series.

1872-8.
2. Emblems and crest of the Mika

do (crossed branches and 
chrysanthemum) in rectan
gular disk, enclosing Japan
ese inscription, in marginal 
frame bearing value above 
and beneath, Japanese charac
ters at sides, and florets in 
angles. Col. imp., rect., perf.
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1872.. \ sen, brown ; 1 sen, blue, indigo ;
2 sen, vermilion.

1873. 2 sen, yellow; 4 sen, rose.

1872.
3, Crest of the Mikado and dra

gons, with spandrel orna
ments, in rectangular mar
ginal frame bearing value 
above and beneath, Japanese 
characters at sides, and 
florets in angles. Col. imp., 
rect., perf.

10 sen, green, yellow- 
green.

1872.
4. Qrnamented circular band hav

ing crest above and leaves 
below, and enclosing Japan
ese characters ; ornaments 
in spandrels ; in rectangular 
marginal frame, bearing 
value ; florets in angles. 
Col. imp., large rect., perf.

20 sen, violet.
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v 1872.
5. Similar design to No. 2, but 

larger, and enclosed in a 
narrow Greek-patterned 
border. Col. imp., large 
rect., perf.

30 sen, greyish brown.

POUTU OTTE SE INDIES.

ADHESIVE STAMPS.
1872.

1. Denomination of value on disk 
with ground of vertical lines, in 
inscribed solid oval band, in 
linear frame ; ornaments in span
drels. [SERVICO POSTAL. INDIA 
port . ]  Rect., perf.

I. Blk, imp.
a. Lines in oval disk close together.

10 reis, black.
II. Col. imp.

a. Lines in oval disk close together.
20 reis, red, vermilion; 40 r., bright blue; 

100 r., dark green, light green ; 200 r., yellow ; 
300 r., reddish violet; 600 r., reddish violet; 
900 r., reddish violet.

b. Lines in oval disk wider apart.
20 reis, vermilion ; 40 r., dull blue ; 100 r., 

green ; 200 r,, yellowish olive.
Note.— T he stamps in section II., a., were first printed on ordinary 

white paper, then on very thick white paper, and subsequently on 
laid paper. They were all engraved in Goa by a native wheelwright.
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SHANGHAI.

ADHESIVE STAMPS.

1865.
1. Dragon and ornaments m rect

angular disk, in inscribed 
linear frame bearing Chinese 
characters at sides and in 
angles, [ sh an gh ai l . p . o .]  
Col. imp., large rect.

1 candareen, blue, deep 
blue ; 2 cană., black ; 3 
cand., chocolate ; 4 cand., 
yellow, orange ; 6 nand.,

red-brown, vermilion ; 8 cand., green, bright 
green, dull green ; 12 cand., vermilion, red
brown, chocolate ; 16 cand., red, carmine-red.

N ote.— These postage stamps are found on very thin paper, on 
thicker paper, on laid paper, Ac. Furthermore, all the values exist 
with the denomination candareen» written without the final « ; and 
there are also a number o f varieties arising from differences in the 
type of the figure o f value.

1866.
2. Dragon on a reticulated oval disk, 

in marginal inscribed frame, 
having Chinese characters at 
sides and in angles ; English 
inscription above and value 
below ; florets in spandrels. 
[ shanghai l . p . o.] Col. imp., 
rect., perf.

2 cents, rose.

р л л л л л л л л л л п ,

Note.— This stamp was reiesued in 1872 with perforations 
differing somewhat from those of the original emission.
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1866. .
3. Dragon on a reticulated irregular 

oval disk, in inscribed frame 
formed of white labels, having 
Chinese characters at sides and 
in circles at angles; English 
inscription above and value 
below ; scroll ornaments in 
spandrels, [ s h a n g h a i  l . p . 0.] 
Col. imp., rect., perf.

4 cents, lilac, mauve.

1866.
4. Dragon on a reticulated rectan

gular disk, in rustic inscribed 
frame, having Chinese charac
ters at sides and in angles ;
English inscription above and 
value below , [ s h a n g h a i l . p . o. ]
Col. imp., rect., perf.

8 cents, blue, pale blue.

1866.
5. Dragon on a reticulated rectan

gular disk, in ornamented 
frame formed of white in
scribed labels, having Chi
nese characters at sides and 
in circles at angles ; English 
inscription above and value 
below, [ s h a n g h a i l . p. o. ]  
Col. imp., rect., perf.

16 cents, light green.
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1866.
6. Dragon on a vertically-lined 

irregular oval disk, in frame 
formed of white inscribed 
labels, having Chinese char
acters át sides and in circles 
at angles ; English inscrip
tion above and value below. 
[ s h a n g h a i l . p. o.] Col. 
imp., rect., perf.

1 candareen, brown, dark brown.

1866.
7. Dragon on an oblique-lined oval 

disk, in frame formed of white 
inscribed labels, having Chi
nese characters at sides and 
in circles at angles ; English 
inscription above and value 
below, [ s h a n g h a i L .p . o.] Col. 
imp., rect., perf.

3 candareens, orange.

1866.

L r\  / • j V W U i / V X i

8. Dragon on oblique-lined octa
gonal disk, in ornamented 
inner frame, in inscribed 
white marginal frame, having 
Chinese characters at sides 
and in angles; English in
scription above and value 
below. [SHANGHAI L. P. 0,] 
Col. imp., rect., perf.

6 candareens, greenish grey.
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1866.
9. Dragon and fan ornaments on 

horizontally-lined rectangular 
disk, in inscribed white mar
ginal frame, having Chinese 
characters at sides and in 
angles ; English inscription 
above and value below, [ shan
ghai l . p. o.] Col. imp., rect., 
perf.

12 candareens, greyish brown.
1873.

10. Designs of Nos. 2, 3, and 4, respectively, surcharged
obliquely with new value [1 cand.] and Chinese 
characters. Col. imp., rect., perf.

a. Surcharge in deep blue.
Design of No. 2, 1 candareen, rose.

„  „  No. 3, 1 „  mauve.
„  „  No. 4, 1 „  pale blue.

b. Surcharge in pale blue.
Design of No. 3, 1 candareen, lilac.

POST CARDS.
1873.

11. Type-printed: three lines of inscription, with blank
space below for address ; in chain-patterned 
linear border. [ s h a n g h a i l o c a l  post c a r d . 
ISSUED TO SUBSCRIBERS ONLY, & C .] Col. imp. 

Mauve.
1874.

12. Design of No. 6 in right upper corner, with English
and Chinese inscription to left, and b la n k  space 
below for address; in  linear fram e, [ s h a n g h a i 
LOCAL POST CARD, & С .] Col. im p ,

1 candareen, mauve.

Ш Е 32Ш Ш
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Note.— The Local Post office in Shanghai was established in 1865 
by the English Municipal Council there. Although termed a 
“  local” post, it does not confine its operations to the mere recep
tion and delivery of letters from or for the town, but, working in 
concert with the Hong Kong Government Post Office, it receives 
letters for the Southern Chinese ports, the Straits, India, Australia, 
Europe, and America, though the postage on such letters must be 
prepaid in Hong Kong stamps. It is in every sense of the word 
a genuine undertaking, and its stamps are entitled to the fullest 
acceptance.

STRAITS SETTLEMENTS.

ADHESIVE STAMPS.
1867.

Design of India, No. 4, snr- 
cbarged -with crown above 
portrait, and value in cents 
beneath. Col. imp., rect., perf. 
Wink,, an elephant’s bead.

a. Surcharge in carmine.
Three half cents, carmine (on 

half anna, blue) ; two cents, 
carmine (on one anna, brown.)

b. Surcharge in blue.
Three cents, blue (on one anna, brown) ; 24 

cents, blue (on eight annas, rose.)
c. Surcharge in black.

Four cents, black (on one anna, brown) ; 32 
cents, black (on two annas, orange.)

d. Surcharge in violet.
Six cents, violet (on two annas, orange.)

e. Surcharge in green.
Eight cents, green (on two annas, orange.)
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1867.
2. Design of India, No. 7, surcharged in carmine

with crown, above portrait, and value in cents 
beneath. Col. imp., rect. Wmk., an elephant’s 
head.

Twelve cents, carmine (on four annas, green.)

1868.
3. Profile of Queen Victoria, with

diadem, to left on lined disk, 
in oval inscribed white band, 
with value below in marginal 
label, and ornaments in span
drels, different in each stamp.
[ s tr a its  s e t t l e m e n t s  po st
a g e .] Col. imp., rect., perf.
Wmk., cc. and crown.

a. Value in solid label.
Two cents, brown ; four c., carmine-rose ; six c., 

lilac, mauve.
h. Value on white label.

Eight cents, orange ; twelve c., light blue ; 24 c.,

1868.
4. Profile of Queen, with diadem, 

to left on lined disk, in in
scribed rectangular frame ; 
ornaments in angles, [ s tr a its  
s e t t l e m e n t s  p o s ta g e . ]  Col. 
imp,, rect., perf. Wmk., cc. 
and crown.

32 cents, vermilion; 96 c., 
greyish brown.

light green.
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1872.
5. Profile of Queen, with diadem, to 

left on lined disk, in white 
inscribed hexagon ; ornaments 
in spandrels, [ s t r a it s  s e t t l e 
m e n t s  p o s ta g e . ]  Col. imp., 
rect., perf. Wmk., cc. and 
crown.

30 cents, lake-rose.
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A F R I C A .

ANGOLA.

ADHESIVE STAMPS.

1870-2.
1. Crown on solid disk in Greek- 

patterned circle; correspond
ing ornaments in spandrels 
and corners; white inscrib
ed marginal labels above and 
beneath. [ a n g o l a . ]  Beet, 
perf.

a. Blk. imp.
1870. 5 reis, black.

b. Col. imp.
1870. 10 reis, orange ; 20 r., pale bistre, dark 

bistre; 25 r., ròse; 50 r., green; 100 r., dull 
mauve.

1871. 25 reis, deep red.
1872. 10 reis, yellow ; 100 r., bright mauve.
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CAPE OP GOOD HOPE.

ADHESIVE STAMPS.

1853-64,
1. Figure of Hope reclin

ing beside anchor, 
on an engine-turned 
ground, in inscrib
ed triangular frame; 
ornaments in angles. 
[ с а г е  o f  good  н о г е  

p o s ta g e . ]  Col. imp., trian. Wmk., an anchor.
a. On bluish paper.

1853. One penny, brick-red; fmrpence, deep 
blue.

b. On white paper.
1857. One penny, brick-red, lake-red.
1858. Sixpence, lilac; one shilling, deep 

green.
1863. One penny, deep red; fourpence, deep 

blue ; sixpence, pale lilac ; one shilling, yellowish 
green.

İH64. One penny, brownish red ; fourpence, 
greyish blue; sixpence, mauve; one shilling, 
emerald green.

1860.
2, Wood-block impression: similar design to No. 1, 

but on solid ground and very coarsely executed. 
[ ca p e  of good  h o p e  p o s ta g e . ]  Col. imp., on laid 
paper., trian.

One penny, bright red, deep red, rose, blue ; 
fourpence, light blue, dark blue, red.
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N ote.-—This type was cut on wood in the colony in consequence 
of a tem porary deficiency in the supply of the engraved stamps. 
Our illustration annexed to Type 1 is, in fact, a copy of Type 2. 
The one penny blue and fourpence red are printer’s errors ; only a 
small number were struck off, and specimens of either are of extreme 
rarity.

1863-71.
3. Figure of Hope seated on an an

chor between vine-branch and 
ram, with linear background 
and inscribed marginal labels 
above and beneath, [ cape of 
GOOD HOPE POSTAGE.] Col. imp., 
rect., perf. Wmk,, cc. and crown.

a. With exterior single-lined frame.
1863. One shilling, light 

green.
1865, One penny, pale rose ; fowpence, pale 

blue ; sixpence, pale lilac.
1868. One permy, bright rose ; fourpence, 

bright blue ; sixpence, lilac ; one shilling, deep 
green.

h. Without exterior single-lined frame (re-engraved 
design.)

1871. One penny, carmine ; fourpence, deep 
bine ; sixpence, deep lilac ; one shilling, deep 
green ; five shillings, orange.

1868.
4. Design of No. 3, but the words p o s ta g e  s ix p en c e  ob

literated, and fo u r p e n c e  p rin te d  in  red letters 
across the stam p, [ cape  o f  GOOD h o p e . ]  Col. 
i m p , rect.

s
F ourpen ce, lilac and red.
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EGYPT.

ADHESIVE STAMPS.

1865.
1. Arabic inscription in black upon 

an arabesque design (different 
in each stamp), with value in 
Roman characters at angles. 
Col. imp., rect., perf.

a. Without wmk.
1 pe. [piastre], rose-lilac.

b. Wmk., a pyramid.
5 paras, slate-green ; 10 p., brown ; 20 p., blue ; 

2 pe. [piastre], orange ; 5 pe., rose ; 10 pe., dull 
bine.

Note.— T hese stamps are also to be found unperforated, but the 
specimens showing this peculiarity must have accidentally escaped 
perforation.

1867-71.
2. Pyramid and sphinx in 

lined transverse oval, with 
Cleopatra’s needle and 
Pompey’s pillar at sides ;
Arabic inscription in up
per and lower margins, 
with valne at angles. Col. 
imp., obi., perf. Crescent 
and star impressed on back of stamp.

1867. 5 paras, orange ; 10 par,, lilac; 20par., 
yellow-green ; 1 piastre, lake-red ; 2 pe., deep 
blue ; 5 pe., brown.

1871. 10 paras, mauve ; 20 par., deep green.
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1872.
Sphinx to left of pyramid in 

lined transverse oval, in 
inscribed marginal frame ; 
figure of value in each 
corner ; star and crescent 
in spandrels, [ poste khe- 
DEÜIE EGIZIANE.] Col. imp., 
ohi., perf. Wmk., star 
and crescent.

5 parus, brown ; 10 par., mauve ; 20 par., blue ; 
1 piastre, carmine-red ; 2 pe., yellow ; 2| pe., 
purple ; 5 pe., light green.

N ote.— This series would appear to have been issued apropos of 
the assumption of the title of “  Khedive” by the Viceroy. The 
crescent and star in the angles may be taken to indicate the 
Turkish supremacy.

OFFICIAL “  STAMPS.”

1865.

N ote.— These circular designs are given as specimens of the 
official seals, of which over a hundred varieties exist. They are 
not entitled to be considered as postage stamps, but simply form 
part of the office furniture. Each chief office has its own seal.
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IÇacal Postage Stamps.
Suez Maritime Canal Company.

ADHESIVE STAMPS.
1868.

4. Steamship sailing to right, 
on plain disk in inscribed 
■white transverse oval band ; 
value in white circles at an
gles: spandrels lined, [ canal 
MARITIME DE SUEZ. POSTES.]
Obi.

1 centime, black. 
b. Col. imp.

5 centimes, pale green ; 20 c., pale blue ; 40 c., 
rosy red.

Note.—These stamps were issued in virtue of an authorisation 
granted by the Khedive, but shortly afterwards withdrawn ; they 
were consequently in use but a very brief period, and would be rare 
but for the fact that the large surplus stock fell into the hands of 
some stamp dealers.

a. Blk. imp.

FERNANDO PO.
ADHESIVE STAMP. 

1868.
1. ^Profile of Queen Isabella, with 

diadem, to left on lined disk 
in circle, with ornamented 
spandrels; inscribed marginal 
labels above and below, and 
letters in each corner. [Fer
nando poo.] Col. imp., rect., 
perf.

20 centinws de escudo, brown.
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Note.— Doubt of the authenticity of this stamp has been ex
pressed, but it is now generally admitted to have been in use. In 
1873, a Cuban 10 centimos of the 1871 type was met with surcharged 
with the words Fernando po in black in a half circle, with a crown 
below surcharged in blue, and it has been looked on as a specimen 
of a hitherto unknown provisional issue; but it is rather curious 
that two colours should have been used for the surcharge, one for 
the name and the other for the crown, nor is the appropriateness of 
the crown apparent, seeing that the stamp must have been used, 
if at all, a considerable time after the establishment of a provisional 
government.

GAMBIA.
• ADHESIVE STAMPS.

1869.
1, Embossed profile of Queen Victo

ria, with diadem, to left on solid 
circular disk, with ornamented 
spandrels ; inscribed marginal 
labels above and below, [ gam- 
вга.] Col. imp., rect.

Fourpence, dark brown, light 
brown ; sixpence, dark blue.

LIBERIA.

ADHESIVE STAMPS.
1860-4.

Figure of Liberty, seated, with 
vessel to right, in circle; in
scribed scrolls above and below, 
with waved lines in spandrels. 
[ libekia.] Col. imp., largo 
rect.

I. In frame of two lines. 
a. Unperf.

I860. Six cents, red ; twelve c., bright blue; 
24 c„ green.
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b. Perf.
1860. Six cents, red ; twelve c,, deep blue ; 

ultramarine ; 24 c., green, yellow-green.
II. In frame of three lines.

a. Unperf.
1864. Six cents, red.

b. Perf.
1864. Six cents, red ; twelve c., light blue ; 

24 c., yellow-green.

MADEIRA.
ADHESIVE STAMPS. 

1868-71.
1. Design of Portugal, No. 4, with 

name of island printed across 
the profile, [ m a d e ir a . ]  Beet.

I. Blk. imp. ; name of island sur
charged in red.

a. Unperf.
1868. 5 reis, black.

b. Perf.
1868. 5 reis, black.

II. Col. imp. ; name of island surcharged in black.
a. Unperf.

1868. 20 reis, yellow-ochre ; 50 r., green ;
80 r., orange ; 100 r., lilac,

b. Perf.
1868. 10 reis, yellow ; 20 r., yellow-ochre ;

25 r., rose ; 50 r., green ; 80 r., orange ; 100 r., 
deep lilac ; 120 r,, blue.

1871. 100 reis, pale lilac ; 240 r,, mauve.
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1871-4.
2. Design of Portugal, No. 5, with 

name of island printed across 
the profile, [ m a d e ira . ]  Rect.,

е. Bik. imp, ; name of island sur
charged in red.
1871. 5 rets, black.

b. Col. imp. ; name of island surcharged in black.
1871. 10 reis, yellow; 20 r., ochre; 25 r.i 

rose.
1872. 50 reis, green; 80 r., orange; 120 r., 

blue.
1874. 100 reis, pale lilac ; 240 r., mauve.

MAURITIUS.
ADHESIVE STAMPS.

1852.
1. Profile of Queen Victoria, with 

diadem, to left on rectangular 
disk, in inscribed marginal frame 
having cross and star in alter
nate angles, [ po st p a id  p o s ta g e  
m a u r it iu s . ]  Col. imp., rect.

a. Shading of disk of vertical and
oblique lines.
One penny, red; twopence, blue.

b. Shading of disk of oblique lines.
One penny, red ; twopence, blue.

Note.— A few specimens have been met with of both values of 
this type, with the words post office in the place of “  Post Paid." 
They were formerly thought to be due simply to a mistake of the 
engraver, but are now considered to have been the original designs. 
It is supposed that the known specimens are proofs which paused
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through the post unobserved on account of their likeness to the 
design subsequently adopted. They are more finely engraved than 
the stamps inscribed post paid, and it is argued that when the 
engraver was required to alter the inscription from “ Post Office 11 
to “  Post Paid,” owing to his limited knowledge of his art, he 
could hit on no other way of doing so than by recopying the entire 
design,

1852.
2. Profile of Queen, with fillet, to 

left on rectangular disk form
ed of crossed diagonal lines, 
in inscribed marginal frame 
having cross and star in al
ternate anglee. [ po st p a id  p o s t 
a g e  Ma u r it iu s . [Col. imp., rect. 

Twopence, bine.
N ote.— By some mistake our engraving o f this type shows the 

words post office, instead o f post гаш on left side. In all other 
respects it is fairly accurate.

1853.
3. Profile of Queen, with fillet, to 

left on rectangular disk formed 
of vertical, horizontal, and ob
lique lines ; in broad inscribed 
marginal frame, having star 
and cross in alternate angles. 
[ post p a id  p o s ta g e  m a u r it iu s . ]  
Col. imp., rect.

Twopence, blue.
1859.

4. Profile of Qneen, with diadem, to 
left on solid rectangular disk, 
with inscription above, value in 
lower margin, key-pattern at 
sides, and small stars in angles. 
[ mauritius. ]  Col. imp., rect.

One penny, vermilion ; two
pence, blue.
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Note.— All the Mauritius stamps above described were engraved 
and printed in the island, and are very roughly executed. They 
are known as the “ native”  Mauritius. The sheets in which Nos. 
1, 2, and 3 were printed consisted of twelve impressions, each one 
differing from the rest,

1857-9.
5. Figure of Britannia, seated, with

ship to right, on reticulated rect
angular disk, in narrow engine- 
turned frame having inscribed 
marginal label at foot ; small stars 
in angles, [ m a u r it iu s . ]  Col. imp., 
reet.

1857. [4d.], green; [6d.], vermilion.
1859. [9d.], magenta.

N ote.— The brick-red and the blue specimens are proofs.

1857.
6. Design of No. 5, handstamped in black with value

in a semi-circle, [ m a u r it iu s . ]  Col. imp., rect. 
Fourjpencc, green.

1859-63.
7. Design of No. 5, but the name of

island in curve above the figure 
of Britannia, and value in lower 
margin. [Mauritius. ]  Col. imp., 
rect.

a. Unperf.
1859. Sixpence, blue ; one shilling, vermilion.
1862, Sixpence, purple-brown; one shilling, 

bright green, deep green.
b. Perf.

1863. Sixpence, purple-slate; one shilling, 
deep green.
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1861-72.
8. Profile of Queen, with diadem, 

to left on lined disk in oval, 
enclosed in circle ; inscribed 
white curved labels above and 
below on reticulated ground ; 
small ornaments in angles. 
[Mauritius.] Col. imp., rect., 
perf.

T. Unwatermarked.
a. Without small figure of value in chele at sides.

1861. One pětiny, lilac-brown ; twopence, 
blue ; fourpence, rose ; ninepence, lilac.

1862. Sixpence, green ; one shilling, yellow- 
brown.

b . With small figure of value iu circles at sides.

1863. Sixpence, lilac-grey; one shilling, 
green, yellow-brown.

JL Wmk., cc. and crown. With small figure of 
value in chele at sides.

1863. One penny, pale brown, lilac-brown ; 
twopence, blue, pale blue ; threepence, vermilion; 

fourpence, rose; sixpence, lilac; one shilling, 
yellow, orange-yellow ; five shillings, bright 
mauve.

1866. Sixpence, green.
1869. Five shillings, dull mauve.
1870. One shilling, blue.
1872. Ninepence, green.
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1872.
9. Profile of Queen, with diadem, to 

left on lined disk in oval ; orna
mented sides and spandrels, and 
inscription in upper and lower 
margin, [ m a u r it iu s . ]  Col. imp., 
rect., perf. Wmk., cc. and 
crown.

Tenpence, maroon.

ENVELOPE STAMPS.

1862-4.
10. Embossed : profile of Queen, 

with diadem, to left on 
solid hexagonal disk, in 
broad inscribed circular 
frame, [ m a u r it iu s  p o s ta g e . ]  
Col. imp. on blue, cire.

1862. Sixpence, reddish 
purple.

1864. Sixpence, brown
ish violet.

1862.
11. Embossed: profile of Queen, 

with diadem, to left on solid 
disk in oval reticulated in
scribed frame, m a u r it iu s  post
a g e . ]  Col. imp. on blue, oval.

One shilling, yellow.

Note— No copies of this stamp have bean struck since 1863, 
and specimens are now of the greatest rarity.
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1864.

12. Embossed : profile of Queen, 
with diadem, to left on solid 
shield, in an enneagonal re
ticulated frame, hearing in
scription above and below 
and value at sides, [ m a u r i
t iu s  p o s ta g e . ]  Col. imp. on 
blue, enneagon.

Ninepence, chocolate.

1872.

13 Embossed: profile of Queen, 
with diadem, to left on 
solid beaded oval, in a 
reticulated inscribed frame, 
w'ith scalloped edge. [M a u 
r it iu s  p o s ta g e . ]  Col. imp. 
on blue, oval.

Tcnpence, maroon.

1872.

14. Embossed : profile of Queen, 
with diadem, to left on 
solid disk with key-pattern
ed edge, in oval inscribed 
frame, again enclosed in 
frame with straight sides 
and curved ends ; scrolls in 
spandrels, [ m a u r it iu s  p o s t 
a g e , ]  Col. imp. on blue.

One shilling and cightpenee, bright blue.
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NATAL.

ADHESIVE STAMPS.

1857.
1. Embossed in plain relief : crown 

and name of colony in rectangu
lar frame, with value in upper 
and lower margin ; florets in 
angles, [ n a t a l . ]  Col. paper, rect.

One penny, light blue, dark 
blue, pink, buff.

1857.

2. Embossed in plain relief : 
crown, V.R., and name of 
colony above a transverse 
oval medallion enclosing 
value, [ natal, v. r . ]  Col. 
paper, large rect.

■ Threepence, rose.

1857.
3. Embossed in plain relief : 

crown, v. R., and name of 
colony above value, in lined 
frame having ornamented 
angles, [ n a t a l , v . r. ]  Col. 
paper, large rect.

Şirpençe, green, bluish 
green.

m

Ё5ЛЖ. 
ШЕИСа
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1857.
4. Embossed in plain relief : 

crown, V. R., and name of 
colony above wreath en
closing vaine. [ n a t a l , 
v. R.] Col. paper, large 
rect.

Ninepence, blue.

1857.
5. Embossed in plain relief r 

crown, v. I?., and name of 
colony above value, in a 
lined polygonal frame.
[ n a t a l , v. R.] Col. paper, 
p o lygon.

One shilling, buff.

N ote.— The dies of the above rare stamps have been recently 
employed in the production of a series of fiscal labels.

1860-73.
6. Portrait of Queen Victoria, 

crowned, in oval disk on retic
ulated background ; inscribed 
marginal labels above and 
below. [ n a t a l . ]  Col. imp,, 
rect.

I. Wmk., a star. 
a. Unperf.

One penny, carmine; threepence, blue. 

One penny, carmine ; threepence, blue.

1860. 
I. Pcrf. 

1860.
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II. Unwmkd, ; perf.
1862, One penny, carmine, deep red; three

pence, bine, deep blue ; sixpence, grey.
III. Wmk., CC. and crown; perf.

1865. One penny, red ; sixpence, lilac, mauve.
IY. Like III., surcharged w ith  the word p o s ta g e , 

printed in various kindstof type.

a. Surcharge in black across the stamp.
1869. One penny, red ; threepence, blue ; 

sixpence, mauve.
b. Surcharge in black on each side of stamp.

1870. One penny, red.
1873. Sixpence, mauve.

c. Surcharge in red on each side of stamp.
1872. Threepence, bright blue.

1867-73.
7. Profile of Queen, with diadem, 

to left on lined disk, in in
scribed white oval band ; 
florets in  angles. [ n a t a l .]  
Col. imp., rect., perf. Wmk., 
CC. and crown.

a. Without surcharge.
1867. One shilling, green.

h. Surcharged across stamp with the word p o s t a g e  
in black.
1870. One shilling, green.

c. Surcharged below portrait with the word postage 
in green.
1870. One shilling, green.
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d. Surcharged down the stamp with the word p o s t a g e  in  black.
1873. One shilling, reddish lilac.

N OTK.— Upon the designs Nos. 6 and 7 being utilised as fiscals, the 
postage stamps were surcharged to distinguish them.

1 8 7 4 .
8. Profile of Queen, with diadem, to 

 ̂ left, on lined disk in headed 
oval ; spandrels reticulated ; 
marginal labels above and be
neath, containing inscription 
and value, [ natal postage.] 
Col. imp., rect., perf. Wmk., 
cc. and crown.

One penvy, deep rose.
18 74 .

9. Profile of Queen, with diadem, 
to left on lined oval disk ; 
spandrels reticulated ; mar
ginal labels above and below 
enclosing inscription and
value ; Greek patterned sides.[ n a t a l  p o s t a g e . ]  Col. imp., 
rect., perf. Wmk., CC. and
crown.

Threepence, light blue.
18 74 .

10. Profile of Queen, with diadem, to 
left on'lined disk, in oval in
scribed band, in ornamented
hexagon ; angles reticulated.[ n a t a l  p o s t a g e .]  Col. imp., 
rect., perf. Wmk., cc. and 
crown.

Sixpence, mauve.

U W W V W W J I T 3
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O R A N G E  F R E E  STATE.

ADHESIVE STAMPS.
1868.

1. Tree of Liberty and powder-horns 
on lined rectangular disk, in 
white inscribed linear frame. 
[ oranje yrij staat.] Col. 
imp., rect., perf.

1 (een) penny, brown ; 6 
(zes) pence, rose; 1 shUling, 
orange.

R E U N IO N .

ADHESIVE STAMPS.
1852.

1. Geometric rose enclosed in a 
square border of ovals and 
globes, in rectangular linear 
frame, [ ile de la reunion. 
тшв-posTE. ] Bik. imp., rect.

15 с. [centimes], on bluish 
paper.

1852.
2. Square disk formed of interlaced 

lines, with inscription above 
and below, in linear frame.
[ ile  de la  reunion тш в -foste.J 
Bik. imp., rect.

30 c. [cenOWes], on bluish 
paper.

Note.—Original impressions of these stamps are practically 
unattainable.

T
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ВТ. HELENA.

ADHESIVE STAMPS.
1857-73.

1. Diademed profile of Queen Victoria 
to left in engine-turned circular 
disk, on a reticulated background ; 
inscribed labels above and be
neath, and circular ornaments in 
lower angles, [ st. h elen a , post
a g e . ]  Col. imp., rect.

I. Wmk., a star.
a. Unperf.

1857. Sixpence, blue.
b. Perf.

1862. Sixpence, blue.
II. Wmk., cc, and crown ; perf.

1873. Sixpence, slate-blue.
1863-8.

2. Design of No. 1, with value in lower 
margin obliterated, and new 
value printed above in black.
[ST. HELENA POSTAGE.] Col. imp., 
rect. Wmk., cc. and crown.

a. Unperf.
1863. One penny, red ; four- 

pence, rose.
b. Perf.

1864. One penny, red; fourpence, rose; one 
shilling, green.

1868. Twopence, yellow; threepence, purple; 
five shillings, orange.
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ST. T H O M A S  A N D  P R IN C E  ISL A N D S.

ADHESIVE STAMPS.
1870.

1. Crown on solid disk in circular 
band enclosing inscription 
and Greek pattern ; corre
sponding ornaments in span
drels and corners ; white 
inscribed marginal labels a
bove and beneath, [ s .  t h o m e  
E PRINCIPE. CORREIO.] Rect., 
perf.

a. Black imp.
5 reis, black,

h. Col. imp.
10 reis, orange ; 20 r., bistre ; 25 r., rosy red 

50 r., green ; 100 r. mauve.

SIE R R A  L E O N E .

ADHESIVE STAMPS.
1861-72.

1. Diademed profile of Queen Vic
toria to left in lined octagonal 
disk ; reticulated spandrels 
and white corners; inscription 
and value in detached labels 
forming the frame, [ s i e r r a  
LEONE POSTAGE.] Col. imp., 
rect.

I. Unwmkd. 
a. Unperf.

1861. Sixpence, dull lilac.
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b. Perf. ; on bluish and on white paper.
1861. Sixpence, dull lilac.

II. Wmk., CC. and crown ; perf.
1872. Sixpence, bright lilac.

1872-4.
2. Diademed profile of Queen to 

left in lined rectangular disk, 
in inscribed frame ; ornaments 
in angles, [ sierra  leone  post
a g e . ]  Col. imp., rect., perf. 
Wmk,, cc. and crown.

1872, One penny, carmine ; 
threepence, yellow ; fourpence,

blue; one shilling, green.
1873. Twopence, magenta.
1874. Threepence, orange.

SO U TH  A P R ICA H  (OR T R A N S V A A L ) R E P U B LIC .

ADHESIVE STAMPS.
1870-1.

1. Arms of the republic surmounted 
by an eagle, with scroll 
beneath containing motto—
Eendragt maakt magi,*—on 
white disk, in solid marginal 
frame bearing inscription ; nu
merals in upper angles, [ post
zegel. Z, APR. REPUBLIEK.] Rect,

Union is strength.
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I. Col. imp.
a. Unperf.

1 (een) penny, red; 3 (drei) pence, mauve; 
6 (zes) pence, pale blue ; 1 shilling, pale green.

b. Rouletteđ.
1 penny, dull red, vermilion, deep red ; 

3 pence, violet, pale mauve ; 6 pence, blue, pale 
blue,bright blue, dull blue, deep blue ; 1 shill
ing, green, bluish green, deep green.

II. Blk. imp ; rouletteđ.
1 penny, black.

Note.— The stamps printed in the Republic (both the unperf. and 
the rouletteđ) differ notably from the first batch sent out from 
Germany. They are much, coarser, and specimens of each issue 
should be taken. These remarks apply to the penny, sixpence, and 
one shilling ; the threepence is from another and a better engraving, 
and the impressions are uniformly clear. The design was re drawn 
for this value, as in the original engraving the bird above the shield 
was made to look more like an owl than eagle.

ENVELOPE STAMPS.

2.

1869.
Handstamped : inscription

and date in linear circle. 
[POTCHEFSTROOM, Z. A. R.
G. p. к. 1869.] Blk. imp., 
in right upper corner of 
envelope. Circ.

(Sixpence), black.

1869.
3. Similar to No. 2, but smaller, and inscribed 

POTCHEFSTROOM, zum afrika, z. a. R. 69. (Value 
added in red or black ink). Blk. imp., in right 
upper comer of envelope. Circ.

(Sixpence), black.
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1872.
4. Design of No. 1, printed in right upper corner. 

[ postzegel , z . a f r . repu bliek . ]  Col. imp., rect.
Sixpence, dull blue.

1874.
5. Similar design to No. 1, but 

value on white ground, [ post
ze g e l . Z. AFR. REPUBLIEK.] Col. 
imp., in right upper corner 
of envelope ; rect.

6 pence, blue.
N ote.— The design of this stamp is that of the threepence with 

the original value drei etlaced, and the new value zes added in 
colour on white. On comparing the above engraving with that of 
Type 1, the difference in the drawing of the eagle above the shield 
will be perceived.
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A M E R I C A .

ANTIQUA.

ABRE S W E  STAMPS.

1862-73.
1. Diademed profile of Queen Victoria 

to left on a diapered disk ; inscrip
tion above and value beneath in 
dark labels, [ antigua .] Col. imp., 
rect., perf. 

a. Wmk., a star.
1862. One penny, dull lake

rose ; sixpence, dull dark green.
1864. One penny, violet-rose.
1868. One penny, orange-red; sixpence, light 

green, yellowish-green.
b. Wmk., cc. and crown.

1 8 7 3 . One penny, carm in e-red  ; sixpence, deep
green .
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ARGENTINE CONFEDERATION and REPUBLIC.
ADHESIVE STAMTS.

CONFEDERATION.

1858.
] . Arms of the Confederation (head 

surrounded by rays), and, be
neath in oval, clasped hands sup
porting a cap of Liberty ; in key- 
patterned frame, [ confeon. ar
gentina.] Col. imp., rect.

a. With narrow border and large
figure of value.
5 centavos, red.

b. With wider border and smaller figure of value.
5 centavos, red; 10 c., green; 15 c., blue.

N ote.— Of the subtype a the two higher values also exist (10 c., 
green, and 15 c., blue), but there is no positive proof of their having 
been in use, and they are now generally considered to have been 
essays, or stamps prepared for, but not put in circulation.

REPUBLIC.

1862.
2. Arms and branches on a solid in

scribed disk, in beaded circle, on 
shaded ground bearing value ; an
gles reticulated, [ republica  arg en 
t in a . ]  Col. imp., rect.

5 centăvos, brownish red, rose, 
rosy red, deep rose, pale rose ; 10

c., green, yellow-green ; 15 c., blue, deep blue, 
pale blue.

Note.— Each denomination of this series was separately engraved
twice over.
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3 .

1864-7.
Portrait of Rivadavia to left on 

solid disk, in inscribed oval 
frame ; numerals of value in 
circles at corners, [ republica  
arg en tin a . ]  Col. imp., rect.

I. Wmk., the monogram r .a . 
a. Unperf.

1864. 5 ( cinco') centavos, carmine. 
b. Perf.

1864. 5 centavos, rose, red, carmine.
II. Unwmkd.

a. On thin paper; unperf. and perf.
1867. 5 centavos, carmine-rose.

b. On thick paper ; unperf.
1867. 5 centavos, carmine.

N ote.— Don Bernardino Rivadavia was one of the leaders in the 
revolution which resulted in the establishment of the Argentine 
Republic, of which he was named the first President. He filled 
several other important offices under the Republic, and is remem
bered for his remarkable administrative talents and enlightened 
patriotism. He died in Europe in 1845, and in 1857 his remains 
were exhumed and sent to Buenos Ayres.

1864.
4. Portrait of Rivadavia to left in 

lined oval, on reticulated ground ; 
curved inscription above and 
below, and value in narrow 
white labels at each end ; nu
merals of value in polygon at 
angles, [ republica a rg en tin a .]  
Col. imp., rect. Wmk., the 
monogram r .a .

a. Unperf.
10 (diez) centavos, green.

b. Perf.
10 centavos, green.
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1872.
4. Design of No. 1, printed in right upper corner. 

[ postzegel , z . a f r . r epu b liek . ]  Col. imp., rect.
Sixpence, dull blue.

1874.
5. Similar design to No. 1, but 

value on white ground, [ post
ze g e l . Z. AFR. REPUBLIEK.] Col. 
imp., in right upper corner 
of envelope ; rect.

6 pence, bluè.
N ote.— Tlie design of this stamp is that of the threepence with 

the original value drei ellaced, and the new value zes added in 
colour on white. On comparing the above engraving with that of 
Type 1, the difference in the drawing of the eagle above the shield 
will be perceived.
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A M E R I C A .

ANTIQUA.

ADHESIVE STAMPS.

1862-73.
1. Diademed profile of Queen Victoria 

to left on a diapered disk ; inscrip
tion above and valne beneath in 
dark labels, [ antigua .]  Col. imp., 
rect., perf. 

a. Wmk., a star.
1862. One penny, dull lake

rose ; sixpence, dull dark green.
1864. One penny, violet-rose.
1868. One penny, orange-red; sixpence, light 

green, yellowish-green.
b. Wmk., cc. and crown,

1 8 7 3 . One penny, carm in e-red  ; sixpence, deep
green.
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ARGENTINE CONEEDERATION and REPUBLIC.
ADHESIVE STAMPS.

CONFEDERATION'.

1858.
3. Arms of the Confederation (head 

surrounded by rays), and, be
neath in oval, clasped hands sup
porting a cap of Liberty; in key- 
patterned frame, [ confeon . ar
gen tina .] Col. imp., rect.

a. With narrow border and large
figure of valne.
5 centavos, red.

b. With wider border and smaller figure of value.
5 centavos, red; 10 c., green; 15 c., blue.

Note.—Of the subtype a  the two higher values also exist (10 c., 
green, aud 15 c., blue), but there is no positive proof of their having 
been in use, and they are now generally considered to have been 
essays, or stamps prepared for, but not put in circulation.

REPUBLIC.

1862.
2. Arms and branches on a solid in

scribed disk, in beaded circle, on 
shaded ground bearing value ; an
gles reticulated, [ republica argen
tina. ]  Col. imp., rect.

5 centävos, brownish red, rose, 
rosy red, deep rose, pale rose ; 10

c., green, yellow-green ; 15 c., blue, deep blue, 
pale blue.

Note.— Each denomination of this series was separately engraved
twice over.
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1864-7.
3. Portrait of Rivadavia to left on 

solid disk, in inscribed oval 
frame ; numerals of value in 
circles at corners, [ republica  
ARGENTINA.] Col. imp., rect.

I. W m k, the monogram R.A.
a. Unperf.

1864. 5 (cinco) centavos, carmine.
b. Perf.

1864. 5 centavos, rose, red, carmine.
II. Unwmkd.

a. On thin paper ; unperf. and perf.
1867. 5 centavos, carmine-rose.

b. On thick paper ; unperf.
1867. 5 centavos, carmine.

Note.— Don Bernardino Rivadavia was one of the leaders in the 
revolution which resulted in the establishment of the Argentine 
Republic, o f which he was named the first President. Ho filled 
several other important offices under the Republic, and is remem
bered for hie remarkable administrative talents and enlightened 
patriotism. He died in Europe in 1845, and in 1857 his remains 
were exhumed and sent to Buenos Ayres.

1864.
4. Portrait of Rivadavia to left in 

Hned oval, on reticulated ground ; 
curved inscription above and 
below, and value in narrow 
white labels at each end ; nu
merals of value in polygon at 
angles, [ republica  a r g e n tin a .]  
Col. imp., rect. Wmk., the 
monogram R.A.

a. Unperf.
10 (diez) centavos, green.

b. Perf.
10 centavos, green.
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1864.
5. Portrait of Rivadavia to left on 

a dark reticulated disk, in in
scribed white oval band, inter
rupted at sides by small ovals 
bearing numerals ; ornamented 
angles, [ republica arg en tin a .]
Col. imp., rect. Wmk., the 
monogram R.a. 

a. Unperf.
15 (quince) centavos, blue.

1. Perf.
15 centavos, blue.

1867.
6. • Portrait of Rivadavia to right 

on lined disk, in inscribed 
circle, in linear shield bearing 
figures in upper angles, and 
value in scroll at foot, [ re
publica arg en tin a . ]  Col. imp., 
rect., perf.

5 centavos, bright red, red
brown.

1867.
7. Portrait of General Belgrano 

to right on lined disk, in oval 
inscribed frame, interrupted 
at sides by small shields en
closing arms ; numerals of 
value in each angle, [ repub
lica ARGENTINA.] Col. imp., 
rect., perf.

10 centavos, green.
M o t e .— Genoral Manuel Belgrano waa one of the nine members 

of the Provisional Junta of Emancipation in 1810. He gained the 
decisive battle of Salta on the 20th February, 1813.
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1867.
8. Portrait of General San Mar

tino to left on lined ground, 
in inscribed lozenge ; in each 
corner circular disks bearing 
figures of value ; spandrels 
ornamented, [ republica ar
ge n tin a .]  Col. imp., rect., 
perì.

15 centavos, deep blue.
Note.— General Jose de San Martino was one of the officers who 

most contributed towards the liberation of the provinces of La 
Plata, and the creation o f the Argentine Republic.

1873.
9. Profile of General Balcarce to 

left on shaded disk, in linear 
oval, surmounted by an inscrib
ed curved label ; value in scroll 
beneath, and numerals in circles 
in upper angles, [ republica  a r 
gen tina . ]  Col. imp., rect., perf.

1 ( un) centavo, violet.
Note.— General Balcarce was Deputy Director of the United 

Provinces of La Plata in 1816, and Governor of Buenos Ayres in 
1832.

1873.
10. Portrait of Dr. Moreno to left 

on lined ground, in linear 
oval, surmounted by an in
scribed curved label ; value 
in scroll beneath, and nume
rals in circles in upper angles.
[REPUBLICA ARGENTINA.] Col. 
imp., rect., perf.

4 (eiiatro) centavos, brown.
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Note.— Dr. Mariano Moreno was Secretary to the Provisional 
Junta of Emancipation in 1810.

1878.
11. Portrait of General de Alvear to 

right on lined disk, in an in
scribed narrow oval band ; nu
merals of value in circles in 
upper angles, [ republica  ar
g e n tin a . ]  Col. imp., rect., peri

30 (treinta) centavos, orange.
Note.— General Carlos de Alvear was Supreme Director of the 

Republic of the United Provinces of La Plata in 1815,

1873.
12. Portrait of de Posadas to right 

on lined disk, in linear oval ; 
inscription in curved label 
above, and value in scroll at 
foot; numerals in upper an
gles. [REPUBLICA ARGENTINA.]
Blk. imp., rect., peri

60 (sesenta) centavos, black.
Note.—Don Juan de Posadas, grandfather of the present Post

master general of the Argentine Republic, was named in 1814 first 
Supreme Director of the Republic of the United Provinces of La 
Plata.

1873.
13. Portrait of General Saavedra to 

left on lined disk, in an in
scribed narrow oval band ; nu
merals of value in upper an
gles. [REPUBLICA ARGENTINA.] 
Col. imp., rect., peri

90 (noventa) centavos, deep 
blue.
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Note.— General Saavedra was President of the Provisional Junta
of Emancipation in 1810. ,

Corrientes.
ADHESIVE STAMPS.

1856-68
14. Roughly engraved profile of Liber

ty to left on solid disk, in dotted 
circle, in frame with key-pat
terned sides and inscription 
above, [ c o rrien tes . ]  Bik. imp., 
rect.

a. Value indicated in lower mar
gin of frame.

1856. 1 (un) real, m. c., indigo.
b. Value cancelled by a pen-stroke.

1860. Indigo.
c. Value not indicated.

1861. [3 centavos], bine.
1864. [2 centavos], bluish green.
1868. [5 centavos], yellowish green.

BAHAMAS.
ADHESIVE STAMPS.

1859-62.
1. Diademed portrait of Queen Vic

toria in solid oval disk, sur
mounted by inscribed scroll, on 
a reticulated ground ; marginal 
labels above and below ; circles 
in lower spandrels enclosing 
pine-apple and shell, [ bahamas 
INTERIN SULAR POSTAGE.] Col. 
imp., rect.
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I. Unwmkd.
a. Unperf.

1859. One penny, rose-red.
b. Perf.

1859. One penny, carmine-red.
II. Wmk., cc. and crown ; perf.

1862. One penny, carmine, deep carmine.

1861-6.
2. Diademed portrait of Queen in 

solid oval disk, with scroll 
beneath, on diapered ground ; 
inscription above and value 
below in marginal labels, [ ba
h am as  postage . ]

a. Unwmkd.
1861. Fourpence, pale rose ; 

sixpence, grey.
b. Wmk., CC. an d  c ro w n .

1862.
1866.

lilac.

Fourpence, rose ; sixpence, lilac. 
Fourpence, deep rose ; sixpence, deep

1863.
3. Diademed profile of Queen to left 

on lined oval disk ; inscribed 
arched label above, and value in 
marginal label beneath ; orna
ments and emblems (pine-apple 
and shell) in spandrels, [ baha
m a s .]  Col. imp., rect., perf. 
Wmk., cc. and crown.

One shilling, green.
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BARBADOS.
ADHESIVE STAMPS.

1852-71.
1. Figure of Britannia, seated,

with ship to right, on a re
ticulated disk, in narrow en
gine-turned frame; stars in 
angles ; inscription at foot.
[ barbados. ]  Col. im p ., re ct .

I. On bluish paper. 
a. Unperf.

1852. [|d.], dark green ; [Id.], blue ; [4d.],
red.

II. On white paper.
a. Unperf.

1852. [|d.], green, yellowy-green; [Id.],
blue, deep blue, pale blue, slate-blue; [4d.], 
red.

b. Perf.
1861. [|d.], green, dark green, yellow-

green, bluish green; [Id.], blue, pale blue, 
deep blue ; [4d.], rose-red.

1865. [4d.], rust-red.
1869. [4d.], bright red.

III. Wmk., a star; perf.
1871. [jd .], green; [Id,], blue; [4d.],

rose-red.
1859-74.

2. Similar design to No. 1, except in that the name
of island is added above the effigy, and the value 
takes the place of the name in lower margin. 
(Design identical with that of Mauritius, No. 7.) 
[ barbados. ]  Col. imp., rect.
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I. Unwmkd, 
a. Unperf.

1859. Sixpence, lake-red; one shilling, pur
ple-black.

h. Perf.
1861. Sixpence, lake-red ; one shilling, grey

ish. black,
1866. Sixperice, orange.
1869. Sixpence, vermilion.

II. Wmk., a star; perf.
1871. Sixpence, vermilion; one shilling, 

greyish black.
1873. Threepence, reddish violet.
1874. Halfpenny, deep green ; one penny,

1873.
3. Figure of Britannia, seated, 

with ship to right, on a re
ticulated disk, in pearled 
circle ; ornaments in span
drels and at comers ; in
scription in margin above 
and value at foot, [ barba
dos. ]  Col. imp,, large rect., 
perf. Wmk., star in each 
corner.

5 shillings, pale lake.

N ote.— The stamps of Barbados, Mauritius, and Trinidad, with 
effigy of Britannia (excepting only the native-printed Trinidad of 
that type), were all engraved by the firm of Bacon and Perkins, and 
from one and the same original matrix. Those of Barbados and 
Trinidad were introduced almost simultaneously ; those of Mauritius, 
not until eight years afterwards.
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BERMUDA.

ADHESIVE STAMPS.
1865.

1. Diademed profile of Queen Vic
toria to left on lined disk in 
linear circle ; marginal labels 
above and below bearing in
scription and value ; scroll or
naments in spandrels, [ ber
muda. ]  Col. imp., rect., perf.
Wmk., cc. and crown.

One penny, carmine.

1865.
2. Diademed profile of Queen to 

left on lined disk in linear 
circle ; curved labels above and 
below bearing inscription and 
value ; ornaments in angles. 
[ bermuda . ]  Col. imp., rect., 
perf. Wmk., CC. and crown. 

Sixpence, lilac.

1865.
3. Diademed profile of Queen to 

left on lined disk in linear 
circle; inscription in curved 
label above, and value in mar
ginal label at foot ; ornaments 
in angles, [ bermuda. ]  Col. imp., 
rect., perf. Wmk., CC. and crown.

One shilling, green, 
v
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1866.
4. Diademed profile of Queen to left 

on lined disk in linear circle ; 
inscription in marginal label 
above, and value in white 
curved label at foot ; spandrels 
ornamented, [ b e r m u d a .]  Col. 
imp., rect., perf. Wmk. cc. 
and crown. ,

Twopence, blue.

5.
1873.

Diademed profile of Queen to 
left on lined circular disk in 
octagon ; inscription and value 
in white marginal labels above 
and below ; spandrels orna
mented. [ b e r m u d a . ]  Col. imp., 
rect., perf. Wmk., CC. and 
crown.

Threepence, orange-yellow.

BOLIVIA.
ADHESIVE STAMPS.

1866.
A condor on globe in a plain in

scribed oval band ; in each angle 
oval bearing figure of value ; 
on reticulated ground, [ c o r - REOS BOLIVIA CONTRATOS.] Col. 
imp., rect.

5 centavos, green, deep green, 
yellowish-green, bluish-green, 
mauve; 10 c., deep brown; 50 c., 

blue ; 100 c., blue, green.
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Note.— These stamps, some of which are very rare, form interest
ing subjects of study. They were engraved in Bolivia, and are by 
no means superior to the general run of “  native-printed ” stamps. 
The design was engraved as many times as there were stamps on a 
sheet, so that no two are identical; besides which, when the plates 
became worn, they were, on more than one occasion, retouched ; 
of the 5 centavos especially, at least four different states of the die 
can be recognised. W e must, however, content ourselves with refer
ring our readers to the magazines for a full account of this series,

1867-71.

2. Mountain landscape in oval on 
trophy of flags, surmounted 
by condor, with stars beneath ; 
on lined circular disk; in
scription in curved label 
above, and value in marginal 
label below ; numerals of 
value in ovals in upper an
gles ; ornaments in spandrels.[ c o r r e o s  DE Bo l i v i a . ]  Rect., perf.

I. Blk. imp.

a. With nine stars.
1867. 500 (quineentos), centavos, black.

II. Col. imp.

a. With nine stars.
1868. 5 {cined) centavos, green; 10 {diez)

c ., vermilion ; 50 {dneuenta) c., blue ; 100
{cien) c., orange.

b. With eleven stars.
1871. 5 centavos, green; 10 c., vermilion;

50 c„ blue ; 100 c., orange.
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1871.
Figure of Justice on shaded disk 

in inscribed oval band ; nume
rals of value in angles, and the 
word centavos in marginal label 
at foot, [ transacciones social
es . b o liv ia . ]  Rect. perf.

a. Blk. imp.
5 centavos, black.

10 centavos, green.
N ote.—T hese are fiscal stamps, of which the occasional employ

ment as postage stamps, if not specially authorised, is, at any rate, 
winked at by the postal officials. From time to time specimens are 
received on letters.

BRAZIL.
ADHESIVE STAMPS.

1843.
1. Large numerals of value in 

transverse oval engine- 
turned disk, having orna
mented curves in upper 
and lower edge. Blk. imp. 

a. On thick yellowish white 
paper.
30 [reis] ; 00 r. ; 90 r., 

— black.
Ъ. On thin paper, slightly tinged with blue.

30 [rets] ; 60 r. ; 90 r.,—black.
N ote.— Brazil had the honour of being the first country in the 

world to adopt the cheap postage system introduced by Great 
Britain. It appears that a Brazilian consul, Mr. J. D. Sturz, who 
was stationed in a European town, comprehended its importance, 
and used all his influence at home to get it tried there. His efforts 
were successful ; the decree ordering that postage should be prepaid 
in stamps, was signed on the 29th November, 1842, but the above

b. Col. imp.
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series did not actually come into use until the 1st July, 1843. It 
was originally intended to put the sovereign’s effigy on the stamps, 
as in England, but (the report goes) that the postmaster-general 
considered it would be showing disrespect to obliterate the face of 
the monarch, so recourse was had to the “  bull’s-eye ” type.

1844-6.
2. Italic numerals of value in oblong 

engine-turned disk, Laving 
truncated angles. Blk. imp., 
obi.

a. On yellowish white paper.
b. On bluish tinted paper.

1844. 30 [rets] ; 60 r. ; 90 r.,— black.
1845. 180 [rets] ; 300 r. ; 600 r.,— black.
1846. 10 [rets], black.

1850-66.
3. Roman numerals of value in oblong 

engine-turned disk. Obi.
1. Blk, imp. 

a. Unperf.
1850. 10 [rets] ; 20 r. ;. 30 

r. ; 60 r. j 90 r. ; 180 r. ; 300 r. ; 600 r.,—all 
black.

b. Perf.
1866. 10 [rets] ; 20 r. ; 30 r. ; 60 r. 

90 r. ; 180 r. ; 300 r. ; 600 r.,—all black.
II. Col. imp.

a. Unperf.
1854. 10 [rets], bine, pale blue, deep blue ;

30 r., blue, pale blue, deep blue.
b. Perf.

1866. 10 [rets], blue; 30 r., blue.
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Note.— The perforated stamps of this and the succeeding type 
were issued for temporary use in October, 1866, in consequence of 
the exhaustion of the series with head of Emperor, which was 
emitted in July of that year, and they were used concurrently with 
the latter.

- 1861-6.
4. Roman numerals of value on 

engine-turned, sinuous-edged, 
transverse, oval disk ; lined 
spandrels. Col. imp., oblong.

a. Unperf.
1861. 280 [reis], red; 430 r., yellow.

b. Perf.
1866. 280 [reis], red ; 430 r., yellow.

1866.
5. Portrait of the Emperor Don 

Pedro II. to right on lined 
oval disk ; inscription in 
curved label above, value in 
scroll below ; numerals in 
circles in lower spandrels ; 
in ornamented frame, [ b ra 
z il .]  Col. imp., rect., perf.

10 (dez) reis, vermilion.
1866.

6. Profile of Emperor to left 
on engine-tamed cross
shaped disk, bearing nu
merals at sides ; inscrip

* tion and value in scrolls 
above and below ; in or
namented frame, [ brazil , ]  
Col. imp., rect. perf.

20 (vinte) reis, dull
mauve, lilac-brown.
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1866.
7. Portrait of Emperor to right 

on lined disk in engine- 
turned inscribed oval frame; 
circles bearing numerals of 
value in angles, [ bra zil .]
Col. imp., rect., perf.

50 (cineoenta) reis, deep 
blue.

1866.
8. Portrait of Emperor to right 

on lined circular disk ; in
scribed scroll above ; value 
in marginal label at foot ; 
numerals in lower span
drels. Col. imp., rect., 
perf.

80 (oitenta) reis, dull 
mauve.

1866.
9. Portrait of Emperor to right 

on lined circular disk ; in
scription in curved label 
above, value in scroll at 
foot; numerals in spandrels ; 
in embellished frame, [ bra
z il . ]  Col. imp., rect., perf.

100 (cevi) reis, green.

Note.— Specimens of Types 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9 are found on a 
bluish paper, which owes its tint to the starch-gum wherewith it 
is rendered adhesive. It is stated that a thousand sheets were 
struck off as a trial, and that not being approved of, it was decided 
not to employ this preparation again. .
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1866.
10. Profile of Emperor to left 

on reticulated disk in en
gine-turned frame, bear
ing inscription above, value 
below, and numerals at 
sides, [ b r a zil . ]  Blk. imp., 
rect., perf.

200 ( duzentos)  reis,
black.

1866.
11. Portrait of Emperor to right 

on lined oval disk ; inscrip
tion in curved label above, 
value in scroll at foot; nu
merals in spandrels; in or
namented frame, [ brazil . ]
Col. imp., rect., perf.

500 (quinhentos) reis,
orange.

1874.
12. Portrait of Emperor to left 

on small linear disk, in a 
broad ornamented reticu
lated oval band ; in scrolled 
frame bearing inscription 
above, value below, and nu
merals in upper angles. 
[ brazil . ]  Imp. in two co
lours ; large rect., perf.

800 (trezentos) reis, green 
and orange.

Note.— This stamp was engraved in New York more than two 
years ego, and supplies have been sent to Rio, but it has not yet 
been put in circulation.
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ENVELOPE STAMPS.

1867.
13. Embossed : profile of Em

peror to left on solid oval 
disk, in inscribed frame, 
with oblong labels at sides 
bearing nnmerals of value. [ b r a z i l .]  Col. imp., oval. 
Wmk., the words c o r r e io  BRASILEIRO.

100 reis, green ; 200 r., black ; 300 r., vermilion.

BRITISH COLUMBIA AND VANCOUVER  
ISLAND.

ADHESIVE STAMPS.
1861.

1. Diademed profile of Qaeen Vic
toria to left on lined disk ; in
scription in solid curved and 
marginal labels above and be
low, and in straight white 
ones at sides ; on reticulated 
ground. [BRITISH COLUMBIA AND VANCOUVERS ISLAND I'OSTAGE.]

Col. imp., rect.,
a. Unperf.

Twopence-half penny, pink.
b. Perf.

Twopence-half penny, pink, salmon-pink.
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British Columbia,
ADHESIVE STAMPS.

1865.
2. Large letter Y . with rose, sham

rock, and , thistle, surmounted 
by an imperial Gothic crown, 
in inscribed white oval band ; 
diapered pattern in angles. [BRITISHCOLUMBIA POSTAGE.] Col. 
imp., rect., perf. W m b, CC. 
and crown.

Threepence,, blue.
1868-9.

3. Design of No. 2 surcharged with new value across
lower part of stamp, [ b r it is h  c o l u m b ia  p o s ta g e .]  
Col. imp., rect., perf. Wmk., CC. a n d  crown.

a. Surcharged in black.
1868. Two cents, brown.
1869. 5 cents, vermilion.

b. Surcharged in colour.
1869. 10 cents, surcharge blue on lake-rose ; 

25 c., mauve on orange; 50 c., carmine on mauve; 
1 dollar, green on green.

Vancouver Island.

ADHESIVE STAMPS.
1865.

4. Diademed profile of Queen to left
on lined circular disk ; inscrip
tion İn curved label above, 
and value in similar label be
low ; triangular ornaments in 
angles ; in dotted frame. [Van 
couver  islan d . ]  Col. imp., rect., 
perf. Wmk., cc. and crown.

Five cents, rose.
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1865.
5. Diademed profile of Queen to left 

on lined circular disk ; inscrip
tion in solid marginal label 
above, and value in white one 
below ; florets in spandrels. 
[VANCOUVER ISLAND.] Col. imp., 
rect. Wmk., cc. and crown.

a. Unperf.
Ten cents, blue.

b. Perf.
Ten cents, blue.

BRITISH GUI AHA.
ADHESIVE STAMPS.

1850.
1. Rough single-line circle, with 

inscription following the 
line within ; value in cen
tre, and initials of post
master (G, B. D .) written 
across in black ink. [ b rit
ish  GUIANA.] Blk. imp., 
circ. ,

4 cents, lemon, yellow ; 
8 c., green; 12 c., light bine, deep blue.

1850.
2. Ship sailing to right, with fort 

in distance, in a Norman shield ; 
value above, and motto—Damus 
patimus que vicissim—below ; 
name of colony at sides, [ british  
Guiana .]  Blk. imp., large rect.

1 cent, magenta; 4 c., blue.

4  CENT

W MUS PATIMUS 
Q UE VICISSIM.
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Note,—The blame for the misspelling of the motto (Patimus for 
Petimus) is said to rest with the engravers of this series, Messrs. 
Waterlow, of London.

1853.
3. Ship sailing to left in oval band, 

bearing the motto, Damns peti- 
mas que vicissim; inscription and 
value in marginal frame; span
drels ornamented; figures of date 
in corners. [BRITISH GUIANA POST
AGE. 1853.] Col. imp., rect.

a. Figures in cornérs on patterned 
ground.

One cent, vermilion, reddish brown ; four cents, 
blue.

b. Figures in corners enclosed in white lined border, 
and ground of upper angles solid.

Four cents, light blue.

1856.
4. Type-printed : ship sailing 

to right in oblong disk, 
bearing the motto, Da
mus Petimus Que Vicis
sim, surrounded by in
scription and value ; in 
linear frame, [ british  
GUIANA POSTAGE.] Blk. 
imp., obi.

Four ceiits, magenta, dark blue. ‘
Note.—These stamps were set up in the colony to meet a sudden 

exhaustion of the 4 cents of the previous type. Each copy was 
authenticated by the initials of the postmaster or his deputy, and 
none were issued to the public, but the postage being paid in 
money, these stamps were affixed and cancelled in the office. It is 
believed that they were employed only in Demerara, and there only 
for one mail, or at most two. They are of the extremest rarity.

BRITISH

Damns Telim us £

I j t ыи

que Vìclssim.
Ой
t a
Оlu

CHIANA
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1860.
5. Ship sailing to right in solid garter, 

bearing motto, Damns petimusque 
uicissim ; in inscribed marginal 
frame, with figures of date in 
corners ; spandrels ornamented. 
[BRITISH GUIANA POSTAGE.] Rect., 
perf.

I. BIk. imp.
1863. One cent, black.

II. Col. imp.
a. Value in words.

1860. One cent, rose-pink ; two c., deep 
orange ; four c., dull blue.

1862. One cent, red-brown, deep brown.
1864. Four cents, aznre-blue, deep blue.
1866. Two cents, orange-jellow, deep yellow.
1866. Four cents, pale bine.

b. Value in Roman numerals.
1860. Tin  cents, rose-pink; xu e., pearl- 

grey, deep lilac ; xxiv c., green.
1866. vin cents, rose, deep rose, lake-rose; 

xir c., pale lilac, dull lilac, pearl grey ; xxiv c., 
yellow-green.

Note.—The stamps issued in I860 are found on а тегу thick 
paper, and on thin white or yellowish paper. At some unascertained 
period the different values appear to have been re-engraved ; the 
most salient distinguishing point between the specimens from the 
several dies is the distance between the word or numeral of value 
and the word “ cents." On the older die there is a clear space be
tween them, whilst in the more recent die there is scarcely any space 
at all. This series, it must be added, is found with small and large 
perforations ; the large perforations are the latest.
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1862.

6. Type-printed : rectangular bor
der of various patterns, en
closing inscription and value, 
ty i tli plain disk in centre 
bearing the initials R. M. in 
black or red ink. [ british gui- 
axa postage.] Blk. imp., rect., 
rouletted.

I 1 a. Border of shaded balls.
One cent, pink; two c., yellow.

b. Border of grape pattern.
One cerei,.pink; 2 c., yellow.

c. Border of crossed ovals.
One cent, pink ; two c., yellow.

+f-vr+:+:+;>i*r-r d. Border of quarterfoils. 
Four cents, blue.

e. Border of fleur-de-lis.
Four cents, blue.

ƒ. Border of an irregular fancy design. 
Four cents, blue.

Notk. —The stamps of this type were issued in consequence of the 
temporary exhaustion of the corresponding values of Type 5. Before 
being put in circulation the initials R. M., followed by some unde
cipherable characters, were signed by a post-office clerk; on the 
pink stamps they are in black ink ; on the yellow, in red ; and on the 
blue, in white,— a result, perhaps, attained by some chemical element 
in the ink, which has discharged the original blue of the paper. 
These stamps were at one time erroneously thought to have been 
issued especially for newspaper postage.
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7.

1863.
Ship sailing to right in circular 

white band, bearing motto, 
Damns Petimusque Vicissim ; 
inscription in white marginal 
label above, and value in simi
lar label below ; scroll pattern 
in spandrels, and figures of 
date in each corner, [в. Gu i
a n a . ]  Col. imp,, rect., perf.

vi cents, p a le  b lu e , deep  b lu e , sk y -b lu e , l ig h t  
b lu e  ; XXIV c., y e llo w -g re e n , b r ig h t  g reen , deep  
g re e n  ; xl viii с., гозе, ca rm in e -red .

N o t e .— These stamps now have large perforations.

BRITISH HONDURAS.

ADHESIVE STAMPS.
1865-72.

1. Profile of Queen, with gothic 
crown, to left on lined disk, 
in white inscribed oval garter ; 
angles ornamented, [ british  
h on du ras . ]  Col. imp., rect., 
perf.

a. Un watermarked.
1865. One penny, blue ; 

sixpence, rose ; one shilling, 
green.

h. Wmk., cc. and crown.
1872. One penny, blue ; threepence, violet- 

brown ; sixpence, rose ; one shilling, green.
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BUENOS AYRES.
ADHESIVE STAMPS.

1858- 9.
1. Steamship sailing to right in 

oval, in broad inscribed frame ; 
ornamented spandrels, [ bue
nos AIRES CORREOS FRANCO.] Col. 
imp,, obi.

1858. 2 (dos) pesos, blue ;
3 (tres) ps., green ; 4 (cuatro) 
ps., vermilion ; 5 (civco) ps., orange.

1858. 4 reales, brown ; 1 (in) peso, brown.
1859. 1 peso, blue, light blue, dark blue.

N ote.— The first stamps, viz., the 2 ps., blue ; 3 ps., green ; 4 ps.,
vermilion, and 5 ps., orange, were issued in April, 1858. The rates 
were altered shortly after, and in October, 1858, the I ps. and 4 rie., 
brown, were issued. The former was printed from the plate (or stone) 
of the then obsolete 5 pesos orange. Of the word cinco, the first and 
the two last letters were erased, leaving the word in, signifying one. 
The 1 peso, blue, was printed from the same plate (or stone) and also 
from that of the 4 pesos, red (which, like the 5 pesos, had become 
obsolete), and the original denomination, cuatro, having been but 
partly erased, many collectors, observing the traces of this word, 
were at one time under the erroneous impression that a 4 pesos blue 
had been emitted.

1859- 62.
Profile of Liberty to left in 

solid circular disk, in inscribed 
frame having white inscribed 
labels at sides, and white let
tering above and below ; span
drels and comers ornamented. 
[BUENOS AIRES CORREOS FRANCO.] 
Col. imp., obi.

a. Finely printed.
1859. 4 reales, green ; 1 peso, blue ; 2 pesos,

scarlet.
1862. 1 peso, rose ; 2 pesos, blue.
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h. Coarsely printed.
I860. 4 reales, green; 1 peso, blue, pale blue,

dark blue, bright blue.
Kote.— The stamps of Buenos Ayres were superseded in 1864 by 

those of the Argentine Kepublic, of which the state of Buenos 
Ayres forms part.

CAKADA.
ADHESIVE STAMPS.

1851-9.
1. Diademed profile of Queen Victoria 

to left on solid disk, in inscribed 
oval band ; plaid ground in an
gles. [ canada postage . ]  Col. imp., 
rect.

a. Unperf.
1851. One halfpenny, rose.

b. Perf.
1857. One halfpenny, rose.
1859, One cent, rose.

. 1851-9.
2. Beaver surmounted by crown 

and letters v. R., in inscrib
ed transverse oval band ; 
foliated corners bearing 
figures of value, [ canada 
postage . ]  Col. imp., obi.

a. Unperf.
1851. Threepence, red.

b. Perf.
1857. Threepence, red.
1859. Five cents, vermilion.

w
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1851- 9.
3. Portrait of Prince Albert to right 

on shaded disk, in oval inscribed 
band ; numerals in angles, [ canada 
postage . ]  Col. imp., rect.

I. With Arabic numerals in angles.
a. Unperf. .

1851. Sixpence, dark purple, 
purple-black.

1852. Sixpence, purple-violet, brownish 
violet.

b. Perf.
1857. Sixpence, purple-violet, brownish 

violet.
II. With Roman numerals in angles ; perf.

1859. Ten cents, brown, blackish brown, 
brown-violet, reddish violet.

1852- 9.
4. Diademed portrait of Queen to 

left on lined disk, in inscribed 
oval band ; value in angles. 
[ canada packet  postage . ]  Col. 
imp., rect. 

a. Unperf.
1852. Sixpence sterling (7|d. 

cy.), green.
b. Perf.

1859. Sixpence sterling (12| cents), yellow
ish green, bluish green.

1851.
5. Similar d es ign  to No. 4, b u t  inscribed canada 

postage . Blk. imp., rect.
Twelvepence, black.
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Note.— But very few specimens of this value passed the.post, and 
it has often been looked on as Bİmply an essay.

1851-9.
6. Portrait of Jacques Cartier to right 

on lined disk, in inscribed oval 
band; value in angles, [ canada 
postage . ]  Col. imp., rect.

a. With vine leaves and beaver at 
sides ; unperf.

1851. Tenjpence, dark blue.

b. With small transverse ovals at sides; perf.
1859. Seventeen cents (8d. stg.), dark blue.

1864.
7. Diademed profile of Queen to left 

on solid disk, in inscribed oval 
band ; numeral of value in each 
angle. [CANADA POSTAGE.] Col. 
imp., rect., perf.

Two cents, rose.

ENVELOPE STAMPS.

1862.
8. Embossed : diademed profile of 

Queen to left on solid disk, in 
oval frame bearing inscription 
and value, [ canada postage. ]  Col. 
imp., in right upper corner of 
envelope ; oval.

Five cents, vermilion; ten cents, 
brown.

2j v41''
Ш т

• n
- X'W f ' ■ p.İİ1 ]U \i* t. >

1 <
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Dominion of Canada,

ADHESIVE STAMPS.
1868-9.

9. Diademed profile of Queen to 
right on shaded circular disk ; 
inscription and figure above 
in scrolled label, value in curve 
at foot ; numerals in lower 
angles ; in foliated frame ; 
[ cakada fostage. ]  Col. imp., 
rect., perf.

1868. . One cent, red.
1869. One cent, orange, yellow.

1868.
10. Diademed profile of Queen to 

right on shaded circular disk ; 
inscription in arched label 
above, and value in scroll 
beneath ; figures of value in 
lower spandrels ; in scrolled 
frame, [ cakada postage . ]  Col. 
imp., rect., perf.

'Two cents, dark green, 
yellow-green, bright green.

1868.
11 Diademed profile of Queen to 

right on shaded circular disk ; 
inscription in arched label 

, above, and value in curved
£ label at foot; figures of value

in upper corners and in lower 
spandrels ; in foliated frame. 
[CANADA POSTAGE.] Col. imp., 
rect., perf.

Three cents, vermilion.
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1868.
12. Diademed profile of Queen to 

right on shaded circular disk ; 
inscription in arched label 
above, and value in marginal 
label at foot; figures of value 
in lower spandrels ; in scrolled 
frame, [ canada postage. ]  Col. 
imp., rect., perf.

Six cents, deep brown, pale brown.

1868.
13. Diademed profile of Queen to 

right on shaded circular disk; 
inscription in arched label 
above, and value in curve 
below ; numerals of value 
in lower angles ; in scrolled 
frame. [ canada postage.]  
Col. imp., rect., perf.

12| cents, blue ; 15 c., 
mauve.

1868.

14. Diademed profile of Queen to 
right on shaded circular disk ; 
inscription in arched label 
above, and value in curve 
beneath ; in scrolled frame. 
[ canada postage. ]  Blk. imp., 
rect., perf.

Half cent, black.
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1870-2.
15. Diademed profile of Queen to 

right on circular shaded disk ; 
inscription in arched label 
above, and value in curve at 
foot ; figures of value in lower 
angles ; in scrolled frame. 
[ canada postage . ]  Col. imp., 
rect., perf.

One cent, yellow, orange, yellow-brown.
Two cents, green.

1870-2.
16. Diademed profile of Queen to 

right on shaded circular disk ; 
inscription in arched label 
above, and value in similar 
label at foot ; figures of value 
in lower angles; in scrolled 
frame, [ canada postage . ]  Col. 
imp., rect., perf.

1870. Three cents, lake-red.
1872. Three cents, vermilion ; 6 c,, brown.

POST CARD.
• 1871.

17. Annexed design—diademed profile 
of Queen to right on shaded 
circular disk, in scrolled frame, 
with value in label below— in 
right upper corner of card ; 
inscription to left, and lines 
below for address ; in broad 
border of engine-turned pattern. 
[ canada post card , & c .] Col. 
imp. on buff.

One cetit, blue, pale blue.

18/U.
1872.
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CHILI.
ADHESIVE STAMPS.

1852.
1. Profile of Columbus to left on 

inscribed engine-turned cir
cular disk ; inscription in 
arched label above, and value 
below ; on reticulated ground. 
[ c h il i , colon, correos porte  
FRANCO.] Col. imp., rect.

a. Wmk., figure of value.
1 centavo, yellow; 5 c., red, red-brown; 10 c., 

blue; 20 c., green.
b. Wmk., a larger figure of value.

1 centavo, yellow; 5 c., red ; 10 c., blue.
Note.— The paper od which the earliest 5 c. brown were printed 

has acquired a deep blue tint from the gum. The portrait is intend
ed to represent Columbus, but the exact meaning of the word colon 
has never been ascertained. There is a Central American port, better 
known as Aspinwall, which bears that name, and it may be that the 
inscription refers to the prepayment of letters by means of the 
stamps as far as Colon. It is worthy of notice, that the word 
Colon does not appear on either the envelopes or the post card.

1867-8.
2. Profile of Columbus to left on 

inscribed engine-turned cir
cular disk ; inscription in 
arched label above, and value 
in curved label below ; nume
rals of value in upper, and 
stars in lower angles ; in em
bellished frame, [ c h il e , co
lon . CORREOS PORTE FRANCO.]
Rect., perf. 

a. Blk. imp.
1867. 2 (dos) centavos, black.

is&sm ш
-O
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b. Col. imp,
18G8. 1 centavo, orange, yellow ; 5 c., red ;

10 c., blue ; 20 c., green, yellow-green.

ENVELOPE STAMPS.
1873.

3. Embossed : profile of Columbus 
to left on solid disk in beaded 
oval, in a broad inscribed 
reticulated oval frame, [ c h il e . 
PORTE FRANCO.] Col. imp., in 
right upper corner of enve
lope ; oval.

2 centavos, brown.

1873.
4. Embossed : profile of Columbus 

to left on solid rectangular 
disk with key-patterned bor
der ; in frame of reticulated 
marginal labels bearing in
scription and value ; orna
ments in angles, [ c h il e , р о й те  
fr a n c o . ]  Col. imp., in right 
upper corner of envelope; rect.

5 centavos, violet.
1873.

5, Embossed : profile of Columbus 
to left on a solid beaded disk, 
in an inscribed engine-turn
ed oval frame, again enclosed 
in an ornamented hexagon. 
[ c h il e . PORTE FRANCO.] Col. 
imp., in right upper corner 
of envelope; hex.

10 {(Пег) centavos, blue.
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1873.
6. Embossed : profile of Columbus 

to left on a solid oval beaded 
disk, in an inscribed waved 
frame, with scalloped edge. 
[ c h il e , pokte franco.]  Col. 
imp., in right upper corner 
of envelope ; oval,

15 (quince) centavos, pink.

1873.
7. Embossed : profile of Columbus 

to left on a solid scalloped 
disk, in a reticulated inscrib
ed oval, again enclosed in 
a solid octagon. [ c h il e .
PORTE FRANCO.] Col. imp,, in 
right upper corner of enve
lope ; oct.

20 (veinte) centavos,bronze- 
green.

N ote.— These envelopes are manufactured of white, blue, and 
straw-coloured paper.

POST CARDS.
1871.

Type printed border of annexed 
pattern, with adhesive stamp of 
Type 2 affixed in right upper 
angle ; inscription to left, [ carta 
tarjeta . ]  Bik. imp. on blue and 
on white.

black ; 5 c., red.
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1872.
9. Annexed design—profile of Colnm- 

bus on solid circular disk, with 
value in marginal label below, 
and ornaments in spandrels—in 
right upper corner of card ; Chil
ian arms to left, and inscription 
below ; in key-patterned border. 
[ carta tarjeta .]  Col. imp. on buff.

2 centavos, reddish brown ; 5 (cinco) c., mauve.

CONFEDERATE STATES OF AMERICA.
ADHESIVE STAMPS.

1861-2.
1. Portrait of Jefferson Davis to right 

on oval disk ; arched inscription 
above, and value in curve below ; 
in  scrolled frame, [ c o n f e d e r a te  
STATES OK AMERICA POSTAGE.] Col. 
imp., rect.

1861. Five cents, green, olive- 
green.

1862. Five cents, blue, pale blue, deep bine.

1862.
2. Portrait of Andrew Jackson to 

left on oval disk, with inscription 
in arched label above, and value 
at sides and in scroll at foot ; 
in scrolled frame, [c. s. a . post
a g e . ]  Col. imp., rect.

Two cents, green.

I
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1861-2.
3. Portrait of James Madison to right 

on solid disk, in ornamented oval 
band bearing -white inscribed 
labels ; inscription in npper and 
value in lower margins ; nume
rals in spandrels, and stars in 
npper corners. [ c o n f e d e r a te  
STATES OF AMEBICA POSTAGE.] Col. 
imp., rect.

Ten cents, blue, pale blue, bright blue, 
dull blue, deep blue.

1862. Ten cents, rose.
1862-4.

4. Portrait to right on lined circular 
disk, with broad marginal labels 
above and below bearing inscrip
tion and value; stars in span
drels. [ c o n f e d e r a t e  s t a t e s .] Col. 
imp., rect.

a. Portrait of John C. Calhoun.
1864. One cent, yellow, orange.

b, Portrait of Jefferson Davis.
1862. Five cents, bine, pale blue.

К оте.— It is extremely doubtful whether the one cent stamp was 
ever actually in use. Of the first supply of same sent out by 
Messrs. De La Rue & Co., one portion was lost by the shipwreck of 
the vessel, and the other portion was sent to St. Thomas for 
transhipment, and kept there until the war was over. A second 
batch was sent out, and lost with the vessel which carried it ; a 
third consignment reached the Confederacy in safety, but only just 
before its fall ; and the unused specimens which have become so 
common no doubt come from the stock seized at Richmond, от left 
unclaimed at St. Thomas. The 5 cents is found on surfaced and 
unsurfaced paper, and a few sheets are asserted to have been officially 
perforated as a trial.

1861.
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1863.
5. Portrait of Andrew Jackson on 

linear oval disk, with inscription 
above and value at foot ; in 
scrolled frame ; numerals in up
per and letters in lower angles, 
[c. s. p o s ta g e . ]  Col. imp., rect.

Two cents, lake-red.

1863.
6. Profile of Jefferson Davis to right 

on lined disk in oval ; in inscrib
ed scrolled frame, [ t h e  c o n f e 
d e r a t e  STATES OF AMERICA. POST
AGE.] Col. imp., rect.

a. Value in words.
Ten cents, pale blue.

b. Value in figures.
10 cents, lilac-blue, pale blue, greenish blue, 

bright blue, deep blue.
Note.—The variety a differs from b, not merely in the manner of 

stating the value, but also in the shape of the bust. The two varieties 
are from different dies. A few sheets of variety 6 are said to have 
been officially perforated, and some perforated copies may have 
passed the post, but it would appear that some specimens have been 
found with spurious perforations, manufactured since the employ
ment of the stamps. There are also two dies of this variety.

1863.
7, Portrait of Washington to left 

on lined oval disk, in inscribed 
scrolled frame, [ t h e  c o n f e d e 
r a t e  STATES OF AMERICA. POST
AGE.] Col. imp., rect.

T w enty cents, green.
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ŞEocal postage Stamps.
Note.— The stamps included under this heading are said to have 

been issued by the respective postmasters of the towns in which 
they were used, shortly after the outbreak of the civil war and 
pending the arrival of supplies of stamps of the official type from 
Richmond. In most eases they were emitted specially for the pre
payment of postage, but in some instances it is said that they were 
also made to do duty as a “ postage-stamp currency,” replacing the 
copper coins, of which there was a deficiency. The authenticity of 
some of these stamps is established beyond question ; that of others 
depends on statements which there is great difficulty in verifying, 
but we include in the list all stamps of which the spurious character 
has not been proved. Most of the various designs are exceedingly 
rare, Bomeof them being, in fact, practically unattainable—a circum
stance which will explain our inability to publish engravings of them.

Athens.

ADHESIVE STAMP.
1861.

8. Figure of value and the w o rd  paid  within stars, in 
inscribed linear oval band ; on solid ground ; 
lined scrolls in angles, [ ath ens , ga. paid . t . 
ciìawford, p. M.J Col. imp., rect.

5 cents, red-brown.

Baton Bouge.

ADHESIVE STAMP.

1861.
9. Figure of value and inscription 

on type-printed pattern disk, 
[p . O. BATON ROUGE, LA. J. MC. 
CORMICK.] Col. imp., rect.

5 cents, red  and green.

Frank
Highlight
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Charleston.

ADHESIVE STAMP.

1861.
10. Value on white disk in inscribed 

beaded oval, in linear frame ; 
numerals in rayed angles, [p. 0. 
CHARLESTON, S. C. POSTAGE PAID.] 
Col. imp., rect.

5 cents, blue.

ENVELOPE STAMP.

1861.
11. Value in white disk in an inscribed 

beaded ornamented oval frame.
[p .O . CHARLESTON, S.C. POSTAGE PAID.]
Col. imp., in right upper corner 
of envelope ; oval.

5 cents, blue.

N ote.— The above stamps are known to be genuine, but other de
signs have obtained temporary acceptance which were mere spurious 
fabrications. Among these must be classed the once famous “ block
ade “ series, alleged to have been issued to prepay postage to Europe 
by the blockade runners.

Columbia.
ENVELOPE STAMP.

1861.
12. Figure of value and inscription 

in broad linear oval, on plain 
ground. [p. O. COLUMBLA, в. C. 
paid . ]  Col. imp., oval.

!> cents, b lue.
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Fredericksburg.
ADHESIVE STAMPS.

1861.
13. Type-printed : numerals of

value and inscription in bor
der of detached stars, [ f r e d e - 
r ic k s b ’g  po st o f f ic e , v a . r. t .
THOM.] Col im p . on ruled 
note paper, sq.

5 ceníš, blue ; 10 c., red.
Goliad.
1861.

14. Type-printed : numeral of value in inscribed type-
bordered rectangle, [ g o l ia d  p o s ta g e , j . a . c l a r k h , 
p o s tm a s te r ,] Rect.

5 cents ; 10 c.

Greenville 
1861.

15. Inscription and value between 
scroll pattern, in linear frame. 
[PAID-FIVE (or PAID-TEN), GREEN
VILLE, a l a . ]  Col. imp., rect.

Five cents, red and blue; ten c., 
blue and red.

Knoxville.
ADHESIVE STAMP.

1861.
16. Eagle and inscription on plain 

disk in inscribed circular 
linear frame, [c. s. p o s ta g e .
KNOXVILLE, TENNESSEE.] Blk.
imp., circ.

F iv e  cents, b lack .

* ■ * » * '* * * * &  
is rarDKjacisBV. *

# ат тшпс #
*  ------------------- *
*  IO *#  __________ *
#  РО З! О Г Л  CE.V A *  
* * * * * # # * *
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17. Figure of value and word p a id  within eleven stars,
in  inscribed oval ; scrolls in  angles, [с . h . Ch a r l 
t o n , p. m . Kn o x v il l e , t e n n . ]  Col. imp., rect.

5 cents, red.

ENVELOPE STAMP.

1861.
18. Design of No. 1C impressed in  right upper corner

of envelope, [c. s. p o s ta g e . Kn o x v il l e , T e n n e s s e e .]  
Col. im p ., c irc.

Five cents, olive-green.

N ote.—These envelopes are found of paper of various colours.

Livingston.

ADHESIVE STAMP.
1861.

19. Large figure of value on shield 
in branches, surmounted by 
sun ; on white octagonal disk, 
in inscribed frame, with 
feminine face and arms in 
angles. [LIVINGSTON POST
OFFICE p a id . ]  Col. imp., rect.

5 cents, blue.

Lynchburg.

ADHESIVE STAMP.
1861.

20. Figure of value in inscribed oval on plain ground, 
[p. H. g la ss , p. M.] Col, imp., oval.

5 cents, dark blue.
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Macon,

ADHESIVE STAMP.
1861.

21. Type-printed : value and inscrip
tion on plain ground in double
lined frame, [ post o f f ic e , m a 
ço n , g a . ]  Bik. imp., sq.

5 cents, green.
Madison.

ADHESIVE STAMP.
1861.

22. Type-printed : value on plain ob
long disk in broad foliated 
border. Col. imp., obi.

3 cents (cnets), bronze on 
blue.

Marion.
ADHESIVE STAMPS.

1861.
23. Inscription and figure of value in type-set frame.

[ po st o f f ic e  c h e c k , p a id , m a k io n , v a . ]  Blk. im p ., 
sq.

5 cents, 10 c., 15 c., 20 c.,—black.

(r -  i lPOST OFTICE

F I V E
OEJTTS 
МА СОЛ, BA.

* ------ У

2 4 .

M em phis.
ADHESIVE STAMPS. 

1861.
Figure of value crossed by the 

word c e n ts  on lined disk, in 
broad solid circle of white stars, 
on plaid background bearing 
inscription. [PAID. M. C. CALLA
WAY.] Col. imp., rect.

2 cents, blue.x
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1861.

25. Large figure of value in centre, 
surrounded by inscription, on 
plaid ground, with scalloped 
edge. [ р д ш . Me m p h is , t e n s . ]  
Col. imp., oval.

5 [cents], red.

ENVELOPE STAMP,
1861.

26. Design of No. 25. [ p a id . Me m p h is , t e n n . ]  Col.
imp., oval.

5 [cents'], red on yellow.
Mobile.

ADHESIVE STAMPS.
1861.

27. Figure of value on a white five-
pointed star; allegorical figures 
in spandrels ; in  inscribed m a r
ginal fram e h a vin g  ornam ents in  
angles, [ m o b il e  po st o f f ic e , p a id .]
Col. imp., rect.

2 cents, black ; 5 c., blue.
Nashville.

ADHESIVE STAMPS. 
1861.

28. Value and the word p a id  within 
stars, in inscribed linear oval, 
with lined scrolls in angles ; on 
solid ground. [NASHVILLE, TENN. 
PAID. w . D. MC. NISH, P. M .] Col. 
imp., rect.

5 [cents], carmine; 10 c., green.
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1861.

29. Large figure of value in arched in
scription of postmaster’s name; 
on plain ground, in linear 
frame, [ n a s e v i l l e , w . d . ы с . n i s h , P. M .] Col. imp., rect.

3 cents, red.

New Orleans.
ADHESIVE STAMPS.

1861.
30. Embossed : figure of value in solid 

double circles, bearing inscrip 
tion ; nam e of postm aster in  
u p p e r and low er m a rg in  ; scroll 
ornam ents in  spandrels. [N EW 
ORLEANS POST OFFICE. PAID. J. L. 
RIDDELL.] Col. im p., rect

2 cents, red, blue.

1861.
31. Figure of value enclosed in linear 

and plain curved labels bearing 
inscription ; postmaster’s name 
in solid marginal labels above 
and at foot ; scrolls in spandrels,
[ n e w  ORLEANS POST OFFICE. PAID,
j .  L. Rid d e l l . ]  Col. im p., rect.

a. On white paper.
5 cents, brown.

h. On blue paper.
5 cents, b ro w n .

a  uj

* o  *
CENTS.

NASHVILLE
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1861.

X  ‘J

> r , ■ » “

4- 'M l"

32. Profile to left on solid disk in 
inscribed oval ; numerals of 
value in each angle; span
drels lined. [ n e w  ORLEANS 
POST OFFICE. PAID.] Col. imp., 
rect.

20 cents, carmine-red.
Note.—Only a single copy of this stamp 

is known, and no American collector has mentioned the existence 
of the type. Its claim to admission rests on a very narrow basis.

Pleasant Shade.

ADHESIVE STAMP.

1861.
33. Type-printed : figure of value and 

inscription in design composed 
of type bordering, in frame of 
like pattern, [ p l e a s a n t  s h a d e , 
VIRGINIA. POST OFFICE. R. E. DAVIS, 
p. M.] Col. imp., rect.

5 [cents], blue. i i A v i s . p . »

Petersburg.

ADHESIVE STAMP.

1861.
34. Similar design to No. 33. [P e te r s b u r g , v ir g in ia , 

p o s t  o f f ic e , w. E. bass, p. m.] Col. imp., rect.
5 cents, rosy red.

Note.— Of this stamp there exist some dangerous counterfeits. 
The originals are of great rarity.
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Rheatown.
ADHESIVE STAMP.

1861.
35. Type-printed : inscription and value 

in design composed of typo bor
dering, in linear frame, [ e i ie a -  
TOWN, TENN. PAID. D. PENCE, P. M .] 
Col. imp., rect.

5 [cents], red.

Ringgold.
ENVELOPE STAMP.

1861.
36. Handstamped : three concentric inscribed circles,

w ith  ornam ented letter о (or figure 5) in  centre. 
[ e INGQOLD,’GEORGIA. C. S. POSTAGE]. Blk. im p ., circ. 

5 cents, black.

Union Town.
ADHESIVE STAMP.

1861.
37. Type-printed: the word p a id  and figure of value in

ce ntre ; in scriptio n  above and below, [c. s. A. 
p o s ta g e , u n io n t o w n ]  ; in  chain-patterned frame. 
Blk. im p., obi.

5 cents, grey.

R ote.— It ie said that many post
masters struck their office hand
stamps, after effacing the date, on en
velopes, and sold them tó the public.
Of this genus appears to be the stamp 
here represented. They are as scarce 
as they are uninteresting, and as un
interesting as they are scarce.

D.PENCE.PM

ВНЕАТОЙЛ.!»».
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C O STA R IC A .

ADHESIVE STAMPS.
1862-4.

1862.
scarlet.

1. View of two seas divided by 
mountains, with stars and in
scribed labels and scrolls above ; 
in ornamented scrolled frame, 
with background of flags ; mar
ginal label at foot bearing value. 
[CORREOS DE COSTA RICA. PORTE.] 
Col. imp., rect.

a. Unperf.
I (medio) real, blue ; 2 (dos) reales,

b. Perf.
1863. \ real, blue ; 2 reales, red, scarlet.
1864. 4 ( cuatro) reales, green ; 1 (un) peso, 

orange.

C U B A  A N D  P U E R T O  RICO.

ADHESIVE STAMPS.

1855.
1. TypeNo. 8 of Spain: laureatedprofile 

of Isabella II. to right on solid 
disk, in beaded circle ; in mar
ginal frame bearing inscription at 
top and value at foot ; granulated 
spandrels, [ co rr eo s . ]  Col. imp. 
on bluish paper ; rect. Wmk., a 
series of loops.
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a. For general postage.
 ̂ real piala ƒ., greenish blue, dark greenish 

blue; 1 rl., green, deep green; 2 rls., carmine.

b. For interinsular postage.
j- real plata ƒ., (b e in g  the 2 rls., -with y | printed 

in  black over p rofile ), carm ine-red.

N ote.— 'The 1855 series was also used in the Philippine Islands 
from the date of its emission until the year 1864. It was long 
thought that the value of the stamp surcharged “  T J ” was 2} reales, 
hut we have the authority of an eminent collector for giving it aa 
t  real ; moreover, it stands to reason, that the rato between two 
neighbouring islands should be lower, not higher, than that for the 
carriage of letters to Europe.

1856.
2. Design of No. 1, but printed on rough white paper.

[ co r r eo s . ]  Col. imp,, rect. Wmk., diagonal 
crossed lines.

 ̂ real plata ƒ., yellowish blue, light greenish 
blue, deep greenish blue ; 1 rl., green, pale green, 
yellow-green ; 2 rls., red, deep red.

1857.
3. Design of No. 1. Col. imp., on smooth paper

w ith o u t w m k . [CORREOS.] rect.

a. For general postage.
\ real plata ƒ., blue, ultramarine, dull blue, 

indigo ; 1 real, green, yellow-green, bright green ; 
2 rls., red.

b. For inter insular postage.
]• real plata f .  (being the 2 rls., with printed 

in black over profile), red.
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1862.
4. Type No. 11 of Spain: diademed 

profile of Queen to left on solid disk, 
in ornamented circle, surmounted 
by inscribed scroll ; caduceus and 
anchor in lower spandrels ; lined 
background ; value in white mar
ginal label at foot, 
imp., rect.

j  real plata ƒ., black.

1864-6.
5. Type No. 13 of Spain ; diademed 

profile of Queen to left on solid 
oval disk, in embellished scroll
ed frame, having stars in an
gles. [ corre os.] Rect.

I. Blk. imp.
a. Without date.

1864. I real plata f., buff.
b. With date (66) in black on profile.

1866. y real plata, ƒ., buff.

II. Col. imp. on tinted paper.
1864. J real plata f., green on pale pink, 

deep green on rose ; 1 rl., deep blue on salmon ; 
2 reales, vermilion on pink, vermilion on flesh.

[CORBEOS.] Blk.

1860-7.
6. Design of No. 5, with new deno

mination of value and date of 
issue, [ co b bEOS.]] Col. imp., rect.
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a. Unperf.
Dated “ 1866.”  5 centimos, lilac; 10 e., blue; 

20 c., green ; 40 c., rose.
Dated “  1867.”  10 centimos, blue ; 20 c., green.

b. Perf.
Dated “  1867.”  5 centimos, lilac ; 10 c., blue ; 

20 c., green ; 40 c., rose,

1868-9.
7. Diademed profile of Queen to 

left on lined circular disk, 
with ornaments in spandrels, 
and letters in corners ; in
scribed marginal label above 
and value and date of issue 
in similar label below, [ ultra 
m a r .]  Col. imp., rect., perf.

Dated “ 1868.”  5 centimos, lilac; 10 c., blue;
20 c., bright green; 40 c., rose, bright rose.

Dated “  1869.”  ő centimos, rose ; 10c., brown, 
light brown ; 20 c., orange-yellow ; 40 c , lilac, 
pale lilac.

1869.
( Special issue for Puerto Rico.)

8. Design of No. 7 surcharged in black with the 
w ords h a b il it a d o  por l a  náción . Col. im p., rect., 
perf.

Dated “  1868.”  5 centimos, lilac ; 10 c., blue ; 
20 c., bright green ; 40 c., rose.

Dated ” 1869.”  5 centimos, rose ; 10 c., brown ;
20 c., orange-yellow ; 40 c., lilac.

N ote.— See foot-note to Spain, No. 21, for explanation of surcharge.
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1870- 2.
9. Crowned effigy, symbolic of Spain, 

in solid oval disk, on a reticu
lated background, with inscrib
ed scroll above, value and date 
in white scroll at foot, [ cor- 
REOS.] Col. imp., rect., perf.

Dated “  1870.”  5 centimos, 
blue ; 10 c., green, pale green;
20 c., light brown; 40 c., rose.

1872. "Without date : 12 cêntimos de peseta, 
carmine-rose.

N ote.— This type and that of Spain, No. 22, are identical in all 
points, except the date and inscription.

1871- 4.

10. Figure of Liberty,—seated, with 
arm resting on shield, bearing 
the Spanish arms—on lined 
ground, with white inscribed 
scroll above, solid labels at sides, 
and value in marginal label at 
foot. [ULTRAMAR,] Col. imp., 
rect., perf.

Dated “  1871.” 12 centimos de peseta, pale
lilac; 25 c., bright blue; 50 c., bright green, deep 
green ; 1 peseta, light brown.

Dated “  1874.” 12| centimos de peseta, brown ;
25 c., bright blue ; 50 c., lilac, mauve ; 1 peseta, 
rose.
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1873.
11. Portrait of King Amadeo to 

right on lined oval disk ; 
arched inscription above and 

. value at foot ; numerals on 
square disks in lower angles ; 
linear spandrels, [ u l tr a m a r  
a n o . 1873.] Col. imp., rect., 
perf.

12  ̂ centimos de peseta, 
green ; 25 c., mauve ; 50 c,, chocolate-brown.

1873.
12. Portrait of King to right on 

lined oval disk ; arched in
scription above and value in 
graduated letters at foot; li
near spandrels. [ ultramar 
ano. 1873.] Col. imp., rect., 
perf.

1 (una) peseta, reddish
brown.

DANISH WEST INDIES.
(ISLANDS OF ST. THOMAS, ST. JOHN, AND ST. CROIX).

ADHESIVE STAMPS.
1855-73.

1. Type of Denmark, No. 2 : crown, 
crossed sword and sceptre, on 
solid disk encircled by wreath, 
m broad -inscribed frame, hav
ing post-horns at angles; span
drels granulated, [ kol . post 
frm . ]  Col. imp., sq . Wmk., a 
crown.
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I. Unperf.
a. On yellowish paper.

1855. 3 centu, red.
b. On brownish paper.

1861. 3 cents, deep red.
c. On whitish paper.

1867. 3 cents, carmine-rose.
N ote.—The yellowish or brownish tint of the above varieties was 

given by the gum employed.

II. Rouletted.
1871. 3 cents, carmine-rose.

Note.—Some entire rouletted sheets o f the 3 cents have recently 
been received in this country with each stamp neatly obliterated 
with a circular postmark. These are probably a portion of the sur
plus stock.

III. Perf.
1873. 3 cents, carmine-rose ; 4 c., bright 

blue.
1873-4.

2. Numeral on circular solid disk, 
surmounted by crown, within 
crossed branches, on lined 
ground ; in broad inscribed oval 
band, with ornamented angles. 
[ dansk vestin diske  o e r . ]  Imp. 
in two colours, rect., peri. 
Wmk., a crown.

1873. 1 cent, violet and green ; 3 c., carmine 
and blue ; 4 c., blue and brown ; 14 c., bright 
green and lilac.

1874. 7 cents, yellow and lilac.
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D O M I N I C A .

ADHESIVE STAMPS.

3874.
1. Diademed profile of Queen 

Victoria to left on lined disk, 
in solid inscribed oval band ; 
value in white marginal label 
at foot; florets in spandrels. 
[DOMINICA POSTAGE.] Col. 
imp., rect., perf.

One penny, lilac ; sixpence, 
green ; one shilling, solferino.

Note,— In 1871 a well-engraved design made its appearance, pur
porting to be that which had been adopted for this colony, but 
subsequent investigations demonstrated its suspicious character.

D U T C H  W E S T  I N D I E S .

ADHESIVE STAMPS.

1861.
3. Crown in wreath, with four di

verging laurel leaves, and figure 
in each angle, forming the date 
of emission ; on plain ground. 
[ post zegel . ]  Blk. imp., rect.

10 c., lilac, rose, lavender.

Note.__It is believed by many collectors that this stamp did not
circulate in Dutch Guiana, but in the Dutch East Indies. It may 
have been used in both places, but in any case its postal employment 
must have been extremely limited, if it was not an essay.
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Curaeoa.

ЛОПЕ SIVE STAMPS.
1873.

2. Profile of K in" William III. of 
Holland to left on linear disk 
in dotted circle; inscripţionând 
value in curves above and 
below on diapered ground ; in 
octagonal frame ; ornaments in 
angles, [ curacao.] Col. imp., 
rect., perf.

2| cents, bright green ; 3 c., stone ; 5 c., rose ; 
10 c., bright blue ; 25 c., light brown ; 50 c., 
mauve.

Surinam.

ADHESIVE STAMPS.
1873.

3. Profile of King to left on linear 
disk in dotted circle; inscription 
in straight solid label above and 
value in white disks below on 
each side of royal arms; orna
mented scrolls in spandrels, on 
lined ground, [ suriname.]  Col. 
imp., rect., perf.

2§ cents, rose ; 3 c., bright green ; 5 c., mauve ; 
10 c., stone; 25 c., bright blue, dull blue; 50 c ., 
light brown.

Note.— TLe series for Curacoa and Surinam were issued simul
taneously. The designs, as will be observed, whilst they resemble 
each other, are not identical. They are both of them modifications 
of the current Dutch type, but are printed in more vivid colours 
than those of the home-country.



ECUADOR.

ADHESIVE STAMPS.

1865-72.
1. Arms of Ecuador on solid disk in 

beaded circle, in inscribed mar
ginal frame having key-pattern
ed sides and ornaments in angles ; 
spandrels lined, [ ecuador cor- 
REOS.] Col. imp., rect., perf,

a. On white paper.
1865.  ̂ (medio) real, blue, bright blue, deep

bine ; 1 (un) rl., pale green, bluish green, yellow, 
orange, buff, light brown, greenish yellow.

b. On bluish paper.
1872. I real, blue ; 1 rl., yellow.

Note.—It is said that the green 1 rl. was for letters circulating 
within the country, and the 1 rl. yellow, for letters addressed to 
places abroad.

1866.
2. Arms on solid disk in lined oval ; 

white inscribed scroll above, and 
value in straight label at foot ; 
in scrolled frame. [ correos 
ECUADOR.] Col. imp., rect.

4 (cuatro) reales, rose, red.

Note.—Two typical varieties of this design are known. The dif
ferences which distinguish them are unimportant, and both are of 
equal rarity.

POSTAGE STAMPS.
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1872.
3. Arms on lined disk in beaded 

circle, in marginal frame with 
key-patterned sides, inscrip
tion above, and value at foot ; 
linear spandrels and orna
ments in corners, [ ecuador 
CORREOS.] Col. imp., rect., perf.

■| real, bright blue ; 1 peso,

1872.
4. Arms in ornamented scrolls on 

lined ground; arched label 
above and value in straight 
label at foot; in linear frame. 
[CORREOS DEL ECUADOR. PORTE.] 
Col. imp., rect., perf.

1 real, orange.

GRENADA.
ADHESIVE STAMPS.

1860- 6.

1. Diademed profile of Queen on 
solid disk in linear oval, on 
reticulated ground, with in
scribed marginal labels above 
and below ; ornaments in cor
ners. [GRENADA.] Col. imp., 
rect., perf.

a. Unwmkd.
1860. One penny, green, bluish green; Six

pence, lake.
b. Wmk,, a star.

1864. One penny, green; sixpence, lake,
1866. Sixpence, orange-red.

rose.
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GUATEMALA.

ADHESIVE STAMPS.

1871.
1. Arms of Guatemala on lined disk 

in solid inscribed oval band ; 
Greek pattern in angles, and 
value in lower corners, [ cokreos 
de  Guatemala .]  Ool. imp., rect., 
perf.

1 (un) centavo, bistre ; 5
(cinco) c., deep brown; 10 (diez) c., 

deep blue ; 20 (vcinte) c., carmine.
Note.— See Note to No. 2.

1872.
2. Small white scroll, surmounted 

by bird of paradise, on branches, 
enclosed in shield, in an in
scribed linear oval, in lined 
frame ; figures of value in 
lower angles. [ correos de 
gu atem ala . ]  Col. imp., rect., 
perf.

4 (cuatro) reales, mauve ; 1 peso, orange.
Note.—The stamps of type No. 2, which on their first appearance 

were considered to be spurious, are now admitted to be genuine. It 
appears that although the principle of a decimal currency was adopted, 
and the stamps of Type 1, with value in centavos, were issued, no cor
responding coins were struck, aud according to one authority, the 
administration now sells the 5 c. stamps at half a real ; the 10 c., at 
1 real ; and the 20 c., at 2 reales. Another authority states that the 
values of the stamps of Type 1, have been reset, and that the old 
5 c., 10 c., and 20 c. values, have been facially transformed into 
i  rl., 1 rh, and 2 rl. stamps. Pending confirmation of this state
ment, we refrain from cataloguing the latter. It only remains to 
add that the return to the old monetary system fully explains the 
issue of the 4 rls. and 1 peso.

T
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1873.
3. Arms in pointed shield, with sun 

and crossed branches, on lined 
disk, in broad inscribed solid 
oval ; in thick linear frame ; 
lined spandrels. [ tim bre  de 
guatem ala . ]  Col. imp., rect.

4 reales, blue,

1873.
4. Arms in shield, with branches 

and sun, on lined disk, in solid 
inscribed oval band; in thick 
linear frame; spandrels gran
ulated. [TIMBRE DE GUATEMALA.] ■ 
Col. imp., rect.

1 peso, green.

N ote.—The stamps Nos. 3 and 4 are most probably revenue labels 
which are doing temporary postal service concurrently with the 
4 rls. of Type 2, if indeed their employment benot simply a mistake 
on the part of the sender of the letters on which duly obliterated 
specimens have been received. The designs have been known since 
1869, when they were stigmatised as fictitious, partly on account of 
their bearing the French word Timbre.

HONDURAS.
ADHESIVE STAMPS.

1865-74.
1. Arms of Honduras on pyramid, 

with waves beneath and motto 
(Dios, Union, y Libert ad) above; 
on plain inscribed oval disk ; 
figure of value in lined spandrels. 
[CORREOS DE HONDURAS.] Blk. imp., 
small rect.



POSTAGE ST AMTS.

a. Гог tome postage. .
1865. 2 (dos) reales, green.

b. Гог foreign postage,
1865. 2 reales, rose.
1874. 2 reales, lilac.

339

JAMAICA.

ADHESIVE STAMPS.
1858-71.

1. Laureateti profile of Queen Victoria 
to left on lined circular disk, 
with broad arched labels, bearing 
inscription and value, above and 
below ; reticulated spandrels. 
[ jam aica  postage . ]  Col. imp., rect., 
perf.

a. Wmk., a pine-apple.
1858. One penny, pale blue, dark blue.

I. Wmk., cc. and crown.
1871. One penny, blue.

1858-71.
2, Laureated profile of Queen to left 

on lined circular disk; white 
curved labels above and below; 
spandrels solid, [ jamaica post
a g e .]  Col. imp., rect., perf.

a. Wmk., a pine-apple.
1858. Twopence,rose, darkrose.

h. Wmk., cc. and crown.
1871. Twopence, bright rose.
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1858.

1858-71.
3. Laureateti profile of Queen to left 

on lined circular disk ; marginal 
labels above and beneath bearing 
inscription and value ; spandrels 
beaded. [ jaìiaica postage.] Col. 
imp., rect., perf.

a. Wmk., a pine-apple.
Fourpence, orange, vermilion.

b. Wmk., cc. and crown.
1871. Fourpence, red.

1858-71.
4. Lanreated profile of Qneen to left 

on a linear beaded hexagon, 
formed by white labels bearing 
inscription and value ; scroll 
pattern in angles, [ jamaica post
a ge .] Col. imp., rect., perf.

a. Wmk., a pine-apple.
1858. Sixpence, lilac, pale lilac.

b. Wmk., cc. and crown.
1871. Sixpence, lilac.

1858-71.
5. Lanreated profile of Queen te left 

on lined disk, in solid inscribed 
oval band ; scroll work in angles. 
[ jamaica postage . ]  Col. imp., rect., 
perf.

a. Wmk., a pine-apple.
1858. One shilling, brown, pur

ple-brown.



Ъ. Wmk. cc. and crown.
1871. One shilling, brown.

18G3-71.
G. Similar design to No. 5, but leaves 

in  angles, [ ja m a ic a  p o s ta g e .]
Col. imp., rect., peri.

a. Wmk., a pine-apple.
1863. Threepence, pale green, 

deep green.
b. Wmk., CC. and crown.

1871. Threepence, green.

1872.
7. Lanreated profile of Queen on lined 

disk in waved circle ; inscription 
and value in white marginal 
labels above and at foot ; scroll 
pattern in spandrels, [ ja m a ic a  
p o s ta g e . ]  Col. imp., rect., peri. 
Wmk., CC. and crown.

Halfpenny, m aroon.

POSTAGE STAMFS.

M ASTINI QUE AND OTHER FRENCH COLONIES.
(Excepting Algeria).

ADHESIVE STAMPS.
1860-5.

1. Crowned eagle on brick-patterned 
disk in a broad beaded inscribed 
solid circle; scrolled angles, [ colo
nies  DE L’ EMPIRE FRANCAIS. POSTES.]
Col. imp. on tinted paper, sq.
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I860. 10 centimes, bistre; 40 c., orange.
1862. 1 centime, olive-green ; 5 c., bright

green.
18G5. 20 centimes, bright blue; 80 c., rose. 

1871.
2. Design of France (Empire), No. 4. [ e m p ir e  fr a n 

c a is . p o s tes . ]  Col. imp. on tinted paper, rect.,
imp erf.

1 centime, olive-green.

1871.
3. Design of France (Empire) No. 3. [ e m p i r e  f r a n c .

t o s t e s . ]  Col. imp. on tinted paper, rect., unperf.
5 centimes, green.

1871.
4. Design o f  France (Empire), No. 5. [ em pire  fran 

cais . postes. ]  Col. imp. on tinted paper, rect. 
unperf.

30 centimes, brown ; 80 c., rose.

1872.
5. Design of France (Republic), No. 7. [ r e p u b . fr a n c .

postes . ]  Col, imp. on tinted paper, rect., uvperf.
5 centimes, light green.

1871-2.
6. Design of France (Republic), No. 1. [ r e p u b . fr a n c .

POSTES.] Col. imp. on tinted paper, rect., unperf.
1871. 10 centimes, bistre; 20 c., blue; 40 c., 

orange.
1872. 15 centimes, bistre ; 25 c., blue.
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Note.— Recently a perforated  40 c. was received on a letter from 
Martinique, and unless a special type be adopted for the colonies, 
there is reason to suppose that the ordinary perforated stamps used 
in France will in future be supplied, in which case the obliteration 
will constitute the only means of distinguishing those used in the 
colonies, and there will, in fact, be but little reason for collecting 
them apart.

MEXICO.
REPUBLIC.

ADHESIVE STAMPS.
1856-63.

1. Portrait of Hidalgo to left in dark 
oval disk, with inscribed scroll 
above, and value in straight label 
at foot ; in embellished scrolled 
frame, [coreeos mejico.] Rect.

a. Col. imp.
1856. [|] medio real, blue,

pale blue, dark blue ; [1] un rl., yellow, orange ; 
[2] dos reales, green, yellow-green, sea-green, 
deep green ; [4] matro rls., red ; [8] ocho rls,, 
deep lilac, reddish lilac.

b. Blk. imp.
1861. [|] medio rl., light brown ; [1] un

rl., green ; [2] dos reales, pink ; [4] cuatro rls., 
yellow ; [8] ocho rls., deep brown.

c. Col. imp., on col. paper.
1863. [4] cuatro reales, red on yellow ; [8]

ocho reales, green on brown.
Note.— All the Mexican stamps are found with and without the 

name of the issuing office surcharged in black at sides ; and all the 
types, except the first two, are also surcharged with the number of 
the issuing office and the date of the year.
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1864.
2. Similar design to No. 1, but in

scription in white scroll, and 
the engraving more finely exe
cuted. [CORREOS МЕЛ CO.] Reet., 
perf.

o. Col. imp.
[1 ] un real, vermilion ; [2] 

dos reales, deep blue ; [4]
cuatro rls., brown.

b. Blk. imp.
[1 ] un jpeso, black.

Note.— These stamps were prepared by the American Bank Note 
Company for the Juariet government, but when the supply was ready 
the Republicans were reduced to great Btraits, and held only a few 
of the Mexican towns. In these the series is said to have been em
ployed, but it is doubtful whether the two higher values were ever 
in use. We have, ourselves, only seen a single 2 reales, blue, post
marked.

EM PIEE.

ADHESIVE STAMPS.
1864-6.

3. Arm s of Mexico (crowned eagle 
on cactus, holding a snake in 
its beak) on lined disk, in in
scribed oval band ; in reticu
lated marginal frame having 
florets in angles, [ correos Me x 
ico. ]  Col. imp., rect.

1864. [| ] medio real, puce, reddish violet ; 
[1 ] un rl., dull blue, azure-blue; [2] dos reales, 
yellow, orange ; [4 ]  cuatro rls., bright green ; [8 ]  
ocho rls., red.

1865. [3] tres centavos, reddish brown ; [-|] 
medio real, lilac, pale lilac ; [2 ] dos reales, pale
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yellow, orange-yellow; [4] cuatro rls., yellow- 
green.

1866. [3] tres centavos, brown ; [§] medio
real, pearl-grey; [1] un rl., blue, light blue, 
bright blue ; [8] odio rls., dull red.

Note.—The historian, Prescott, quotes a legend, to the effect 
that the Mexicans originally came from North America, and the 
original immigrants, after many wanderings, came to the south
western borders of the principal lake in the year 1325. They there 
beheld, perched on the stem of a prickly pear, which shot out from 
the crevice of a rock that was washed by the waves, a royal eagle 
with a serpent in his talons, and his broad wings open to the rising 
sun. They hailed the auspicious omen, announced by an oracle as 
indicating the site of their future city since known as Mexico, and 
laid its foundations by sinking piles in the shallows. This tradition 
is commemorated by the device of the eagle and cactus, represented 
on the above stamps, and which forms the national arms.

1866.
4. Profile of Emperor Maximilian to 

left on solid disk, in oval in
scribed band; in marginal frame.
[ imperio  mexicano  cokreos. ]  Col. 
imp., rect.

a. Lithographed ; surcharged with
the name of the state.
7 centavos, deep grey, pale grey ; 13 c., bine, 

pale blue ; 25 c., yellow, orange, deep orange ; 
50 c., green, pale green.

h. Engraved ; with and without surcharge.
7 centavos, mauve ; 13 c,, deep blue ; 25 c,, 

yellow-brown, 50 c., green.
REPUBLIC,

ADHESIVE STAMPS.
1867.

5. Design of No. 1, surcharged in Gothic letters with 
tho word Mexico , [ correos M E jico.] Rect.
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a. Blk. imp.
[|] medio real, brown ; [1] и n rl., green ; 

’2] dos reales, pink ; [4] cuatro rls., yellow ; 
"8] odio rls., red-brown,

b. Col. imp. on thin bluish paper. Wmk., R. p. s.
[^] medio real, greenish black; [1] un real, blue ; 

[2] dos reales, green ; [4] cuatro reales, rose.
n. Col. imp. on col. paper.

[4] cuatro rls., red on yellow ; [8] odio rls., 
green on brown.

18G8.
6. Portrait of President Juarez (?) on 

lined disk in circle ; inscribed 
marginal labels above and 
below, and stars in angles.
[mexico.] Rect.

I. Blk. imp.
a. Unperf.

G cents, light brown ; 12 c., 
green, bluish green ; 50 c., 
yellow, greenish yellow ; 100 c., brown.

b. Vert.
6 cents, light brown ; 12 c., green ; 50 c., 

yellow, greenish yellow; 100 c., brown.
II. Col. imp.

a. Unperf.
25 cents, blue on pink ; 100 c., brown on 

brown.
b. Perf.

25 cents, blue on pink ; 100 c., brown on 
brown.
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Note.—All the values exist surcharged with the word anotados 
in black, which apparently would indicate that the stamps on 
which it appears were used to prepay the registration fee,

1872.
7. Profile of Hidalgo to left on 

lined disk in dotted oval ; in 
marginal frame containing white 
labels bearing inscription and 
value ; florets in corners and 
ornamented spandrels, [ corbeos 
Mexico . ]  Col. imp., on paper 

' having a bine moiré pattern at 
back, and papel  sellado in wmk. ; 
rect.

a. Unperf.
[6] seis centavos, green, pale green ; [12] doce c., 

blue, light blue ; [25] veinticinco c., red, rosy 
red ; [50] dncuenta c., lemon, yellow ; [100] den c., 
lilac.

b. Peri.
[б] seis centavos, green, pale green; [12] doce

c., blue, light blue ; [25] veinticinco c., red,
rosy red; [50] dncuenta c., lemon, yellow; [100] 
den c., lilac.

1874.
8. Profile of Hidalgo to left on 

engine-turned irregular disk; 
numerals of value on tablets 
at each angle ; in frame of 
narrow curved labels bearing 
inscription and value, [ correos 
Mexico. ]  Col. imp., rect., perf.

5 cen ta vos, b row n .
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1874.
9. Profile of Hidalgo to left on oval 

disk, with inscription in curved 
label (interrupted by Roman 
numeral in oval) above, and 
value in similar label below; 
numerals in transverse octagons 
at sides and also in angles ; in 
ornamented frame. [ correos 
Mexico. ]  Blk. imp., rect,, perf.

10 (diez) centavos, black.

1874.
10. Profile of Hidalgo to left on en

gine-turned irregular disk ; nu
merals of value at each angle ; 
in frame of narrow curved and 
marginal labels, bearing in
scription and value, [ correos 
Mexico] .  Col. imp., rect., perf.

25 centavos, blue.

1874.
Profile of Hidalgo to left on 

shaded oval, in irregnlar en
gine-turned disk containing 
numerals of value in circles 
thrice repeated and inscription; 
scrolled label at foot bearing 
value in words ; in embellished 
frame, [ correos Mexico . ]  Col. 
imp., rect., perf.

50 centavos, dark green.
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1874.
12. Profile of Hidalgo to left on 

shaded oval ; engine-turned 
pattern at sides ; diagonal labels 
at corners bearing numerals 
of value, and value in words 
in marginal label at foot, [ cor
eeos Mexico. ]  Col. imp., rect., 
perf.

100 centavos, carmine-rose.
ENVELOPE STAMPS.

1874.
13. Embossed : profile of Hidalgo to 

left on solid disk, in oval 
frame bearing inscription in 
upper and value in lower half, 
interrupted at sides by numer
als in octagonal disks, [сок- 
EEOS Mexico . ]  Col. imp., oval.

10 centavos, green; 25 < 
dark blue.

G u a d a la ja ra .
REPUBLIC,

ADHESIVE STAMPS.
1867-8.

14. Inscription, date, and value in 
linear circle, [ franco EN Guada
la ja r a . ]  Blk. imp., circ.

1867. Medio [| real], white;
[1] un rl., white, yellow, green, 
blue, slate-grey ; 2 reales, white, 
green, blue-green, lilac, rose ;
4 rls., white, rose, slate-grey, lilac ; un [1] peso, 
lilac.

1868. 1 real, green; 2 reales, lilac, rose.
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N o t e .-— These stamps are simply reproductions of the Guadalajara 
postmark, with the value and year added in centre. They were 
struck by the postmaster without authority from the head office, and 
are found on paper of different textures and descriptions. Some 
copies of both the 1867 and 1868 stamps are met with perforated 
in poiuts, the perforations following the line of the circle, just as if 
the stampe had been punched out.

N E V I S .

ADHESIVE STAMPS.
1861-71.

1. Representation of the goddess of 
health (Hygeia) giving water 
from a healing spring to a sick 
person; in marginal frame with 
engine-turned sides and inscription 
and value above and below ; or
naments in angles, [ n evis. ]  Col. 
imp., rect., perf. 

a. On bluish paper.
1861. One penny, lake-red. 

h. On toned paper,
1861. One penny, lake-red.

c. On white paper.
1867. One penny, vermilion.
1871. One penny, rose.

1861-7.
2. Design of No. 1 on circular 

disk ; inscribed curved labels 
above and - below ; in neat 
marginal frame, with small 
crosses in angles, [ n evis , ]  Col. 
imp., rect., perf.

a. On bluish paper.
1861. Fourpence, dull rose.
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b. On toned paper.
1861. Fourpence, dull roso.

c. On white paper.
1867. Fourpence, orange.

1861.
3. Design of No. 1 on circular 

disk, in marginal frame hav
ing white inscribed labels 
above and at foot ; reticulated 
spandrels, and floret in each 
corner, [n evis . ]  Col. imp. 
on toned paper ; rect., perf.

Sixpence, lilac-grey.

1861-7.
4. Design of No. 1 in oval band having 

reticulated sides and solid arched 
labels, bearing inscription above 
and value below ; angles reticulat
ed. [n evis . ]  Col. imp., rect., 
perf.

a. On toned paper.
1861. One shilling, green.

b. On white paper.
1867. One shilling, bright green.

N o t e .— The design on the Nevis stamps, which İs a fac simile of 
the great seal of the colony, is symbolical of the healing virtues of 
the mineral springs for which the island is celebrated. An hotel of 
almost palatial dimensions, called the “  Bath House,” has been 
erected over some of the springs, and the surrounding grounds laid 
out in gardens. Another spring issues from the side o f a rock, forms 
a large pool, and runs in a continuous stream called the ”  bath 
stream,” and terminates in a large pond on the sea shore. It is open 
to all, and is probably the spring referred to on the stamps.
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N E W  B R U N S W I C K .

ADHESIVE STAMPS.
185 7.

1. Heraldic flowers and stars 
surrounding a crown, in 
inscribed marginal frame, 
with numerals of value at 
angles, [ n e w  Brun sw ick  
postage . ]  Col. imp. on 
bluish paper ; diam.

Threepence, red ; six
pence, yellow  ; one shil
ling, violet.

1860-4.
2. Locomotive in transverse oval 

inscribed band ; figures of 
value in small slanting ovals 
in upper, and in large upright 
ovals in the lower angles ; 
the word cent in marginal 
label at foot, [ new  Brunsw ick  
postage . ]  Col.imp.,obi., perf.

1860. One cent, purplish brown.
1864. One cent, mauve.

1860.

1860.

3. Diademed portrait of Queen in 
inscribed oval band ; figures 
of value in small slanting ovals 
in upper, and in upright ovals 
in lower angles ; marginal 
label, containing the word 
CENTS, at foot. [NEW BRUNSWICK
p o s ta g e . ]  Col. im p., rect., 
perf.

Five cents, deep green, bluish green.
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1860.
4. Similar design to No. 3, but Roman numerals of 

value in upper corners and in lower spandrels. 
[ n e w  Brunsw ick  postage . ]  Col. imp., rect., perf.

Ten cents, vermilion.

1860.
5. Steamship in transverse oval 

inscribed band; figures of 
value in small disks in upper, 
and in large circular disks 
in lower angles ; and curved 
label, containing the word 
CENTS, at foot, [ n e w  BRUNS
WICK POSTAGE.] Col. imp., 
obi., perf.

Twelve and half cents, deep blue.

1860.
6 Portrait of the Prince of 

Wales in Highland costume 
to left on shaded disk, in 
oval inscribed band ; nume
rals of value in transverse 
ovals in angles ; the word 
cents in straight label at 
foot, [ new  BRUNSWICK POST
AGE.] Blk. imp., rect., perf.

Seventeen cents, black.

N ote.— 1This design, in which the Prince of Wales is represented 
as a boy, is finely engraved. After doing duty for several years in 
New Brunswick, it was in substance adopted, after the absorption 
of that province in the Dominion, for the one cent Newfoundland 
stamp, and is also used on the post card for that colony.

Z
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1861.
7. Portrait of Mr. Connell (late post

master) on shaded disk in in
scribed oval band ; figure of value 
repeated six times in the frame ; 
the word c e n t s  in straight label 
at foot, [ n e w  BRUNSWICK POSTAGE.] 
Col. imp., rect., perf.

Five cents, chocolate.
Note.— The history of this stamp, or essay, is well known. The 

postmaster, apparently desirous of seeing his own portrait figuring 
on one of the denominations of the then new series, caused the de
sign to be engraved, but his action was disapproved of, the iesue 
was cancelled, and the sheets of stamps destroyed. It is asserted, 
however, that some few copies really did pass the post.

1863.
8. Diademed portrait of Queen in 

inscribed oval band ; figure of 
value in oval in each angle ; 
in ornamented frame. [ n e w  
BRUNSWICK POSTAGE.] Col. imp., 
rect., perf.

Two cents, orange.

NEWFOUNDLAND.
ADHESIVE STAMPS.

1857-63.
1. Heraldic flowers and stars sur

rounding crown, in inscribed 
marginal frame, with numeral 
of value in each angle, [ s t . 
JOHN’S NEWFOUNDLAND POSTAGE.]
Col. imp., sq.

1857. One penny, brown- 
violet ; fivepence, brown-violet.

1863. Fivepence, chocolate.
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1857.
2. Trefoil, enclosing 

rose, shamrock, 
and thistle, on 
reticulated tri
angular disk, in 
broad inscribed 
frame, with fig
ures of value in 
each angle, [ s t . j o h n ’ s , Ne w f o u n d l a n d , p o s ta g e . ]  
Col. imp., trian.

Threepence, green.

1857-63.
3. Rose, shamrock, and thistle on 

white circular disk, in in
scribed engine-turned oval 
band; numerals of value in 
corners ; beaded pattern in 
spandrels, and p o s ta g e  and 
value in words at foot. [ s t . 
Jo h n ’s, Ne w f o u n d l a n d , post
a g e . ]  Col. imp., rect.

Twopence, orange.
Twopence, vermilion.
Twopence, lake.

1857-63.
4. Similar design to No. 3, but 

the word po stag e  at top of 
stamp, and scroll pattern in 
spandrels, [ s t . Jo h n ’s , Ne w 
f o u n d l a n d , p o s ta g e . ]  Col. imp., 
rect.

1857.
I860.
1863.
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1857. Fourpence, orar.ge.
1860. Fourpence, vermilion.
1863. Fourpence, lake.

1857-63.
5. Rose, shamrock, and thistle on 

white oval disk, in a broad 
inscribed engine-turned bor
der; numeral of value in cir
cle in each corner, and scroll 
pattern in spandrels ; mar
ginal labels above and below.
[ s t . j o h n ’s, Ne w f o u n d l a n d , 
p o s ta g e . ]  Col. imp., rect.

1857. Sixpence, orange.
1860. Sixpence, vermilion.
1863. Sixpence, lake.

1857-63.
G. Rose, shamrock, and thistle on 

white circular disk, in broad 
inscribed engine-turned oval ; 
value in curved labels above 
and below, and figures in square 
disks in angles, [ s t . J o h n ’s,
NEWFOUNDLAND, POSTAGE.] Col. 
imp., rcct.

1857. Sixpence halfpenny, 
orange.

1860. Sixpence halfpenny, vermilion.
1863. Sixpence halfpenny, lake.
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1857-63.
7. Rose, shamrock, and thistle on

white circular disk, in broad 
inscribed engine-turned oval ; 
p o s ta g e  in small curved label 
above, and value in lower 
margin ; figure in each corner, 
and shells in spandrels, [ s t .
J o h n ’s, Ne w f o u n d l a n d , p o s ta g e .]
Col. imp., rect.

1857. Eightpence, orange.
1860. Eightpence, vermilion.
1863. Eightpence, lake.

1857-63.

8. Design of No. 3, but figures in upper angles only,
and florets in spandrels, [ s t . J o h n ’s, Ne w f o u n d 
la n d , p o s ta g e . ]  Col. imp., rect.

1857. One shilling, orange.
I860. One shilling, vermilion.
1863. One shilling, lake.

1866.

0. Codfish on lined disk in 
transverse oval inscrib
ed band; interrupted at 
corners by circles enclos
ing numerals of value.
[NEWFOUNDLAND.] Col. 
imp., obi., perf.

Two cents, yellow- 
green, bluish green.
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1866-9.
10. Seal and Arctic landscape 

surmounted by inscribed 
scrolled labels ; value in 
marginal label at foot ; 
figures in upper angles. 
[NEWFOUNDLAND.] ОЫ., 
perf.

a. Col. imp.
1866. Five cents, brown.

Ъ. Blk. imp.
1869. Five cents, black.

1866.
11. Portrait of the Prince of Wales in 

military uniform on lined disk; 
inscription in scrolled frame 
above, and value in similar 
label at foot, in embellished 
frame. [N e w f o u n d l a n d . ]  Blk. 
imp., rect., perf.

Ten cents, black.

1866.
12. Diademed profile of Queen to 

left on shaded disk, surround
ed by broad garter bearing 
inscription and value. [Ne w 
foundland . ]  Col. imp,, oval, 
perf.

Twelve cents, red-brown.

N ote.— The stampa Nos. 9, 10, 11, and 12 were first printed on 
a thick toned paper, and afterwards on a thinner pure white paper.

_  ^  Л А / V W V  W  V / V
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1866.
13 . Vessel sailing to right, with 

inscription in arched label 
above, and valne in straight 
label at foot ; numerals 
in circles at sides. [N e w 
f o u n d l a n d . ]  Col, imp., obi., 
perf.

Thirteen cents, orange.

1866.
14. Crowned portrait of Queen in 

white linear octagon ; in
scription in ornamented 
scroll above ; large numer
als of value in circles in 
lower angles on each side 
of the word c e n ts . [N e w 
fo u n d la n d . ]  Col. imp., rect., 
perf.

24 cents, deep blue.

1868-71.
15. Portrait of the Prince of Wales 

in Highland costume on 
shaded disk; in pointed oval 
inscribed band, crossed above 
by a scrolled label bearing 
value ; numerals in lower 
angles. [NEWFOUNDLAND. N. F .] 
Col. imp., rect., perf.

1868. One cent, mauve.
1871. One cent, red-violet.
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1870-3.
16. Portrait of Queen to right in 

•widow’s weeds on shaded 
disk ; inscription and value 
in inscribed curved labels 
above and beneath ; numerals 
in upper, and stars in lower 
angles ; in embellished frame. 
[NEWFOUNDLAND.] Col. imp., 
rect., perf.

1870. Three cents, vermilion ; six c., carmine
rose.

1873. Three cents, deep blue.

POST CARD.
1873.

17. Design of No. 15—Prince of Wales, &c.— in right 
upper corner ; inscription to left in tastefully- 
designed scroll and label, with ornamented init
ial letter, &c. ; lines below for address ; on 
ground of rayed lines and net-work; in broad 
border of link pattern, having Maltese crosses 
in angles. [N e w f o u n d l a n d  p o s t  card , & c . ]  Col. 
imp.

One cent, green.
N ote .— The Newfoundland poet card is remarkable for the rave 

delicacy of its design, which, we venture to say, is unequalled. No 
wood-engraving could give a fair idea of it. It was engraved by the 
American Bank Note Company of New York ; and we may here take 
the opportunity to mention that the great majority of the stamps 
now in use in North and South America are engraved and printed 
at New York, by one or other of the important bank note com
panies established there. Among the most notable productions of 
these companies may be mentioned the emissions of Nicaragua, 
Nova Scotia, Costa Rica, Newfoundland, Brazil, Peru (llama), Chili, 
&c., &jC. The stamps of the Dominion of Canada are manufactured 
by a similar company at Montreal.
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N E W  QRANADA, OR UNITED STATES OP 
COLOMBIA,

Note.— We have preferred to catalogue the various emissions of 
this federation under the old and well-known name of “  New 
Granada.” It will be seen, however, from the sub-headings that the 
country has been known by three successive names, viz :

“  Granada Confederation.”
“  United States of New Granada.”
“  United States of Colombia.”

Each change in name was the consequence of a revolution. The title 
of “  United States of Colombia” is now the official designation.

Granada Confederation.

ADHESIVE STAMPS.
1859.

1. Arms of New Granada in shaded 
shield, on solid circular disk with 
beaded edge ; numerals of value 
above and below on vertically 
lined ground ; in solid inscribed 
frame, [ c o n f e d . g r a n a d in a , cobreos  
NACIONALES.] Col. imp., OCt.

5 centavos, lilac, reddish lilac, deep g re y  ; 10 c., 
yellow , ye llo w -b ro w n  ; 20 c., blue.

1860.
2. Similar design to N o . 1, b u t arm s 

on plain  shield ; figures of value 
sm aller and on ground of ve rtically  
waved lines, [ c o n fed . g r a n a d in a . 
CORREOS NACIONALES.] Col. im p., 
oct.

2% centavos, bright green, yellow
ish green; 5 c., lilac, reddish lilac, grey, blue, 
violet, violet-blue; 10 c., pale brown, yellow- 
brown, deep brown, orange-brown, orange-red ; 
20 c., blue, bright blue, deep blue ; 1 peso, pale 
rose.
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United States of New Oranada.

1861.
3. Arms in shield on solid disk, in 

plain inscribed oval band con
taining nine' stars below; in 
marginal frame bearing inscrip
tion, with value at foot ; span
drels lined. [CORREOS NACIONALES. 
ESTADOS UNIDOS DE NUEVA GRANADA.]
Rect.

a. Bik. imp.
2],- centavos, black.

b. Col. imp.
5 centavos, yellow, huff ; 10 c., light blue ; 20 c., 

red; [1] un peso, rose.

United States of Colombia.

ADHESIVE STAMPS.
1862.

A. Arms on white shield in beaded circle, 
on disk of waved lines, containing 
nine stars, in inscribed white octa
gonal frame, [в. и. d e  c o l o m b ia , co r -  
ltEOS NACIONALES.] Col. imp., OCt.

10 centavos, bine, pale bine ; 20 c., 
rose ; 50 e., light green, dark green ; 
[1] un ji eso, lilac, violet.

1863.
5. Arms on plain shield within oak- 

branches ; nine stars above ; on 
white disk; in linear inscribed 
frame, [e . u. de colombia, correos
NACIONALES.] Col. im p ., OCt.



a. On white paper.
5 centavos, yellow, orange ; 10 c., blue, pale 

blue ; 20 c., red ; 50'c., green.
N o t e . —T w o  inverted colour varieties are known, viz., the 2 0  e., 

green, and 50 c.,red. The latter is generally admitted to be gen uine, 
but the former is of questionable value.

b . On bluish paper.
10 centavos, blue; 20 c., red ; '50 c., green.

1864.
6. Same general design as No. 5, 

but arms and oak-branches on 
solid disk, and ornaments at 
angles, [ e . c . de  c o lo m b ia , cor - 
r e o s  NACIONALE8.] Col. imp., 
rect.

5 centavos, yellow, orange ;
10 c., blue, deep blue ; 20 c., 
red, carmine-red ; 50 c., green, dark green ; lp e s o , 
violet.

1865.
7. Агтз and condor surmounted by 

stars and glory, on white in
scribed disk, in narrow border. 
[ e . U. DE COLOMBIA. CORREOS NA- 
ciONALEs.] Col. imp., rect.

1 centavo, rose, bright rose.
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1865.
8. Three shields, bearing arms, 

united to form a triangle, 
enclosed in a pyramidal in
scribed frame, [ e . u . de co
lom bia . CORREOS NACIONALE».] 
Bik. imp., triau.

2|  centavos, lavender.
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N ote.—This stamp, at one time considered as intended for un
paid letters, prepays delivery to the receiver’s house, Letters which 
do not bear it must be applied for at the post-office.

1865.
9. Arms and condór on white disk, 

in, broad solid inscribed oval 
band enclosing nine stars ; value 
in plain marginal label at foot ; 
spandrels reticulated, [ e . u . de 
COLOMBIA. CORREOS NACIONALES.]
Col. imp., rect.

5 centavos, orange, yellow; 10 c., 
lilac, reddish lilac; 20 c., blue, light blue, deep 
blue ; 50 c., green, light green ; 1 peso, dull rose, 
vermilion.

N ote.—There are two varieties of the 50 c., one with smaller 
figures of value than the other.

1867.
10. Arm's on shield in curved branches, 

surmounted by nine stars, on 
linear octagonal disk, in broad 
inscribed frame, [ е е . ud. de co
lombia. CORREOS NACIONALES.] Col. 
imp., oct.

5 centavos, yellow, orange.

1867.
Arms on shield in circular disk, 

surrounded by nine stars above 
and branches beneath, on lined 
sinous-edged and beaded disk. 
[EE. UÜ. DE COLOMBIA. CORREOS 
nales.] Col. imp., rect.

10 centavos, lilac , m a u v e .
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1867.
12. Arms and condor on white oval 

disk, in scroll patterned scal
loped border; inscribed riband 
labels above and below, and 
value in white margin at foot. 
[ es. es. de colombia, correos 
nales.] Col. imp., rect.

20 centavos, blue.
1867.

13. Arms in shield surrounded by 
stars, on diapered disk bearing 
numerals of value in oval disks 
above and below ; in inscribed 
curved band ; scrolled ornaments 
at sides and in angles, [ e . u. de 
COLOMBIA. CORREOS MALES.] Col. 
imp., rect.

50 centavos, light green, blue- 
green.

1867.
14. Arms and condor on solid oval disk, 

in frame of scrolled labels bear
ing inscription and value; fig
ures on solid disks in spandrels.
[ es. DS. de COLOMBIA. CORREOS 
nales.] Col. imp., rect.

1 peso, vermilion, carmine.
1867.

15. Arms and còndor on diapered ground 
in finely scrolled oval, with 
branches beneath ; in linear 
inscribed frame ; value at foot. 
[ e . U. DE COLOMBIA. CORREOS NACION- 
ALES.] Blk. imp., on glazed paper; 
rect.

5 pesos, green.
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N ote.— This stamp, at one time considered as intended for un
paid letters, prepays delivery to the receiver’s house. Letters which 
do not bear it must be applied for at the post-office.

1865.
9. Arms and condor on white disk, 

in broad solid inscribed oval 
band enclosing nine stars ; value 
in plain marginal label at foot ; 
spandrels reticulated, [ e. c. de 
COLOMBIA. COEREOS NACIONALES.] 
Col. imp,, rect.

5 centavos, orange, yellow; 10 c., 
lilac, reddish lilac ; 20 c., blue, Tight blue, deep 
blue ; 50 c., green, light green ; 1 peso, dull rose, 
vermilion.

Note.— There are two varieties of the 50 c., one with smaller 
figure» of value than the other.

1867.
10. Arms on shield in curved branches, 

surmounted by nine stars, on 
linear octagonal disk, in broad 
inscribed frame, [ е е . uu. de co
lombia. CORREOS NACIONALES.] Col. 
imp., oct,

5 centavos, yellow, orange.

1867.
11. Arms on shield in circular disk, 

surrounded by nine stars above 
and branches beneath, on lined 
sinous-edged and beaded disk. 
[ ее. UtJ. DE COLOMBIA. CORREOS
nales.] Col. imp., rect.

10 centavos, lilac, mauve.
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1867. _
12. Arms and condor on white oval 

disk, in. scroll patterned scal
loped border; inscribed riband 
labels above and below, and 
valne in white margin at foot. 
[ es. üs. de colombia, cobreos 
nales.] Col. imp., rect.

20 centavos, blue.
1867.

13. Arms in shield surrounded by 
Btars, on diapered disk bearing 
numerals of value in oval disks 
above and below ; in inscribed 
curved band ; scrolled ornaments 
at sides and in angles, [ e . u. de 
COLOMBIA. CORREOS NALES.] Col. 
imp., rect.

50 centavos, light green, blue- 
green.

1867.
14. Arms and condor on solid oval disk, 

in frame of scrolled labels bear
ing inscription and value; fig
ures on solid disks in spandrels.
[ es. CS. DE COLOMBIA. CORREOS 
nales.] Col. imp., rect.

1 peso, vermilion, carmine.
1867.

15. Arms and condor on diapered ground 
in finely scrolled oval, with 
branches beneath ; in linear 
inscribed frame ; value at foot. 
[ e. Ü. DE COLOMBIA. CORREOS NACION- 
ALES.] Blk. imp., on glazed paper; 
rect.

5 pesos, green.
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1867.
16. Arms, condor, and stars on plain disk, 

in broad solid inscribed rectan
gular border ; in scrolled frame, 
with value at foot. [к. и. de co
lombia. CORREOS KLES.] Bik. imp., 
on glazed paper ; rect.

10 pesos vermilion.
Note.—These high values (Nos 15 and 10) were issued for the 

postage of very heavy letters, and also, according to one authority, 
to prepay the carriage on small packages of gold-dust from the in
terior to the coast. ,

1868.
17. Arms, condor, and stars on plain 

disk, in white inscribed oval 
band ; inscription in solid arched 
label above, and value in similar 
label below; numerals in circu
lar disks at angles, [ estados uni
dos DE COLOMBIA. CORREOS KALES.]
Col. imp., rect.

5 (cinco) centavos, orange-yellow.

1868.
18. Arms, condor, andstars, surrounded 

by inscription, on plain disk, in 
solid oval band bearing inscrip
tion and value ; Roman numerals 
in angles, [ estados unidos de 
COLOMBIA. CORREOS NALES.] Col. 
imp., rect.

10 (diez) centavos, lilac, mauve, 
violet.

N ote.— There are two typical varieties of this type, differing from 
each other in secondary details.
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1869.
19. Shield inclined sideways, 

with stars, on solid disk, 
in inscribed scalene tri
angle. [EE. un. DE CO
LOMBIA. CORREOS NALES.]
Bik. imp., trian.

2?r centavos, purple.
N ote.— The explanation appended to type No. 8 applies equally 

to this stamp.

1870.

Arms surmounted by condor and 
stars, in upper half of stamp ; 
inscription on white label in 
centre, and value, &c., in curved 
labels below; figures in each 
corner of scrolled frame, [ е е . 
Ш. DE COLOMBIA. CORREOS NALES.] 
Col. imp., rect.

5 centavos, yellow, orange.

1870.
21. Arms surmounted by condor and 

stars, in solid inscribed circle ; 
inscription above and value 
below in curves ; figures in 
each angle ; in ornamented 
frame, [ estados unidos de co
lombia. CORREOS NALES.] Col, 
imp., rect.

2 0  ( vein te )  cen tavos, b lue.
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1870.
22. Arms, surmounted by condor, in 

circle composed of inscription 
and stars ; value and inscription 
in graduated letters above and 
below ; in solid marginal in
scribed frame, [ estados unidos 
DE COLOMBIA. CORREOS NACIO- 
NALES.] Col. imp., reet.

50 centavos, green.

1870.

23. Arms, condor, and stars in solid 
inscribed circle ; value in broad 
linear marginal label at foot ; 
scrolled spandrels, [ е е . mj. de 
COLOMBIA. CORUEOS NÀLES.] Col. 
imp., rect.

[1] un 'peso, rosy red.

1870.

21, Arms and condor, with stars 
above and curved inscription 
below, in scrolled frame of 
curved labels and circles, 
bearing inscription and fig
ures of value, [ ее , üu. de co
lombia. CORREOS NACIONALES.] 
Blk. imp. on glazed paper ; 
large rect.

5 pesos, brigìit green.
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1870.
25. Arms and condor surrounded 

by circle of stars and in
scription ; in ornamented 
scrolled frame containing 
curved inscribed labels, 
and numerals of value in 
circle at foot, [ estados
ütíIDOS DE COLOMBIA. COR
EEOS NACIONÀLES.] Bik. 
imp. on glazed paper; large 
rect.

10 (diez) pesos, vermilion.

1871.
26. Large inscribed figure of value 

enclosing arms, on background 
of flags ; motto (Libertad orden) 
in upper, and figures of value 
in lower angles, [ ее. üu. de co
lombia. CORREOS NACIONÀLES.] Col. 
imp., rect.

2 (dos) centavos, chocolate, red
brown.

1872-3.
27. Arma in shield on white disk, bear

ing inscription above and stars 
below ; in broad solid inscribed 
frame, [ е е . uu. de colombia, cor- 
reos NACIONALES.] Col. imp., cur
vilinear.

1872. [1] un centavo, olive-
green.

1873 . [1 ]  u n  cen ta vo , p in k .
a 2
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1870.
22. Arms, surmounted by condor, in 

circle composed of inscription 
and stars ; value and inscription 
in graduated letters above and 
below ; in solid marginal in
scribed frame, [ estados unidos
DE COLOMBIA. CORREOS NACIO- 
NALEs,] Col. imp., rect.

50 centavos, green.

1870.

23. Arms, condor, and stars in solid 
inscribed circle ; value in broad 
linear marginal label at foot; 
scrolled spandrels, [ ее . uu, de 
COLOMBIA. CORREOS NALES.] Col. 
imp., rect.

[1] un peso, rosy red.

1870.

Arms and condor, with stars 
above and curved inscription 
below, in scrolled frame of 
curved labels and circles, 
bearing inscription and fig
ures of value, [ ее . uu . de co
lombia. CORREOS NACIONALES.] 
Blk. imp. on glazed paper ; 
large rect.

5 pesos, bright green.
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1870.
25. Arms and condor surrounded 

by circle of stars and in
scription ; in ornamented 
scrolled frame containing 
curved inscribed labels, 
and numerals of value in 
circle at foot, [ estados
UNIDOS DE COLOMBIA. COR
EEOS NACIONALES.] Bik. 
imp. on glazed paper; largo 
rect.

10 (diez) pesos, vermilion.

1871.
26. Large inscribed figure of value 

enclosing arms, on background 
of flags ; motto (Libertad orden) 
in upper, and figures of value 
in lower angles, [ ее. uu. de co
lombia. CORKEOS NACIONALES.] Col. 
imp., rect.

2 (dos) centavos, chocolate, red
brown.

1872-3.
27. Arms in shield on white disk, bear

ing inscription above and stars 
below ; in broad solid inscribed 
frame, [ е е . uu. de colombia. COR- 
reos nacionales.] Col. imp., cur
vilinear.

1872. [1] un centavo, olive-
green.

1873 . [1 ]  u n  cen ta vo , p in k .
a  2
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28.
1874.

Arms and condor in circle of stars 
and inscription ; inscribed scrolls 
above and value below ; in em
bellished frame, [ estados unidos 
PE COLOMBIA. CORRËOS NÁCIÓN* ALES-] 
Col. imp., reet.

10 centavos, violet.

SUPPLEMENTARY POSTAGE (SOBREPORTE) STAÌIPS.

( For letters for abroad.)
1865.

Arms surmounted by condor on 
plain disk, in Horse-shoe inscrip
tion, with value at foot ; on 
linear ground, in scrolled border. 
[ sobreporte.] Blk. imp., rect.

25 centavos, blue.

1865.
30. Arms surmounted by flying con

dor, with sun behind, in broad 
inscribed linear octagon, [so

- BRKPORTE.] Blk. imp., oct.
50 centavos, yellow.

1865.
31. Arms surmounted by condor in 

a swooping attitude, on lined 
disk in inscribed circle ; scrolled 
ornaments in angles, [ sobre
porte.] Col. imp. rect.

1 (un peso), rose.
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1870.
32. Arms surmounted by condor, in 

- circle formed by inscription 
and stars ; ' broad inscribed 
scroll label above, and value in 
similar label below ; circular 
disks at sides, each bearing 
numerals of value, [ estados 
UNIDOS DR COLOMBIA. CORREOS 
nales.] Bik. imp., rect.

25 centavos, blue.

Х оте.— These stamps are said to have been issued in 1867, and 
were received in Europe early in the following year, but their gen
uineness has been placed in doubt, and the evidence put in up to 
the present is so contradictory, that we prefer to consider them as 
suspects, until some better proof is forthcoming of their authenticity.

REGISTRATION STAMPS.

33.

1805.
Large letter A, inscription, and 

value encircled by wreath, 
and inscribed above, [ e . u . 
DE COLOMBIA. C0RRE03 NACIO
NALE S.] Blk, imp., sq.

5 centavos, b lack .
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1865.
34. Large white letter R  on a cir

cular mural disk, in a six- 
pointed star, each point bear
ing numeral of value ; en
circled by inscription, [ e . u . 
DE COLOMBIA. COKREOS NACIO- 
NALES.] Blk. imp., sq.

5 centavos, black,
1865.

35. Large lithographed vignette ; tricolour flag (in the
national colours, yellow, blue, and red) floating 
to the right, the yellow (and uppermost) portion 
inscribed CERTIFICACION SIN CONTENIDO; the blue, 
vale VEiNTE i cinco centavos ; and the red, SALO 
d e ...e n ...d e ...de 186...; above the flag, estados 
unidos DE COLOMBIA; in the left upper angle, cor- 
REOS ; in the right, nacionales ; each word above 
a large scrolled disk, enclosing value ; lower 
half of the stamp filled with oblong lined label 
for address. Col. imp., obi.

25 centavos, brown, yellow, &c.
1865.

36. Like 35, hut certificacion con contenido on yellow
portion of flag, and vale cincuknta centavos on 
the blue portion. Col. imp., obi.

50 centavos, brown, yellow, &c.
1867.

37. Similar design to No. 36, but tricolour floating to
left ; colombia on the yellow portion, and certi
ficacion con contenido crossing the centre. Blk. 
imp,, obi.* (See engraving).

50 centavos, black.
* Our engraving must be understood to be merely approximate. 

Thus the lower part of Type No. 37 (page 373) should be filled with 
waved lines, enclosed in a border, and in No. 38 (page 375) the 
stamp on the right hand should be repeated on the left.
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1865.
34'. Large -white letter R  on a cir

cular mural disk, in a six- 
pointed star, each point bear
ing numeral of value ; en
circled by inscription, [ e . u .
DE COLOMBIA. CORREOS NACI0- 
nales.]  Blk. imp., sq.

5 centavos, black.
1865.

35. Large lithographed vignette ; tricolour flag (in the
national colours, yellow, blue, and red) floating 
to the right, the yellow (and uppermost) portion 
inscribed certi fica cion sin contenido ; the blue, 
VALE VEINTE I CISCO centavos ; and the red, SALO 
d e . . . en . . .de ., .de 186... ; above the flag, estados 
unidos de colombia ; in the left upper angle, cor- 
REOS ; in the right, NACIONALES ; each word above 
a large scrolled disk, enclosing value ; lower 
half of the stamp filled with oblong lined label 
for address. Col. imp., obi.

25 centavos, brown, yellow, &c.
1865.

36. Like 35, b u t ckrtificacion con contenido on yellow
p ortion  o f  flag, and vale cincuenta centavos on 
the blue portion . Col. im p., obi.

50 centavos, brown, yellow, &c.
1867.

37. Similar design to No. 36, but tricolour floating to
left ; colombia on the yellow portion, and certi- 
ficacion CON contenido crossing the centre. Blk. 
imp., obl.# (See engraving).

50 centavos, black. *
* Our engraving must be understood to be merely approximate. 

Thus the lower part of Type No. 37 (page 373) should be filled with 
waved lines, enclosed in a border, and in No. 38 (page 375) the 
stamp on the right hand should he repeated on the left.
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1870.
38. Similar to No. 37, but flag curved behind staff, 

and flanked on each side by square designs 
bearing largo numerals of value in inscribed 
circles, [ esta dos unidos de .colombia, certi пса- 
cion CON CONTËNIDO. CORKEOS NACIONALE S, &C.] Col. 
and black imp., obl. ( See engraving).

50 centavos, yellow, blue, red, and black.
N ote.— The registration system of New Granada is similar to 

that of France, a distinction being made between letters registered 
with and those registered without a declaration of value. Nos. 33, 
3G, and 37 are used for the former class, and Nos. 34 and 35 for the 
latter. The capital A in No. 33 signifies anotados, or noted (the 
additional form), and the R in No. 34, registered. These two stamps 
are of the same monetary value, but it will be observed that the 
vignettes, Nos. 36 and 37, for letters registered with declaration 
(certific acion con co.NTENlDol, are charged 50 centavos ; whilst No. 
35 (sin contenido), is only 25 c. These vignettes are 2) in. by 5J in. 
They are adhesive, and are laid over the back of the envelope, thus 
forming an additional seal. They are generally termed cubiertas.

1870.
39. Large letter A., stars, and figure 

of value on lined disk in circu
lar inscribed band, having stars 
on each side ; inscription in 
graduated letters above and 
below. [EE. Ulf. DE COLOMBIA 
CORREOS NALES. ANOTACION.] Blk 
imp., rect.

5 centavos, black.

1870.
40. Design of No. 39, but large letter 

R in centre, [ ее. uu. de colom
bia. CORREOS NALES. REJISTRO.]
Blk. imp., rect.

5 cen ta vos, b la ck .



oo
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LABEL FOK OFFICIAL LETTERS.

1868.
41. Inscription in five lines, in an oblong border.

[ estados unidos de colombia— servicio  de correos
NACIONALES— CERTIFICADO OFICIAI.----SALE DE...EN...
DE. . .DE... 186. . .  REMITE  ..........EL ADMINISTRAD
OR.] Size, 3 in. by 5 in. Black imp. on blue 
paper. {See engraving).*

Black.
N ote.—There are four varieties of this type.

Antioquia.

N ote.—As the Oranadine Republic is made up of sovereign 
states, and each member of the union is left free to manage its 
own internal affairs, some of the states (and possibly all) have set up 
a postal service of their own, which is quite independent of the cen
tral post-office. Unfortunately, however, it is very difficult, owing 
to the frequency of revolutions in New Granada, and the ever-recur
ring change in the personnel of the post-office, to get anything like 
clear and positive information, either respecting the issues of the 
republic or of its component states.

ADHESIVE STAMPS.
1868 (? )

42. Anna surmounted by condor on 
shaded disk, in inscribed oval 
band; inscription in labeLabove 
and value in lower margin ; on 
plain ground, [ es. us . de colom
bia. E. S. DE ANTIOQUIA. CORREOS.] 
Col. imp., rect.

2| centavos, pale blue.

* In this instance, also, our engraving must be considered as sim
ply the nearest approach which can be made to the original. The 
design is type-set, but the border is of a pattern which it has not 
been found possible to match in this country.
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18G8 (?)

43. Arms and condor surrounded Ъу 
inscription, in linear circle; 
scrolls above and below bearing 
inscription and value ; on plain 
ground, in double lined frame. 
[ es. US. DE COLOMBIA. E. S. DE 
ANIIOQUIA. C0ERE09.] Col. imp., 
rect.

10 centavos, pale lilac.

1868 (?)
44. Arms surmounted by condor and 

nine small stars, in linear oval 
inscribed band, interrupted above 
and below by scrolls bearing 
inscription and value ; on plain 
ground, [ e . s. DE ANTIOQUIA. EE.
UU. DE COLOMBIA. CORREOS.] Col. 
imp., rect.

[1] un poso, red.

1869 (?)
45. Arms and condor on shaded disk, 

in white inscribed scalloped 
oval band ; solid straight labels 
above and at foot ; bearing in
scription and value ; figures of 
value in spandrels ; on lined 
background, [ es. us. de colom
bia. E. S. DE ANTIOQUIA. CORREOS.]

Col. imp., rect,
5 cen ta vos, g reen .
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18G9.
46. Arms surmounted by condor and 

nine stars on plain disk, in 
white inscribed oval band; in 
scrolled frame, bearing inscrip
tion above and value below, 
and figures on solid circular 
disks in  angles, [ es. üs. de
COLOMBIA. E. S. DE ANTIOQÜU.______
CORREOS.] Col. imp. rect.

21 (dos y medio) centavos, dark blue.

1869.
Similar to No. 46, but figures of 

value at sides, solid scrolls 
above and below, and dark 
figures on plain disks in an
gles. [ es. üs. DE COLOMBIA. E. S. 
DE ANTIOQDIA. CORREOS.] Col. 
imp., rect.

5 centavos, green.

1869.
48. Similar design to No. 46, but 

inscribed oval formed of two 
curved bands ; solid scrolls 
above and below ; florets in 
upper, and figures of value 
on plain disks in lower angles, 
[к. U. DE COLOMBIA. E. S. DE AN- 
TIOQUIA. CORREOS.]. Col. imp., 
rect.

10 cen tavos, lila c , redd ish  lila c .
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I860. '
49. Similar design to No. 46, but 

solid scrolls above and below ; 
florets in upper, and numerals 
of value on plain circular disks 
in lower angles, [ e s . u s . de  
COLOMBIA. E. S. DE ANTIOQUIA.
correos.]  Col. imp., rect.

20 centavos, light brown, deep 
brown.

1869 (?)
50. Similar design to No. 44, but on 

reticulated ground and value 
in lower scroll in thinner letters. 
[ f..S. DE ANTIOQUIA. EE. UU. DE 
Co lo m b ia . CORKEOS.] Col. imp., 
rect.

[1 ] unpeso, vermilion, carmine.

1874.
51. Arms and value in lower por

tion of stamp, surmounted by 
arched band, curves, scrolls, 
&c., all bearing inscription 
and denomination of value. 
[EE . UU. DE COLOMBIA. ESTADO. 
SOBERANO DE ANTIOQUIA. COR
REOS.] Col. imp. rect.

10  cen ta vos, v io le t .
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1874
52. Large scroll enclosing the word 

CORREOS, numerals of value, 
and nine stars; oblique lines 
of inscription above on white 
ground ; reclining shield bear
ing arms, with inscription and 
value, below, [ е е . ш . d e  co 
l o m b ia . ESTADO SOBERANO DE 
ANTIOQULA. COKREOS.] Col. imp., 
rect.

20 centavos, brown.

1 8 7 4

53. Large inscribed scroll, shaped 
like an S, intersected by a ver
tical band, or letter I, bearing 
value in words ; eagle and 
motto to left; upper angles 
and groundwork containing 
stars irregularly disposed, [ e s . 
DS. DE COLOMBIA. E. S. DE ANTI- 
OQÜIA. COBREOS.] Col. imp., rect.

[1] un peso, red.
Notb.— It may be that the combination of the S with the I, or up

right band, is really intended to represent the conventional sign for 
the dollar in America, consisting of an S crossed by two vertical 
lines.

Bolivar.
ADHESIVE STAMPS.

1863-6.
54. Arms in shield, with stars above and 

below, in double linear rectangular 
frame ; on plain ground, [ e s . u s . d e  
COLOMBIA. ESTADO S. DE BOLIVAR. CORREOS
d e l  e s ta d o . ]  Col. imp., small rect.
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1863. 10 centavos, green ; 1 peso, red.
1866. 10 centavos, rose.

1873.
55. Arms surmounted by condor and 

nine stars in inscribed circle ; 
figures of value in solid ovals 
between shaded scrolls above 
and below; inscription and 
value on dark border at sides ; 
on plain ground, [ e s ta d o  so
b e r a n o  DE BOLIVAR. COIİREOS LEL 
ESTADO.] Col. imp., rect.

5 centavos, light blue.

1873.
56. Arms surmounted by condor be

neath nine stars, in solid in
scribed circular band interrupt
ed at sides by lined ovals bear
ing numerals of value ; arched 
inscription above, and value 
in margin at foot; on plain 
ground, [ e s t a d o  soberan o  de

BOLIVAR. COKIİEOS DEL ESTADO.]
Col. imp., rect.

10 centavos, mauve.
1873.

57. Arms surmounted by condor be
neath nine stars, on plain disk, 
in solid inscribed frame; figures 
of value in white transverse ovals 
at angles and repeated at sides. 
[ e s ta d o  s o ber a n o  d e  b o l iv a r . 
CORREOS DELCSTADO.] Col. imp., 
rect.

2 0  cen ta vos, g reen .
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1873.
58. Arms surmounted by condor beneath 

nine stars, on plain disk, in in
scribed circle ; in solid frame 
bearing inscription and value.
[ e s ta d o  so ber a n o  d e  b o l iv a r .
CORREOS DEL ESTADO.] Col. im p., 
rect.

80 ( ochenta) centavos, ver
milion.

Ноте.—At the moment of going to press we receive notice of the 
issue of another 5 c. stamp, of a totally different design. The de
scription will be found in the Appendix.

Cundinamarca.
ADUÉ SIVE STAMPS.

1870.
59. Arms surm ounted b y  condor and 

nine small stars, on w hite  inscrib 
ed oval disk ; solid curved labels 
above and below bearing in 
scription and value ; num erals 
in  each angle, [ c u n d in a m a r c a . 
CORREos.] Col. im p., rect.

5 centavos, light blue.

1870.
GO. Arms surmounted by condor and 

nine stars, in broad solid in
scribed circle ; value in curve 
below ; numerals in upper an
gles. [CUNDINAMARCA CORREOS.] 
Col. imp., rect.

10 centavos, rosy  red.
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* C O ft f i  EOS

E  S d e Cvh
DINAMARCA

È k AAAA.

N ote.—Tbo above designs were introduced by one of the English 
journals on the faith of representations made to it by a cor
respondent, but no proof of their genuineness has ever been adduced, 
and we feel justified in considering them as forgeries.

Tolima.

ADHESIVE STAMPS. 
1870 (?)

» I P
EX. DU. DE сЛ  
*. S. DEI T .Í S ř

|§|Vai.e 5 C t s .Ş § |

ш ш ш

61. Type-printed border enclosing 
inscription and value on plain 
disk. [EE. UU. DE С. E. S. DEL T. 
COKREOS DE LISTADO.] Bik. 
imp., obl.

Б centavos, bluish.
N ote.—T here are two typical varieties o f this type.

1871.
02. Arms surmounted by condor and 

stars, in linear inscribed circle ; 
curved inscription above and 
value below; figures in each 
angle; in scrolled frame, [ b e . 
DU. DE COLOMBIA. E. S. DEL TOLIMA. 
CORREOS DEL EST^DO.] Col. imp., 
rect.

5 cen ta vos, b ro w n .
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187Ti------
63. Arms su rmoanted by condor and 

stars, with inscription, on white 
ground ; solid inscribed arched 
labels above, and value in similar 
label at foot ; Arabic figures at 
sides and Roman numerals in an
gles. [ е е . ÜU. DE COLOMBIA. ESTADO 
S. DEL TOLIMA. CORREOS DEL ESTADO.]
Col. imp., rect.

10 centavos, light blue, deep blue.

1872.
64. Arms surmounted by condor and 

stars, with curved inscription and 
value below in words, on white 
ground ; numerals of value and 
curved inscription in coloured 
letters in upper margin, followed 
by inscription in white letters ; 
in lower angles numerals of value 
on small white disks, [ е е . u u . d e  

COLOMBIA. ESTADO S. DEL TOLIMA. CORREOS DEL ES
TADO.] Col. imp., rect.

50 (cincuenta)  centavos, deep green.

1872.
65. Arms surmounted by condor and stars, 

with numerals at sides, inscription 
below, and solid arched inscribed 
label above ; scroll pattern in span
drels ; value in straight label at 
foot. [EE. UU. DE COLOMBIA, ESTADO 
S. DEL TOLIMA. CORREOS DEL ESTADO.]
Col. imp., rect.

1 peso, carmine,
в  2

i r e
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Note.—It is supposed that this is a spu
rious design, but nothing certain is in reality 
known aboutit, and a specimen of the 15 c., of 
the same type, was lately seen side by side with 
an Antioquia 5  c., and postmarked with it, 
on a fragm ent o f an envelope. On the other 
hand, the arms are incorrectly drawn, and 
there are eleven stars. Altogether, it would 
seem prudent to suspend our judgment on 
this type until its true character is known.

NICARAGUA.
ADHESIVE STAMPS.

1862-71.
1. Sunlit mountain landscape, with 

cap of liberty on central peak ; 
in inscribed marginal frame, 
bearing numerals of value in 
circles at angles. Obi., perf.

I. B lk .  im p. ; inscribed Nic a r a g u a

CORREOS PORTE.

1862. 5 (cinco) centavos, black.
1Г. Col. imp.

a. Inscribed Nic a r a g u a  p o r t e .
1862. 2 (dos) centavos, deep blue.
1870. 2 centavos, light blue.

b. Inscribed nicaragua correos po r te .
1871. 1 (un) centavo, brown, pale brown.

1869.
2. Similar design to No. 1, but 

in frame composed of sepa
rate labels, and numerals in 
angles on oblong disks. [N i 
c a r a g ua  CORREOS PORTE.] Col. 
imp., obi., perf.

İ0 (diez) centavos, ver
milion.
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1869-70.
3. Like No. 1, but numerals of value in angles on. 

square disks, [nicaragua cokreos.] Col. imp., 
obi., perf.

1869. 25 (veinte г cinco) centavos, pale blue.
1870. 25 centavos, green.

N O V A  S C O T IA .

ADHESIVE STAMPS.
1857.

1. Portrait of Queen Victoria in en
gine-turned lozenge, with sec
tions of stars, &c., in spandrels ; 
in inscribed marginal frame, 
having numerals of value in 
plain square disks at angles ; 
[ nova scotia postage .] Col. imp., 
sq.

One penny, red-brown.
If ote. —This stamp was used principally for local j>ostage in the 

town of Halifax, N. Š.

1857.
2. Heraldic flowere and stars 

surrounding a crown ; in 
inscribed solid marginal 
frame, with numerals of 
value on plain disks at 
angles. [ nova scotta 
postage . ]  Col.imp., diam.

Threepence, blue, bright 
blue; sixpence, deep green, 
yellow-green ; one shill
ing, dull violet.
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Note.— The flower beneath the crown ie the Nova Scotian may
flower, which ie much prized in the colony for the rich spicy fra
grance of ita pretty rose-coloured blossoms. It grows wild, and ie 
one of the earliest flowering plants.

1860-3.
3. -Diademed profile of Queen to left 

on shaded disk in circle ; in 
scrolled frame, with inscrip
tion in curved label above and 
value in similar label at foot. 
[ nova scoţia. ]  Rect., perf.

a. Blk. imp.
1860. One cent, black.

1860. Five cents, blue, dull blue.
1863. Two cents, mauve.

Ъ. Col. imp.

1860.

4. Crowned portrait of Queen on 
solid disk in oval ; in embel
lished frame, with inscription 
in scroll above, and value in 
marginal label at foot, [ xova 
s c o ţia . ]  Rect. perf.

a. Blk. imp.
Twelve and a half cents, black.

h. Col. imp.
Eight and a half cents, green; ten c., vermilion.

N ote.— Upon the emission of the series issued by the Dominion 
of Canada (of which Nova Scotia forms part), these stamps were 
withdrawn from circulation.
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ADHESIVE STAMPS.
1870.

1. Lion rampant, supporting cap of 
liberty, on lined disk in inscrib
ed circular band ; figure of 
value in circle in each angle, 
with the word uno between.
[REPUBLICA DEL PARAGUAY.] Col. 
imp,, rect.

1 (un) real, rose.

1870.
2. Lion rampant, supporting a cap 

of liberty, on lined disk, in 
oval inscribed band; shield in 
each angle bearing the word 
DOS. [REPUBLICA DEL PARAGUAY.] 
Col. imp., rect.

[2] dos reales, blue.

1870.
3. Lion rampant, supporting cap of 

liberty, on lined disk, in in
scribed lozenge ; numerals of 
value on solid circles in angles ; 
florets in spandrels, [ republica 
del paraguay . ]  Blk. imp., rect.

3 (tres) reales black.
Note.— The emission of stamps for Paraguay did not take place 

until after President Lopez had been conquered and the country 
subjugated by the Argentine Republic and its allies ; but as far back 
as in 1863 an essay was engraved and submitted to the Paraguayan 
government, and some years later a set of fictitious stamps, concocted 
by an American impostor, obtained temporary credence.
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P E R U .

ADHESIVE STAMPS.
■ 1858.
1. Arms of Peni in shield on solid 

circular disk ; in marginal in
scribed frame ; waved lines in 
spandrels. [co riu: os torte 
franco , ]  Col. imp., sq.

а. With crossed branches below. 
Un [1] dinero, blae.

Ъ. With shield supported by flags.
Una [1] peseta, red; medio [£] peso, or 50 

centimos, yellow, rose.
Note.— U ntil recently it was thought that the above waa the 

second series, and that Type 2 formed the first. The change in 
chronological order was due to the discovery of documents, of which 
a resumé will be found in The Stamp-Collector's Magazine, voi. ix. A 
decree o f the 19th Oct., 1857, authorised the issue of three stamps— 
1 dinero, 1 peseta, and half peso. A  second decree, dated the 23rd 
January, 1858, orders that, “ conformably to the first,” two stamps 
shall be printed, viz., 1 dinero and 1 peseta. Both decrees appear 
to have received independent execution ; the first by the issue of 
the three stamps of Type 1 ; the second by the successive issues of the 
etamps of Types 2 and 3. The J peso (Type 1) was in use for only 
three months, and is very rare. The rose variety, due to some over
sight of the printer's, is still scarcer.

1858.
2. Similar design to No. 1, but 

larger, and lettering bolder ; 
enclosed in double-lined frame. 
[CORREOS FORTE FRANCO.] Col. 
imp., sq.

a. With crossed branches below 
* shield.

Un dinero, blue.
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b. With shield supported by flags.
Una peseta, red, rose.

1858 ? '
3. Like No. 1, b u t  spandrels of z ig z a g  lin es . [ correos

PORTE FRANCO.] Col. imp., sq.
a. With crossed branches below shield.

Un dinero, bine. ,
b. With shield supported by flags.

Una peseta, red, rose.N ote .— T here are varieties of this type with the cornucopia on •white ground, and others with the shield on white ground, not to speak of those which are derived from dififerences in the drawing of the llama.
1862-8.

4. Embossed : arms on shield in
wreath on circular disk, in 
embellished frame comprising 
curved labels bearing inscrip
tion and value, [ correos porte 
franco . ]  Col. imp., sq.

a. Arms on white disk.
1862. Un dinero, red, rose.

b. Arms on coloured disk.
1868. Un dinero, green.

1862-71.
5. Embossed : arms in shield sup

ported by flags on white disk, 
in inscribed circular band; in 
beaded frame ; scrolled orna
ments in angles, [ correos 
porte franco. ]  Col. imp., sq.

1862. Una peseta, brown.
1871. Una peseta, orange, yellow.
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1866.
6. Llamas on mountain ledge in 

large shield, with scrolls and 
flowers at sides ; inscription 
in arched and riband labels 
above, and valne in straight 
label at foot, [ porte franco 
correos peru . ]  Col. imp., 
rect., perf.

5 {cinco) centavos, green.

1867.
7. Llamas on mountain ledge in 

oval disk ; inscribed scrolls 
above and beneath ; numerals 
of value in circles at sides.
[CORREOS DEL PERU.] Col. imp., 
reet., perf.

10 {diez) centavos, ver
milion.

1867.
8. Llamas on mountain ledge in 

inscribed oval garter ; nume
rals on small shields in angles. 
[ correos del peru . ]  Col. imp., 
rect., perf.

20 {veinte) centavos, brown.

N ote.—Types Nos. 6, 7, and 8 were manufactured at New York, 
and issued during Col. Prado's dictature. When he fell they were 
suppressed ; but during the present year they have been recalled 
into circulation.
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1870.
9. Embossed : arms on shield in 

inscribed scroll, surmounted 
ЪУ locomotive ; in marginal 
frame bearing inscription and 
value, and figures in upper 
angles. [CHORILLOS, LIMA, CAL
LAO. PORTE FRANCO.] Col. imp., 
sq.

5 centavos, red, deep red.
N ote.—T his stamp was issued in consequence of a reduction to 

S centavos of the minimum postal rate between the three towns

1874.
10. Arms and cannons, illumined by 

sun-burst, in oval ; inscription 
in waved band above ; value in 
lower margin ; dos on either 
side, and numeral in the four 
angles, [ co rr eo s  d e l  p e r u . ]  
Col. imp., rect. perf.

2 (cžos) centavos, deep violet.
N ote.— It is said that new 5 c., 10 c., 20 c., and 50 c. stamps and 

envelopes will shortly be issued.

UNPAID-LETTER STAMPS.

1874.
11. Llama on shield ; steamship in 

oval above, surmounted by in
scribed labels ; large figure of 
value in hexagon below, with 
curved labels inscribed with 
value springing from it, and 
each terminating in a small 
star enclosing figure. Col. 
imp., large rect. ; perf.

(5 ) cinco centavos, vermilion.

named on it.
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1874.
12. Similar design to No. 11, but 

shield enclosed by scrolls bear
ing inscription and value ; on 
reticulated ground, [ peru  cor- 
REOS. DEFICIT 0 FRANQUEO.] Col. 
imp., large rect., peri.

10 centavos, orange.

1874.
13. Similar design to No. 11, but 

value in vertical labels on 
each side of shield, [ peru  •
CORRKOS. DEFICIT O FRANÇCEO.] 
Col. imp., large rect., perf.

50 centavos, brown.
Note.— In addition to the three values 

here given, there is said to be a 20 centavos, 
blue, of similar design, which we have not 
yet seen ; should we receive proof of its ex
istence in time, it will be included in the 
appendix.

Lima.
ADHESIVE STAiirS.

1873.
14. Embossed : llama on solid disk in 

inscribed rectangular frame. 
[CORREO LIMA PORTE FRANCO.] 
Col. imp., small rect., rouletted.

Dos [2] centavos, pale blue, 
bright blue.

Note.— This is a government stamp issued for local postage; it 
has heen superseded by Type No. 10.
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IÇocal Postage Stampe;.

PACIFIC STEAM NAVIGATION COMPANY.

ADHESIVE STAMPS.

1858.

15. Steamship in white disk, in en
gine-turned transverse oval, 
inscribed with value and 
weight of letter; initials of 
company in linear angles.
[p . s. N. c. 1 o z .]  Col. imp., 
obi.

a. Ship sailing to left.
» 1 real (£ oz.), blue, yellow, lake-red, green.

b. Ship sailing to right.
2 reales (1 oz.), yellow, lake-red, green, blue, 

réa-brown.

Note.—These interesting stamps really form the first official Pe
ruvian series. They were engraved at some period anterior to 1857 ; 
for what purpose does not appear. The Peruvian postmaster, 
writing on the 5th Nov., 1857, informed the government that he 
could obtain from the company’s agent a large quantity of these 
stamps, “  which the latter had had by him for a long time, and 
of which the design had never been employed.”  They appear to have 
been presented by the company’s agent to the government, and used 
as an experiment between Lima and Chorrillos from the 23rd Nov., 
1857, until March, 1858, when the first official Peruvian series was 
issued. Subsequently it would seem that they were used to prepay 
letters sent by the company’s steamers, but for how long is not 
known ; probably they were current but a Bhort time, for original 
specimens are of the greatest rarity. The colours italicised are the 
only ones in which the stamps were printed during their period of 
circulation. When the type was reprinted, the other colours were 
added.
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P R I N C E  E D W A R D  I S L A N D .

ADHESIVE STAMPS.

1860.
1. Diademed profile of Queen 

Victoria to left on reticu
lated disk, in solid inscribed 
rectangular band. [ prince  
EDWARD ISLAND POSTAGE.] Col. 
imp., rect., perf.

One penny, yellow, orange. 

1860.

2. Diademed profile of Queen to 
left in inscribed solid circle ; 
value in marginal label at foot; 
on reticulated ground, [ prince 
EDWARD ISLAND POSTAGE.] Col. 
imp., rect. perf.

Twopence, dull rose, bright 
rose, carmine-rose.

1860.
3. Diademed portrait of Queen to 

left in inscribed solid oval ; 
value in marginal label at 
foot ; on reticulated ground. 
[PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND POST
AGE.] Col. imp., rect. perf.

Threepence, blue, deep blue.
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1860.
4. Diademed profile of Queen to 

left in inscribed solid octagon ; 
value in marginal label at 
foot ; on reticulated ground. 
[PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND POST
AGE.] Col. imp., rect. perf.

Sixpence, green.

1860.

5. Diademed profile of Queen to left in 
reticulated disk, in an irregular
shaped inscribed band ; value on 
a broad solid marginal label at 
foot; ornaments in upper angles. 
[PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND POSTAGE.] 
Col. imp,, rect. perf.

“ Ninepence currency, equal to sixpence sty ."  
lilac, mauve.

Note.— The “ currency” here referred to was peculiar to the 
island. The coins in use are said to have been struck by private 
persons, and came in course of time to be accepted as legal tender. 
They continued current until replaced by the decimal coinage.

1869.
6. Diademed profile of Queen to 

left on lined disk ; inscription 
in solid scrolls above, and 
value in similar label at foot ; 
open scrolled pattern at sides. 
[PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND POST
AGE.] Blk. imp., rect. perf.

Fourpence, black.
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1870.
7. Crowned portrait of Queen on 

solid disk in inscribed oval; 
in scrolled frame bearing 
value at foot, [ prince Ed
w a r d  ISLAND POSTAGE.] Col. 
imp., rect. perf.

3d. stg. (eg. 4Id.), brown.

1872.

8. Diademed profile of Queen to 
left on lined disk in solid in
scribed circle ; reticulated 
spandrels ; figures in each 
corner, and value in marginal 
label at foot, [ prince  Edw ard  
ISLAND POSTAGE.] Col. imp., 
rect. perf.

One cent, yellow, orange.
N o t e . — This and the succeeding types were engraved by a Lon

don firm. They all became obsolete when Prince Edward Island 
joined the Dominion of Canada. A spurious 10 c. stamp was brought 
out by an American impostor at the time these stamps were issued.

1872.
9. Diademed profile of Queen to left on 

solid oval disk, with inscribed 
arched label above ; on reticulated 
ground ; figures in angles, and 
value at foot in marginal label. 
[PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND POSTAGE.] 
Col. imp., rect. perf.

Two cents, bright blue.
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1872.
10. Diademed profile of Queen in 

lined irregular oval, having 
an inscribed arched label 
above ; on reticulated ground ; 
figures in upper angles ; in- 
cription and value in upper 
and lower marginal labels. 
[ prince EDWARD ISLAND POST
AGE.] Col. imp., rect. perf.

Three cents, rose.

1872.
11. Diademed profile of Queen to 

left in solid irregular disk ; 
on reticulated ground ; in
scription and value in mar
ginal labels above and at foot; 
numerals in  angles, [ prince 
EDWARD ISLAND POSTAGE.] Col. 
imp., rect. perf.

Four cents, light green.

1872.
12. Diademed profile of Queen to 

left in lined ornamented 
hexagon ; reticulated sides 
and spandrels ; inscribed 
marginal labels above and 
at foot ; figures of value in 
corners. [ prince Edward 
ISLAND POSTAGE.] Blk. imp., 
rect., perf.

Six cents, black.
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1872.
13. Diademed profile of Queen on solid 

disk in ornamented circle ; in
scription in arched label above ; 
value in marginal label at foot; 
figures in upper angles ; on re
ticulated ground. [PRINCE EDWARD 
islan d  postage . ]  Col. imp., rect., 
perf.

Twelve cents, mauve.

ST . C H R I S T O P H E R .

ADHESIVE STAMPS.
1870.

1. Diademed profile of Queen V ic
toria on lined disk in solid 
inscribed circle ; value in 
white marginal label at foot ; 
ornaments in spandrels.
[SAINT CHRISTOPHER POSTAGE.]
Col. imp., rect., pcrf. W  mk.,
CC. and crow n.

One penny, rose ; sixpence, 
green.

S T . D O M I N G O .
ADHESIVE STAMPS.

1862.
1. Arms of the republic in shield ; 

value on left in italics ; inscrip
tion on right ; on plain disk in 
linear frame, [ couiieos.]  Blk. 
imp., sq.

Medio [ ] ]  real, rose; un [1] 
rl., green.
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1865.

2. Design of No. 1, but value in 
Roman letters, and enclosed in 
wave-lined frame. [ correos.]  
Blk. imp., sq.

Medio real, pale green ; un rl., 
pale yellow.
1866-П.

3. Arms in shield, with crossed branches 
below ; motto (Dios, Patria, Liber- 
tad) in riband scroll above ; in
scription and value in marginal 
labels at both ends ; on plain 
ground ; in double lined frame. 
[ correos.] Rect.

a. Blk. imp.
1866. Medio real, straw, deep pink ; ш  rl., 

green, blue ; UN rl., green.
1867. (Thin paper) : Medio real, pink, pale 

pink ; un rl., pale lavender, light blue.
1868. (Thin paper) : Medio rl., lavender, blue- 

lilac ; un rl., pink, pale pink; UN rl., magenta.
4 1869. (Thin paper) : Medio rl., pale green,

olive-green, drab, yellow. (Ordinary wove paper) : 
un rl., pale green ; UN rl., deep blue, salmon.

1870. (Thin paper) : Medio real, salmon, 
magenta; UN rl., Balmon.

b. Col., imp.
1871. Medio real, blue on pink.

Note.—The numeral un is sometimee found printed ав in the 
engraving, and sometimes both letters of the word are in large 
capitals. The varieties showing this peculiarity are, it will be ob
served, catalogued apart.

C 2
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S T . L U C I A .

ADHESIVE STAMPS.
1859-65.

1. Profile of Queen Victoria, with 
diadem, to left on oval disk, 
in white inscribed band ; on 
reticulated ground, [ st. lucía 
postage.]  Rect., perf.

I. Col. imp.
a. Wmk., a star.

1859. [Id.], lake-red ; [4d.], deep blue ;
[6d.], deep green.

b. Wmk., cc. and crown.
1863. [Id.], lake-rose; [4d.], slate-blue;

[6d.], light green.
1865. [4d.], yellow; [6d.], mauve, deep

mauve ; [1/-], orange, orange-red.
II. Blk. imp. Wmk., CC. and crow n .

[Id.], black.

S T . V I N C E N T .

ADHESIVE STAMPS.
1859-71.

1. Diademed profile of Queen Vic
toria to left in solid oval disk, 
with reticulated sides ; marginal 
labels, bearing inscription and 
value, above and below ; orna
ments at angles, [ st . vincent .]  
Rect., peri.
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I. Col. imp.
a. Unwmkd.

1859. One penny, red, pale red; sixpence, 
yellow-green, deep green.

1866. Fourpence, bine ; one shilling, slate.
1869. Fourpence, orange; one shilling, deep 

blue ; brown.
b. "Wmk,, a star.

1871. Sixpence, green ; one shilling, red.

II. Blk. imp. ; wmk. a star.
1871. One penny, black.

S A L V A D O R .

ADHESIVE STAMPS.

1867-74.
1. Volcano and stars on lined 

transverse oval disk, on 
ground formed of minute 
repetitions of value ; in 
frame of scrolls bearing 
inscription and value, with 
figures on circular disks 
at angles, [ coekeos del 
salvador. ]  Col. imp., obi., 
perf.

1867.  ̂ (medio) real, deep blue ; 1 (ien) rl., 
red ; 2 (dos) rls., green ; 4 (cuatro) rls., brown, 
deep brown.

1874. I  real, bright blue.
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T R I N I D A D .

ADHESIVE STAMPS.
1851-4.

1. Figure of Britannia seated, with 
ship to right, on reticulated 
ground ; inscribed marginal la
bel below, and small eight-rayed 
stars in each angle, [ tr in id ad .]  
Col. imp., rect.

a. On bluish paper.
1851. [Id .], brick-red, brown-red; [4d.],

violet-brown; [6d.], deep blue; [1/-], purple- 
black.

Ъ. On white paper.
1854. [Id .], brick-red, carmine-red ; [4d.],

dull violet; [6d.], bright blue, deep blue; [1/-], 
brown-slate, black.

1856.
2. Lithographed: design of No. 1,

bu t on grou n d  form ed  o f
crossed  oblique lines, in border 
o f  parallel lines, w ith  fo n r - 
rayed  stars in angles. [TRINIDAD.]
Col. imp., rect.

[6d.], light blue, deep blue.
Note,— This et amp was lithographed by a French artist on the 

island, to meet the temporary exhaustion of the engraved blue 
stamp of Type 1,

1858.
3. Lithographed transfer of the design of No. 2, very

coarsely  executed. [Trinidad.]  Col. im p., rect.
[Id .], bright red; [6d.], blue; [1/-], grey.
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Note.— The stamps of Type No. 3 were also produced to meet a 
temporary need. They are the worst executed stamps in existence.

1859-63.
4. Like No. 1, bat name of island in

curve above, and value in lower 
margin, [ trinidad.]  Col. imp., 
rect.

a. Unperf.
1859. Fourpence, lilac ; six

pence, bright green; one shil
ling, blue-black.

b. Perf.
1863. Fourpence, mauve, lilac, purple-slate; 

sixpence, deep green, yellow-green ; one shilling, 
slate-blue, blue-black.

1863-72.
5. Design of No. 1. [ trinidad.]  Col. im p., rect., perf. 

a. Unwmkd.
1863. [Id.], red, lake-red, brown-red,

l. Wmkd. cc. and crown.
1866. [Id .] red, carmine-red.
1872. [Id.] bright rose-red.

1865-72.
G. Design of No. 5. [ trinidad.]  Col. imp., rect. perf. 

Wmk., cc. and crown.
1865. Fourpence, reddish mauve ; sixpence, 

bright green ; one shilling, reddish mauve, violet.
1869. Fourpence, violet; sixpence, yellow-green.
1872. Fourpence, bright mauve, bluish grey ; 

one shilling, orange.
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1869.
7. Profile of Queen, with dia

dem, to left on lined disk 
in ornamented circle ; 
marginal labels above 
and at foot containing 
inscription and value ; 
ornaments in spandrels. 
[TRINIDAD.] Col. imp,, 
large rect., perf. Wink., 
CC. and crown.

Five shillings, maroon.

К оте.—All the current stamps are found with the words too late 
printed diagonally across the face. Some have the words repeated, 
the surcharged inscription then taking the form o f a cross. It 
is conjectured that those values are surcharged from time to time of 
which there happen to be the most in stock, and that once so sur
charged they are sold at a low uniform rate, irrespective of facial 
value, which rate represents the extra fee claimed by the post-office 
on “  too-Iate ”  letters, and paid by the public by means of these sin- 
charged stamps. How far this somewhat far-fetched hypothesis is 
right or not, we cannot say.

T IT R E S  I S L A N D S .

ADHESIVE STAMPS.
1867.

1. Diademed profile of Queen to left 
in oval disk; solid curved labels 
above and below bearing in
scription and value ; on re
ticulated ground. [TURKS IS
LANDS.] Col. imp., rect., perf.

One penny, red ; sixpence, 
greyish black ; one shilling, 
blue.
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U N I T E D  S T A T E S  O F  A M E R I C A .

ADHESIVE STAMPS.
1847.

1. Portrait of Franklin to left on shad
ed oval disk; curved inscription 
above and value below ; letters in 
upper and numerals in lower an
gles; in foliated frame, [u. S. POST 
OFFICE.] Col. imp., rect.

a. On bluish paper.
Five cents, pale brown, dark brown.

Ò, On white paper.
5 cents, brown.

1847.
2. Portrait of Washington to right 

on shaded oval disk ; curved in
scription above and value below; 
letters in upper and Roman nu
merals in lower angles ; in foliated 
frame, [u . s. post office . ]  Blk. 
imp., rect.

а. On bluish paper.
Ten cents, black.

б. On white paper.
Teii cents, black.

N ote.— The Act establishing the uniform postal rates of 6 c. and 
10 c. was passed in March, 1845, but it was not until 1847 that the 
issue of stamps representing these rates was authorised.

The initials of the bouse by which the above stamps were printed, 
a. w. h. & в. (Rawdon, Wright, Hutch, and Edson), appear in the 
lower margin of each value.
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Ъ. Perf. 
1857.

1851-7.
3. Profile of Franklin to right in solid 

oval disk ; inscription and value 
in curved labels above and below ; 
in embellished frame, [u. s. post
age.] Col. imp., rect.

a. Unperf.
1851. One cent, dark blue, pale 

blue.

One cent, dark blue, pale blue.

1851-7.
4. Profile of Washington to left on 

solid oval disk, in reticulated 
frame, having stars in spandrels 
and inscription and value in nar
row marginal labels above and at 
foot. [o. s. postage.] Col. imp., 
rect.

a. Unperf.
1851. Three cents, red, pale red, carmine-red.

b. Perf.
1857. Three cents, carmine-red.

1856-7.
5. Portrait of Jefferson to right in 

oval disk, in broad reticulated 
frame, inscribed above and below. 
[ d. s. postage.] Col. imp., rect.

a. Unperf.
1856. iYaecen^reddishbrown.

b. Perf.
1857. Five cents, brown, red-brown, deep 

brown, yellow-brown.
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N ote.—There are two varieties o f this type, distinguished from 

the normal design ; the one by a depression, and the other by a pro
jection, at top and bottom.

1855-7.
6. Portrait of Washington to left on 

oval disk, with thirteen, stars in 
curve above ; value in scroll below ; 
Roman numerals in upper angles 
on each side of inscription; in 
embellished frame, [o. s. postage.]  
Col. imp., rect.

a. Unperf.
1855. Ten cents, green.

b. Perf.
1857. Ten cents, green.

1851-7.
7. Portrait of Washington to left on

oval disk, in engine-turned 
frame ; circular ornaments in 
angles, [u. s. postage.] Blk. 
imp., rect.

a. Unperf.
1851. Twelve cents, black.

b. Perf.
1857. Twelve cents, black.

1851.
8. Profile of Franklin to left in solid oval disk, in re

ticulated frame, having stars in spandrels and 
inscription in upper and lower marginal labels. 
[ carriers ’ stamp. ]  Col. imp,, rect,

1 [cení], blue on pink.
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Note.— This stamp was issued on the 29th Sept., 1851, to prepay 
the charge for delivery of letters to the house, the inscription being 
understood to signify “  Letter-carriers’ stamp.” The 'design closely 
resembled that of the 3 cents red (Type 4), and was consequently 
suppressed after a circulation of less than two months. Hence it is 
exceedingly scarce, no less than £15  having been recently asked for 
a copy ; and its rarity must be our excuse for our inability to give 
an engraving of it. It was succeeded by Type 9 (see The Stamp 
Collector'а Magazine, voL vii.,p. 150).

1851.
9. Eagle on branch, on shaded trans

verse oval, in inscribed band ; 
foliage at angles, [ o .  s. P. 0. 
despatch . PBEPAiD.] Col. imp., 
obi.

One cent, bine, deep blue.
Note.— This stamp, like the preceding, was in use only for a very 

short time— from the 17th Nov., 1851, to the 27th January, 1852 ; 
but the die having been preserved, reprint impressions from it are 
common.

1860.
10. Portrait of Washington to right 

in inscribed oval band ; in 
broad reticulated frame, [u. s. 
postage.]  Col. imp., rect, 
perf.

Twenty-four cents, dull lilac.

1860.
11. Profile of Franklin to left on oval 

disk, in scrolled frame bearing 
shields at angles, inscription above, 
value at sides and numerals at 
foot. [u. s. postage.]  Col. im p., 
rect., perf.

Thirty cents, orange.
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1860.
12. Portrait of Washington, in mili

tary uniform, to left on solid 
rectangular disk; inscription 
and valne below ; in scrolled 
frame, [u . s. postage. ]  Col. 
imp., rect., perf.

Ninety cents, dark blue.

1861.
18. Profile of Franklin to right on en

gine-turned disk, hearing inscrip
tion and value ; numerals in upper 
and letters in lower scrolled an
gles. [u . s. postage . ]  Col. imp., 
rect., perf.

One cent, pale blue, deep blue.

1861.
14. Profile of Washington to left on 

engine-turned disk, bearing in
scription above, value below, nu
merals and letters in angles, [u. s.
POSTAGE.] Col. imp., rect., perf.

Three cents, red, carmine-red.

1861.
15. Portrait of JefEerson to left in 

shaded oval disk, in engine-turn
ed frame bearing inscription 
above, value below, numerals and 
letters in angles, [u . s. postage. ]  
Col. imp., rect., perf.

Five cents, brown, yellow-brown, 
red-brown, deep brown.
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1861.

16. Portrait of Washington to left on 
an irregular oval disk ; inscription 
in arched label above, value in 
curved label below ; in scrolled 
frame bearing stars at top and 
on each side, numerals in upper 
and letters in lower corners. [ïï. s. 
p o s ta g e . ]  Col. imp., rect., perf.

Ten cents, green, bluish green.

1861.
17. Portrait of Washington to 

left on oval disk, in broad 
reticulated frame bearing in
scription above, value beneath, 
and numerals and letters in 
angles, [u . s. p o s ta g e . ]  Blk., 
imp., rect., perf.

Twelve cents, black.

1861.

18. Portrait of Washington to right in 
hexagonal engine-turned border, 
bearing inscription and value ; 
in scrolled frame, containing stars 
above and at sides and figures 
and letters in angles, [u. S. POST
AGE.] Col. imp., rect., perf.

Twenty-four cents, lilac, deep 
lilac, lilac-slate, reddish lilac.
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1861.
19. Profile of Franklin to left in solid 

circular disk ; inscription in 
scrolled label above, and value 
in similar label below ; numerals 
in upper and letters in lower 
angles of embellished frame, [u. 
s. p o s ta g e . ]  Col. imp., rect., peri.

Thirty cents, yellow, orange.
.1861.

20. Portrait of Washington to left in 
military uniform, in oval band 
bearing value, interrupted above 
by inscribed scroll ; crossed 
branches and flowers at foot, and 
letters in lower angles, [u. 8. 
p o s ta g e . ]  Col. imp., rect., perf.

Ninety cents, blue, dark blue.

1863.
21. Large portrait of Andrew Jackson 

in oval disk ; inscription in 
arched label above ; numerals 
and letters in angles, [u. s. 
p o s ta g e . ]  Blk. imp., rect., perf.

Two cents, black.
1866.

22. Portrait of Lincoln in oval disk ; 
scrolled labels above and below 
containing inscription and 
value ; lictor’s fasces on each 
side, and numerals and letters 
in angles, [u. s. p o s ta g e . ]  Blk. 
imp., rect., perf.

Fifteen cents, black.
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Note.—The stamps of Types 13—22, inclusive, avere issued in 
1868 with a rectangle of crossed lines—commonly called the “  grid
iron” pattern—indented on the back.

1869.
23. Profile of Franklin to left in 

solid beaded circular band, 
bearing inscription and valne; 
large figure beneath portrait, 
[u. s. postage.] Col, imp,, 
sq., perf. Indented gridiron 
pattern at back.

One cent, brownish yellow.

1869.
24. Courier on horseback ; inscrip

tion above, large figure and 
value on scroll below ; in 
embellished frame, [ u n it e d  
STATES POSTAGE.] Col. imp., 
sq., perf. Indented gridiron 
pattern at back.

Two cents, light brown, 
deep brown.

1869.
Locomotive in an embellished 

frame containing inscription 
above and value beneath. 
[ u n it e d  s ta te s  p o s ta g e . ]  Col. 
imp., sq., perf. Indented grid
iron pattern on back,

Three cents, blue, pale blue.
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1869.

26. Portrait of "Washington to right 
on solid circular disk, in in
scribed marginal frame ; check 
pattern in spandrels ; letters 
in upper corners, and large 
numeral of value below por
trait. [u. s. postage:.] Col. 
imp., sq., perf. Indented grid
iron pattern on back.

Six cents, bright blue.

1869.

Shield bearing inscription and 
numerals of value surmount
ed by eagle, with arch of 
stars behind ; scroll con
taining value below, [united STATES POSTAGE.] Col. imp., 
sq., perf. Indented gridiron 
pattern on back.

Ten cents, orange.

1869.

28. Steam-ship in oval, in em
bellished frame bearing in
scription above and value 
in words and figures beneath.
[UNITED STATES POSTAGE.] Col.
imp., sq., perf. Indented grid
iron pattern on back.

Twelve cents, g reen .
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1869.
29. Copy of picture representing 

the landing of Colnmbua in 
America, in embellished 
scrolled frame containing 
inscription above and valne 
in words and figures at 
foot. [u .  s. POSTAGE.] Imp. 
in two cols,, sq., perf. In

dented gridiron pattern on back.
Fifteen cents, blue and brown.

1869.
30. Copy of picture representing 

the Signing of the Decla
ration of Independence,
1776, in embellished frame 
bearing inscription above 
and valne in words and 
figures at foot. [u. s. p o s t
a g e . ]  Imp. in two cols., 
sq., perf. Indented gridiron 
pattern on back.

Twenty-four cents, purple and green,
Note.— The stampe Nos, 29 and 30 offer the sole examples of 

the microscopical reproduction of pictures containing a number 
of figures. They are engraved with marvellous accuracy, and are 
truly remarkable as works of art.

1869.
Similar to  No. 27, b u t shield 

supported b y flags, [ u n it e p  
STATES POSTAGE.] Imp. İU tw o  
cols., sq., perf. Indented 
gridiron pattern on back.

Thirty cents, carmine and 
blue.
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1869.
32. Portrait ol Lincoln to right 

in oval, with inscribed arch
ed label above and value 
in scrolls in lower spandrels ; 
figures in upper and letters 
in lower corners ; in florid 
frame, [u . s. p o s ta g e . ]  Imp. 
in two cols., rect., perf. In
dented gridiron pattern on 
back.

Ninety cents, black and carmine.

1870,
33. Profile of Franklin to left on 

solid oval disk, in embellish
ed frame bearing inscription 
above and value at foot. [u. s. 
p o s ta g e . ]  Col. imp., rect., perf.

One cent, blue, deep blue, 
pale blue.

1870.
34. Profile of Andrew Jackson to 

left on solid oval disk, in 
shield ; inscription and value 
in scrolls above and at foot, 
[u . s. POSTAGE.] Col. imp., 
rect., perf.

Two cents, brown, deep 
brown.
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1870.
35. Profile of Washington to left 

on solid oval disk, in shield; 
inscription in arch above 
and value in scroll at foot, 
[u . s. p o s ta g e . ]  Col. imp., 
rect., perf.

Three cents, green, deep 
green.

N ote.—The portrait on this stamp is copied from Houdon’s picture 
at the Capitol.

1870.
36. Profile of Lincoln to left on 

solid disk in dark shield ; 
scrolls above and below bear
ing inscription and value, 
[u . s. p o s ta g e . ]  Col. imp., 
rect., perf.

Six cents, carmine, pale

1870.
37. Profile of Jefferson to left on 

solid oval disk in pale shield ; 
arched inscription above and 
value in scroll below, [u. s. 
p o s ta g e . ]  Col. imp., rect., 
perf.

Ten cents, deep brown.

Note.— Thomas Jefferson, born 2nd April, 1743, was President 
from 1801-5, and died on the 4th July, 1825. His portrait on the 10 c. 
stamp was copied from Power's statue.
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1870.
38, Profile of Henry Clay to left 

on solid disk, in oval band 
bearing inscription and value. 
[ d . s . p o s ta g b . ]  Col. imp. 
rect., perf.

Twelve cents, deep purple.

N ote,—Henry Clay was born on the 12th April, 1777 ; he was 
for many years Speaker to the House of Representatives, and died 
on the 29th June, 1852.

1870.
39. Profile of Webster to left on 

solid oval disk ; inscription 
and value in arched labels 
above and below. [u. s. 
Po s ta g e . ]  Col. imp., rect., 
perf.

Fifteen cents, orange.

Note.— Daniel Webster was bom on the 18th January, 1782. He 
was Secretary of State from 1841-3, and died on the 24th Oct., 1852.

1870.
40. Profile of General Scott to 

left on solid oval disk ; stars 
and inscription in arch above 
and value beneath; flags 
cannon, and muskets in lower 
spandrels ; numerals in upper 
corners. [u . S. POSTAGE.] 
Col. imp., rect., perf.

Twenty-four cents, violet.

Note.— General Scott was bom on the 19th June, 1786, entered the 
U. S. army in 1808, held the chief command in the Mexican war, and 
died on the 29th May, 1866.
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1870.
41. Profile of Hamilton to left on 

solid oval disk, in pale shield 
bearing curved inscription 
above and value in scrolls 
below, [u. s. postage . ]  Blk. 
imp., rect,, perf.

Thirty cents, black.
Note,—General Alexander Hamilton, born on the 11th January, 

1757, was the first Secretary of the U. S. Treasury, and died, from a 
wound received in a duel, on the 12th July, 1804.

1870.
42, Profile of Commodore Perry to 

left in solid oval disk ; in
scription in arched label 
above and value in similar 
label beneath ; stars in upper 
and anchors in lower angles.
[u. s. POSTAGE.] Col. im p., 
rect., perf.

Ninety cents, carmine.
Note.— Commodore Perry, a distinguished naval officer, was horn 

on the 23rd Aug., 1785, and died on the 34th anniversary o f his birth, 
1819.

1871.
43. Profile of Stanton to left 

on solid oval disk; inscrip
tion in arched label above, 
and value in similar label 
beneath, [u. s. p o s ta g e .]  
Col, imp., rect., perf.

Seven cents, vermilion.

Note.— Edwin M. Stanton, born 19th Dec., 1814, held office as 
Secretary of War during the civil war, and died 24th Dec., 1869.
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FOR PARCELS OF NEWSPAPERS AND PERIODICALS.

18G5.
44. Profile of Washington to right on lined disk, in 

broad engine-turned circular border, interrupted at 
sides by linear circles enclosing solid Roman numerals, 
and below by 
a solid curved 
label bearing 
the value in 
white letters ; 
on reticulated 
ground above 
portrait, D. S. 
po s tag e  inlarge 
white letters ; 
and below, on 
similar ground, 
in dark letters,
NEWSPAPERS AND 
PERIODICALS; İn  
upper angles, 
on solid disks, 
large white nu
merals of value; 
at foot of stamp 
on dark ground, 
two small white 
lines of inscrip
tion ; in linear 
frame having 
ornamented an
gles. [u. s.
POSTAGE. NEWS
PAPERS AND PE
RIODICALS. SEC.
38. ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED MARCH 3d, 1863.] Col. 
itup., large rect. (3| in. x 2§.), perf.

Five cents, blue, deep blue.
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1865.
45. Profile of Franklin to right on lined oval disk, in 

broad engine-turned border, bearing above the por
trait, in white letters, if. S. p o s ta g e , and below, the

value in a 
curved label ;

NEWSPAPERS 
AND PERIODI
cals  in dark 
letters on a 
broad lined 
label in lower 
part of stamp; 
large white 
numerals, on 
solid ground, 
in upper an
gles, and at 
foot two lines 
of white in
scription ; in 
linear frame 
with orna
mented an
gles. [u. s. 

POSTAGE. 
NEWSPAPERS

AND PERIODI
CALS. SEC. 38. 
ACT OF CON
GRESS APPROV
ED MARCH 3D,
1863.] Col. 
imp., large 
rect. (3J in. x 

in.), perf.
Ten cents, green.
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1865.
46. Profile of Lincoln to left on lined disk, in an en

gine-turned octagon bearing at sides numerals of value 
in linear circles, on reticulated ground ; above tbe por
trait, in white 
letters, u. s. 
p o s ta g e  ; be
low, a curved 
label bearing 
tbe value in 
words; NEWS- 
PAPEES AND PE
RIODICALS, in 
dark letters, in 
lower part of 
stamp ; large 
white numer
als on solid 
ground in up
per angles, and 
at foot two 
lines of white 
inscription ; in 
a linear frame 
having orna
mented cor
ners. [ü. s.
POSTAGE. NEWS
PAPERS AND PE
RIODICALS. SEC.
38. ACT OF CON
GRESS APPROVED 
MARCH 3D,
1863.] Col.
imp., large rect. (3| in. x 2| in.), perf.

Twenty-five cents, vermilion.
Note. —These stamps were put on the large bundles of news

papers which were carried with the mails.
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ENVELOPE STAMPS.
Note.— N early all the following stampe were struck on white, buff, 

lemon, and other coloured envelopes.

1853-5.
47. Embossed : profile of Washing

ton to left on solid disk, in 
oval frame reticulated at sides 
and bearing value above and 
below. Col. imp,, in right 
upper comer of envelope ; 
large oval. Wmk., p. o. d . u . s ,

1853. Three cents, red ; 
six c., pale green, deep green,

pale red, dark red.
1855. Ten cents, green.

1857.
48. Embossed : profile of Franklin to 

right on solid disk, in oval frame 
bearing inscription and value.
[u. s. postage . ]  Col. imp., oval.
Wmk., p. o. D. u. s.

One cent, deep blue.

N ote.— There are three varieties of this type, viz., the one en
graved, another distinguished by the absence of the stop after post
age, the third with smaller oval.

1860.
49. Embossed : profile of Washington to 

left on solid disk in oval frame 
bearing inscription and value, 
[ u .  s . p o s t a g e . ]  Col. imp., oval. 
Wmk., p. o. D. n. s.

Three cents, red, bright red; 
six c., red; ten c., green.
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N oth.— I t is by no means certain that the C c. red was ever in 
circulation. It  is of great rarity.

1860.
50. Embossed : composite value, formed by impressing 

the 1 c., blue, and 3 c., red (Nos. 48 and 49) on 
one envelope, [u. s. postage . ]  Col. imp., oval. 
Wmk., P. O. D. u. s.

Four cents, rod and blue.

1860.
51. Embossed : profile of Washington 

to left on solid disk, in oval 
frame bearing inscription and 
value, with figures at sides. 
[ united  states . ]  Col. imp., 
oval. Wmk., p. o. d . и. s.

Three cents, rose ; sue c., rose.
Note.—The 6 c. is also found impressed on sheets of blue laid 

letter paper with flap.

1860.
52. Embossed profile of Washing

ton to left on solid disk, in 
plain upright oval inscribed 
band, enclosed in transverse 
oval ornamented frame, with 
large numerals of value in 
circles, [u . s. p o s ta g e .] Col. 
imp., transverse oval. Wmk.,
p. O. D. u. s:

a. Imp. in one colour.
Ten cents, green, olive-green, bright green.

b. Impressed in two colours.
Twelve cents, brown and red ; twenty c., blue 

and red ; twenty-four c,, green and red ; forty c., 
red and black.
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1863- 4.
53. Embossed: profile of Andrew 

Jackson to left on solid disk, 
in a fanciful hexagonal frame 
bearing inscription and value; 
large figures at sides. Blk., 
imp., hex. Wmk., p. 0. D. u. S.

a. Inscribed d . s. p o s t a g e .

1863. Two cents, black.
N o t e . — There is a rather rare variety of this type, o f smaller 

dimensions than the normal issue.
b. Inscribed u. s. post.

1864. Two cents, black.
N ote.— Of this stamp also there is a variety distinguished by its 

being narrower than the ordinary type,

1864- 6. '
54. Embossed : profile of Washing

ton to left on solid disk, in 
broad oval ̂ inscribed frame, 
with large numerals of value 
at sides. [ united  states. ]  
Col.imp.,oval. Wmk.,p.o.D.U s.

1864. Three cents, rose ; 
six c., rose.

1866. Three cents, brown ; six c., violet.

1866.
55. Similar design to No. 52, but larger, and whole 

of stamp embossed, [u. s. postage. ]  Col. im p ., 
transverse oval. Wmk., p. 0. D. u. s.

Nine cents, yellow, orange ; ten c., green ; 
twelve c., red-brown, deep brown ; eighteen c., 
red ; twenty-four c,, blue ; thirty c., green ; 
forty c., rose.
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1870.

50. Embossed: profile of Franklin 
to left on solid disk, in 
inscribed reticulated oval 
frame ; figures of value in 
ovals at sides, [ u .  s . p o s t 
a g e . ]  Col. imp., oval. Wmk.. 
a monogram.

One cent, blue.
*

1870.

57. Embossed: profile of Jackson 
to left on solid disk, in oval 
inscribed reticulated frame, 
bearing circles at sides en
closing figures of value, [u. s. 
p o s t a g e . ]  Col. imp., oval. 
Wmk., a monogram.

Two cents, brown.

1870.

58. Embossed: profile of Washing
ton to left on solid disk, in 
oval inscribed reticulated 
frame having figures in cir
cles at sides, [ u .  8. p o s t a g e ] .  
Col. imp., oval. Wmk., a 
monogram.

Three cents, green.
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1870.

59. Embossed : profile of Lincoln 
to left on solid disk, in oval 
inscribed reticulated frame 
having numerals of value in 
ovals at sides, [u. s. postage. ]  
Col. imp., oval. Wmk., a 
monogram.

Six cents,, red, deep red. 

1870.
60. Embossed : profile of Jefferson 

to left on solid disk, in re
ticulated inscribed oval frame, 
interrupted at sides by disks 
bearing numerals of value.
[u. s. postage .] Oval. Wmk., 
a monogram.

a. Col. imp.
Ten cents, greyish brown.

b. Blk. imp.
Ten cents, black.

1870.
Embossed : profile of Clay to 

left on solid disk, in an 
inscribed reticulated oval 
frame, with numerals of 
value in circles at sides, 
[u . s. POSTAGE.] Col. imp., 
oval. Wmk,, a monogram.

Twelve cents, deep purple.
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1870.

62. Embossed: profile of Webster 
to left on solid disk, in oval 
reticulated inscribed frame ; 
figures of value at sides in 
transverse oval disks, [u. s. 
p o s ta g e . ]  Col. imp., oval.
Wmk., a monogram.

Fifteen cents, orange.

1870.

63. Embossed : profile of General 
Scott on solid disk, in 
oval inscribed reticulated 
frame, with shields at sides 
bearing numerals of value, 
[u. s. postage.] Col. imp., 
oval. Wmk,, a monogram.

Twenty-four cents, violet.

1870.

64. Embossed profile of Hamilton 
on solid disk, in a reticu
lated oval inscribed frame, 
interrupted at the sides by 
transverse labels bearing 
numerals of value, [o . s. 
p o s ta g e . ]  Blk. imp., oval. 
Wmk., a monogram.

Thirty cents, black.
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1870.
Embossed : profile of Commodore 

Perry on solid disk, in a re
ticulated inscribed oval frame, 
interrupted at sides by shields 
bearing numerals of value, 
[u . s. p o s ta g e . ]  Col. imp., 
oval. Wmk., a monogram.

Ninety cents, carmine.

1871.06. Embossed • profile of Stanton 
on solid disk, in a reticulated 
inscribed oval frame, having 
large plain circular disks at 
sides enclosing numerals of 
value, [u . s. p o s ta g e .] Col. 
imp., oval. Wmk., a mono
gram.

Seven cents, vermilion.
Note. — The 

annexed engrav
ing represents 
the monogram 
referred to in 
the above de
scription as form
ing the water
mark of the en
velopes of Types 
56to 66 inclusive. 
It is repeated 
several times on 
each envelope. 
On the preceding

issues the letters of which it is composed, p. o. d. u. s. (Post-Office 
Department, United States), are simply ranged in two lines. Second
ary varieties of all the envelopes exist derived from the poeition of 
the lines (rcrgrurts) in the laid paper, but into these varieties the 
purpose of the present work will not permit of our entering.
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NEWSPAPER RANDS.
1857.

67. Design of No. 48, impressed to right of wrapper.
[er. s. postage.] Col. imp. on yellow and on brown 
paper, oval. Wmk., p. o. Đ. u. s.

One cent, deep blue.
N ote.—Cut copies of this stamp can be distinguished from the en

velope of the same type from the fact that the lines in the paper run 
horizontally, whilst in the envelope they run obliquely.

1863-4.
68. Design of No. 53, impressed to right of wrapper.

Blk. imp., hex. Wmk., p. 0. D. u. s. 
a. Inscribed u. s. p o s ta g e .

1863. Two cents, black. 
h. Inscribed и. s. post.

1864. Two cents, black.
Note —The wrapper 68 a is on paper with horizontal lines, whilst 

the corresponding envelope is on obliquely-lined paper. No. 68 b is 
on paper in which the lines run vertically, and the corresponding en
velope is on obliquely lined paper. The narrower variety of this 
design, to which reference is made ín the foot note to No. 53 b, is also 
found on the wrapper.

1870.
69. Design of No. 57, impressed to right of wrapper.

[u. S. p o s ta g e . ]  Col. imp., oval. Wmk., the mono
gram represented on page 430.

Two cents, brown.

1872.
70. Design of No. 56, impressed to right of wrapper.

[u. s. p o s ta g e . ]  Col. imp., oval. Wmk., the mono
gram represented on page 430.

One cent, blue.
Note.—The wrappers Nos. 69 and 70 are of horizontally lined 

paper; the correšponding^envelopes are obliquely lined.
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POST CÂRD.
1873.

71. Annexed design—profile of 
Liberty to left on solid 
oval disk, in scalloped 
inscribed frame of netted 
pattern— in right upper 
corner of card ; scrolled 
inscription, <fec., to left, 
and lines below to re
ceive the address ; in 
broad reticulated border.
[ u n it e d  s t a t e s  p o s ta l  
CAED, &c.] Col., imp., on 
buff. Wmk., monogram as on p. 430.

One cent, brown.

Stamps Issttei) bp postmasters.
N ote.— These stamps were issued by the postmasters of the 

respective offices named, of their own accord, during the interval 
which elapsed between the establishment of uniform poetai rates 
by tha Act of Congress of 1815, and the emission of the first series 
for the entire republic in 1817. They appear to have been issued, 
in fact, as a preliminary trial of the postage-stamp system.

New York.
ADHESIVE STAMPS.

1845.
72. Portrait of Washington to left in 

oval disk ; curved labels above 
and belowr bearing inscription and 
v a lu e ; foliated angles, [ n e w  YORK 
po st- o f f ic e . ]  Blk, imp., large rect. 

a. On white paper.
Five cents, black.

1. On bluish paper,
.Five cents, black.
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Bratti eb oro, Vt.

ADHESIVE STAMPS.
1846.

73. Postmaster’s initials, F. N. P.
(Frederick N. Palmer), on ver
tically lined disk in transverse 
octagon ; in oblong frame bear
ing inscription above and at 
sides, and valne below, [p. N. p., p. o .,  brattleboro , 
v t . ]  Blk. imp., obi.

5 cents, brown.

Providence, Rhode Island.

ADHESIVE STAMPS.
1846.

74. White inscription and value 
on lined transverse oval 
disk ; in foliated frame. 
[PROV., R. I., POST-OFFICE.]
Blk. imp., obi.

Five cents, black ; ten c., 
black.

Baint Louis.

ADHESIVE STAMPS.
1845.

75. Arms of Missouri, with supporters, 
surmounted by large figure of 
value; inscription above and at 
foot; in linear frame, [ saint 
LOUIS POST-OFFICE.] Blk. imp., 
rect.

5 cents, black.
2 E
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1845.
76. Similar design to No. 75, but the 

name of town in smaller letters. 
[ s a in t  LOUIS POST-OFFICE.] Blk. 
imp., rect.

10 cents, black.

N ote ,—Two other values exist, viz., 2 c. and 20 c., hut their 
genuineness has not, up to the present, been satisfactorily proved. 
The authenticity of the two values catalogued was for a long time 
vehemently contested, and it is in no slight degree owing to the perse
vering energy of a well known American collector, Mr. Tiffany, that 
it has heen placed beyond doubt. That gentleman succeeded in 
finding a copy of a St. Louis paper, o f 1845, in which the emission 
o f the stamps was announced. Both values are of great rarity, only a 
very small number of genuine copies having been seen in Europe.

departmental Postage Stampo.
N o te .—The abolition of the franking , privilege in the United 

States necessitated the issue of the following series of stamps, which 
serve the same purpose as the “ Official” or “ Service" stamps of 
other countries ; that is to say, they frank the correspondence of 
the departments, and afford a means of ascertaining its weight, and 
the amount of gratuitous work done by the post-office. The de
signs are modifications of those of the sanie values of the current 
series ; it will, therefore, be understood, where not otherwise ex
plicitly mentioned, that in all the following series the portraits are 
as follow ;—

1 cent, Franklin.
2 centi, Jackson.
3 „ Washington.
6 „ Lincoln.
7 „ Stanton.

10 „ Jefferson.
12 „ Clay.
15 „ Webster.
24 „ ■ Scott.
30 „ Hamilton.
90 „ Perry

We mention this to avoid needless repetition.
The registration stamp (Type No. 83), is not, like the others, 

a frank stamp, hut is rather an administrative label, resembling the 
Egyptian circular official seals, and, to a certain extent, also the 
cubiertai  of New Granada.
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DEPARTMENT OP AGRICULTURE.

ADHESIVE STAMPS.
1873.

77. Profile to left in oval disk, with 
inscription above and valne 
below, [ d e p t , op a g r ic u l t u r e ,
U. S.] Col. imp., rect., perf.

1 cent, 2 c., 3 c., 6 c., 10 c.,
12 c., 15 c., 30 c.,—yellow.

EXECUTIVE d e p a r t m e n t .

ADHESIVE STAMPS.
1873.

78. Profile to left on oval disk, with 
inscription above and value 
at foot, [ e x e c u t iv e , u . s . ]  Col. 
imp., rect., perf,

1 cent, 2 c., 3 c., 6 c., 10 c.,— 
carmine.

d e p a r t m e n t  of t h e  in t e r io r .

ADHESIVE STAMPS.
1873.

79. Profile to left on oval disk, with 
inscription in scroll above and 
value below; stars in upper an
gles. [ d e p t , o f  t h e  in t e r io r , 
u. s.] Col. imp., rect., perf.

1 cent, 2 c., 3 c., 6 c., 10 c.,
12 c., 15 c., 24 c., 30 c., 90 c.,
—vermilion.
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DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE.

ADHESIVE STAMPS.
1873.

80. Profile to left on oval disk, 
with inscription, above and 
value below, [ d e p t , o f  ju s t 
ic e . ]  Col. imp., rect., perf.

1 cent, 2 c., 3 c., 6 c., 10 c., 
12 c., 15 c., 24 c., 30 c., 90 c., 
— violet.

NAVY DEPARTMENT.

ADHESIVE STAMPS.
1873.

81. Profile to left on oval disk, with 
inscription and stars in upper 
angles, and value below por
trait. [ n av y  d e p t ., u . 8.] Col. 
imp., rect., perf.

1 cent, 2 c., 3 c., 6 c., 7 c.,
10 c., 12 c., 15 c., 24 c,, 30 c.,
90 c.,—blue.

POST-OFFICE DEPARTMENT.

ADHESIVE STAMPS.
1873.

82. Large figure of value on white 
inscribed oval disk; inscription 
in arched label above, and 
value at foot. [ po st- o ffic e  
DEPT. OFFICIAL STAMP.] Blk. 
imp., rect., perf.

1 cent, 2 c., 3 c., 6 c., 10 c., 
12 c., 15 c., 24 c., 30 c., 
90 c,—black.
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. Registration Stamp.
1872.

83. Large rayed disk encircled by white inscribed
band ; lined ground on each side, bearing in
scription in white shaded letters ; in frame 
having ornamented angles enclosing initial letters ; 
the whole stamp crossed by the word r e g is t e r e d  
in large letters, [ r e g is t e r e d , p o s t- o f f ic e  d e p a r t 
m e n t , UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. P. O. Đ., U. S. 
STAMP HERE DATE AND PLACE OF MAILING.] Col. imp., 
obl., perf.

Green.
ENVELOPE STAMPS.

1873.
84. Embossed : large figure of value

on solid inscribed disk, in 
oval reticulated frame bearing 
inscription above, value below, 
and large letters on each side.
[POST-OFFICE DEPT. OFFICIAL
s ta m p , u. s.] B lk . im p ., on 
col. paper.

2 cents, 3 c., 6 c.,—black on 
yellow.
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE.

ADHESIVE STAMPS.
1873.

Profile to left on oval disk ; in
scription above and valne below 
portrait, [ d e p t , o f  s t a t e , u . s . ]  
Col. imp., rect., perf.

1 cent, 2 <\, 3 c., 6 c., 7 c., 
10 c., 12 c., 15 c., 24 c., 30 c., 
90 c.,— deep green.

1873.
86. Profile of Seward in lined 

oval disk ; curved in
scription above, and value 
in marginal label at foot ; 
lictor’s fasces on each side 
of portrait, and initials in 
lower spandrels, [ d e p t , o f  
s t a t e , u . s. a . ]  Blk. and 
col. imp., large rect., perf.

Two dollars ; five dollars; 
ten dollars ; twenty dollars, 
—black and green.

Note.— These stamps, which are characterised by remarkable 
delicacy of execution, are said to be used to frank despatch baga 
from the department of State to foreign countries. They are ap
propriately adorned with the portrait of the most eminent Secretary 
for Foreign affairs which the United States has yet known. William 
Henry Seward was born on the 16th May, 1801 ; he was a member 
of the Senate from 1849-61, and died on the 10th October, 1872. 
He conducted the department of foreign affaire throughout the 
civil war, and will be remembered for the long, and by no means 
unequal contest which he sustained with Earl Russell, When 
President Lincoln was assassinated, he also was attacked, and waa 
left for dead. He recovered after many months, and his would-be 
murderer was executed.
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TREASURY DEPARTMENT.

ADHESIVE STAMPS.

87.

1873.
Profile to left on oval disk ; in

scription in curve above, and 
value at foot, [ t r e a s u r y  d e p t ., 
u. s.] Col. imp., rect., perf.

1 cent, 2 e., 3 c., 6 c., 7 c., 
10 c., 12 c., 15 c., 24 c., 30 c., 
90 c.,—brown.

WAR DEPARTMENT.

ADHESIVE STAMPS.
1873.

88. Profile to left on oval disk in 
shield ; inscription in upper 
angles ; value at foot, [ w a r  
d e p t , u. s.] Col. imp., rect., 
perf.

1 cent, 2 c., 3 c., 6 c., 7 c., 
10 c., 12 c., 15 c., 24 c., 30 c., 
90 c.,—red.

89.

ENVELOPE STAMPS.
1873.

Embossed: profile to left on 
solid disk, in inscribed re
ticulated oval frame ; oval 
disks at sides enclosing in
itials. [ w a r  d e p t ., u. s.]
Col. imp., oval.

1 cent, 2 c., 3 c., 6 c.,
10 c., 12 c., 15 c., 24 c.,
30 c., 90 c.,—red.
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|Co£dI postage Stamps.
The Local Stampe of the United States have attracted more 

attention than, taken altogether, they can fairly he said to have 
deserved. But a small proportion of the entire number were 
used for the postage of letters from one town to another. The 
majority represented merely the fee claimed by private offices—some 
of them of a very ephemeral character— for conveying letters to or 
from the post-office. Similar stamps issued recently, such as those 
of the Circular Delivery Companies, have been treated with slight 
respect, and we are persuaded that the American local stamps owe 
their position simply to the fact that they were issued many years 
ago, and were the precursors of the official stamps of the United 
States. Putting this aside, however,'we have also to consider the 
fact that genuine specimens even o f unimportant locale are very 
scarce, and are only to be had at a heavy outlay, and that the only 
representatives of the locals which are within reach of collectors in 
general are either reprints or forgeries ; to which we may add, that 
a number of the so-called locale are nothing bpt fancy stamps in
vented by American speculators to swell the list and their own 
pockets. It is very difficult to feel any interest in a whole class o f 
stamps of which the members are known to the great body of col
lectors only through reprints, forgeries, and spurious designs, which 
are worked off in such numbers, that they may be bought at a penny 
a dozen. For our own part, we cannot see that any good would be 
done by giving a list of them, and we have deemed it best, after ma
ture reflection, not to give one, believing that its presence would not 
add to the completeness of the catalogue, nor its absence be felt as a 
loss.

The foregoing remarks apply to the American Locals in general, 
but there is one clase of them which requires separate notice ; we 
refer to those used in California and Oregon. They consist— with 
the exception of the set of “  Pony Express” stamps, the “ Humboldt 
Express” label, Adam's 25 c. stamp, and the series issued by Carne—  
entirely of handstamps on ordinary envelopes, or imprints on enve- 
velopes bearing the United States embossed postage stamps.

Those on plain envelopes are but few in number, and were used 
before the government issued stamped envelopes ; but there are a 
large number of imprints, most of which consist simply of the name 
of the issuing firm or company, enclosed in an oblong label, or 
scroll ; some few, however, in addition to this, comprise a represen
tation of a mail-coach, or a miner. All the stamps or imprints of 
this class are genuine; the companies by whom they were issued un
dertake the carriage of letters to places which were not served, or were 
inefficiently eerved, by the government post-office. The law for
bidding the transport of letters by private persons rendered it necee-

Frank
Highlight
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вагу that the United States rate of postage should he paid on the 
letters forwarded by these companies, and this rate was represented 
by the embossed U. S. postage stamp ; the senders of letters had, 
therefore, to pay the U. S. rate and the company’s charge in addi
tion : and the compound postage was collected by the sale of the U. S. 
envelopes bearing the company’s frank. Of these stamps there are 
over fifty different types, of which the annexed engraving represents 
one o f the best known— that of the Wells, Fargo, & Co. Express.

The adhesives and also the franks o f this company are obtainable ; 
those of the other companies are not, nor is it to be regretted, for 
though interesting as »omenin  of the colonisation of California, 
they certainly are>,not interesting as stamps, and if the designs are 
barren, a list of the names of the issuing firms—to which, in fact, 
the catalogue of the Californian franks is reduced— would scarcely 
be instructive. W e have, then, thought it best to give a list of the 
Wells Fargo stamps as a sample of the rest, and because it is likely 
to be of real use. The rest of the envelopes form appropriate sub
jects for what we may, without disrespect, term philatelico-anti- 
quarian dissertations, belonging, as they do, to the mediaeval times 
of stamp collecting, and deserving to be treated rather as the vestiges 
of a primitive postal system than as actually collectable stamps.

Welle, Fargo, & Co.
PRINTED FRANKS ON UNITED STATES 

ENVELOPES.
90. [ W ells, fargo, is co.] Oblong. (Similar to  above 

engraving).
a . [T hrough ocr California and atlantic express.]

Red on 1853-61. TT. S. envelopes ; black on
1861-4-6.

b . [O ver our california and coast routes.]
Red on 1853 (?) ; black on 1853, till now.

c. [B oise mines, paid 50 cents] ,  under b.
Red, rose, on 1861.

d. [F or mexican ports, paid 25 cents] ,  under b.
Red.
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e. [P aid 25 cts] , under b.
Black on 1861.

ƒ. [P aid over odr mexican and coast routes, 25 
cents] ,  under b.

Black on 1864.
g . [ I  oz., paid from st . joseph to placerville, per 

pony express.]
Rose on 10 c. of 1861, bearing at top of enve

lope, AGENT OF PONY EXPRESS, ST. JOSEPH, mo., fob,
' in black, in three lines.

h. 25 cts., I oz., Pony Express Stamp, if enclosed
IN OUR FRANKS. •

Rose on 3 c., 1861.

ADHESIVE STAMPS.
1861 (?)

91. [W ells, fargo, & co., pont express.] 
Horse and rider. Col. imp., rect.

a. Inscribed if enclosed in  our 
franks.

10 cents (§ oz.), brown ; 25 c, 
(£ 0 2 .), bine, red.

b. Without such inscription.
1 dollar, red ; 2 d., red, green ; 4 d., green, 

black.
1861 (?)

92. [W ells, fargo, a co., paid.]
ONE NEWSPAPER, OVER 
OUR CALIFORNIA ROUTES.]
Col. imp., obi.

Blue.
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URUGUAY.

Montevideo.

ADHESIVE STAMPS.

1856.
1. Arms of Montevideo on white cir

cular disk, in marginal frame 
bearing key-pattern at sides, in
scription above and value at foot ; 
solid spandrels, [ d il ig e n c ia . ]  Col. 
imp., rect.

60 centavos, light blue, indigo ;
80 c., light green, dark green ; 1 real, red.

N ote.—These stamps— original impressions of which are very 
scarce—appear to have been issued, in reality, by the proprietors of 
the diligences running between the town of Montevideo and the 
interior, and the chargee were collected for their benefit. This we 
infer from the fact that the decree of 1859 opens as follows : ' ‘ The 
prepayment of letters is hereby established, and the postal adminis
tration is forbidden to send any letter which does not bear a stamp;” 
and also from the fact that no reference is made therein to any pre
existing issue of stamps. Subsequently to the decree of 1859, the 
offices of the diligences became branch post-offices. Originals of the 
above stamps are very rare. .

1859.
2. Arms in plain circle on solid 

disk, in white inscribed linear 
frame ; florets in angles.
[ m o n te v id e o  c o r r eo . ]  Col.
imp,, obi.

a . Figures of value thin.
60 centesimos, lilac-slate ;

80 c., orange; 100 c., brownish red; 120 c., 
pale blue, bright blue; 180 c., green; 240 c., 
red,
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b. Figures of value thicker.
60 centesvmos, grey, lilac, deep lilac, lilac- 

brown ; 80 c., yellow, orange ; 100 c., pale rose, 
carmine, brownish red ; 120 c., blue, dark blue ; 
180 c., green, dark green.

Note.—Some o f the values may occasionally be found with the 
word correo misprinted cobreo.

1859.
3. Similar design to No 2, but in

scription in. large block letters ; 
figures of value repeated, and 
four dots in each angle, [ mon
tevideo correo.] Col. imp., obl.

120 centésimos, blue ; 180 e., 
green ; 240 c., red.

Note.— It is eaid that this type was chosen for the values em
ployed to prepay postage to foreign parts, in order the better to 
distinguish them from those for home postage. This is the expla
nation given by M. Moens, who makes the date of issue to be the 
19th Oct., I860, which is certainly wrong, as copies of the 120 c. 
have been met with postmarked 1859. If the date be wrong, so 
also [may be the explanation. I t  seems more probable, that the 
type was provisionally employed in consequence of some hitch in the 
preparation of the supply of the stamps o f  Type 2.

Uruguay.
ADHESIVE STAMPS.

1864.
4. Arms of Uruguay nearly encircled 

by inscription ; value on white 
curved label below, [ republica 
o r ie n t a l . ]  Col. imp., rect.

06 centesİmos, red, rose ; 08 e., 
green; 10 c., yellow, pale yellow, 
yellow-brown ; 12 c., blue.

^MONTEVIDEO :

g*lO CEMT»Z40‘-
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1866.
5. The design of No. 4, surcharged in black -with 

numerals of new value in  lower angles, [ r e p u b 
LICA ORIENTAL.] Col. imp., rect.

5 çentesim os, blue, dull blue; 10 c., green, 
dull green ; 15 c., yellow-brown, orange ; 20 c., 
rose, red. '

N ote.—T his emission took place in consequence of the succeeding 
series (No. 6) not being ready for circulation at the time appointed. 
It will be observed that the values, as altered, are the same as those 
of Type 6. This provisional series is said to have been in use only 
eight days. Some of the stamps aro surcharged three, and even four 
times.

1866.
Large numeral of 

value and arms 
on ground com
posed of minute 
repetitions of the 
value ; inscrip
tion in upper and 
lo wer margin; in 
Hnearframe. [ r e 

p u b lic a  d e l  Ur u g u a y . Mo n te v id e o . ]  Col. imp., rect.
a. Unperf.

5 centesimos, blue, dark blue, light blue, bright 
blue, pale blue ; 10 c,, green, yellow-green,
bluish green, pale green ; 15 c., yellow, orange ; 
20 c., rose, deep rose.

b. Perf.
5 centesimos, blue, green, deep green ; 15 c., 

orange ; 20 c., rose.
N ote.1—Numerous misprint varieties of these stamps have been 

noticed.
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1866.
7. Large numeral of value and arms 

crossed by a horizontal bar bear
ing the word c e n te s im o , in in
scribed scrolled oval ; in frame 
having ornamented angles, [ r e 
p u b lic a  ORIENTAL EEL URUGUAY. 
CORREOS.] Blk. imp., rect. 

a. Unperf.
1 centesimo, black.

1 centesimo, black.
Note.— A design hae been noticed in continental catalogues as 

that of a frank stamp ; it seems to us, however, not to be of greater 
value than the seals of the English returned-letter envelopes. It 
consists of the arms of Uruguay in a transverse oval, surrounded by 
the inscription adbon' general de correos struck in white relief, 
with blue ground on the flaps of official envelopes. It has no facial 
value.

ENVELOPE STAMPS.
1866.

8. Embossed : large numeral of 
value and arms in oval re
ticulated inscribed frame. 
[REPUBLICA DEL URUGUAY. MON
TEVIDEO.] Col. imp. in right 
upper corner, oval. 

a. Eigure inscribed c e n te c im o s ,
5 centecimos, blue ; 10 c., 

green.
b. Figure inscribed c e n te s im o s .

5 centesimos, blue ; 10 c., green.
N ote.— Specimens of these envelopes exiet with the stamp struck, 

by inadvertence, half way down the right side, and others, V ith  the 
stamp in lower right angle.

1866. 
b. Perf.

1872.
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1.

VENEZUELA.
ADHESIVE STAMPS.

1859.
Arms of Venezuela on shield surmount

ed by cornucopia ; crossed branches 
and motto in scroll below ; inscription 
above and value in margin at foot. 
[ correo de Venezuela.] Col. imp., 
small rect.

Medio [|] real, yellow, orange, orange-red; un 
[1] rl., blue, dull blue, bright blue; dos [2] 
reales, red, rose, rose-red, brick-red.

1861.
2. Arms on shield surmounted by cornu

copia ; crossed branches and motto 
in scroll below ; on plain ground ; 
in frame pearled on three sides. 
[CORREO DE VENEZUELA.] Col. imp., 
rect.

Cuarto [|] centavo, green ; medio c., grey; une., 
lilac-brown.

1863.
3. Spread-eagle on solid disk in a 

pearled circle; stars above and 
inscribed scroll below on lined 
ground; in marginal frame bear
ing inscription and value, [ v e 
n e z o l a n o  FEDERACION.] Col. imp., 
rect.

1863. Medio real, orange, 
yellow, pale yellow ; un rl., blue, light blue ; 
dos rls., green, light green.

1864 Medio centavo, red, flesh; un c., deep 
greenish grey.
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1866-70.

4. Arms in shield surmounted by 
cornucopia ; crossed branches 
and scroll, containing motto, 
below; on solid disk in white 
inscribed octagon ; angles orna
mented. [CORREO BE LOS E.E. 
U.G. b e  Ve n e z a . ]  Col. imp., sq.

1866. Medio real, brownish violet ; un rl., 
vermilion ; dos rls., yellow.

1867. Medio centavo, yellow-green ; un c., 
bluish green.

1870. Medio real, lilac-carmine.

1874.
5. Design of No. 4, b u t surcharged in  m in u te  charac

ters, w ith  the w ords c o n tr e s in a s  e s t a m p il l a s  b e  
co rr eo  in  tw o  lines across the face, [ co r r eo  d e  
LOS E.E. С.C. DE VENEZA.] Col. im p ., Sq.

Un centavo, lilac ; dos c., green ; medio rl., 
rose ; un rl., red ; dos rls., yellow.

N ote.—The surcharge on these stamps is much blurred, and 
almost illegible on some copies. It would appear to form a kind of 
vita, or guarantee of genuineness. We may infer that the precaution 
of surcharging has been adopted with a view to checkmate the 
operations of either forgers or thieves.

“ Esctielat” Stamps.—The annexed engraving 
is that of a stamp which has considerably 
puzzled collectors. It was at first deemed to be 
a sham, then it. was affirmed that it was used by 
the studeuts in government schools, and prepaid 
their letters ; but it now turns out to be a fiscal 
stamp, which would be quite out of place in a 
collection o f postage stamps.
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^Cøatl postage Stamps.
La Guaira.

N ote.— These stamps prepaid the carriage of letters carried be
tween the Danish Islands, St. Thomas, and the Venezuelan ports, 
La Guaira and Puerto Cahello, by a local mail-packet company. 
Type No. 6 appears to have been used only for the postage from  
St. Thomas.

ADHESIVE STAMPS.
1864.

5. Steamship and value beneath on lined 
ornamented disk ; in solid inscribed 
frame, with steamer and emblem 
in lower angles, [ s t . th o m a s . la

GUAIRA. PTO. CABELLO PACKET.] Blk. 
imp., small rect.

jr centavo, grey ; 1 c,, lilac-rose ; 
2 c., green; 3 c., orange-yellow; 
bright blue.

4 c., indigo,

1864.
6. Steamship sailing to right in upper 

part of stamp ; below, inscription 
in scroll, and value on reticulated 
disk ; in marginal frame in
scribed at sides and at foot ; 
date in angles. [ sas  to m a s , la  
GUAIRA. PTO. CABELLO. PAQUETE.] 
Col. imp., rect., perf.

Medio real, rose, red, light blue; dos rls., 
yellow-green, deep green, pale green, orange, 
deep orange.

N o te .—There were two dies of Type 6—one well engraved, the 
other blotchy and indistinct. The former was the first'to appear, 
and is always found with circular perforations ; the other having 
either oblique or pointed perforations. Both are found indifferently 
on thin and thick paper.
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1869.
7. Small steamship sailing to left 

between riband scroll, bear
ing value, and inscription ; on 
white disk ; in frame form
ed of inscribed labels; figure 
of value in each angle, [ la 
GUAIRA. PTE. CABELLO. SAN 
TOMAS. PAQUETE. J. A. J. &  Z.

curacao. ]  Col. imp., perf.
; 2 r l s rose.

N ote.— The annexed design is said 
to have been struck on letters 
brought from V en ezuela to St.Thomas 
aa an indication of prepayment, 
during the temporary exhaustion of 
the adhesive stamps of Type 5, but 
as, at best, it was a mere handstamp 
impressed by the officials of the 
local service, it is no more entitled 
to be considered a postage stamp 
than the inscription paid would be.

V I R G I N -  I S L A N D S .

ADHESIVE STAMPS.
1867.

1. Figure of Virgin, with lamps, on 
lined oval disk ; inscription in 
arched label above, and value in 
straight label at foot; on reticu
lated ground ; ornaments in up
per angles, [ v ir g in  islan ds . ]  
Col. imp., rect., perf.

One penny, deep green, yellow-green.
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1867.
2, Figure of Virgin, with halo of 

stars, on plain, circular disk ; 
inscription in marginal label 
above, value at foot ; orna
ments in lower angles ; dia
pered spandrels. [virgin is
lands,] Col. imp. on tinted 
paper. Large rect., perf.

Fourpence, brownish lake.

1867.
3. Figure of Virgin, with lamps, on 

waved rectangular disk ; inscrip
tion and value in marginal labels 
above and below ; diapered pat
tern at sides, [ v ir g in  is la n d s . ]  
Col. imp., rect., perf.

Sixpence, carmine, p'ale rose.

1867.
4. Figure of Virgin, with halo 

of stars, on mural ground ; 
inscription in arch above, 
and value in marginal label 
a t foot, [ v ir g in  is la n d s . ]  
Blk. and col. imp., large rect., 
perf.

a. With frame of single line.
One shilling, black and 

rose.
b. With frame of broad border.

One shilling, black and carmine.
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O C E A N I A .

[DUTCH EAST INDIES.

ADHESIVE STAMPS.
1863-8.

1. Portrait of King William III., of 
Holland, to left, with scrolls 
above and below; dolphins and 
flowers in upper angles, [ n e d e r l .
INDIE POST ZEGEL.] Col. imp., 
rect.

a. Unperf.
1863. 10 cent, carmine-red.

b. Peri.
1868. 10 cent, carmine-red.

1869-74.
2. Profile of King to right on solid 

beaded disk ; inscription in 
marginal label above, and 
value below; emblems at sides; 
corners and spandrels orna
mented, [ n e d . in d ie . ]  Col. 
imp., rect., perf.

1869. 5 cente, pale green ; 
10 c., brown; 20 c., ultrama

rine ; 50 e., bright carmino.
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1874 1 cent, olive-green ; 15 c., pale brown ; 
25 c. violet ; 2§ gulden, green and manve.

UNPAID-LETTER STAMPS.

1874
3. Design of Holland Ho. 7. [ t e  b e 

t a l e n  p o r t . ]  Col. imp., rect., 
perf.

5 cents, yellow ; 10 c., green 
on yellow ; 20 c., green on 
indigo.

POST CARDS.
1874

4. Design of Ho. 2 impressed in right npper corner of 
card; inscription (in Malay, Javanese, and 
Dutch) to left, and lines below for address; in 
border, [ b r ie f  k a a r t , & c .] Col. imp., on buff.

a. Single card ; in border of zigzag pattern.
5 cents, manve.

b. Double card ; in border of cable pattern, and 
with Unes of inscription outside border.

5 cents + 5 cents =  10 cents, mauve.

F I J I  I S L A N D S .

ADHESIVE STAMPS.
1871.

1. Crown and initial letters, o. R. (Cak
óban Rex), on lined circular disk ; 
inscription in label above, and value 
in curved label below; ornaments 
in spandrels, [ f u i . ]  Col. im p .,rect., 
perf.
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I. Without surcharge.

a, Inscription and value on white labels.
Oiiepenny, blue, pale blue; threepence, green, 

pale green,
b. Inscription and value on dark labels.

Sixpence, rose, deep rose.
II. Surcharged in black with value in cents.

a. Inscription and value on white labels.
One penny (two cents'), blue ; threepence (six 

cents), pale green.
b. Inscription and value on dark labels.

Sixpence (twelve cents), rose, deep rose.
X ote.— The sheets of stamps are watermarked f u i  postaoe, each 

stamp in the central row getting one letter. Only one batch of an- 
surcharged stamps was struck off, and specimens of that edition are 
now scarce.

|LotaI postage Stamps.
ADHESIVE STAMPS.

1870.

TIMES w
иM
to

ЁЦ _L RCO</
PENNY

TIME8 14
и•“Э ij to

il Rcc
SHILLING.

TIMES
H

■-Э ß to
Ex u wce

PENCE.

1. Type-printed: figure of value, with inscription on 
each side, in linear frame, [ f u i  t im e s  e x p r e s s . ]  
Blk. imp., obi., rouletted.

Id;, 3d., 6d., 9d., 1/-,— pink.
N ote.— The Fiji Timet Expreu is a paper issued for circulation 

among the English and American settlers on the islands, and its 
stamps were used to prepay copies of the newspaper to Melbourne. 
The issue is said to havo taken place under the superintendence of 
the British Consul, who was also the packet agent. The stamps are 
found on laid paper and on paper with a chessboard pattern on it.
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N E W  C A L E D O N I A .

ADHESIVE STAMPS.
1860.

1. Etched profile of Napoleon III. to 
left in white irregnlar disk, in 
marginal frame bearing inscrip
tion above and valne at foot. 
[ n l e . c a l e d o n ie . ]  Blk. imp., 
rect.

10 centimes, black.
N ote.— This stamp was the work of a member o f the New Cale

donian garrison, Serjeant Triquéra, who etched them with a point 
of a pin. The sheet consisted of fifty stamps, each one separately 
drawn, and consequently differing from all the rest. Their employ
ment was stopped by the Parisian post-office as soon as it heard of 
their being in use ; and, curiously enough, the information was inci
dentally conveyed by a well-known stamp collector, M, Berger Lev- 
rault, in the course of a conversation he had with the head of the 
postage-stamp department at Paris, in 1861. Original copies are 
very scarce, but the stones from which they were printed having 
been preserved by the military engraver's relatives {he himself being 
dead), reprints of the entire sheet have been obtained, and are com
paratively inexpensive. (See The Stamp- Collector's Magazine, voi. vi., 
pp. 106, 166, also voL xi., p. 38).

N E W  S O U T H  W A L E S .

ADHESIVE STAMPS.
■ 1849.

1. View of Sydney, with male and female figures in 
foreground, and motto (Sic forti» Etrwria cremt) 
beneath ; on plain disk in inscribed circle ; in 
marginal frame bearing inscription above and 
value at foot ; stars in angles, [ p o s ta g e , s i-  
GiiiLUM n o v . CAMB. ACST.] Col. imp., rect.
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I. With clouds, and sides of frame 
formed of short thick slanting 
strokes and trellis pattern.

a. On whitish paper.
One penny, red, dark red, 

carmine, lake.
b. On bluish paper.

One penny, red, carmine, lake.
II. Without clouds, and sides of 

frame formed of thin slanting 
strokes and trellis pattern.

a. On whitish paper.
One pemvy, red, pale red,

dark red.
b. On bluish paper.

One penny, rose-red.

1849.
2. Similar design to 

No. 1 ; sides of 
frame formed of 
fine interlaced 
lines, and in
scribed circle 
with fan orna
ment. [ postage.
SIGILLÜM nov. CAMB. AÜST.] Col. im p ., rect.

I. With vertical waved lines in spandrels.
Twopence, blue, greenish blue.

II. With horizontal waved lines in spandrels. 
a. With inscription on bale.

Twopence, blue.
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1. Bale uninscribed.
Twopence, bine, greenish blue, greyish blue, 

violet-blue, bright blue, dark blue.

1849.
3. Similar design to No. 1, but motto 

in three lines, and sides of frame 
of fine interlaced horizontal lines ; 
the inscribed circle with three 
leaves in lower and star in upper 
part ; inscription and value on 
plain ground ; spandrels with ho

rizontal waved lines, [ p o s t a g e , s i g i l l c m  n o v . c a m b . a o s t . ]  Col, imp., rect.
a. Without clouds.

Threepence, yellow-green.

b. With clouds.
Threepence, green, yellow-green, bright green.

N ote.— The above three values were issued in sheets of forty, 
every stamp on which was separately engraved, and consequently 
differs more or less from the rest. Of the twopence it is surmised 
that two plates, each of forty varieties, were successively engraved, 
the first with vertical Ипез in the filling o f the spandrels ; the second

1851-4.
4. Lanreated profile of Queen Victoria 

to left on rectangular disk ; solid 
arched label above bearing the 
word p o s t a g e  ; in marginal in
scribed frame, with reticulated 
pattern at sides ; stars in angles. [NEW SOUTH WALES POSTAGE.] Col. 
imp., rect.
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I. Unwmkd. 
a. On bluish paper.

1851. One penny, red, red-brown ; two
pence, bine, violet-blue, deep blue; threepence, 
pale green ; sixpence, brown.

1853. mìghtpence, orange-yellow.
5. On white paper.

1851. One penny, carmine, red ; twopence, 
bine, greyish blue, light blue; threepence, 
light green ; sixpence, brown.

Note.— There are two subtypes ; the first one, special to the two
pence, has well-formed stars in the upper angles ; the specimens of 
this variety are uniformly on blue paper. The second, common to 
all the values, has a roughly shaped Maltese cross in the angles, as in 
our engraving, and exists equally on blue and on white. There are 
two varieties of the sixpence and eightpence, one with the lines 
of the background coarser than the other. Specimens of all the 
values, except the eightpence, may be met with showing misprints 
of the word Wales, which is sometimes spelt Wale, Warn, Walls, 
Woes, &c. The stamps of this issue will well repay the most careful 
study ; withiû the compass of a note we can only pretend to mention 
the most prominent varieties.

JI. W m kd. with figure of value.
1854. One penny, orange, vermilion; two

pence, blue, dark blue, slate; threepence, yel
lowish green, deep green.

1854-66.
5. Diademed profile of Queen to 

left on solid disk, in inscribed 
circular garter ; inscription 
and value in scrolls above and 
below ; in linear hexagon ; in 
engine-turned frame, [ n e w  
SOUTH WALBS POSTAGE.] Col. 
imp., sq., W m k ., figure of 
value.
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a, Unperf.
1854. Fivepence, green.

b. Perf.
1860. Fivepence, deep green.
1866. Fivepence, light green.

1854-61.
6. Diademed profile of Qneen to 

left on solid disk, İn inscribed 
circular garter, with scrolls 
above and below bearing in
scription and value, and bor
dered by fleurs-de-lis at sides ; 
in white hexagon ; in engine- 
turned frame. [ n e w  s o u t h  w a l e s  p o s t a g e .]  Col. imp,, sq. Wink,, figure of 
value.

a. Unperf.
1854. Sixpence, olive, sage-green, pale brown.

b. Perf.
1860. Sixpence, pale brown.
1861. Sixpence, deep lilac, reddish lilac.

1854-61.
7. Diademed profile of Queen to 

left on solid disk ; in inscribed 
circular garter, inscription 
and value in scrolls above and 
below ; in linear octagon ; in 
engine-turned frame, [ n e w  SOUTH WALES POSTAGE.] Col. 
imp., eq. Wmk., figure of 
value.

1854. Eiglitpence, orange.
a. Unperf.
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b. Peri.
1860. Eightpence, orange.
1861. Eightpence, orange, pale yellow.

1854-61.
8. Diademed profile of Qneen to

left on solid disk, in inscribed 
circular garter, ornamented at 
sides with fleurs-de-lis ; in
scription and value in scrolls 
above and below ; in white 
octagon ; in engine-turned 
frame, [ n e w  s o u t h  w a l e s  p o s t a g e . ]  Col. imp., sq. Wmk., 
figure of value.

a. Unperf.
1854. One shilling, red ; one shilling, rose.

b. Perf.
1860. One shilling, pale red, rose.
1861. One shilling, carmine.

1856-60.
9. Diademed profile of Queen to left

on rectangular disk, in mar
ginal engine-turned frame bear
ing inscription on three sides 
and value at foot ; florets in 
upper and stars in lower angles.[ n e w  SOUTH WALES POSTAGE.] Col. 
imp., rect. Wmk., figure of 
valne.

I, Value in white letters. 
a. Unperf.

1856. One penny, orange, red, deep rod ;
twopence, blue, dark blue.

y  SOI I II El 
4,osr 'Of.

:  v

b'iwo рк\<|Го
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b. Peri,
1860. One penny, orange, red, pale red ; 

twopence, blue, dark blue, dull blue.
N ote. —A  fresh supply of the penny was struck in 1863, water

marked with a thin figure.

II. Value in dark letters.
a. Unperf.

1856. Threepence, green, bluish green,
yellow-green.

b. Perf.
1860. Threepence, green, bluish green,

yellow-green.
1861- 72.

10. Crowned bust of Queen to left, 
and heraldic flowers, on linear 
circular disk, bearing inscrip
tion and value in Gothic letters. [ n e w  s o u t h  w a l e s . ]  Col. imp., 
circ., perf. Wmk., 5/-.

1861. Five shillings, deep 
lilac.

1872. Five shillings, violet.

1862- 71.
11. Diademed profile of Queen to left 

on lined disk, in white inscribed 
frame, [n e w  s o u t h  w a l e s  p o s t a g e .]  Col. imp., rect., perf.

a. TJnwmkd.
1862. Twopence, blue.

b. Wmk., figure of value.
1862. Twopence, blue, pale blue.N o te .—T his value was originally issued with a large figure of value, and a year after with thin figure.
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c. Wmk., crown and N. s. w.
1871. Twopence, blue.

1864-71.
12. Diademed profile of Queen to

left on lined disk, in solid in
scribed oval band ; angles fo
liated. [NEW SOUTH WALES POST
AGE.] Col. imp., rect., perf.

a. Unwmkd.
1864. One penny, red.

b. Wmk., figure of value.
1864. One penny, red.

c. Wmk., crown and n. s. w.
1871. One penny, reá..

1867.
13. Diademed profile of Queen to

left on linear ground, in white 
inscribed lozenge ; fine scroll 
ornaments in angles, [ new 
SOUTH WALES POSTAGE.] Col. 
imp., rect., perf. Wmk., figure 
of value.

Fourpence, red.
1867-71.

14. Diademed profile of Queen to left 
on linear disk in beaded circle ; 
inscription and value in curved 
labels above and below ; florets 
in spandrels, [ new south wales 
postage.] Col. imp., rect., perf,

a. Without surcharge. Wmk., nu
meral of value.

1867. Tenpence, lilac.
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h. Surcharged in black with new value. Wmk., 
crown and N. s. w.

1871. Ninepence, red.

1871.
15. Diademed profile of Queen to 

left on linear disk, in solid 
oval inscribed band, in hexa
gon ; • reticulated pattern in 
angles, [ new sooth wales 
postage.] Col. imp., rect., 
perf. Wmk., crownandN.s.w.

Sixpence, mauve.

REGISTRATION STAMPS.

1853-62.

1853.
blue.

Laureated profile of Queen to left in 
oval disk, in plain inscribed frame, 
having engine-turned pattern at 
sides, [ new south wales regis
tered,] Imp. in two cols., oval.

I. TJnwmkd. 
a. Unpcrf.

[Sixpence], red and blue, orange and

b. Perf.
1860. [Sixpence], bright red and dark blue, 

dull yellow and greenish blue, pale red and 
pale blue.

II. Wmk., figure of value ; perf.
1862. [Sixpence], orange and blue, pale red

and blue.
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ENVELOPE STAMP.

1838.
17. Embossed : royal arms and 

the word Sydney beneath in 
circular inscribed frame.
[GENERAL POST OFFICE, SYD
NEY, NEW SOUTH WALES.]
Imp. in white relief on 
wrappers or envelopes ; 
cire.

One penny, white.

N o t e .— This is, in fact, the earliest postage stamp. The authority 
to the postmaster of Sydney to issue a cover franking this value will 
he found in the Government Gazette for 1838. The cover was used 
to prepay local correspondence only. For full particulars respecting 
it, see T h e  Stamp-Collector’s M a g a z i n e ,  voi. vii., p. 124. Only about 
half-a-dozen copies are known to exist. In the above engraving 
the name of the town is erroneously spelt Sid n e y , instead of Sydney.

NEWSPAPER BANDS.

1864.
18. Embossed: diademed profile of 

Queen to left, and four stars, in 
solid disk, in white inscribed 
oval frame, [ new south wales 
postage]. Col. imp., oval. Wmk.,
N. s. w.

One penny, red.

1865.
19. Design of No. 12. [ new south wales p o s t a g e . ]  

Col. imp., rect.
One penny, red.

0 2
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N EW  ZEALAND.

ADHESIVE STAMPS.
1855-71.

1. Bust of Queen Victoria on engine- 
turned circular disk, with 
arched inscription above and 
value in solid marginal label 
below ; postage in straight 
white label beneath portrait; 
on reticulated ground, [ new  
ZEALAND POSTAGE.] Col. imp., 
rect.

I. On blue paper.
a. Unperf, and unwmkd.

1855. One penny, orange-red; twopence, 
blue, azure blue, one shilling, green, dark green.

II. On white paper.
(A .) TJnwmkd.

a. Unperf.
1859. One penny, orange ; twopence, blue ; 

sixpence, light brown ; one shilling, bluish 
green.

Note.—There were distinct issues on thick white and on pelure 
paper.

b. Peri.
1862-3. One penny, orange, vermilion ; two

pence, pale blue, deep blue, ultramarine ; six
pence, pale reddish brown; one shilling, pale 
green, dark green.

Note,— This subdivision includes both rouletted, and machine- 
perforated stamps ; the former kind are the scarcer.
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(B .) Wmkd. n . z.
a. Unperf.

1864. One penny, red ; twopence, blue ; six
pence, red-brown : one shilling, yellowish green.

b. Perf.
1864. One penny, red; twopence, pale bine; 

sixpence, red-brown ; one shilling, green.
Note.— The employment of this watermark arose from a mistake. 

One hundred reams of paper were ordered from England, and the 
N. z. put as the watermark by error ; the government being short of 
paper, used about forty reams of it, but on receipt of paper with the 
star watermark, the n. z. paper ceased to be employed.

(C.) Wmkd. with star.
a. Unperf. .

1862. One penny, orange-red, dark red; 
twopence, blue, deep blue, pale blue ; sixpence, 
dark brown, red-brown ; one shilling, green, 
yellowish green.

1863. Threepence, dull mauve, deep violet.
b. Perf.

1864. One penny, orange-red, dark red; 
twopence, blue, pale blue ; threepence, lilac, 
brownish violet ; sixpence, red-brown, dark 
brown ; one shilling, bluish green, yellowish 
green, dark green.

Note.—These values were first issued with rouletted perforations, 
aud subsequently with machiue perforations.

1865. Fourpence, rose.
1866. Fourpenxe, yellow.
1867. Threepence, bright mauve.
1871. One penny, light brown, pale brown ; 

twopence, vermilion, orange-red ; sixpence, light 
bine.
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Note.—These stamps have a much coarser perforation than those 
issued in 1864-7. The twopence has just been met with watermarked 
N. z. and star.

1874
2. Diademed profile of Queen to 

left on lined disk in oval in
scribed band ; value in white 
marginal label at foot ; orna
ments in spandrels, [ n ew  
ZEALAND POSTAGE.] Col. imp., 
reet., perf. Wmk., N. z. and 
star.

One penny, lilac.

1874
3. Diademed profile of Queen to left 

on lined disk in beaded circle ; 
inscription and value in white 
marginal labels above and at 
foot ; ornamented spandrels.
[ n ew  ZEALAND POSTAGE]. Col. 
im p., reet., p e r f . ' W m k , N. z. 
and star.

Twopence, rose.
N ote.—We just learn that this stamp and the one penny have re

cently been met with on distinctly blue paper.

1874
4  Diademed profile of Queen on 

lined circular disk ; curved 
solid labels above and below 
bearing inscription and value; 
ornaments in spandrels and at 
each corner, [ n ew  Zealand  
postage.] Col. imp., rect., peri. 
Wmk., N. z. and star. 

Threepence, brown.
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1874.

5. Diademed profile of Qtieen on 
lined rectangular disk ; in mar
ginal frame, having inscription 
above and value at foot, with 
ornamented sides, and florets 
in lower angles, [ n ew  Zealand 
postage. ]  Col. imp., rect., perf.
W m k ., N. z. and star.

Fourpence, brow nish red.

1874.
6. Diademed profile of Queen to 

left on lined disk, in narrow 
oval inscribed band; in octa
gon ; spandrels reticulated. 
[NEW ZEALAND POSTAGE.] Col. 
imp., rect., perf. Wmk., N. z. 
and star.

Sixpence, bine.

1874.
7. Diademed profile of Queen to left 

on lined disk, in narrow oval 
band bearing inscription and 
value ; ornaments in angles.
[ new  ZEALAND POSTAGE.] Col. 
imp., rect ., perf. Wmk., N. z. 
and star.

One shilling, b lu ish  g reen .

N ote.—These stamps, unlike most of Messrs. De La Rue A Co.’s 
productions, are not printed on a glossy (surfaced) paper, but on a 
dull wove. It should be mentioned that our engravings do not ac
curately represent the perforation.
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KEWSFAPEB STAMP.

1873.

wmkd.

Diademed profile of Queen to left on 
■white oval disk ; inscription above 
in marginal label and in scroll below ; 
denomination of value at sides on 
scroll-patterned ground, [ n e w  Ze a 
l a n d  NEWSPAPER POSTAGE.] Col. imp., 
small rect., perf. On sheets of 240, 

with letters N. z. repeated 110 times.
|d., pink.

PHILIPPINE ISLANDS.
N o t e . — Particulars were given in a foreign journal, about two 

years ago, o f a series of four values alleged to have been prepared in 
1847, but no confirmation of the iesue has since been received.

ADHESIVE STA MF S.

a.

1854.
1. Profile of Queen 

Isabella IL, with 
diadem, to right 
on curvilinear 
disk in pearled 
oval, interrupted 
above and below 
by white inscribed 

marginal labels ; spandrels lined.
Y 55.] Col. imp., rect.
Inscription above and value at foot.

5 cuartos, orange, vermilion ; 10 c., pale rose, 
carmine.

FRANCO 10. CA i

[ correos  1854
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Ъ. Value above and inscription at foot.
1 real fie,, pale blue, deep blue; 2 ris. fie., 

green, yellowish green.
Note.— Specimens of the 1 rL exist with the word correos mis

printed co BROS. Of all the above there are as many varieties as 
there are stamps to a sheet.

1855.
2. Lithographed: profile of 

with diadem, to right « 
disk in dotted circle ; marginal 
labels in upper and lower margin 
bearing inscription and value ; 
spandrels lined, [ correos  1854 
T 55.] Col. imp., rect.

5 cuartos, red.

1859-63.
3. Laureated profile of Queen to right 

on solid disk in dotted circle ; in 
marginal frame, having inscrip
tion in upper and value in lower 
margin, and ornamented sides ; 
spandrels granulated, [ correos  :
INTERIOR FRANCO.] Col. im p., rect.

a. Printed in groups of four, surrounded by a sin
gle-line frame.

1859. 5 cuartos, orange-red, vermilion; 10 c.,
rosy pink.

b. Like a., but without external frame.
1859. 5 cuartos, vermilion.

c. Like b., but pearls closer together ; on thin bluish 
paper.

1861. 5 cuartos, vermilion.
d. Like b., but stamp and inscription smaller.

1863. 5 cuartos, pale red.

Queen, 
n solid
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1863.
4. Laureated profile of Queen to 

right on solid disk in dotted 
circle ; inscription and value in 
white marginal labels above and 
at foot ; ornamented sides, and 
spandrels granulated, [ co hreos  
INTERIOR FRANCO.] Col. imp., 
rect.

5 cuartos, red ; 5 c., vermilion ; 10 c., car
mine ; 1 rl., violet ; 2 rls., blue.

1863-4.
5. Lithographed : laureated profile of 

Queen to right on solid disk in 
dotted circle ; inscription and 
value in solid marginal labels 
above and at foot; ornamented 
sides and granulated spandrels ; 
circle in each comer, [ co r r eo s .]
Col. imp., rect.

1863. 1 real plata ƒ., bluish green.
1864. 1 real plata ƒ., bright green, yellow- 

green.
N ote.— There are three subtypes of this value.

1864.
6. Diademed profile of Queen to left on 

solid oval disk, in embellished 
scrolled frame, [ c o r r eo s . ]  On 
tinted paper, rect. 

a. Blk. imp.
3§ cent, po, fe., buff.

imp.
6| cent. po. fe., green on rose ; 121 c., blue on 

salmon, dark blue on salmon ; 25 c., red on rose, 
vermilion on rose.
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1869-74
7. Surcharge [ h a b il it a d o  por l a  n á c ió n . ]  struck on 

the following stamps in blue and in black ink.
Type 1. 1 real fte.

„  3. 10 cuartos.
„  4 All the values.
„  5. 1 rl. plata f.
„  6- All the values.

Note.— See foot-note to Spain, No. 21 ,1’or’exphnation of surcharge.

1870.
8. Design of Cuba No. 9, b u t w ith o u t date, [ correos. ]

Col. imp., rect., perf.
5 centimos de escudo, blue ; 10 c., green ; 20 с., 

brown ; 40 c., carmine.
1872.

9. Portrait of King Amadeo to right
on linear disk, in frame con
taining white labels bearing in
scription and value, [ coureos  
F il ip in a s . ]  Col. im p., rect., perf.

12 centimos de peseta, rose ;
16 c., blue ; 62 c., mauve ; 1 pe
seta 25 c., pale brown, reddish 
brown.

Nor®.— The following values, at first supposed to have been em
ployed in 1873, are, in fact, only proofs : 12 centimos de peseta, blue ; 
25 c., mauve ; 62 c., carmine-rose ; 1 peseta 25 c., blue on flesh.

1874.
10. Design of Cuba No. 10. [ f il ip in a s  c o u r eo s .] Col. 

imp., rect., perf.
62 centimos de peseta, carmine ; 1 peseta 25 c., 

stone.
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Q U E E N S L A N D .

ADHESIVE STAMPS.
1861-72.

1. Diademed portrait of Queen V ic
toria on solid disk, in white 
oval band bearing inscription 
and value; reticulated angles. 
[QUEENSLAND.] Col. imp., rect.

I. Wmk., a star. 
a. Unperf.

One penny, lake ; twopence, deep blue ; 
sixpence, dark green ; one shilling, dull violet.

b. Perf.
1862. One penny, lake-red ; twopence, blue, 

pale blue ; threepence, dark brown ; sixpence, 
deep green ; one shilling, dull violet.

1865. One penny, orange-red ; twopence, 
light blue, deep blue ; sixpence, pale green.

II. Unwmkd. ; perf.
1863. One penny, orange; twopence, light 

blue, dark blue ; threepence, yellowish brown ; 
sixpence, light green, yellow-green; one shilling, 
violet-grey.

1866. Fourpence, lilac, mauve ; five shillings 
pink.

III. Wmkd. with the words Qu e e n s l a n d  p o s ta g e  
s ta m p s  four times repeated on entire sheet ; 
perf.

1866. One penny, orange ; twopence, blue.
TV. Entire sheet wmkd. in two lines with the word 

Qu e e n s l a n d  ( in  single-lined roman capitals), 
alternated by rows of stars smaller than those 
of subtype I. ; perf.

1861.
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1868. One penny, orange ; twopence, bine.
1872. Threepence, greenish brown; yel

lowish brown.
V. Wmk., Q and crown; perf.

1869. One penny, orange ; twopence, blue ; 
sixpence, green, light green.

REGISTRATION STAMP.

1862.
2. Design of No. 1, but with trun

cated angles. [QUEENSLAND RE
GISTERED.] Col. imp., rect., perf.
Wmk., a star.

Greenish yellow, bright yel
low.'4

S A N D W I C H  I S L A N D S .

ADHESIVE STAMPS.
1852.

1. Type-printed: nu
merals of value 
in fancy square 
border, with in
scription above 
and value at 
foot; in linear 
frame, [ h a w a i
ia n  po stag e . ]
Col. im p, rect.

Two cents, blue ; five cents, pale blue ; 13 cents, 
pale blue.

N ote.— I t ie only very recently that an authentic copy o f the tw o 
cents has turned up ; previously it was only known by rumour, and 
was represented by spurious impressions on yellow glazed and 
gumm ed paper.

П avvallali Hawaiian
P ostage P o sta g e

Ip 2 S I » l
Two Cents. 13 M Cents.
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1852.
2. Type-printed : similar design to 

No. 1. [ h . I. & u. s. POSTAGE.]
Col. imp., rect.

13 cents, pale blue. * 3 4

1853.
3. Portrait of King Kamehameba III., 

in military uniform, in rectangular 
disk, having inscribed arched label 
above; inscription at sides and 
value below on plain ground ; 
figures of value in upper angles.
[HONOLULU, HAWAIIAN IS. POSTAGE.]
Col. imp., rect.

a. On white paper.
Five cents, blue.

b. On bluish paper.
Five cents, blue, dark blue.

1853.
4. Like No. 3, but value in all four 

angles, and inscription dif
ferently disposed. [ hawaiian.
UNITED STATES. HONOLULU, HA
WAIIAN is. postage. Col. im p., 
rect.

13 cents, vermilion.
N ote.— A specimen of this stamp exists authentically surcharged 

with a large written figure 5, showing that it had been sold as a 
6 cents stamp. Copies are frequently met with of this and of the 
2 c. stamp, Type 8, surcharged specimen, which may be either re
mainders or reprints.

jH .I.Ã  U S. 
P o  s t a ur e



1859-64.
5. Large numeral of value on rect

angular disk, in linear inscribed 
frame; on plain ground, [ha
w aiian  POSTAGE. INTER ISLAND, 
гки leta. ]  Keet.

I. Col. imp.
a. On bluish paper.

1859. 1 cent, pale blue.
1863. 2 cents, pale blue.

II. Blk. imp.
a. On bluish paper.

1859. 2 cents, black.
1863. 1 cent, black.

b. On white paper.
1864. 1 cent, black ; 2 e., black.

Note.— The 1 c. and 2 c. stamps are by some considered to be for 
local correspondence; by others, for unpaid letters ; by others, again, 
as representing a charge or tax imposed on letters from abroad. An 
examination of the stamps themselves will, perhaps, afford the best 
means of deciding on the value of these opinions. The inscription 
UKU leta signifies p a id  le tter . It is found also on the 2 c., with 
head of king (Type 8), and the latter has never been treated as 
other than au ordinary postage stamp. Moreover, the words 
h awaiia n  postage are inconsistent with the idea of the stamps 
being merely the evidence of a tax. On the whole, we ai e inclined 
to think that these stamps were really used to prepay the postage, 
or the house-to-house delivery of correspondence. The 1864 issuo 
(blk. imp.) was on wove paper, and a fresh batch, printed in 1865, 
was struck on cream laid note paper. The practice with the suc
cessive issues of Type 5 was to set up ten stamps with printer's 
types, and from this group of ten four impressions were taken on 
a sheet, so that each eheet contained forty stampe. As may he sup
posed, the primitive appearance of these stamps has been a tempta
tion to forgers to imitate them. In point of fact no less than eleven 
counterfeits have been discovered, among which one deserves special 
mention as having been supplied by the Honolulu postal officials 
themselves !

POSTAGE STAMPS.
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1865.
C K Ü  LETA
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6. Sanje design as No. 5, but dif
ferent inscription. [ hawaiian 
POSTAGE. UK0 LETA. HAWAIIAN
p o s ta g e . ]  Col. im p., rect., on 
bluish paper.

5 cents, blue.

1865-7.
7. Same design as No. 5, but ски leta above, inter

island (in one w o rd ) on left, and hawaiian 
postage on right. Col. imp., rect., on white 
paper.

1865. 1 cent, dark blue ; 2 c., dark blue.
1867. 5 cents, blue.

Note.— The observations appended to Type 5 apply equally to 
these stamps.

1862-3.
8. Portrait of King Kamehameha IY. to 

left, in military uniform, on arched 
disk, with inscription above and 
value in words at foot on plain 
ground ; numerals in upper an
gles and foliated border at sides. 
[ u k u  l e t a . ]  Col. imp., rect. 

a. Lithographed,
1862. 2 [cents] (eZua keneta), pale rose.
1863. 2 [cewis], carmine. 

h. Engraved.
1862. [2 cents], vermilion.

Note.—There is no proof that the engraved stamp was ever used. 
It  is known only by reprints or remainders. It  may have been 
prepared for use.
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1861.
9. Portrait of King Kamehameha IV. 

to left on oval disk, in scrolled 
inscribed frame having numerals 
in upper angles, [h aw aii.]  Col. 
imp., rect., perf.

2 [cents'] ( elua kenet a), ver
milion.

1866.

10. Design of No. 9, but with por
trait of King Kamehameha 
V. [ hawaii.]  Col. imp., rect., 
perf.

5 [cewis] ( elima Iceneta), 
deep blue.

1871.
11. Full-face portrait of Princess 

Victoria Kamamalu on oval 
disk ; inscription and value 
in curved labels above and 
below, and numerals in cir
cular disks occupying each 
angle, [ haw aii.] Col. imp., 
rect., perf.

1 [cent] (akalii keneta),
violet.

Коте.— The Princess Victoria is daughter of Governor Kekuanaoa, 
and sister of the two kings Karaehameha IV. and V. Governor 
Kekuanaoa, though father of two kingá, never ascended the throne 
himself; his sons were simply adopted by Kamehameha III.
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1871.
12. Portrait of King Kamehameha 

V. to right on shaded oval 
disk ; inscription in curved 
label above, and value in 
•words in scroll at foot ; nu
merals in upper angles, [ha
w a ii.] Col. imp., rect., perf.

6 [ceíií,] (eono kenet a), 
green.

1871.
13. Full-face portrait of His High

ness M. Kekuanaoa in similar 
frame to No. 12, with figures 
of value repeated in scroll at 
foot, [ h aw aii.]  Col. imp., 
rect., perf.

18 [cents] (kcncta),rose-red.

S A R A W A K .

ADHESIVE S TAJUTS.

1868.
1. Portrait of Sir James Brooke to 

right in engine-turned oval 
disk, with solid marginal label 
at foot bearing value ; initial 
letters in angles ; spandrels 
foliated. [Sarawak , j . b., b . s.]  
Col. imp , rect., perf.

Three cents, brown on yellow.
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1871.

2. Portrait of Rajah Charles Brooke 
to left on engine-turned cir
cular disk ; solid marginal 
labels above and below bearing 
inscription and value ; reticu
lated pattern at sides and in 
spandrels ; initial letters in 
corners. [SARAWAK. C. B., R. S.]
Col. imp., rect., perf.

Three cents, brown on yellow.
N ote.— Those stamps are employed both for postal and fiscal pur

poses at Sarawak,

' ч  ..

S O U T H  A U S T R A L I A .

ADHESIVE STAMPS.
1855-71.

1. Diademed profile of Queen Victoria 
to left on engine-turned circular 
disk; surmounted by plain curv
ed label bearing name of colony ; 
inscription and value in solid 
marginal labels above and at 
foot ; spandrels reticulated ; 
stars in corners, [ south Aus
tralia POSTAGE.] Col. imp,, rect.
Wmk., a star.

a. Unperf.
1855. One penny, dark green; twopence, red, 

deep red; sixpence, blue, deep blue, lilac-blue.
1857. One shilling, brownish orange, 

ir 2
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b. Rouletted.
1860-6. One penny, deep green, pale green, 

yellowish green ; twopence, red, vermilion ; six
pence, lilac, blue, lilac-blue, light blue, dull dark 
blue, bright blue ; one shilling, orange, yellow, 
brown, reddish brown.

c. Perf.
1868. One penny, light green, yellow-green, 

deep green ; sixpence, deep blue.
1871. One shilling, reddish brown.

1860-73.
2. Diademed profile of Queen to 

left in  oval inscribed band ; 
on reticulated ground, [ south 
Au s t r a l ia . ]  Col. im p., rect, 
Wmk., a star.

a. Unperf.
1860, Ninepence, lilac-grey.

b. Rouletted.
1861. Ninepence, lilac.

c. Perf.
1872. Ninepence, reddish lilac.
1873. Ninepence, mauve.

. 1866-9.
3. Design of No. 2, surcharged in blue with new value 

(teapence) below portrait, [ s o u th  a u s t r a l ia . ]  
Col. imp., rect.

I, Wmk., a star, 
a. Rouletted.

1866. Tenpence, orange.
1867. Tenpence, yellow.
1868. Tenpence, yellow (surcharged in 

black).
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b. Perf.
1868. Tепрепсе, yellow.

II. Wink., s. a , below  crow n.
1869. Tenpence, yellow.

1867-72.
4. Diademed profile of Queen to left 

on solid circular disk, in scrolled 
frame bearing inscription above 
and value below, [ s o u t u  Au s tr a 
l ia . ]  Col. imp., rect.

I. Wmk., a star. 
a. Rouletted,

1867. Fourpence, dull mauve ; tuio shillings, 
carmine-red.

h. Perf.
1868. Fourpence, dull mauve ; two shillings, 

carmine.
II. Wmk., У. and crown.

1872. Fourpence, dull mauve.

1870-1.
5-. Design of No. 4, surcharged below portrait with 

new value (3-pence), [ s o u t h  a u s t k a l ia . ]  Col. 
imp., rect., perf.

a. Surcharge in carmine, Wmk., s. a . below crown.
. 1870. Threepence, bluish mauve, bright blue,

deep blue.
b. Surcharge in black. Wmk., a star.

1871. Threepence, deep blue.
Note.— The whole of the values—Id., 4d., 6d., 10d., and 2»., to

gether with the 2d. (Type 6, next page)—appeared in 1869, perforated 
on sides, and rouletted at top and bottom.
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1868-71.
. 6. Similar design to No. 4, but smaller 

portrait on lined disk, [ s o u t h  
a u s t r a l ia . ]  Col. imp., rect.

I. Wmk., s. A. and crow n. 
a. Rouletted.

1868. Tu-opencc, orange
red.

1. Perf.
1870. Twopence, red, orange.

II. Wmk., v and crown.
1871. Twopence, orange.

Note.— Some of the current values have been received with large 
block-type capital lettere—the initials of the department by which 
they are used—surcharged in centre in red ink.

V A N  D I E M E N ’ S L A N D  (O R  T A S M A N I A ) .
ADHESIVE STAMPS.

1853.
1. Bust of Queen Victoria to right on 

oval disk, in white inscribed band; 
on reticulated ground; in frame 
having truncated angles, [ van  
d ie m e n ’s l a n d . ]  Col. imp., rect.

One penny, blue.

1853.
2. Bust of Queen to right on circular 

disk, in white inscribed band ; 
in a reticulated octagonal frame. 
[ van  diem en ’ s land . ]  Col. imp., 
oct.

Fourpence, orange, yellow, 
dark yellow.

N o t e . — The stamps of Types 1 and 2 were drawn by C. W . Coard, 
whose initials, in minute characters, may be detected at the base of 
the neck of the portrait. There were twenty-four stamps to the 
sheet, and as many types as stamps.
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1855-64.
3. Diademed bust of Queen in broad

engine-turned inscribed oval, 
with the word p o s t a g e  and 
value in labels at foot; diapered 
pattern in spandrels, and or
naments in lower corners, [ v a n  
diem en ’ s land  p o s t a g e .]  Col. 
imp., rect.

I. Wink., a star. 
a. Unperf.

1855. One penny, deep carmine ; twopence, 
deep green ; fourpence, deep blue.

II. Unwmkd. ; unperf.
One penny, deep carmine ; twopence, light 

green ; fourpence, blue.
TIL Wmk., figure of value.

a. Unperf.
1858 (? ) One penny, red, pale red, carmine

red, orange-red ; twopence, green, olive-green, 
light green ; fourpence, blue, light blue, lilac- 
blue, greenish bine.

b. Perf.
186 4. One penny, red, pale red, rose-red ; 

twopence, yellow-green, olive-green ; fourpence, 
pale blue, deep blue.

1858-64.
4. Diademed bust of Queen on solid

disk, in inscribed fancy octagonal 
frame, [tasmama.] Col. imp., 
oct. Wmk., figure of value.

a. Unperf.
1858. Sixpence, greenish grey, 

bluish grey, lilac, reddish mauve.
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h. Perf.
1864. Sixpence, lilac, deep lilac, reddish mauve.

1858-64.
5. Diademed portrait of Queen on solid 

disk in a reticulated octagonal 
inscribed frame. [T a s m a n ia . ]  Col. 
imp., oct. Wmk., figures 12.

a. Un perf.
1858. One sibillina, red.

b. Perf.
1864. One shilling, red, rose.

Коте.—The perforation of the Tasmanian stamps is said to have 
been performed from first to last by a private firm, at its own cost ; 
but this seems so improbable, in the absence of any explanation of 
the motive, that we hesitate to give credence to the statement. Two 
different gauges of perforation have been successively employed— at 
first 13, then 10.

1870-3.
6. Diademed profile of Queen to 

left on lined disk İn dotted 
oval ; in scrolled frame bear
ing inscription above and value 
in words at foot. [T a s m a n ia .]
Rect., perf.

I. Col. imp.
a. Wmk., the numerals 10.

1870. One penny, rose.
İ). Wmk., figure of value.
• 1870. Twopence, green, light green; four-

pence, blue.
c. Wmk., the abbreviation t .a.s.

1871. One penny, rose; twopence, green; 
threepence, reddish brown ; fourpence, blue ; 
ninepeiice, blue ; 5 shillings, bright violet.
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1872. 5 shillings, red-violet.
1873. One penny, vermilion; threepence, 

violet-brown.
II. Bik. imp. ; wmk., figures of value.

1870. Tenpence, black.

V I C T O R I A .

ADHESIVE STAMPS.

1850-61.
1. Half-length portrait of Queen Vic

toria with orb and sceptre, on 
patterned ground, inscription 
and value in marginal labels 
above and at foot ; small orna
ments in upper and letters in 
lower angles ; reticulated sides.
[v ic t o r ia . ]  Col. imp., rect.

a. Unperf.
1850, One permy, rose, pale red, deep red, 

lilac-red; twopence, pale brown, light brown, 
grey, lilac ; threepence, light blue, deep blue.

b. Rouletted.
One penny, dull rose, vermilion; threepence, 

blue.
c. Perf.

1861. Threepence, blue,
Note.— There are three distinct subtypes of the twopence; (1) 

with border and ground both formed of undulating lines far apart ;
(2) with same ground as No. 1, but lines of border close together;
(3) border and ground both formed of close lines. Some misprints 
exist in the 1st and 2nd subtypes.
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1852.
2. Full-length figure of Queen on 

throne in Gothic frame ; on re
ticulated ground ; flowers in 
upper spandrels, and letters in 
lower corners ; value at foot. 
Col. imp., rect.

a. Engraved.
Twopence, brown.

b. Lithographed.
Twopence, mauve, lilac, pale lilac.

1854-64
8. Diademed profile of Queen to 

left on irregular shaped solid 
disk ; in scrolled frame bear
ing inscription above and at 
sides ; value in words at foot.
[ victobia postage stamp.] Rect.

I. Col. imp.
a. Unperf.

1854. Sixpence, yellow, orange.
1858. Two shillings, bluish green.

b. Rouletted.
1861. Sixpence, yellow, orange ; two shill

ings, bluish green.
c. Perf.

1861. Sixpence, yellow, orange.
d. Perf. Wmk., value in full.

1861. Two shillings, bluish green.
e. Perf. Wmk., figure 2.

1864. Two shillings, deep blue on yellow.
II. Blk. imp. Wmk., value in letters ; perf.

1 8 6 1 . Sixpence, b la ck .
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Note.— In close examination of tho scrolls below the word victo- 
Bia , the observer will notice that they are inscribed with the value, 
— viz., sixpence on the sixpence, and one florin  on the two-shilling 
stamp.

1854-61.
4. Profilo of Queen to left on solid

disk in white inscribed circular 
band, in reticulated octagonal 
frame. [VICTORIA.] Col. imp., 
oct.

a. Unperf.
1854. One shilling, blue, light 

blue.
b. Rouletted.

1861. One shilling, blue, light
c. Perf.

1861. One shilling, dark blue,

. 1858-61.
5. Full-length figure of Queen on

throne, on dark patterned 
ground ; name of colony in 
white arched label above ; value 
in words in lower margin ; 
ornaments at angles, [ v ic to r ia  
p o s ta g e , ]  Col. imp., rect. Wmk., 
a star.

a. Unperf.
1858 (?) One penny, bright green.

b. Rouletted.
1861. Sixpence, deep blue.

Note.— Some collectors admit a sixpence of variety a, and a penny 
of variety b, and also a sixpence perf. W e are not, however, certain 
of their existence, and therefore have not included them'in the text.

blue.

light bluo.
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1859-63.
6. Diademed profile of Queen to left 

on solid disk in -white oval in
scribed band ; emblems in an
gles. [VICTORIA.] Col. imp., rect. 

I. Wmk., a star. 
a. Unperf.

1859. One permy, green, 
yellow-green ; fourpence, red, bright red, rose.

b. Rouletted.
1859. Onepenny, green, yellow-green; four- 

pence, red, bright red, rose.
c. Perf.

1861. Onepenny, green.
II. TJnwmkd. : on wove or laid paper.

a. Unperf.
1860. One penny, pale green ; twopence, pale 

lilac ; fourpence, rose.
b. Rouletted.

1860. Onepenny, pale green ; twopence, pale 
lilac ; fourpence, pale rose, deep rose.

c. Perf.
1860. Onepenny, yellow-green, bright green, 

deep green ; twopence, lilac-slate ; fourpence, 
rose, pale rose, deep rose.

III. Wmk., value in words ; perf.
1861. One penny, green, pale green, deep 

green, yellow-green ; twopence, lilac, dull lilac, 
deep lilac.

IV. Wmk., single lined figure of value ; perf.
1868. Twopence, lilac, reddish lilac, lilac- 

slate, deep lilac.
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1862-6.
7. Diademed profile of Queen to left 

on solid disk, in beaded and 
lined oval inscribed bauds, in
terrupted at sides by oval disks 
enclosing numerals of value ; 
scrolled ornaments in angles.
[ v ic to r ia  p o s ta g e . ]  Rect., perf.

I. Col. imp.
a. Unwmkd,

Threepence, blue, dark blue ; four pence, 
bright rose, deep rose.

b. Wmk., single-lined figure of value.
Fourpence, rose, pale rose, deep rose.

c. Wmk., value in words.
Threepence, blue, bright blue, deep blue; 

fourpence, rose, pale rose, deep rose ; sixpence, 
orange.

1866. Threepence, dull lake.
II, Blk. imp. ; wmk., value in words.

1862. Sixpence, black.
1862.

8. Design of No. 7, b u t inscription 
and value in broad w hite  oval 
band, [ v ic t o r ia . ]  Blk. im p., 
rect., perf.

a. Wmk., value in words.
Sixpence, black.

b. Wmk., single-lined figure of
value.

Sixpence, black.

c. Without wmk.
Sixpence, black.
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1862.
9. Diademed profile of Queen to left 

on solid disk, in white band 
bearing inscription and value; 
angles reticulated, [ v ic t o r ia .]  
Col. imp., rect., perf.

a. Wmk., value in words.
One fenny, yellow-green.

b. Wmk., double-lined numeral of value.
One fenny, yellow-green,

c. Wmk., single-lined numeral o f value.
One fenny, yellow-green, pale green.

1863-7.
10. Laureated profile of Queen to left 

on lined circular disk ; white 
labels in upper and lower mar
gin containing inscription and 
value ; ornaments in spandrels.
[ v ic t o r ia . ]  Col. imp., rect., perf.

a. Wmk., figure of value.
1863. Fourpence, rose.
1864. One fenny, yellow-green, bluish green, 

dark green ; twofence, lilac, pale lilac, deep lilac.
1865. Fightpence, orange.

1. Unwmkd.
One penny, green, bluish green ; twopence, red

dish lilac ; fourpence, rose.
c . Wmk., V and crown.

1867. One penny, yellow-green, bluish green; 
twopence, lilac, slate-lilac, mauve ; fourpence, rose.
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1865.
11, Laureateci profile of Queen to 

left on lined disk, in plain 
inscribed circle ; in octagonal 
frame, [ victoria. ]  Col. imp. 
on blue paper ; oct., perf. 
Wmk., figure of value.

One shilling, deep blue.

1860-7.
12. Laureated profile of Queen to left

on lined disk, in  plain inscrib 
ed oval band bearing num erals 
of value at sides ; ornam ented 
pattern in  angles, [ v ic t o r ia . ]
Rect,, perf.

I. On w hite  paper.

a. Wmk., figure of value.
1866. Sixpence, blue.

1. Wmk., figure 8.
1866. Tenpence, slate.

c. Wmk., letter V  and crown.
1867. Sixpence, blue.

II. On coloured paper ; wmk., numerals of value. 
1866. Tenpence, reddish brown.

• 1871.
13. Design of No. 12, surcharged in blue with new

value (ninepence.) [ v ic to r ia . ]  Col. imp, on col. 
paper, rect., perf. Wmk., figures 10.

Ninepence, reddish brow n.
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1866-9.
14. Laureated profile of Queen to 

left on solid disk, in -white in
scribed oval band ; numerals of 
value in squares, on reticulated 
ground, in  angles, [ v ic t o r ia . ]  
Col. imp., reet., perf. .

a. Wink , figure 8. .
1866. Threepence, palcmauve. 

h. Wmk., letter Y  and crown.
1867. Threepence, inauve.
1869. Threepence, orange.

1868.
15. Laureated profile of Queen to 

left on solid disk, in plain 
inscribed circle; in scrolled 
border, with crown above.
[ v ic t o r ia . ]  Col. imp., circ., .

- perf. Wink., letter Y  and 
crown.

a. On yellow paper.
Five shillings, blue.

1. On white paper.
Five shillings, blue and red.

1870.
16. Diademed profile of Queen to left 

on lined disk, in white in
scribed oval band ; ornaments 
in angles, [ v ic t o r ia .] Col. 
imp., rect., perf. Wmk., letter 
V and crown.

T w op en ce, lila c , m auve.

Q j o y i - J  W U U  V/y riT V
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1873.
17. Crowned profile of Queen to left 

on lined ground in narrow cir
cle ; plain curved labels above 
and below bearing inscription 
and value ; in ornamented bor
der, with shields at angles en
closing representations of the 
emu and kangaroo, [ v ic t o r ia . ]
Col. imp. on col. paper, rect., perf. Wmk., figure 
of value.

Ninepenee, reddish brown.

1873.
18. Diademed profile of Queen to left 

on lined oval disk ; inscrip
tion in broad white arched 
label above, and value in 
similar label below, connected 
by reticulated sides ; Greek 
pattern in angles, [ v ic t o r ia . ]  
Col. imp., rect., peri. Wmk., 
letter v and crown.

Twopence, bright mauve.

АААААААА

NEWSPAPER STAMPS.

1873. . .
19. Design of No. 10 surcharged in red on each side of 

portrait and at foot with new value (one half
penny.) [ v ic t o r ia . ]  Col. imp., rect., perf. Wmk., 
letter v and crown.

One halfpenny, green.
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.■vrvnjrvn.

1874.
20. Diademed portrait of Queen on lined 

disk in oval ; white curved labels above 
and below, bearing, respectively, in- 
cription and value ; solid circles in 
angles, containing denomination of 
value in figures; in linear frame. 
[VICTORIA.] Col. imp.,rect., perf. Wmk., 

. letter v and crown extending across 
two stamps.

Halfpenny, rose.
REGISTRATION STAMP,

1854.
21. White profile of Queen, with dia

. dem, to left on solid pink in
scribed ground ; arched label 
above, and marginal label at 
foot bearing the word r e g is 
t e r e d  and value in blue letters; 
in blue linear frame, [ v ic to r ia  
r e g is t e r e d  p o s ta g e  s ta m p . ]
Imp. in two cols., rect.

One shilling, pink and blue.
TOO-LATE STAMP.

1855.
22. Similar design to No. 21, but without linear frame.

[VICTORIA TOO-LATE POSTAGE STAMP.] Imp. in two 
cols., rect.

Sixpence, lilac and green.
NEWSPAPER BANE.

1869.
23. Design of No. 10, impressed on wrapper. [VICTORIA.]

Col. imp., rect.
One penny, green.
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N o t e .— In 1865 the different depart
mente of the Victorian administration 
were furnished with paid stamps, all of 
a similar design to that of the annexed en
graving, and inscribed with the titles of 
the chief officiala,— as, for instance, Com
missioner of Public Works, Attorney
General, Minister of Justice, the Treasurer,
&c., &c. These handstamps were used to 
frank the public correspondence of the de
partment, and are generally struck in 
blue; that of the Minister of Justice is 
also found in red, and the Postmaster-general’s stamp, of which 
there are two types, in black.

ENVELOPE STAMP.

1869.
24. Embossed: diademed profile of 

Queen to left on solid pearled 
oval disk, in inscribed reticu
lated frame, [ v ic to r ia  po st
a g e . ]  Col. imp., oval, on 
white and on blue paper.

Twopence, pink.

W E S T E R N  A U S T R A L I A ,

ADHESIVE STAMPS.

1855.
1. Swan between reeds on plain 

disk, in broad solid octagonal 
frame, bearing inscription and 
value. [ w e s t e r n  a u s tr a l ia  
p o s ta g e . ]  Oct. Wmk., a swan, 

i 2
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I. Bik. imp. .
a. Unperf.

Twopence, black on red.
b. Rouletteđ.

Twopence, black on red.
II. Col. imp.

a. Unperf.
, Sixpence, bronze,

b. Rouletteđ,
Sixpence, bronze.

1855.
2. Swan to left од reticulated back

ground, in solid octagonal in
scribed frame, [ w e s t e r n  Au s 
t r a l ia  p o s ta g e . ]  Col. imp., oct. 
Wmk., a swan.

a. Unperf.
Fourpence, light blue. 

b. Rouletted.
Fourpence, light blue.

1855.
3. Swan to left on reticulated back

g ro u n d , in solid oval inscribed 
fram e, [ p o s ta g e  w . a u s t r a l ia . ]
Col. imp., oval. Wmk., a swan.

a. Unperf.
One shilling, light brown, 

deep brown.
b. Kouletted.

One shilling, brown.
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1860-72.
4. Swan to left on reticulated back

ground, in inscribed marginal 
frame ; ornaments in angles,
[WESTERN AUSTRALIA POSTAGE.]
Obi.

I. Blk, imp. ; та к ., a swan.
a. Unperf.

1860. One penny, black.
b. Rouletted.

1861. One penny, black.
II. Col. imp. ; wmk., a swan.

a. Unperf.
Twopence, vermilion ; fourpence, bine ; six

pence, yellow-green.N ote.—W e are inclined to doubt whether the fourpence blue was ever really in circulation.
b. Houle tted.

Twopence, vermilion ; sixpence, yellow-green.

c. Perf.
1862. One penny, red; twopence, blue; six

pence, purple-brown.
1864. One penny, deep carmine, bistre ; 

fourpence, bright red ; one shilling, green.
1865. One penny, bistre ; one shilling, dark 

green.

III. Col. imp., unwmkd.
1864. One penny, brownish red ; twopence, 

dark blue ; sixpence, violet, pale lilac ; one 
shilling, dark green
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IV. Col. imp. ; Fmk., cc. and crown ; perf.
18G5. One penny, bistre ; twopence, yellow ; 

fourpence, carmine; sixpence, violet, deep violet; 
one shilling, light green.

1872. Fourpence, maroon ; sixpence, lilac.
1871.

5. Swan to left on lined oval disk ; 
reeds at sides ; inscription in 
marginal frame above and 
value in similar label at foot. 
[WESTERN AUSTRALIA POSTAGE.] 
Col. imp., obi., perf. Wmk., 
CC. and crown.

Threepence, pale brown.
N o te .— The stamps of Types 2, 3, and 4 (§ II. a, b, § HL, § IV.) 

exist with a hole punched out of the centre. A t one time the report 
ran that the stamps thus mutilated were intended for use hy the 
convicts ; but, in reality, they are supplied to the various depart
ments, the official correspondence o f which they serve to frank.
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ADDENDA.

EUROPE.

BAVARIA.

ADHESIVE STAMP, (page 1 4 )

1874.

Embossed : arms, crown and sup
porters on solid inscribed disk, 
in polygonal frame ; figure of 
value in circle in each corner.
[ bayern.] Col. imp., large 
rect.

1 marie, m auve.

POST CARD, (page 16.)

1874.
D ouble  ca rd  : design of N o . 3; impressed in  r ig h t  upper 

corner of typ e -p rin te d  card. [KÖNIGREICH BAYERN 
Po s t k a r t e , & C .J  Bik. and col. im p ., on deep g re y  
card.

. 2 kremerA 2 hr., — 4 hr., green.
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FINLAND.
Helsingfors.

ADHESIVE STAMP, (page 165.) 
1874

Large numerals of value on solid 
disk, crossed by 10 p e n n i, in 
broad inscribed circle ; in 
marginal frame bearing in
scription above and valne at 
foot. [ a n g b a ts - po st. s e a b 
oa r d s  TRAFIK. AKTIE BOLACET.] 
Imp. in three cols., rect., perf.

10 penni, blue, green, and 
yellow.

N ote.— This stamp is issued by  a steamboat company which 
carries letters to and from the islands on the coast near Helsingfors.

POST CARD.
(Helsingfors Local Post).

1874
Design of ÍIo. 129 impressed on left ; inscription, k o r 

r e s p o n d e n s k o r t  t i l l , followed by two dotted 
lines, and s ta d s p o s te n  i He l s in g f o r s . Imp. 6tamp 
in two colours ; inscriptions in green.

10 pennia, red and green on white.

FRANCE.
ADHESIVE STAMPS, (page 38.)

1874
Like No. 8 c. [ r e p d b . fr a n c , p o s tes . ]  Col, imp., on 

tinted paper, rect., perf.
15 centimes, bistre, pale bistre.
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GERMANT.
GERMAN EMPIRE.

ADHESIVE STAMPS, (page 50.)
REGISTRATION STAMPS.

1871.
Design o f  No. 8, but different inscription, [ d e u t s c h e  r e i c h s -p o s t . ]  Col. imp., obl. perf.

10 grosclien, grey.
1871.

Design of No. 9, b u t inscription different, [ d e u t s c h e  
r e ic h s - p o s t. ]  Col. imp., obi., perf.

80 groschen, bine.
Note,— An entirely new sériée of adhesive stamps is to be issued 

on the 1st. January, 1875, with value in marki and fractious of 
marks.

H U N G A R Y .

ADHESIVE STAMPS, (page 80.)
1874.

Scaled envelope surcharged with 
figure of value, with crown 
above and post-horn below, 
partly surrounded by crossed 
branches; inscription beneath. [ m a g y a r  k i r  p o s t a .] Col. imp., 
rect., perf.

2 kreuzer, lilac ; 3 Itr.,
green ; 5 hr., rose ; 10 hr., 
blue.
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NEWSPAPER TAX-STAMP.

1874.
Denomination of value on wbite disk, 

in inscribed circle interrupted 
below by crown and arms ; 
portions of double-headed
eagle in spandrels, on lined 
ground, [ m a g y . KIR HÍRLAP 
b e l y e g . ]  Col. imp., square.

1 ìcreuzer, blue.
ENVELOPE STAMPS, (page 81.)

1874.
Design of adhesive stamp, but with sealed envelope in 

relief, impressed in right upper corner, [ m a g ya r  
k ir  po sta . ]  Col. imp. Wmkd. with inscription 
in full.

'3 kreuzer, green ; 5 кг., rose ; 10 hr., blue. 

NEWSPAPER STAMP, (page 81.)

1874.
Similar design to adhesives, but with 

white spaces in spandrels. Col. 
imp., rect.

1 kreuzer, red.

POST CARE, (page 82.

1874.
Annexed design impressed in right 

upper comer of card ; design 
within the circle in relief, [ l e 
v e l e z ő  l a p . ]  Col. imp., on 
pale lemon card.

2 kreuzer, brown.
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LUXEMBURG.

POST CARDS, (page 91.)
1874.

Similar to No. 6 b, but different borders ; inscriptions in 
German. Blk. imp.

Orange, yellow.
Design of No. 4 in upper right angle, and arms in 

shield surmounted by crown in left ; inscrip
tion in French and German between ; lines below 
for address, [ c a r t e - c o r r e s p o n d a n c e ,  c o r r e s p o n -
DENZ-KARTE.] Col. im p .

a. On white card.
5 centimes, mauve.

b. On tinted card.
6 centimes, rose.

MALTA.

ADHESIVE STAMP, (page 91.)
1874.

Design of No. 1. [ m a l t a . ]  Col. im p ., rect. W m k ., CC. 
and crow n.

One halfpenny, b rig h t orange.

NORWAY.
POST CARD, (page 98.)

1874.
Design of No. 5, impressed in right upper corner of 

card. [ b r e v . k o r t , & c . ]  Col. imp.
2 shillings, blue.
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Ĉocal postage Stamps.
D ra m m e n .

ADHESIVE STAMPS (page 99.)
1874.

Arms of Drammen (pillar with key 
and sword saltire) in broad in
scribed circle ; numerals in an
gles ; on plain ground, [ d r a m . 
B Y r o sT .] Col. imp., sq.

2 shilling, blue ; 4 sh.t blue 
on yellow.

N ote.— These stamps are of very doubtful character, and not im
probably fictitious.

R U S S I A .

ŞCocat ^postage Stamps.
ADHESIVE STAMPS.

GOVERNMENT <OR TERRITORY) OF BESSARABIA.
O rg u ie ff .  (page 122.)

1874.
Design of Ko. 11. Blk, imp., rect., perf.

3 hopecs, red.
GOVERNMENT OF CHARKOFF.

A c h t y r a .  (page 122.)

1872.
Cross and glory on white disk in in

scribed oval band ; plain circles 
at angles containing figures of 
value ; in linear frame. Col. 
imp., rect.

5 hopecs, g reen , b lu e .
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S o u m y . (page 123.)

1874.
Design of No. 13. Col. imp., reet.

2 kopecs, green.
GOVERNMENT OF CHERSON.
Alekeandrowsk. (page 124.)

1874.
Scrolled pattern and value in 

centre on plain disk, 
in inscribed linear 
circle. Col. imp., 
circ.

10 silver kopecs, 
dark blue.

C h e re o n . (page 124).

1869 ? f
Note.—This engraving represents the Chersou 

stamp (No 16) described at page 124, but not illus
trated for the reason that specimens were then unpro
curable.

GOVERNMENT OF KAZAN.
Kazan. (page 129.) 

ENVELOPE STAMP. 
18—.

Note.—This cut also re
presents a handstamp which 
we were not before able to 
illustrate. (See No. 30, page 
129.)
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GOVERNMENT OF MOSCOW.

Dmitrow. (page 134.)

ADHESIVE STAMPS.

1873.
Arms of Moscow, surmounted by 

crown, on solid disk, in in
scribed lozenge frame, hav
ing numerals at each angle. 
Imp. in two cols., diam.

3 kopecs, red and blue.

* 1873.
Arms of Moscow, surmounted by 

crown, on linear disk, in mar
ginal inscribed frame, with 
numerals in corners. Imp. 
in two cols., rect.

3 kopecs, brown and green.

11 ЗГ
Щ

1Í-- 1

iо*

E Ж Ж 2
Note.— It ia eaid that this stamp is for unpaid letters, or letters 

from  the district.

GOVERNMENT OF NIJNI NOVGOROD.

Arsamaes. (page 135.)
1874

Arms of the district or government 
in oval inscribed band, on 
plain white ground ; in solid 
serrated frame bearing value 
in angles. Col. imp., rect., 
perf.

5 kopecs, in d igo .
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GOVERNMENT OF NOVCOROD.

B e lo z e rs k . (page 136.)

1874.
Design of No. 51 : crescent and cross on linear gronnd 

in upper part of rectangular disk ; fishes saltire 
below ; in marginal inscribed frame, with numer
als of value in solid circles at angles. Blk. imp., 
rect.

3 kopecs, black on pink.

B o r o v i t e h i  (page 136).

1874.

Sun and canal-lock in circle, with in- 
ecription above and below, on 
plain rectangular disk, in broad 
inscribed solid frame. Blk. and 
col. imp., rect.

[5 kopecs], red, black, and 
yellow.

GOVERNMENT OF OREL.

J e le tz . (page 139.)

1870.
Deer and fir-tree on plain disk, in solid 

inscribed oval band, in engine- 
turned border ; numerals of value 
on solid ground in angles. Col. 
imp., rect.

3 kopecs, blue.
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GOVERNMENT OF PERM.
[O e k a n e k . (page 140.)

1874 P
Arms in shield on rayed disk, in 

white inscribed circular band ; 
scrolled pattern in angles. 
Col. imp., sq.

8 kopecs, blue.

S h a d r in s k . (page 141.)
1874.

Design of No. 66. Col. imp., rect.
5 kopecs, rose.

GOVERNMENT OF RIASAN.

D a n k o ff .  (page 143.)

18— ?
Arms in oval in upright inscribed lo

zenge, bearing value at sides.
Blk. imp., diam.

3 kopecs, green.

GOVERNMENT OF ST. PETERSBURG.

G d o ff . (page 145.)

1874.
Inscribed circles intersecting each other 

with value in centre and at each 
angle. Col. imp., rect., perf.

2 kopecs, ultramarine.
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Mbwaja Ladoga, (page 146.)

1873.
Arms on shield in oval inscribed band 

snrmounted by crown ; on white 
ground ; rectangular disks in 
ornamented angles bearing nu
merals of value. Col. imp., rect.

5 kopecs, yellow-green.

GOVERNMENT OF SARATOFF.

Atkarsk. (page 146.)

1870 ?

Note.— The annexed engraving is an 
illustration of the stamp No. 79, describ
ed at page 146, and of which no specimen 
had then come to hand. It is but little 
like a stamp, and appears more like a 
cutting from some official document.

GOVERNMENT OF SIMBIRSK.

Alateer. (page 147.)

18 ?

Type-printed : inscription and 
value on plain white disk, 
in border of circles enclos
ing stars. Blk. imp., obi.

1 kopec, black 2 hop., 
black.

т т т ш т
! А латы рсвая

1 в.

тюяявт
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GOVERNMENT OF SMOLENSK.
Duchowschtschina. (page 147.)

18— .
Inscription and value in trans

verse oblong linear 
frame, enclosing blank 
disk bearing written 
annotation. Col. imp., 
sq.

3 kopecs, dark blue.
GOVERNMENT OF TAMDOFF.

Borisoglebsk. (page 148.)

18— .
Embossed arms (beehive and 

sacks) and crown on solid 
inscribed circular disk, 
with scalloped edge. Col. 
imp., circ.

3 kopecs, blue.

Дую овщ ш схой Зейской

Ц Ъ Н А  3 K -

COVERNMENT OF VIATKA.
Kotelních, (page 155.)

1874
Design of No. 103. Col. imp., obi.

3 kopecs, orange, green.
Malmysch. (page 156.)

18— .
Taine in transverse oval, enclosed in 

oblong inscribed frame. Col. 
imp., small obi.

2 lcopccs, red.
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COVERNMENT OF VOLOGDA.
Griazovetz. (page 157.)

18— .
Hanđstampeđ : arms in shield, with value 

on each side, surrounded by in
scription; in linear circle. Col. 
imp., cir.

2 kopecs, dull blue.

Oustsisolsk. (page 167.)
1872.

Bear and pine-tree and inscrib
ed scroll in an inscribed 
transverse oblong frame. 
Col. imp., obi.

3 kopecs, yellow.

18—.
Value in ornamented circle, in 

oblong linear inscribed 
frame; numerals of value 
in plain squares in span
drels. Blk. imp., obi.

3 kopecs, deep red.

устпеысольскля

Ï V  !i О Х Ь О П

w A
'AnT. fri

£ A
h «

УСТЬСЫСОЛЬСКАЯ

IfV fl о X Ь О II

Similar design to the preceding stamp. Blk. imp., obi. 
3 kopecs, deep red.
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Note.—There are two types of the last mentioned stamp, side 
hy side on the sheet, as represented in our engraving on the previous 
page.

CO VERNIVI ENT Oř VORONESH.

B o b r o w . (page 158),

1874.

Figure of Justice, seated, holding 
scales and sword, in white 
inscribed circular disk ; broad 
curved label at foot bearing 
inscripţionând figures of value; 
foliated spandrels, [ e span a .
COMMUNICÀCIONES.] Col. imp., 
rect., perf.

2 centimes de peseta, yellow ; 5 c., violet ; 10 c,, 
blue, pale blue ; 20 c,, green ; 25 e., light brown ; 
40 c., mauve ; 50 c., orange ; 1 peseta, green ; 
4 p., rose ; 10 jp., black.
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n e w s p a p e r  s t a m p , (page 188.)
1874.

Spanish arms on shield, in branches, 
surmounted by mural crown ; 
on lined background ; inscrip
tion in straight label above and 
value in similar label at foot.[COMMDNCACIONES.] Col. imp., 
rect., pcrf.

10 centimos de peseta, light 
brown.

Carliet Stamps, (page 103.)
1874.

Laurcated profile of Don Carlos to right 
on solid circular disk; scrolled 
labels above and below bearing 
inscription ; valuo in lower cor
ners ; spandrels lined, [ e s p a n a  f r a n q c e o .]  Col. im p ., rect.

1 real, violet.
1874.

Profile of Don Carlos to right in horizontally-lined oval ; 
curved inscribed scrolls above and below on 
ground of radiating lines ; fleurs-de-lis on either 
side, [ e s p a n a  v a l e n c i a  c o r r e o s .]  Col. imp., rect.

£ real, red.

S W IT Z E R L A N D .
FOST CARD, (page 205.)

1874.
Double card : design of No. 19, but the words d o p p e l - CARTE and d o u b l e -c a r t e  interrupting the border 

on each side at top. [ c a r t e  c o r r e s p o n d a n c e , <fcc.] 
Col. imp.

5 centimes, + 5 <?., =  10 c., dark brown.
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ASIA.

CABUL.

N ote.— A set of stamps of annexed 
design has come to light, of which the 
exact use has not yet been conclusively 
ascertained. It is, however, believed 
that they are postage stamps. The 
values and colours are as follows :— 
1 sckald (or nearly 1 anna), black ; 1 
abasy (or 3 annas), black ; 10 schahis 
(about 8 annas), mauve; 1 rupee, 
mauve.

INDIA.
ADHESIVE STAMP, (page 240.)

1874.
Similar design to No. 9. [ e a s t  in d ia  p o s t .]  Col. imp. rect., perf. 

Wink., elephant’s head.
One rupee, slate-grey.

JAPAN.
ADHESIVE STAMP, (page 245.)

1874.
Similar design to Typo 2, Col. imp. reet.

6 sew., brown.
POST CARDS, (page 247.)

1874.
Double card : design of No. 2, longitudinally impressed 

in right upper angle, in fancy border ; instruc
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tions in Japanese on reverse side ; lines to re
ceive communication on second half. Col. imp.

2  sen, dull orange stamp in red frame ; 1 sen, 
indigo stamp in red frame.

AFRICA.

C A P E  O P  G O O D  H O P E .

ADHESIVE STAMP, (page 257.)
1874.

Design of No. 3, hut the words p o s ta g e  s ix p e n c e  oblite
rated by a red bar, and o n e  p e n n t  printed in red 
capitals across the upper part of stamp, [ cape  op 
good  h o p e . ]  Col. imp., rect., perf. Wink., cc. 
and crown.

One penny, lilac and red.
NoTB.— The sixpenny stamp has also been met with at the Dia

mond Fields showing the original value obliterated as above de
scribed, and the provisional value (Id.) written across.

L A G O S .
ADHESIVE STAMPS.

1874,
Diademed profile of Queen Victoria 

on lined circular disk ; solid 
arched inscribed labels above 
and below ; value in white 
marginal label at foot; foliated 
pattern in spandrels, [ lagos  
p o s ta g e . ]  Col. im p ., rect., 
perf. Wmk., cc. and crown.

One penny, lilac ; twopence, 
bine ; fourpence, rose ; sixpence, green.

2 к 2
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NATAL.
ADHESIVE STAMP, (page 273.)

1874.
Diademed profile of Queen to 

left on lined disk, in 
a broad tooth-patterned 
circle; ornaments in 
spandrels; inscription and 
value in upper and lower 
margin, [ n a t a l  p o s t a g e . ]  
Col. imp., large rect. perf. 
Wmk., cc. and crown.

Fice shillings, maroon.

AMERICA.
ARGENTITSTE REPUBLIC.

Corrientes. (page 2S5).
ADHESIVE STAMPS.

18G7-74.
Design of No. 14 c. [ c o r r ie n t e s . ]  Blk. imp., rect.

1867. [3 centavos] yellow.
1871. [3 centavos~\ dark blue.
1874. [3 centavos] lilac-rose.

N ote.— It was at first supposed that the yellow and lilac stampe 
were mere fancy reprints; but official intelligence of the dates of 
their issue and of their bonafidt employment has since been received.

BERMUDA.
ADHESIVE STAMPS, (page 290.)

1874.
Design of No. 3, surcharged diagonally in black with 

the word THREEPENCE. [itERMUDA.] Col. imp., 
rcct., perf. Wmk., CC. and crown.
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a. Sareharge in Koman capitals.
Threepence, green.

b, Surcharge in italic capitals.
Threepence, green.

BOLIVIA.
ADHESIVE STAMP, (page 291.)

1874.
Design of No. 2 Ъ. [ correos de b o liv ia .] Bik. imp., 

rect., perf,
500 centavos, black.

CANADA.
Dominion o f Canada.

AD RE SW E STAMPS, (pages 309, 310.)
1874.

Design of No. 13. [ ca n a da  p o s ta g e . ]  Col. imp., rect., 
perf.

Fifteen cents, dull mauve.
1874.

Similar design to No. 15, but value in up pe r angles. 
[ c a n a d a  p o s ta g e . ]  Col. im p ., rect., p e r i

Ten cents, pale rose.

CUBA.
N ote.— Several of the stamps of Types 10 and 11 have recently 

been met with bearmi? a kind of handstamped flourish or signature. 
It is now generally admitted that this flourish is applied exclusively 
to the stamps used in Porto Rico, to distinguish them from those 
used in Cuba.
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NEW GHANANA, OR UNITED STATES OF 
COLOMBIA.

Antioquia.
ADHESIVE STAMPS, (page 381.)

1874.
Arms in lower part of stamp within 

inscribed scroll ; surmounted 
by broad horizontal label bear
ing value in words ; curved and 
arched labels above enclosing 
inscription; figures in angles. 
[ е е . u u . d e  Co l o m b ia , correos  
DEL EO. SO. DE ANTIOQUIA.] Col. 
imp., rect.

Un (1) centavo, light green.
1874.

Intersecting inscribed circles, the 
upper one containing the arms 
of New Granada, the lower 
the value in figures ; scrolled 
exterior frame and figures at 
angles, [ esta d o s  u n id o s  d e

COLOMBIA. CORKEOS EO. SO. DE 
a n t io q u ia . ]  Col. im p ., rect.

50 centavos, blue.
1874.

Arms of Colombia surrounded by 
inscription in circular disk, 
curved inscribed labels above 
and below, ornaments and 
figures of value in angles. 
[ е е . u u . d e  c o l o m b ia , e o . so .
DE ANTIOQUIA, COBREOS.] Blk. 
imp., rect.

Dos (2) pesos, yellow.
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1874.
Arms of Colombia surrounded 

by inscription in elongated 
oval ; curved inscribed la
bels above and below, in 
scrolled frame, with value 
at four corners, [ е е . u u .
DE COLOMBIA. EO. SO. DE AN- 
TIOQDIA. CORREOS.] Blk. 
imp. on glazed paper; 
large rect.

Cinco (5) pesos, rose.

Bolivar.
, ADHESIVE STAMP.

1874.
Curved inscribed labels in upper half ; 

arms and inscription in lower 
half of stamp ; value on curved 
band in lower margin ; scrolled 
frame, with figures of value at 
sides, [ е е . u u . db: Co lo m b ia . 
C0KRE03 DEL ESTADO SOBERANO 
d e  b o l iv a r . ]  Col. imp., rect.

5 centavos, blue.

PERU.
ADHESIVE STAMPS, (page 303 )

1874.
Mountain landscape illumined by sun-burst on oval 

disk, within rectangular inscribed frame, on be
velled slab, [ p e r u  co r r eo s .1 Col. imp., large 
rect., perf. ; gridiron indentation at back.

Ö0 centavos, red.
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N EW  GRANADA, OR UNITED STATES OF 
COLOMBIA.

Antioquia.
ADHESIVE STAMPS, (page 381.)

1874
Arms in lower part of stamp with in 

inscribed scroll ; surmounted 
by broad horizontal label bear
ing value in words ; curved and 
arched labels above enclosing 
inscription; figures in angles. 
[E E . EU. DE C0L0MIÌ1A. C0RHE03 
DEL ЕО. SO. DE ANTIOQUIA.] Col. 
imp., rect.

Un (1) centavo, light green.
1874

Intersecting inscribed circles, the 
upper one containing the arms 
of New Granada, the lower 
the value in figures ; scrolled 
exterior frame and figures at 
angles, [ e s t a d o s  u n id o s  d e
COLOMBIA. CORREOS ЕО. SO. DE
a n t io q u ia . ]  Col. im p ., rect.

50 centavos, blae.
1874

Arms of Colombia surrounded by 
inscription in circular disk, 
curved inscribed labels above 
and below, ornaments and 
figures of value in angles. 
[ е е . г о . d e  c o l o m b ia , e o . so.
DE ANTIOQUIA, CORREOS.] Blk. 
im p ., rect.

Dos (2) pesos, yellow.



POSTAGE STAMPS. 5 2 1

1H74.
Arms of Colombia surrounded 

by inscription in elongated 
oval ; curved inscribed la
bels above and below, in 
scrolled frame, with value 
at four corners, [ е е . u u .
HE COLOMBIA, EO. SO. DE АУ- 
TIOQOIA. CORREOS.] Blk. 
imp. on glazed paper; 
large rect.

Cinco (5) pesos, rose.

Bolivar.
ADHESIVE STAMP, (page 383.)

1874.
Curved inscribed labels in upper half ; 

arms and inscription in lower 
half of stamp ; value on curved 
band in lower margin ; scrolled 
frame, with figures of value at 
sides, [ е е . u u . d e  colom  r ia .
CORREOS DEL ESTADO SOBERANO 
DE BOLIVAR.] Col. im p ., rect.

5 centavos, blue.

PERU.
ADHESIVE STAMPS, (page 393.)

1874.
Mountain landscape illumined by sun-burst on oval 

disk, within rectangular inscribed frame, on be
velled slab, [ p e r u  co r r eo s .1 Col. imp., large 
rect., perf. ; gridiron indentation at back.

50 centavos, red.



5 2 2 ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE OF

1874.
Sun in upright panelled frame, on rectangular lined 

slab, indented at corners with shield-shaped 
ornaments enclosing numeral, curved inscribed 
labels above and below, value on sides. Col. 
imp., large rect. ; gridiron indentation at back.

1 sol, green.
u n p a id  l e t t e r  s ta m p , (page 394.)

' 1874.
Similar design to Nos. 11— 13. Col. imp., large rect., 

perf.
1 sol, green. .

ENVELOPE STAMPS.
1374-5.

Embossed : arms and supporters as in No. 10, on co
loured ground, in pearled frame; panels containing 
figure of value at sides; inscribed curved label 
below, [ c o k r eo s . ]  Col. imp., oval.

2 centavos, blue ; 5 c., green ; 10 c., red ; 20 c,, 
purple ; 50 c., rose.

SALVADOR.
ADHESIVE STAMPS, (page 403.)

1874.
Design of No. 1, surcharged in 

black with small circle 
containing armorial
shield and inscription c o n t r a  s e l l o s ,  1874. Col. 
imp., obi., perf.

I  real, bright blue ; 
1 rl., red; 2 ria., green; 
4 rls., deep brown.



POSTAGE STAMPS. 6 2 3

UNITED STATES OE AMEBIC A.
N ote.— A new issue of stamps for newspaper postage is announced 

to consist of the following values : 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 9, 10, 12, 24, 36, 
48, 60, 72, 84, 96 cents, 2, 3, 6, 12, 24, 36, and 60 dollars !

OCEANIA.
SARAWAK.

AD BESB E  STAMPS, (page 481.)
1874.

Design of Type 2. [ S a r a w a k , c . b . ,  e . s . ]  Col. imp, on 
col. paper ; rect. perf.

Two cents, mauve on lilac ; four c., brown on 
yellow ; six c., green on green ; eight c., deep 
blue on blue ; twelve c., carmine on rose ; twenty- 
four c.,

V A N  D I E M E N ’ S L A N D  {o r  T A S M A N I A ) .

A B B E  SIVE STAMPS, (page 487).
1874.

Design of No. 6. [ t a sm a n l a . ]  Col. imp., rect. Wmk., 
cc. and crown.

One -penny, carmine-rose ; twopence, green ; 
threepence, brown; fourpence, bine; ninepence, 
yellow ; tenpence, lilac ; 5 shillings, violet.



i
A L F R E D  S M IT H  âr COIS M O N T H L Y  C IR C U L A R .— 
This Circular, published on the ist о/ each Mouthy contains an 
Article from  the pen o f  M r. O V E R  Y  T A Y L O R  (Editor o f  
“  Dr. G rays Illustrated Catalogue.” )  Giving a Description o f  a lt 
Newly Issued Stamps, anda Notice o f  Contemporary Philatelic 
Publications. A nnual Subscription : One Shilling, post fr e e , at 
Home or Abroad. Published by A lfred  Smith &* Co., 7 , Bath 
Street, Bath.
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A L F R E D  S M IT H  &» COIS M O N T H L Y  C IR C U L A R ,— 
This Circular, published on the isi o f  each Month, contains an 
A rticle fron t the pen o f  M r. OYE R Y  T A Y L O R  (E ditor o f  
“  D r. G ra fs  Illustrated Catalogue.")  Giving a  Description o f  all 
Nesuly Issued Stamps, anda Notice o f  Contemporary Philatelic 
Publications. A nnual Subscription : One Shilling, post fr e e , a t 
Home or Abroad. Published by A lfred  Smith &• Co., 7 , Bath 
Streett Bath.



THE ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE
OF

POSTAGE STAMPS

BY DR. JOHN EDWARD GRAY,
O F  T H E  B R I T I S H  MUSEUM.

R E V I S E D  A N D  C O R R E C T E D  B Y  O V E R Y  T A Y L O R .
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B A T H ; ALFRED SMITH & CO., 6, BATH STREET.
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M e s s r s . ALFRED SMITH & С о .  beg to call the attention of Philatelists 
to the means they possess of meeting the requirements of their supporters, 
Their Stock of Stamps is an unusually large and varied one ; it has heen 
selected with the care dictated by an experience extending over vinny years, 
and. consists solely of specimens of which the authenticity can be guaranteed 
in the fullest possible manner. Messrs. A. S. 8p Co. have nothing whatever 
to do with the sale of either reprints or facsimiles, but of Genuine Stamps 
they can supply almost every known variety ; and they beg to refer Collectors 
desirous of filling the blanks in their Albums to the current edition of their 
DESCRIPTIVE PRICE CATALOGUE,-—a simple and perfect Guide to 
Purchasers, in which they will find nearly 3000 varieties noted and priced.

To Philatelists who have but recently commenced collecting, and who con
sequently require a number of stamps with which to make a start, Messrs. 
A. S. Sf Co. take leave to recommend, their Cheap Packets— ROWLAND 
HILL, INTERNATIONAL, and MERCURY—containing selections of 
well-engraved, effective, and interesting varieties, many of them rare, which even 
to older Philatelists will often prove an advantageous investment. And for 
the many Collectors, more or less advanced, who are not disposed to arrange 
their Stamps in blank books, Messrs. A. S. Şf Co. have always on hand an 
ample Stock of the Latest Editions of the most approved Albums, among 
which figure those of Moen s, Lallier, Oppen, Stafford Smith, Spc.

As the Publishers of TIIE STAMP-COLLECTOR’S MAGAZINE, 
Messrs. Alfred Smith 8p Co. solicit the support of all classes of Collectors to 
that Publication, in which the views and requirements of all are consulted, 
and the Study of Stamps is facilitated by lucid Articles, copiously illustrated.

For full particulars respecting the Stamp rackets, CHEAP SETS OF 
STAMPS, Albums, and other Publications, the reader is respectfully referred 
to the advertisement columns of the S. C. M. ; and it only remains to be said 
that the prompt execution qf all orders .may be relied, on, as also an imme
diate reply to all letters of inquiry addressed to ■

'ALFRED SMITH Co., Stamp Importers, Hath



ALFRED SMITH & CO.'S

S T A M P  &  CREST A N N O U N C E M E N T S .

“  Permit me to state how glad I always am to have business relations 
with your ärm: it is universally pleasant and agreeable."— F. A. 
Philbrick, Esq., Recorder o f  Colchester, The Temple, London, E.C.

T h e S ta m p -C o lle c to r 's  M a g a z in e . Annual Subscription,6,'-,post free; (abroad.7, ). 
T h e  D e s c r ip t iv e  P r ic e  C a ta lo g u e  o f  P o s t a g e  S ta m p s . 7d., post free ; 

(abroad, 9d.).
T h e  R o w la n d  H i l l  S e r ie s  o f  S ta m p  P a c k e ts . Nos. 1 to 12. From 7d. to 

10/8, post free.
T h e  M e r c u r y  S e r ie s  o f  S ta m p  P a c k e ts . Nos. 1 to 6. 1/1 each, post free. 
V o lu m e s  I I I .  t o  X I .  o f  “  T h e  S t a m p -C o lle c to r ’s  M a g a z in e .”  6/6 each, 

post free ; (abroad, 9/-).
L a l lie r ’s  S ta m p  A lb u m s . From 17/- to 22/6, post free ; (abroad, 8/- extra). 
M o e n s ’ S ta m p  A lb u m s . From 12/- to 17/-, post free ; (abroad, 3/- extra). 
O p p en ’s P o s ta g e -S ta m p  A lb u m s . From 4/6 to 8/-, post free ; (abroad, 1/- extra.) 
T h e  M u lr e a d y  P o s ta g e -S ta m p  A lb u m s .  From 1/8 to 6/-, post free ; (abroad, 

postage extra).
R u le d  S ta m p  a n d  C re st  A lb u m s . From 7d. to 12/6, post free; (abroad, 

postage extra).
C h eap  S e ts  o f  P o s ta g e  S ta m p s . See detailed Advertisements in The Stamp-

Collector’s Ma/jaùne,
Y e  A r m o r ie  A lb u m s . From 8/- to 22'-, post free; (abroad, postage extra).
T h e  A r m s  o f  A l l  N a t io n s . 48 varieties. 1 '1, post free.
S h ip s ’ C rests , in  C o lo u r e d  R e l ie f .  144 varieties. 2 8, post free. 
I llu m in a te d  S h ip s ’ C rests . Sheets, Nos, 1 to 7. 1/1 each, post free.
T h e P o p u la r  C r e s t  A lb u m s . From 1/8 to 5/6, post free.
T h e I n te r n a t io n a l S ta m p  P a c k e t . Post free, 1/1.
T h e A r m s  o f  th e  E n g lis h , S c o tc h , a n d  I r is h  B is h o p r ic s . 4S varieties. 

1/1, pust free.
R o y a l N a v a l  C re sts , Packets Nos. 1, 2, 3, and 4, 1/1 each.

For Alfred Smith, it- Co.'s other Announcements, see Advertisements and Prospectuses.

A L F R E D  S M IT H  &  Co., F o r e ig n  S ta m p  and  A lb u m  Im p o rte rs , B A T H .



Published on the ist o f  every Month, /cap, ito, price 6J.

t HIS Magazine has now been in existence upwards of eleven years, 
and the Publishers venture to hope it has been of substantial 
benefit to collectors. Prom the commencement they have striven to 

obtain the earliest and most accurate information on all points of 
interest to the philatelic public, in order to make it in every respect a 
complete and trustworthy guide.

For this purpose the services of the ablest and best-informed 
collectors in the kingdom have been secured, their contributions have 
been illustrated with accurate engravings by English and Foreign 
artists, and assistance has also been largely rendered by correspondents 
in all parts of the world.

In forthcoming numbers no efforts will be spared to maintain the 
Magazine in the position it has gained, and the publishers trust they 
may he favoured with your support as a subscriber.

Annual Subscription: S ix Shillings, Post Free;
To the Colonies and a ll Foreign Countries, the Annual Subscription is Sez>en Shillings, post free, 

EVERY PURCHASER IS ENTITLED TO RECEIVE, GRATIS, WITH EACH NUMBER 
AN UNUSED FOREIGN OR COLONIAL POSTAGE STAMP.

TU к

THIRD, FOURTH, FIFTH, SIXTH, SEVENTH, NINTH, TENTH, AND ELEVENTH VOLUMES
may also be had of the Publishers : price 6s. 6d. each, post free ; (abroad, 7s. Cd.).

L o n d o n  : E. M a r l b o r o u g h  & Co.

B A T H : A L F R E D  S M IT H  & CO ., 6, B A T H  STR E E T .
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M e s s r s . ALFRED SMITH & Co. beg to call the attention of Philatelists 
to the means they possess of meeting the requirements of their supporters. 
Their Stoclc of Stamps is an unusually large and varied one ; it has leen 
selected with the care dictated by an experience extending over many years, 
and consists solely of specimens of which the authenticity can be guaranteed 
in the fullest possible manner. Messrs. A. S. fy Co. have nothing whatever 
to do with the sale of either reprints or facsimiles, but of Genuine Stamps 
they can supply almost every knoum variety ; and they beg to refer Collectors 
desirous of filling the blanks in their Albums to the current edition of their 
DESCRIPTIVE PRICE CATALOGUE,— a simple and perfect Guide to 
Purchasers, in which they will find nearly 3000 varieties noted and priced.

To Philatelists who have but recently commenced collecting, and who соя* 
sequently require a number of stamps with which to make a start, Messrs. 
A. S. fy Co. take leave to recommend' their Cheap Packets— ROWLAND 
HILL, INTERNATIONAL, and MERCURY—containing selections of 
well-engraved, effective, and interesting varieties, many of them rare, which even 
to older Philatelists will often prove an advantageous investment. And for 
the many Collectors, more or less advanced, who are not disposed to arrange 
their Stamps in blank books, Messrs. A. S. Şp Co. have always on hand an 
ample Stock of the Latest Editions of the most approved Albums, among 
which figure those of Moens, Laitier, Oppen, Stafford Smith, 8pc.

As the Publishers of THE STAMP-COLLECTOR\S MAGAZINE, 
Messrs. Alfred Smith Sp Co. solicit the support of all classes of Collectors to 
that Publication, in which the views and requirements of all are consulted, 
and the Study of Stamps is facilitated by lucid Articles, copiously illustrated.

For full particulars respecting the Stamp Packets, CHEAP SETS OF 
STAMPS, Albums, and other Publications, the reader is respectfully referred 
to the advertisement columns of the S. C. M.; and it only remains to be said 
that the prompt execution of all orders may be relied on, as also an imme
diate reply to all letters of inquiry addressed to

ALFRED SMITH Şp Co., Stamp Importers, Bath



ALFRED SMITH & CO.’S

S T A M P  & CREST A N N O U N C E M E N T S .

“  Permit me to stato how glad I always am to have business relations 
with your firm : it is universally pleasant and agreeable.”  — F. A. 
Philbiuck, Esq., Recorder o f  Colchester, The Temple, London, E.C.

T h e  S ta m p -C o lle e to r 'a  M a g a z in e . Annual Subscription^/-, post free; (abroad, 7/-). 
T h e  D e s c r ip t iv e  P r ic e  C a ta lo g u e  o f  P o s ta g e  S ta m p s. 7d., post free; 

(abroad, 9d.).
T h e H o w la n d  H i l l  S e r ie s  o f  S ta m p  P a c k e ts . Nos. 1 to 12. From 7d. to

10 8, post free.
T h e  M e r c u r y  S é r ié e  o f  S ta m p  P a c k e ts . Nos. 1 to 6. 1/1 each, post free. 
V o lu m e s  I I I .  t o  X I .  o f  “  T h e  S ta m p -C o lle c to r ’s  M a g a z in e .”  6/6 each,

post free ; (abroad, 9/-).
L a llie r ’ s S ta m p  A lb u m s . From 17/- to 22/6, post free ; (abroad, 3/- extra). 
M o e n s ’  S ta m p  A lb u m s . From 12/- to 17/-, post free; (abroad, 3/- extra). 
O p p en ’ s P o s ta g e -S ta m p  A lb u m s . From 4/6 to 8/-, poet free ; (abroad, 1/- extra.) 
T h e M u lr e a d y  P o s ta g e -S ta m p  A lb u m s . From 1/8 to (5/-, post free ; (abroad,

postage extra).
R u le d  S ta m p  a n d  C re s t  A lb u m s . From 7d. to 12/6, post free; (abroad, 

postage extra).
C h eap  Sete o f  P o s ta g e  S ta m p s . See detailed Advertisements in The Stamp-

Collector's Matjazine.
Y e  A r m o r ie  A lb u m s . From 8/- to 22/-,post free; (abroad, postage extra).
T h e A r m s  o f  A l l  N a t io n s . 48 varieties. 1/1, post free.
S h ip s ’ C rests , in  C o lo u r e d  R e l ie f .  144 varieties. 2/8, post free. 
I llu m in a te d  S h ip s ’ C rests . Sheets, Nos. 1 to 7. 1/1 each, post free.
T he P o p u la r  C r e s t  A lb u m s . From 1/8 to 5/6, post free.
T h e  In te r n a t io n a l S ta m p  P a c k e t . I’oat free, 1/1.
T h e  A r m s  o f  th e  E n g lis h , S c o tc h , a n d  I r ie h  B is h o p r ic s . 48 varieties. 

1/1, post free.
R o y a l N a v a l  C rests . Packets Nos. 1, 2, 3, and 4 ,1/1 each.

For Alfred Smith £• Co.'s other Announcements, see Advertisements and Prospectuses.

A L F R E D  S M IT H  & Co., F o r e ig n  S tam p  a n d  A lb u m  Im p o rte rs , B A T H .



Published on the ist o f  every Month, fcap. sto, fince 6d.

SHIS Magazine has now been in existence upwards of eleven years, 
and the Publishers venture to hope it has been of substantial 
benefit to collectors. Prom the commencement they have striven to 

obtain the earliest and most accurate information on all points of 
interest to the philatelic public, in order to make it in every respect a 
complete and trustworthy guide.

For this purpose the services of the ablest and best-informed 
collectors in the kingdom have been secured, their contributions have 
been illustrated with accurate engravings by English and Foreign 
artists, and assistance has also been largely rendered by correspondents 
in all parts of the world.

In forthcoming numbers no efforts will be spared to maintain the 
Magazine in the position it has gained, and the publishers trust they 
may be favoured with your support as a subscriber.

Annual Subscription: Six Shillings, Post Free;
To the Colonies a n d a ti Foreign Conn tries, the Annual Subscription is Seven Shillings, post free  

EVERY PURCHASER IS ENTITLED TO RECEIVE, GRATIS, W ITH EACH NUMBER 
AN UNUSED FOREIGN OR COLONIAL POSTAGE STAMP.

THE
THIRD. FOURTH, FIFTH, SIXTH, SEVENTH, HIHTH, TENTH, AHD ELEVENTH VOLUMES

may also be had of the Publishers : price 6s. 6d. each, post free ; (abroad, 7s. 6,1.).

L o n d o n : E. M arlborough  & Co.

B A T H : A L F R E D  S M IT H  & CO., 6, B A T H  STR EET.
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M e s s r s . ALFRED SMITH & Co. beg to call the attention of Philatelists 
to the means they possess of meeting the requirements of their supporters. 
Their Stock of Stamps is an unusually large and varied one ; it has been 
selected with the care dictated by an experience extending over many years, 
and consists solely of specimens of which the authenticity can be guaranteed 
in the fullest possible manner. Messrs. A. S. 8f Co. have nothing whatever 
to do with the sale of either reprints or facsimiles, but of Genuine Stamps 
they can supply almost every known variety ; and they beg to refer Collectors 
desirous of filling the blanks in their Albums to the current edition of their 
DESCRIPTIVE PRICE CATALOGUE,—a simple and perfect Guide to 
Purchasers, in which they will find nearly 3000 varieties noted and priced.

To Philatelists who have but recently commenced collecting, and who con
sequently require a number of stamps with which to make a start, Messrs, 
A, S. Sp Co. take leave to recommend their Cheap Packets— ROWLAND 
HILL, INTERNATIONAL, and MERCURY—containing selections of 
well-engraved, effective, and interesting varieties, many of them rare, which even 
to older Philatelists will often prove an advantageous investment. And for 
the many Collectors, more or less advanced., who are not disposed to arrange 
their Stamps in blank books, Messrs. A. S. Şp Co. have always on hand an 
ample Stock of the Latest Editions of the most approved Albums, among 
which figure those of Moens, Lallier, Oppen, Stafford Smith, Spc.

As the Publishers of THE STAMP-COLLECTOR'S MAGAZINE, 
Messrs. Alfred Smith Sp Co. solicit the support of all classes of Collectors to 
that Publication, in which the views and requirements of all are consulted, 
and the Study of Stamps is facilitated by lucid Articles, copiously illustrated.

For full particulars respecting the Stamp Packets, CHEAP SETS OF 
STAMPS, Albums, and other Publications, the reader is respectfully referred 
to the advertisement columns of the S. C. M.; and it only remains to be said 
that the prompt execution of all orders may be relied on, as also an imme
diate reply to all letters of inquiry addressed to

ALFRED SMITH fp Co., Stamp Importers, Path.



ALFRED SMITH & CO.’S

S T A M P  &  CREST A N N O U N C E M E N T S .

“  Permit me to state how glad I always am to have business relations 
with your firm: it is universally pleasant and agreeable.”  — F. A. 
P h il b r ic k , E sq ., Recorder o f  Colchester, The Temple, London, E.C.

The Stamp-Collector’s Magazine. Annual Subscription, 6/-,post free; (abroad. 7/-).
The Descriptive Price Catalogue of Postage Stamps. 7d., post free; 

(abroad, 9d.).
The Rowland Hill Series of Stamp Packets. Nos. 1 to 12. From 7d. to 

10/8, post free.
The Mercury Series of Stamp Packets. Nos. 1 to 6. 1/1 each, post free.
Volumes III. to XI. of “ The Stamp-Collector’s Magazine.” 6/6 each, 

post free ; (abroad, 9/-).
Lallier’s Stamp Albums. From 17/- to 22/6, poet free ; (abroad, 3/- extra).
Moens’ Stamp Albums. From 12/- to 17/-, post free; (abroad, 3/- extra).
Oppen’s Postage-Stamp Albums. From 4/6 to 8/-, post free ; (abroad, 1 /-extra.)
The Mulready Postage-Stamp Albums. From 1/8 to 6/-, post free ; (abroad, 

postage extra).
Ruled Stamp and Crest Albums. From 7d. to 12/6, post free ; (abroad, 

postage extra).
Cheap Sets of Postage Stamps. See detailed Advertisements in The Stamp- 

Collector's Magazine.
Ye Armorie Albums. From 8 '- to 22/-, post free; (abroad, postage extra).
The Arms of All Hâtions. 48 varieties. 1/1, post free.
Ships’ Crests, in Coloured Relief 144 varieties. 2/8, pos free.
Illuminated Ships’ Crests. Sheets, Nos. 1 to 7. 1/1 each, post free.
The Popular Crest Albums. From 1/8 to 5/6, post free.
The International Stamp Packet. Post free, 1/1.
The Arms of the English, Scotch, and Irish Bishoprics. 48 varieties. 

1/1, post free.
Royal Naval Crests. Packets Nos. 1, 2, 3, and 4, 1/1 each.

For Alfred Smith <C- Co.'s other Announcements, see Advertisements and Prospectuses.

A L F R E D  S M IT H  & Co., F o r e ig n  S ta m p  and  A lb u m  Im p orters , B A T H .



Published on the ist o f  every Mouthy /cap. A,to, p rice id.SHIS Magazine has now been in existence upwards of eleven years, 
and the Publishers venture to hope it has been of substantial 
benefit to collectors. From the commencement they have striven to 

obtain the earliest and most accurate information on all points of 
interest to the philatelic public, in order to make it in every respect a 
complete and trustworthy guide.

For this purpose the services of the ablest and best-informed 
collectors in the kingdom have been secured, their contributions have 
been illustrated with accurate engravings by English and Foreign 
artists, and assistance has also been largely rendered by correspondents 
in all parts of the w'orld.

In forthcoming numbers no efforts will be spared to maintain the 
Magazine in the position it has gained, and the publishers trust they 
may be favoured with your support as a subscriber.

Annual S ubscription : 8 ix Shillings, Po st Fr e e ;
To the Colonies and a ll Foreign Countries, the Annual Suhscriflim t is Seven Shillings, fo s t free. 

EVERY PURCHASER IS ENTITLED TO RECEIVE, GRATIS. WITH EACH NUMBER 
AN UNUSED FOREIGN OR COLONIAL POSTACE STAMP.

THE

THIRD, FOURTH, FIFTH, SIXTH, SEVENTH, NINTH, TENTH, AND ELEVENTH VOLUMES
may also be had of the Publishers : price 6s. 6d. each, post free ; (abroad, is. 6J ).

L ondon : E. M art.iiosough & Co.

B A T H : A L F R E D  S M IT H  & C O ., 6, B A T H  S TR E E T .

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------





M e s s r s . ALFRED SMITH &  Co. beg to call the attention of Philatelists 
to the means they possess of meeting the requirements of their supporters. 
Their Stoch of Stamps is an unusually large and varied one ; it has been 
selected with the care dictated by an experience extending over many years, 
and consists solely of specimens of which the authenticity can be guaranteed 
in the fullest possible manner. Messrs. A. S. fy Co. have nothing whatever 
to do with the sale of either reprints or facsimiles, hit of Genuine Stamps 
they can supply almost every known variety ; and they beg to refer Collectors 
desirous of filling the blanks in their Albums to the current edition of their 
DESCRIPTIVE PRICE CATALOGUE,— a simple and perfect Guide to 
Purchasers, in which they will find nearly 3000 varieties noted and priced.

To Philatelists who have but recently commenced collecting, and who con
sequently require a number of stamps with which to make a start, Messrs. 
A. S. 8f Co. take leave to recommend their Cheap Packets—ROWLAND 
HILL, INTERNATIONAL, and MERCURY—containing selections of 
well-engraved, effective, and interesting varieties, many of them rare, which even 
to older Philatelists will often prove an advantageous investment. And for 
the many Collectors, more or less advanced, who are not disposed to arrange 
their Stamps in blank books, Messrs. A. S. Sp Co. have always on hand an 
ample Stock of the Latest Editions of the most approved Albums, among 
which figure those of Moens, Lallier, Oppen, Stafford Smith, fyc.

As the Publishers of THE STAMP-COLLECTOR'S MAGAZINE, 
Messrs. Alfred Smith 8f Co. solicit the support of all classes of Collectors to 
that Publication, in which the views and requirements of all are consulted, 
and the Study of Stamps is facilitated by lucid Articles, copiously illustrated.

For fidi particulars respecting the Stamp Packets, CHEAP SETS Ob' 
STAMPS, Albums, and other Publications, the reader is respectfully referred 
to the advertisement columns of the S. C. M.; and it only remains to be said 
that the prompt execution of all orders may be relied on, as also an imme
diate reply to all letters of inquiry addressed to

ALFRED SMITH Co., Foreign Stamp Importers, BATH.



ALFRED SMITH & CO.’S

S T A M P  & CREST A N N O U N C E M E N T S .

“  Permit me to state how glad I always am to have business relations 
with your firm: it is universally pleasant and agreeable.”  — F. A. 
P hilbrick, Esti., Recorder o f  Colchester, The Temple, London, £.C.

T h e Stamp-Collector’s Magazine. Annual Subscription,6/-, post free; (abroad,7/-). 
The Descriptive Price Catalogue o f Postage Stamps. 7d., post free ;

(abroad, iki).
The Rowland Hill Series o f  Stamp Packets. Nos. 1 to 12. From 7d. to

10/8, post free.
The Mercury Series o f Stamp Packets. Nos. 1 to 6. 1/1 each, post free. 
Volumes III. to XI. o f “  The Stamp-Collector’s Magazine.” 6/6 each, 

post free ; (abroad, 9 '-).
Lallier’s Stamp Albums. From 17/- to 22/6, post free; (abroad, 3/- extra). 
Moens’ Stamp Albums. From 12/- to 17/-, post froe ; (abroad, 3/- extra). 
Oppen’s Postage-Stamp Albums. From 4/6 to 8/-, post free ; (abroad, 1/- extra.) 
The Mulready Postage-Stamp Albums. From 1/8 to 6/-, post free; (abroad, 

postage extra).
Ruled Stamp and Crest Albums. From 7d. to 12/6, post free; (abroad, 

postage extra).
Cheap Sets o f Postage Stamps. See detailed Advertisements in The Sta mp-

Collector's Mivjazinc.
Y e  A r m o r ie  Albums. From 8/- to 22/-, post free; (abroad, postage extra).
T h e A r m s  o f  A l l  N a t io n s . 48 varieties. 1/1, post free.
Ships’ Crests, in Coloured Relief. 144 varieties, 2/8, post free. 
Illuminated Ships’ Crests. Sheets, Nos. 1 to 7. 1/1 each, post free.
The Popular Crest Albums. From 1/8 to 5/6, post free.
The International Stamp Packet. Post free, 1/1.
The Arms o f the English, Scotch, and Irish Bishopries. 48 varieties 

1/1. post free.
Royal Naval Crests. Packets Nos. 1, 2, 3, and 4, 1/1 each.

For Alfred Smith <fc Co.’s other Announcements, see Advertisements and Prospectuses,

A L F R E D  S M IT H  à Co., F o r e ig n  S tam p  and  A lb u m  Im p orters , B A T H .



Published on the is/ o f every M onth, /cap. ţto , price 6d.

JHIS Magazine has now been in existence upwards of eleven years, 
and the Publishers venture to hope it has been of substantial 
benefit to collectors. From the commencement they have striven to 

obtain the earliest and most accurate information on all points of 
interest to the philatelic public, in order to make it in every respect a 
complete and trustworthy guide.

Б'ог this purpose the services of the ablest and best-informed 
collectors in the kingdom have been secured, their contributions have 
been illustrated with accurate engravings by English and Foreign 
artists, and assistance has also been largely rendered by correspondents 
in all parts of the world.

In forthcoming numbers no efforts will be spared to maintain the 
Magazine in the position it has gained, and the publishers trust they 
may be favoured with your support as a subscriber.

A nnual Subscr iptio n : S ix Shillings, Po st Fr e e ;
To the Colonies and a ll F orcip i Countries, the Annual Subscription is Seven Shillings, post free. 

EVERY PURCHASER IS ENTITLED TO RECEIVE, GRATIS, WITH EACH NUMBER 
AN UNUSED FOREIGN OR COLONIAL POSTAGE STAMP.

THETHIRD, FOURTH, FIFTH, SIXTH, SEVENTH, NINTH, TENTH, AND ELEVENTH VOLUMES
may also be had of the Publishers : price 6s. 6d. each, post free ; (abroad, js. 6d.).

L o n d o n : E. M arlborough  & Co.

B A T H : A L F R E D  S M IT H  & C O ., 6, B A T H  S T R E E T .
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M e s s r s . ALFRED SMITH & Co. beg to call the attention of "Philatelists 
to the means they possess of meeting the requirements of their supporters. 
Their Stoch of Stamps is an unusually large and varied one ; it has been 
selected with the care dictated by an experience extending over many years, 
and consists solely of specimens of which the authenticity can be guaranteed 
in the fullest possible manner. Messrs. A. S. 8f Co. have nothing whatever 
to do with the sale of either reprints or facsimiles, but of Genuine Stamps 
they can supply almost every known variety ; and they beg to refer Collectors 
desirous of filling the blanks in their Albums to the current edition of their 
DESCRIPTIVE PRICE CATALOGUE,— a simple and perfect Guide to 
Purchasers, in which they will find nearly 3000 varieties noted and priced.

To Philatelists who have but recently commenced collecting, and who con
sequently require a number of stamps with which to make a start, Messrs. 
A. S. 8ç Co. take leave to recommend their Cheap Packets— ROWLAND 
HILL, INTERNATIONAL, and MERCURY—containing selections of 
well-engraved, effective, and interesting varieties, many of them rare, which even 
to older Philatelists will often prove an advantageous investment. And for 
the many Collectors, more or less advanced, who are not disposed to arrange 
their Stamps in blank books, Messrs. A. S. 8p Co. have always on hand an 
ample Stock of the Latest Editions of the most approved Albums, among 
which figure those of Moans, Lallier, Oppen, Stafford Smith, 8çc.

As the Publishers of THE STAMP-COLLECTOR'S MAGAZINE, 
Messrs. Alfred Smith iç Co. solicit the support of all classes of Collectors to 
that Publication, in which the views and requirements of all are consulted, 
and the Study of Stamps is facilitated by lucid Articles, copiously illustrated.

For full particulars respecting the Stamp Packets, CHEAP SETS OF 
STAMPS, Albums, and other Publications, the reader is respectfully referred 
to the advertisement columns of the S. C.M.; and it only remains to he said 
that the prompt execution of all orders may be relied on, as also an imme
diate reply to all letters of inquiry addressed to

ALFRED SMITH ý  Co., Foreign Stamp Importers, BATH.



ALFRED SMITH & CO.'S

S T A M P  & CREST A N N O U N C E M E N T S ,

“  Permit me to state how glad I always am to have business relations 
with your firm : it is universally pleasant and agreeable.”  — F. Л. 
P h i l b k i c k , Esa., Recorder o f  Colchester, The Temple, London, E.C.

The Stamp-Collector's Magazine. Annual Subscription, 6/-,post free; (abroad. 7/-). 
The Descriptive Price Catalogue of Postage Stamps. 7d., post free ; 

(abroad, 9d.).
The Rowland Hill Series of Stamp Packets. Nos. 1 to 12. From 7d. to

10/8, post free.
The Mercury Series of Stamp Packets. Nos. 1 to 6. 1/1 each, post free. 
Volumes III. to XI. of “ The Stamp-Collector’s Magazine.” 6/8 each, 

post free J (abroad, 9/-).
Lallier’s Stamp Albums. From l7 /- t o  22/6, post free; (abroad, 3 /-extra). 
Moens* Stamp Albums. From 12/- to 17/-, post free ; (abroad, 3/- extra). 
Oppen’s Postage-Stamp Albums. From 4/6 to 8/-, post free ; (abroad, 1/- extra.) 
The Mulready Postage-Stamp Albums. From 1/8 to 6/-, post free ; (abroad, 

postage extra).
Ruled Stamp and Crest Albums. From 7d. to 12/6, post free; (abroad, 

postage extra).
Cheap Sets of Postage Stamps. See detailed Advertisements in The Stamp-

Collector's Magazine.
Ye Armorie Albums. From 8/- to 22/-, post free; (abroad, postage extra).
The Arms of All Nations. 48 varieties. 1/1, post free.
Ships’ Crests, in Coloured Relief 144 varieties. 2/8, post free. 
Illuminated Shipe* Crests, Sheets, Nos. 1 to 7. 1/1 each, post free.
The Popular Crest Albums. From 1/8 to 5/6, post free.
The International Stamp Packet. Post free, 1/1.
The Arms of the English, Scotch, and Irish Bishoprics. 48 varieties. 

1/1, post free.
Royal Naval Crests. Packets Nos. 1, 2, 3, and 4, 1/1 each.

For Alfred Smith, <fc Co.'s other Announcements, see Advertisements and Prospectuses.

A L F R E D  S M IT H  & Co., F o r e ig n  S tam p  a n d  A lb u m  Im p o rte rs , B A T H .



S
 Published ou the is t o f  every Mouth, /сор, 4to, price 6d.

HIS Magazine has now been in existence upwards of eleven years, 
and the Publishers venture to hope it has been of substantial 
benefit to collectors. From the commencement they have striven to 

obtain the earliest and most accurate information on all points of 
interest to the philatelic public, in order to make it in every respect a 
complete and trustworthy guide.

For tin's purpose the services of the ablest and best-informed 
collectors in the kingdom have been secured, their contributions have 
been illustrated with accurate engravings by English and Foreign 
artists, and assistance lias also been largely rendered by correspondents 
in all parts of the world.

In forthcoming numbers no efforts will be spared to maintain the 
Magazine in the position it has gained, and the publishers trust they 
may be favoured with your support as a subscriber.

A nnual S ubscription ; S ix  Shillings, Post Free ;
To the Colonies and a ll Foreign Countries, the Annual Subscription is Seven Shillings, post free, 

KVKKV PURCHASER TS ENTITLED TO RECEIVE, GRATIS, WITH EACH N UM ПЕЕ 
AN UNUSED FOREIGN OR COLONIAL POSTAGE STAMP.

TUBTHIRD, FOURTH, FIFTH, SIXTH, SEVENTH, NINTH. TENTH, AND ELEVENTH VOLUMES
may also be bad of the Publishers: price 6s. 6d. each, post free ; (abroad, 7s. 6#/.)

L ondon : E. M arlbosofoh  & Co,

B A T H ; A L F R E D  S M IT H  & CO., 6, B A T H  S T R E E T .
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M e s s r s . ALFRED SMITH & Co. beg to call the attention of Philatelists 
to the means they possess of meeting the requirements of their supporters. 
Their Stock of Stamps is an unusually large and varied one ; it has been 
selected with the care dictated by an experience extending over many years, 
and consists solely o f specimens of which the authenticity can be guaranteed 
in the fullest possible manner. Messrs. A. S, Co. have nothing whatever 
to do with the sale of either reprints or facsimiles, but of Genuine Stamps 
they can supply almost every known variety ; and they beg to refer Collectors 
desirous of filling the blanks in their Albums to the current edition of their 
DESCRIPTIVE PRICE CATALOGUE,— a simple and perfect Guide to 
Purchasers, in which they will find nearly 3000 varieties noted and priced.

To Philatelists who have but recently commenced collecting, and who con
sequently require a number of stamps ıvİth which to make a start, Messrs. 
A. S. if Co. take leave to recommend their Cheap Packets—ROWLAND 
HILL, INTERNATIONAL, and MERCURY—containing selections of 
well-engraved, effective, and interesting varieties, many of them rare, which even 
to older Philatelists will often prove an advantageous investment. And for 
the many Collectors, more or less advanced, who are not disposed to arrange 
their Stamps in blank books, Messrs. A. S. Sp Co. have always on hand an 
ample Stock of the Latest Editions of the most approved Albums, among 
which figure those of Moens, Lallier, Oppen, Stafford Smith, fc .

As the Publishers of TEE STAMP-COLLECTOR'S MAGAZINE, 
Messrs. Alfred Smith if Co. solicit the support of all classes of Collectors to 
that Publication, in winch the views and requirements of all are consulted, 
and the Study of Stamps is facilitated by lucid Articles, copiously illustrated.

For full particulars respecting the Stamp Packets, CHEAP SETS OF 
STAMPS, Albums, and other Publications, the reader is respectfully referred 
to the advertisement columns of the S. C. M.; and it only remains to be said 
that the prompt execution of all orders may be relied on, as also an imme
diate reply to all letters of inquiry addressed to

ALFRED SMITH Şp Co., Foreign Stamp Importers, BATH.



ALFRED SMITH & CO.’S

S T A M P  & CREST A N N O U N C E M E N T S .

“  Permit me to state bow glad I always am to have business relations 
with your firm: it is universally pleasant and agreeable.”  — F. A. 
P h i l b r i c k , Esa., Recorder o f  Colchester, The Temple, London, E  C.

The Stamp-Collector’s Magazine. Annual Subscription, 6/-, post free; (abroad. 7 ’-). 
The Descriptive Price Catalogue o f Postage Stamps. 7d., post free ; 

(abroad, 9d.).
The Rowland H ill Series of Stamp Packets. Nos. 1 to 12. From 7d. to

10/8, post free.
The Mercury Series o f Stamp Packets. Nos. 1 to G. 1/1 each, post free. 
Volumes III. to X I . o f “  The Stamp-Collector’s Magazine.” G/6 each, 

post free ; (abroad, 9
Lallier’s Stamp Albums. From 17/- to 22/6, post free ; (abroad, 3/- extra). 
Моепз’ Stamp Albums. From 12/. to 17/-, poatfroe; (abroad, 3 / - extra). 
Oppen’s Postage-Stamp Albums. From 4/6 to 8/-, post free ; (abroad, 1A extra.)
The Mulready Postage-Stamp Album s. From 1/8 to 6/-, post free; (abroad, 

postage extra).
Ruled Stamp and Crest Albums. From 7d, to 12/6, post free; (abroad, 

postage extra).
Cheap Sets o f Postage Stamps. See detailed Advertisements in The Stamp- 

Collector's Magazine.
Y e  Armorie Album s. From 8 ’- to 22/-, post free; (abroad, postage extra).
The Arm s o f A ll Nations. 48 varieties. 1/1, post free.
Ships’ Crests, in Coloured Relief. 144 varieties. 2/8, post free. 
Illuminated Ships’ Crests. Sheets, Nos. 1 to 7. 1/1 each, post free.
The Popular Crest Album s. From 1/8 to 5/6, poet free.
The International Stamp Packet. Post free, 1/1.
The Arm s of the English, Scotch, and Irish Bishoprics. 48 varieties. 

1/1, post free.
Royal N aval C rests . Packets Nos. 1, 2, 3, and 4, 1/1 each.

For Alfred Smith <£• Co.'s other Announcements, see Advertisements and Prospectuses.

A L F R E D  S M IT H  & Co., F o r e ig n  S ta m p  and A lb u m  Im p orters , B A T H ,
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S Published on the is t o f  every M onth, /cap. \to, price 6d,

HTS Magazine has now been in existence upwards of eleyen years, 
and the Publishers venture to hope it has been of substantial 
benefit to collectors. From the commencement they have striven to 

obtain the earliest and most accurate information on all points of 
interest to the philatelic public, in order to make it in every respect a 
complete and trustworthy guide.

For this purpose the services of the ablest and best-informed 
collectors in the kingdom have been secured, their contributions havo 
been illustrated with accurate engravings by English and Foreign 
artists, and assistance has also been largely rendered by correspondents 
in all parts of the world.

In forthcoming numbers no efforts will be spared to maintain the 
Magazine in the position it has gained, and the publishers trust they 
may be favoured with your support as a subscriber.

A nnual Subscr iptio n : S ix Shillings, Post F r e e ;
To the Colonies and a ll Foreign Countries, the A nnual Subscription is Seven Shillings, post free . 

KVERY PURCHASER IS ENTITLED TO RECEIVE, GRATIS, WITH EACH NUMBER 
AN UNUSED FOREIGN OR COLONIAL POSTAGE STAMP.

THIRD, FOURTH, FIFTH, SIXTH, SEVENTH, NINTH. TENTH, AND ELEVENTH VOLUMES
may also be had of tbe Publishers: price 6j. 6d. each, post free ; (abroad, 7/. 6e/.).

L o n d o n : E, M arlborough  & Co.

B A T H : A L F R E D  S M IT H  & C O ., 6, B A T H  S T R E E T .
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OF
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R E V IS E D  A N D  CO RRECTED B Y  O V E R Y  T A Y L O R .

LONDON : E, MARLBOROUGH ft CO.
BATH : ALFRED SMITH ft CO., 7, BATH STREET.



M e s s r s . ALFRED SMITH & Co. leg to call the attention of Philatelists 
to the means they possess of meeting the requirements of their supporters. 
Their Stoch of Stamps is an unusually large and varied one ; it has leen 
selected with the care dictated by an experience extending over many years, 
and consists solely o f svecimens of which the authenticity can he guaranteed 
in the fullest possible manner. Messrs. A. S. if Co. have nothing whatever 
to do with the sale of either reprints or facsimiles, but of Genuine Stamps 
they can supply almost every lcnown variety ; and they beg to refer Collectors 
desirous of filling the blanks iti their Albums to the current edition of their 
DESCRIPTIVE PRICE CATALOGUE,— a simple and perfect Guide to 
Purchasers, in which they will find nearly 3000 varieties noted and priced.

To Philatelists who have but recently commenced collecting, and who con
sequently require a number of stamps with which to make a start, Messrs. 
A. S. f  Co. talee leave to recommend their Cheap Packets—ROWLAND 
HILL, INTERNATIONAL, and MERCURY—containing selections of 
well-engraved, effective, and interesting varieties, many of tirem rare, which even 
to older Philatelists will often prove an advantageous investment. And for 
the many Collectors, more or less advanced, who are not disposed to arrange 
their Stamps in blank books, Messrs. A. S. f  Co. have always on hand an 
ample Stock of the Latest Editions of the most approved Albums, among 
which figure those of Mocns, Lallier, Oppen, Stafford Smith, fc .

As the Publishers of THE STAMP-COLLECTOR'S MAGAZINE, 
Messrs. Alfred Sinilir f  Co. solicit the support of all classes of Collectors to 
that Publication, in which the views and requirements of all are consulted, 
and the Study of Stamps is facilitated by lucid Articles, copiously illustrated.

For full particulars respecting the Stamp Packets, CHEAP SETS OF 
STAMPS, Albums, and other Publications, the reader is respectfully referred 
to the advertisement columns of the S. C, M. ; and it only remains to be said 
that the prompt execution of all orders may be relied on, as also an imme
diate reply to all letters of inquiry addressed to

ALFRED SMITH Sf Co., Foreign Stamp Importers, BATH.



ALFRED SMITH & CO.’S

S T A M P  &  CREST A N N O U N C E M E N T S ,

“  Permit me to state how glad I always am to have business relations 
with your firm: it is universally pleasant nvl agreeable.”  — P. A. 
P11Iİ.BUICK, E s q . ,  Recorder o f  Colchester, The Temide, London, E  C.

T h e  S ta m p -C o lle c to r ’s  M a g a z in e . Annual Subscription, 6/-, post free; (abroad, 7/-). 
T h e  D e s c r ip t iv e  P r ic e  C a ta lo g u e  o f  P o s ta g e  S ta m p s. 7d., post free; 

(abroad, 9d.).
T h e  R o w la n d  H il l  S e r ie s  o f  S ta m p  P a c k e ts . Nos. 1 to 12. From 7d. to

10/8, post free.
T h e  M e r c u r y  S er ies  o f  S ta m p  P a c k e ts . Nos. 1 to 6. I T  each, post free. 
V o lu m e s  I I I .  t o  X I .  o f  “  T h e  S ta m p -C o lle c to r ’s M a g a z in e .”  6/6 each, 

post free ; (abroad, 0 -).
L a l l ie r 's  S ta m p  A lb u m s . From 17/- to 22/6, post free; (abroad, 3/- extra). 
M o e n s ’ S ta m p  A lb u m s . From 12/- to 17/-, post free ; (abroad, 3/- extra). 
O p p e n ’s  P o s ta g e -S ta m p  A lb u m s , From 1/6 to 8/-, post free ; (abroad, 1/- extra.) 
T h e  M u lr e a d y  P o s ta g e -S ta m p  A lb u m s . From 1/8 to C/-, post free; (abroad,

postage extra).
R u le d  S ta m p  a n d  C re st A lb u m s , From 7d. to 12/0, post free; (abroad, 

postage extra).
C h e a p  S e ts  o f  P o s ta g e  S ta m p s . See detailed Advertisements in The Stamp-

Collector's Mwjazine.
Y e  A r m o r ie  A lb u m s . From 8-'- to 22/-, post free; (abroad, postage extra).
T h e  A r m s  o f  A l l  N a t io n s . 48 varieties. 1/1, post free.

_ S h ip s ’ C re sts , in  C o lo u r e d  R e l ie f .  144 varieties. 2'8, post free. 
I l lu m in a te d  S h ip s ’ C rests . Sheets, Nos. 1 to 7. 1/1 each, post free.
T h e  P o p u la r  C re st  A lb u m s . From 1/8 to 5/6, post free.
T h e  I n te r n a t io n a l  S ta m p  P a c k e t . Post free, 1/1.
T h e  A r m s  o f  th e  E n g lis h , S c o tc h , a n d  I r is h  B is h o p r ic s . 48 varieties. 

1/1, post free.
R o y a l  N a v a l  C reste . Packets N0 3 . 1, 2, 3, and 4, 1/1 each.

For Alfred Smith tfc Co.’s other Announcements, see Advertisements and Prospectuses.

A L F R E D  S M IT H  &  Co., F o r e ig n  S tam p  a n d  A lb u m  Im p orters , B A T H .



Published on the is t o f  every M onth, fenp . s,to, price 6d.

'U PH IS  Magazine has now been in existence upwards of eleven years, 
and the Publishers venture to hope it has been of substantiel 
benefitto collectors. From the commencement they have striven to 

obtain the earliest and most accurate information on all points of 
interest to the philatelic public, in order to make it in every respect a 
complete and trustworthy guide.

For this purpose the services of the ablest and best-informed 
collectors in the kingdom have heen secured, their contributions have 
been illustrated with accurate engravings by English and Foreign 
artists, and assistance has also been largely rendered by correspondents 
in all parts of the world.

In forthcoming numbers no efforts will lie spared to maintain the 
Magazine in the position it has gained, and the publishers trust they 
may be favoured with your support as a subscriber.

A nnual Subscription r Six Shillings, Post Fr e e ;
To the Colonies and a ll Foreign Countries, the Annual Subscription is Seven Shillings, post free. 

EVERY PURCHASER IS E N T ITLE » TO RECEIVE, GRATIS, WITH EACH NUMHER 
AN UNUSED FOREIGN OR COLONIAL POSTAGE STAMP.

TUBTHIRD, FOURTH, FIFTH, SIXTH, SEVENTH, NINTH, TENTH, AND ELEVENTH VOLUMES
may also be had of the Publishers : price 6s. 6d. each, post free ; (abroad, jí. 6</).

L ondon  : E. M arlborough  & Co.

B A T H : A L F R E D  S M IT H  & CO ., 7, B A T H  S T R E E T .
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OF
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O F  T H E  B R I T I S H  M U S E U M .

REVISED AND CORRECTED B Y OVERY TAYLOR
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D A T H : ALFRED SMITH & CO., 7, BATH STREET.



M e s s r s . ALFRED SMITH <fc Co. beg to call the attention of Philatelists 
to the means they possess of meeting the requirements of their supporters. 
Their Stoch of Stamps is an unusually large and varied one ; it has been 
selected with the care dictated by an experience extending over many years, 
and consists solely of svecimens of which the authenticity can be guaranteed 
in the fullest possible manner. Messrs. A. S. Co. have nothing whatever 
to do with the sale of either reprints or facsimiles, but of Genuine Stamps 
they can supply almost every knoivn variety ; and they beg to refer Collectors 
desirous of filling the blanks in their Albums to the current edition of their 
DESCRIPTIVE PRICE CATALOGUE,— a simple and perfect Guide to 
Purchasers, in which they will find nearly 3000 varieties noted and priced.

To Philatelists who have but recently commenced collecting, and who con
sequently require a number of stamps with which to make a start, Messrs. 
A. S. f  Co. take leave to recommend their Cheap Packets— ROWLAND 
HILL, INTERNATIONAL, and MERCURY—containing selections of 
well-engraved, effective, and interesting varieties, many of them rare, which even 
to older Philatelists will often prove an advantageous investment.' And for 
the many Collectors, more or less advanced, who are not disposed to arrange 
their Stamps in blank books, Messrs. A. S. Co. have always 011 hand an 
ample Stock of the Latest Editions of the most approved Albums, among 
which figure those of Moens, Lallier, Oppen, Stafford Smith, fyc.

As the Publishers of THE STAMP-COLLECTOR’S MAGAZINE, 
Messrs. Alfred Smith Sf Co. solicit the support of all classes of Collectors to 
that Publication, in which the views and requirements of all are consulted, 
and the Study of Stamps is facilitated by lucid Articles, copiously illustrated.

For full particulars respecting the Stamp Packets, CHEAP SETS OF 
STAMPS, Albums, and other Publications, the reader is respectfully referred 
to the advertisement columns of the S. C. M. ; and it only remains to be said 
that the prompt execution of all orders may be relied on, as also an imme
diate reply to all letters of inquiry addressed to

ALFRED SMITH Co., Foreign Stamp Importers, RATH.



ALFRED SMITH & CO.’S

S T A M P  &  CREST A N N O U N C E M E N T S .

“  Permit mc to state how glad I always am to hare business relations 
with your firm: it is universally pleasant and agreeable.”  — F. A. 
P hilbbick , Esq., Recorder o f  Colchester, The lempii, Rondon, E. С.

The Stamp-Collector's Magazine. Annual Subscription,6/-, post free; (abroad,7/-). 
The Descriptive Price Catalogue of Postage Stamps. 7d., post free ;

(abroad, 9d.).
The Rowland Hill Series of Stamp Packets. Nos. 1 to 12. From 7d. to

10,8, post free.
The Mercury Series of Stamp Packets. Nos. 1 to 6. 1/1 each, post free. 
Volumes I I I .  to X I .  of “ The Stamp-Collector’s Magazine.” 6/6 each,

post free ; (abroad, 9/-).
Lallier’s Stamp Albums. From 17/- to 22/6, post free ; (abroad, 3/- extra). 
Moens’ Stamp Albums. From 12/- to 17/-, post free ; (abroad, 3/- extra). 
Oppen’s Postage-Stamp Albums. From 4/6 to 8/-, post free ; (abroad, 1/-extra) 
The Mulready Postage-Stamp Albums. From 1/8 to 6/-, post free ; (abroad,

postage extra).
Ruled Stamp and Crest Albums. From 7d. to 12/6, post free; (abroad, 

postage extra).
Cheap Sets of Postage Stamp3. See detailed Advertisements in The Stampi-

Collector а Mar/azine.
Ye Armorie Albums. From 8/- to 22/-, post free; (abroad, postage extra).
The Arms of All Nations. 48 varieties. 1/1, post free.
Ships’ Crests, in Coloured Relief 144 varieties. 2'8, post free. 
Illuminated Ships’ Crests. Sheets, Nos. 1 to 7. 1/1 each, post free.
The Popular Crest Albums. From 1/8 to 5/6, post free.
The International Stamp Packet. Post free, 1/1.
The Arms of the English, Scotch, and Irish. Bishoprics. 48 varieties. 

1/1, post free.
Royal Naval Crests. Packets Nos. 1, 2, 3, and 4, 1/1 each.

For Alfred Smith <fc Co.'s other Announcements, see' Advertisements and Prospectuses.

A L F R E D  S M IT H  & Co., F o r e ig n  S ta m p  and  A lb u m  Im p o rte rs , B A T H ,



f  Published on ike \st o f every M onth, /cap. 4to, price 6d.

HIS Magazine has now heen in existence upwards of eleven y ears, 
and the Publishers venture to hope it has been of substantial 
benefit to collectors. From the commencement they have striven to 

obtain the earliest and most accurate information on all points of 
interest to the philatelic public, in order to make it in every respect a 
complete and trustworthy guide.

For this purpose the services of the ablest and best-informed 
collectors in the kingdom have been secured, their contributions have 
been illustrated with accurate engravings by English and Foreign 
artists, and assistance has also been largely rendered by correspondents 
in all parts of the world.

In forthcoming numbers no efforts will be spared to maintain the 
Magazine in the position it has gained, and the publishers trust they 
may be favoured with your support as a subscriber.

A nnual S ubscription : S ix Shillings, Po s t F r e e :
To the Colonies and a ll Foreign Countries, the A unttal Subscription is Seven Shillings. post free. , 

EVERY PURCHASER IS ENTITLED TO RECEIVE, GRATIS, WITH EACH NUMBER 
AN UNUSED FOREIGN OR COLONIAL POSTAGE STAMP.

THIRD, FOURTH, FIFTH, SIXTH, SEVENTH, NINTH. TENTH, AND ELEVENTH VOLUMES
may also be had of the Publishers: price 6s. 6d. each, post free : fr*1 * — f. • ■ j

L o n d o n : E. M arlborough  & Co.

B A T H :  A L F R E D  S M I T H  & CO ., 7,
O t r  r„

rif blKELT.



The Publishers present their compliments to the Subscribers 

to D r. Gray's Illustrated Catalogue o f Stamps, and will feel 

obliged i f  they will give them their opinion o f the merits o f  

this work, now completed by the issue o f this part.

A L F R E D  S M IT H  &  CO.

7 , Bath Street, Bath.

V  Cloth g ü t  Covers for binding the Catalogue may be 
had post fre e  for 1/L

[eviut.



To the Publishers of Dr. Gray’s Illustrated 
Catalogue.
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